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The new Mark Levinson No.39 CD player combines the performance and functionality found in the highly acclaimed
No.36 Digital Processor and the No.37 CD Transport. The No.39 represents value unheard of in a single box
CD player of this calibre. From the elegant Madrigal designed loading mechanism and Closed Loop Jitter Reduction'
circuitry employed by the No.37 to the dual differential 20-bit digital to analog conversion derived from the No.36
Digital Processor, the No.39 enjoys atechnological heritage unequalled in its class. Add HDCD decoding capability,
a high quality digital output, two auxiliary digital inputs, fully balanced analog volume control and remote capability,
and it is readily apparent that true versatility and value can co-exist in one remarkable component.
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n the morning of the day the
Thrust land- speed record
team finally broke the sound
barrier officially in both directions, a
newspaper ad appeared from one of
the sponsors. It congratulated the
team on its (earlier) land-speed record
and described the car as 'supersonic',
without actually stating that anew
record had been established at Mach
1-plus. The ad, Isurmise, had to go
to press before those final magnificent
runs were made, and had to be
worded to give the right message
whatever the outcome.
Hi-fi commentators now have to
attempt asimilar feat every time they
write about DVD Audio. It's a
moving target, as Barry Fox explains
this month in the second of two
articles under the heading ' Better than
CD' (page 62) — itself now updated
by Barry's ` News' story (page 11).
For DVD movies, it has now
become clear that in practical terms
the DVD spec will allow the film
industry to use Dolby Digital as the
5.1 channel sound format for Zone 2
(Europe) discs. This will encourage
Hollywood to support DVD's spring
'98 European launch with a good
range of titles.
But the DVD pure-audio issue is
still far from resolution. So will the
next century's audiophiles be spoilt
for choice, with arange of high-quality
audio options? Or will the Sony/Philips
Super CD (which will play back ' Red
Book' CD on current players as well
as DSD audio on future machines)
carry all before it?
These questions were temporarily
thrust (!) aside, as we hastened to
assess the astonishing Philips CDR
870, gives you CD- R and CDRewritable recording for amere £499.
The full story (which we regret has
also pushed aside some features
promised for this issue) begins on
page 36. As Martin Colloms has
remarked, Philips, the inventor of both
Compact Cassette and the Compact
Disc, is big enough to do almost
anything if it wants to. And this time,
thanks really to the economies of scale
Ni .hich are achievable when the same

MANCHESTER: MAKE A DATE
Leaving aside the huge American Winter CES —
trade exhibition in Las Vegas (early January), the
first important dates in the 1998 hi-fi calendar
are the 7111 and 8th of February, when the
Northern Hi Fi Show will be open to the public at
the Britannia Hotel, Manchester. This will be the First
Manchester show directly organised by the publishers of
HFN/RR. Centrally- located, the stylish Britannia Hotel looks
set to provide a really characterful venue for the Show.
Look out for a next month's Northern Show preview, as
well as a special concessionary offer to HFN/RR readers.

technologies take off in the computer
industry, Philips has given audio
consumers everything it can.

CHANGES AT AUDIOLAB
AND MONITOR AUDIO
There have been changes at two very
well-known British hi-fi companies.
First, speaker maker Monitor Audio
has appointed a new management
team, comprising Robin Jones
(chairman), Andrew Flatt ( finance
director) and Barry Adams ( as
production and development director),
while ' agroup of private investors'
have joined the company as partners
of Monitor's founder Mo Iqbal, who
remains as president. It is understood
that the new set-up effectively makes
Monitor asister company to another
British loudspeaker firm, Keswick
Audio Research.
Secondly, Cambridge Systems
Technology, which over the past 15
years or so has made its Audiolab
brand one of the best-known and
most successful British names in hi-fi
electronics, has been acquired by the
powerful TAG/McLaren group, wellknown for its Formula One activities.
Audiolab's founders Philip Swift and
Derek Scotland continue in their
present roles as managing director and
technical
director
respectively.
Expansion for Audiolab is clearly on
the cards, and there is atechnological
synergy between the two companies.
TAG's Udo Zucker told HFN/RR that
the group was ' seeking to provide a
product of excellence for the TAG
brand'. And, he added: ' If you do
things at aslow pace, you don't win.'

NO CHANGES AT
WHITFIELD STREET!
Following last month's ` Comment'
item on classical recording projects,
we should like to point out that the
head of Whitfield Street Studios is of
course the Studio Director, Matthew
Villa; Tony Faulkner's title is Remote
Recording Engineer. We regret that
our reference to Tony having ' taken
over' was completely incorrect and
would like to apologise for any
confusion this may have caused.
This is the stunning Smart 845,
a single-ended triode integrated
from Unison Research of Italy.
The Smart 845 review should
have been in this month's
issue, but with the arrival
of Philips' CD recorder,
something had to give!
We hope valve
enthusiasts won't
mind waiting
another month.
More details of the
February line-up
on page 106.
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Citarles Gayle see page 100

Dylan and Katrina and The
Waves

B&W P'5
'Boasting clout and finesse
in equal measures, the
P5s are speakers with
championship credentials
indeed — they plumb depths
few true hi-fi speakers dare !
to reach — the P5s are little
short of perfect"
What Hi-F1 2 — July '96

lt&W's aatente metÉod of
using Kevlar's unique woven
fibres for loudspeaker
cones has been amajor
factor in reducing unwanted
sta kg way's. .
For more information contact
B&W Loudspeakers (UK) Ltd
on. i- 44 (0)1903 750 750
http://www.bwspeakets.com
. . ,
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Ronald Corp ( BN) 66/6
Andrew Davies ( BN) 73/1
Jane Eaglen ( DN) 77/5
Marc André Hamelin ( BN) 69/7
Tasmin Little (.111) 73/7
James Lock of Decca ( BN) 79/11
Truls Mork ( BN) 81/10
Murray Perahia ( BN) 83/9
Richard Robbins(AA) 73/1
Wolfgang Sawallisch ( BN) 75/4
The Schidlof Quartet ( BN) 71/8
The Schubert Ensemble of London
(AA) 65/6
Takács Quartet ( BN) 67/2
Testament Records ( DI) 81/12

TURNTABLES
Dual CS 505-4 ( MT) 21/3
Henley Pro-ject 6SA (MT) 29/5
Impulse Moskito (MT) 29/5
Linn LP12 ( MT) 29/5
Michell Gyrodec (MT) 29/5
Michell Mycro (MT) 21/3
Quasar LE ( KK) 18/4
Rega Planar 3 ( MT) 21/3
Roksan Radius 3 (MT) 29/5
Systemdek 1960 ( MT) 21/3
Thorens TDI 66 Mk V1 (MT) 21/3
Wilson Benesch Full Circle ( KK) 48/12.

FINALE
Audiophile Blues ( RT) 122/11
Butch Morris ( BW) 130/12
Frank Sinatra ( FD) 130/9
Jimi Hendrix ( KK) 122/8
LaVern Baker ( KK) 114/6
Laura Nyro (JB) 122/4
Mini Disc ( BF) 114/7
New Electric Muse (113) 122/1
Prince ( AC) 114/2
Queen (MG) 146/10
The Beatles ( KK) 122/3
Shania Twain ( CE) 122/5

DA CONVERTERS
Classé DAC 1 (MC) 48/2
Muse Model Two (MC) 48/2
Musical Fidelity X-DAC ( DB) 34/4
Rote) RD- P980 ( PM) 36/3
Theta Data Pro Progeny ( PM) 34/7
Theta DS Pro Generation Va ( KK) 33/3
Thorens TDA 2000 (AC) 42/5

CONTRIBUTORS: AA: Andrew Achenbach, RB: Rex Baldock, DB: Dove Berriman, e:Johnny Black, CBing: Chris Beeching, EB: Eric Braithwaite, CB: Christopher Breunig,
AC: Andrew Cartmel, MC: Martin Colloms, PC: Paul Chappell, PJC: Peter Corneas, JC: John Crabbe, CE: Colin Escott, BF: Barry Fox, MG: Mitchell Gaynor, AG: Alvin Gold,
SH: Steve Harris, MH: Malcolm Hawksford, 1H: Julian Haylock, JMH: James M Hughes, DI: David Inman, KK: Ken Kessler, AK: Andrew King, MI.: Mike LaFevre, AMc: Angus
McKenzie, PMs: Paul Messenger, PM: Paul Miller, IN: John Nelson, BM: Bill Newman, SP: Stuart Perry, AS: Alan Shaw, PS: Peter Stillwell, RT: Ron Tabor; MT: Matthew Thorne
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Martin ten
the name in
electrostatics

re:Quest

Aerius i

Aerius — Be
AAHEA
nNoteWd
MARTIN LOGAN electrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers successfully combine the 'slam' of moving
coil bass
the transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic ?a,Martin Logan Ltd—the electrostatic
loudspeaker technology company—offers arange that incorporates the classic CIS Ilz Jill I- range, full-height
electrostatic, the flagship hybrids re:Quest and Monolith and the massively popular S1.3 and tenus ihybrids
he The Aerius iis the culmination of adecade of advances in hybrid loudspeaker technology. Compact
enough for the smaller room, this revealing speaker sacrifices nothing in performance. Recent cosmetic and
electronic changes including anew woofer and crossover topology has created aspeaker that has been
awarded the accolade 'Best Loudspeaker Value' in the prestigious AAHEA Awards for 1996 is Reriewers'
opinions of Martin Logan products are remarkably positive—(What HiFi? June 1996): '
It's the natural sound
of every instrument that makes this speaker so appealing.' ht,Alvin Gold (
HiFi Choke Januar 1996) also wrote
of the SL3: 'more capable of assuming the persona of the music than almost any box speaker you care to
name'. is Ken Kessler (
HiFi News August 1995)found the SL3 to be: 'one of the sweetest, smoothest mid-price
electrostatic hybrids I've ever heard regardless of maker.' He continued: The SL3 can produce images that
don't impress: they convince.' ?a
,Contact Absolute Sounds for adealer list where you can audition these
remarkable loudspeakers ?s
,And now Martin Logan Home Cinema speakers et,Stylos surround speakers are
in/on wall full-range electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room; the Logos is acentrechannel wide dispersion electrostatic/dynamic tweeter hybrid
Martin Logan—the name in electrostatics
Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE

Tel
Fax

0181-9175017
0181-879 7962

Email

73061.1710@eompuserve.eom
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'Reviewers
almost to
aman went
out and
spent their
own money
on said
pieces of
equipment.
The " vicelike grip"
was not on
any
reviewers'
gonads,
but on their
ears'

HI41 NEWS & RECOMI REVIEW

LINN/NAIM: HOW IT REALLY WPM
Dear Sir, In Ken Kessler's review of
the Rega CD player [
HFNIRR Aug
'97, page 20] there was an
interesting little tirade against the
state of British hi-fi companies
during the 1970s and 1980s. Ken
implies that there was some mafia
conspiracy run by Naim and Linn
that forced reviewers (quote) 'with
avice-like grip on the testicles to
recommend their products.
Now, Iam 37 and Iremember
things alittle differently. In the
early 1970s Ivor Tiefenbrun and
Julian Vereker set up tiny, oneproduct companies. Ivor set up
Linn, and the LP12 turntable, and
Julian, Naim and the 12/160 prepower amp. Both products were so
good, so special, that reviewers
almost to aman went out and
spent their own money on said
pieces of equipment. The 'vice-like
grip' was not on any reviewers'
gonads, but on their ears.
This then created the problem
that, whenever any importers
wanted to introduce ahigh end
American turntable, they were
greeted by reviews that in effect
said ' nice deck, but not as good as
my Linn and twice the price'.
Unsurprisingly, both the Japanese
and the Americans found that
selling quality hi-fi in Britain was
very difficult. In order to compete
they had to produce pmducts of a
similar quality and price as those
offered by Naim/Linn. This they
failed to do.
It was left to home producers to
take up the gauntlet: Pink Triangle,
Mitchell, and Roksan for
turntables, Exposure, Musical
Fidelity in amps. This led to
Britain being the most competitive
price/performance marker in the
world. What else would have kept
the Japanese from importing iheir
best for 20 years?
As the final icing on the cake,
these companies all had to support
their products and ensure they
were built to last. Without the
example of Linn and Naim, British
JANUARY IRIS

hi-fi would be in the same state as
our car, motorcycle, and television
industry. For once it was British
companies that set the standard for
quality, performance and back-up.
Now times are changing, we see
areturn to Mickey Mouse
companies offering prototypes for
magazine review on a ' fly akite'
basis — and HFNIRR conspires in
this. In agroup test of turntables or
amps it is unlikely that any Naim
or Linn equipment will be
included. And yet of your eight
reviewers six recommend Naim
equipment and two use Linn
LP12s: something no other
company warrants.
As for Rega, they were also a
one-product company, and in 15
years of reading tests of turntables
I've yet to see aRega bettered on
price/performance, regardless of
what they were used with. The
Rega CD may be good, or it may
be bad, but if viewed with the
inaccurate historical baggage Ken
Kessler brings Ifear it will never
get afair hearing.
Geoff Husband, e-mail
ON A DIFFERENT PLANET?
Dear Sir, Having read HFNIRR off
and on for nearly 20 years, Idon't
think Ihave ever read such apoor
review as that for the Rega Planet
CD player. Irrespective of whether
you agree that the player sounds
bad, good or indifferent, much of it
is just nonsense. Yes, by the
writer's definition Ibelong to the
Flat Earth society since Iown a
Rega Planar 3. However, why single
out Rega? All they do is build
quality hi-fi that is good value and
lasts. They also offer agood
guarantee, which they honour, and
will service aPlanar for its life. All
this about ' cult status' is nothing
short of hypocrisy — surely there
can be no better example of blind
following of 'the view' than the
LP12? The thing that most
aggravates about the review is the
fact that it is so difficult to work out
whether the reviewer thinks
anything of it, beyond the glib
comments offering nothing of
substance.
Talking of substance, the feet do
have ` sorbothane' type material,
because — though it doesn't seem
to be mentioned in the text of the
review — the player has no
suspension. Ifully support the idea
that prospective customers should
listen carefully before they buy,
rather than just follow reviewers'
personal recommendations. If this
review is anything to go by, you are
succesfully making the review
extinct altogether.
Mike Sarnworth, Staffs

A BLAST ON THE HORN
Dear Sir, Once again, the wheel was
re-invented in your magazine
['Views', Sept ' 97] and the insidious
behaviour of horn loudspeakers
exposed to public ridicule. Even if
the criticisms made were
unassailable — and they weren't —
their manner of presentation was
blatantly one-sided.
Such aletter could easily be
written about, say, how the
crossover distortion in Class B
amplifiers rules out their use in
high-fidelity applications since it
consists of musically unrelated oddharmonics, etc. It would leave out
the facts that there are grosser
sources of distortion within the
system; that millions of listeners are
perfectly satisfied with this type of
equipment; and that their efficiency
is so great that they do not
significantly contribute to electricity
bills or to global warming.
What leads us to audition a
particular item may be application,
looks, cost, aglowing review or
even an elegant theoretical basis.
Then, having listened to it in a
familiar environment, if our opinion
is that it is so bad that it should be
withdrawn from sale — or that it is
just not to taste — then we have
recourse to the ultimate sanction:
we need not buy it. However, our
minds, and our ears, were open. A
product's continued place in the
market implies that someone out
there is choosing to buy it.
Any designer of horn
loudspeakers is fully aware of their
theoretical drawbacks as well their
theoretical advantages. Surely,
though, over the last 30 years we
have learnt that equipment
measurements do not adequately
reflect the listening experience, and
that our theories do not yet
completely describe or account for
what we hear. Many listeners agree
that, in real rooms, horns produce
sounds below their cut-off
frequency so that house-sized
speakers are not always required.
Fortunately some designers must
have ignored the calculations and
built small horns anyway, so that
we could debate this point.
As far as Iam aware there is no
area of sound reproduction in
which one method is perfect and all
the others are non-starters. Every
part is acompromise, atrade-off
between one aspect of its
performance and another.
Horns must be doing something
right to attract agrowing band of
devotees — yes, myself included.
To us, their strengths far outweigh
their problems.
Obviously, other people make
other choices, sometimes using
9

Every loudspeaker manufacturer has the basics. The cones, coils, crossovers and cabinets. The woofers, tweeters,
magnets and faceplates. But only one really knows how to put them together. The proof, Celestion's

new iSeries.

Built with 70 years experience of pioneering development in loudspeaker technology, this range blows your mind.
It combines the highest level of audio fidelity with outstanding dynamic range. So you fully enjoy the true power of
contemporary music and film recordings. Time and time again.
But don't just take our word for it

Take it from Hi-fi World. " Powerful, dynamic,

musical and convincing", the i Series " shows just how strong British loudspeaker
engineering really is".
Spectacular praise, you might think. But where Celestion's involved, it's almost
predictable.

Celestion Consumer Division, Dept HFN15. Eccleston Road. Tovil. Nleidstone, Kent, ME15 80P. FREEPHONE 0800 731 3410.
Celestion Industries Inc.. 89 Doug Brown Way. Holliston. MA 01476. USA. Tel: 508 429 6706. Fax: 508 429 2426.
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

systems that would leave me
completely cold, but Ihope that the
day will never come when Iuse a
text-book to make up my mind
instead of my ears.
D Wright, W Sussex
GETTING THE JITTERS
Dear Sir, Reading Ben Duncan's
article on digital jitter (Nov '96) got
me thinking about the whole aspect
of music recording.
For many years record
companies have used digits to
record their products. Decca and
DG, both respected producers of
recordings, were using digital
methods very early on, as were
many others.
These recordings were issued on
vinyl and CD, and many were
praised by reviewers. Even those
who eschew the use of CD have
waxed lyrical about recordings on
vinyl, which would have been
originally recorded as digits.
Ihave not heard any of the vinyl
stalwarts show dissatisfaction
through digital jitter.
After all, they are listening to the
product of aD-A converter which
has then cut agroove in avinyl
master, digital jitter and all. If one
thinks of the number of digital
processes the signal has to go
through, an appreciable amount of
digital jitter must have been
induced.
Now, Icannot argue with Ben
Duncan's theory, but sitting at
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Dynamics pANELs

The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet,
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker (if fitted)

Place the flexible Defies
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in

We regret that the prize-winners were not
listed, as promised. Competition winners
for May-October were as follows:
May (Celestion): John Cruickshank,
Scotland.
June (Roksan): First Prize, Robert
Meyrick, Nottingham; 2nd Prize, Paul
Mumford, Devon.
July (Quad): Dave James, W Yorks.
August (van den Hul): First Prize,
David Woodrow, South Yorks; 2nd
Prize, Ralph Brown, Middx; Runnersup, Roderick Todd, London; Alan Bull,
Derby; D Money, London; Eric Swift,
Berks; PA Hinde, Staffs; yLind,
Bedford; N Masters, Lincs; yChisnell,
Merseyside; PR Williams, S Wales;
Rob Shellard, Portsmouth.
September (Partington): First
home listening to my CDs Iam
prize, 3' Chisnell, Merseyside; 2nd Prize,
totally enthralled by the sound that
TN Gray, Wilts; 3rd Prize, SyMills,
can be achieved. The only time I
suffer is when Ifind newly on CD a Norfolk.
October (Denon): First prize
recording that Iused to own. And
PStonham, E Sussex; 2nd Prize,
while listening to it Istill flinch at
T Walker, Ross & Cromarty; 3rd Prize,
the musical locations of clicks and
M Pawley, Surrey.
pops that were on the original vinyl
Despite our tardiness here, we hope it's
copy Iowned.
not really necessary to assure Mr Fuller
Iam sure there are many ' faults'
and other readers than none of our
we can measure, but in practice do
competition results are fictional! - Ed.
they matter? Perhaps if you can
devote tens of thousands of pounds
SAN FRANCISCO KIDDING
to ahi-fi system you can, but you
Dear Sir, Greetings from San
then may be exposing deficiencies
Francisco! Iknew that British
that even the recording engineers
automobiles were configured for
were unaware of when they were
driving on the other side of the
making the original recording.
road, but it wasn't until Isaw ' Next
Philip Tyler e-mail
Month' in the September ' 96 issue
(page 129) that Iwas made aware
AFRAID OF THE COMPETITION?
that Linn's UK version of the LP12
Dear Sir, The entry form for your
is different from the LP12 we buy
April ' 97 competition (
KEF RDM
in the States.
speakers) stated that the results of
It's things like this that Ijust
the competition would be published
can't learn about from the boring
in the May edition, yet they
US pubs. Keep up the great work!
eventually appeared in the July.
(Joking aside, Ienjoy your
The entry form for the May
magazine agreat deal.)
competition (Celestion A3
Thomas Burke, San Francisco
speakers) stated that the results
would be published in the August
edition, yet Iwas unable to find
them therein.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The entry forms for both June
(Roksan Radius system) and July
(Quad 77 system) stated that the
results would be published in the
September edition, yet Ihave been
unable to find either set of results.
Iwonder why it is that you make
such anoise about these
competitions on the cover of your
magazine, then forget about
publishing the results?
A cynic might suggest that the
competitions are nothing more than
an old marketing ploy designed to
foist afew more copies onto a
gullible audience. Nothing wrong
with that: caveat emptor, etc. But I
think you should publish the results
(even if they are fiction) when you
say you will.
Mark Fuller, e-mail London

•

Our photograph showed Linn 'sSouthern
hemisphere export model - Art Ed.

sound. and far less
distortion when
played loud

•
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What the experts have to eay...
"...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."
HI-F1 News & Record Review - bbuch1994
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1994
But one things for sure - the Defies panels
are no gimmick. They work...''
Audio Video - December 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amore natural sound..."
HI-14 Choice - January 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Duality

1111111...

Value for money
Standard Panel £7.95 ( 28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel

£6.95 ( 28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£ 5.95 ( 24cm x 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £ 14.95 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectra Dynamics make a range of products to
sun the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET. SEALING STRIP. GASKETS, etc.

For a
"
E. information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYN.4MIL
Tel
Fax

(
01745) 360070
(
01745) 360086

Unit Al Pinfold kid Est, Ficnici Lierwon,
Rhyl, DenbIghehlre LL18 2YR

ACCESS • VISA • C.O.D
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
10 mm o 3 mm
sechon

01.11.1313913113 WORLDWIDE
U.K. Tel 01455 2115503 • F. 01484
2.5405: AUSTRALIA Tel 03 5429 2191 • F. 03 5425 9309: AU...
Tel/Fe, 7472 51529: 4111.1l11. Tel/Fax 9 357 4537: 11.1.1011 Ta1.09 202
3125 - Fea 809 295 1379: CA/tADA Tel 905 529 5.55 - Fax 505 .25 5361
CYPRUS Tel 2 442141. Fax 2 4.4001: DONA« Tel 7582 9550 • Fax 7542
9107: FRAUDS Tel 79 99 04 .2 Flu 78 80 76 35: SERILAIrl Tel 305151
.074 • Fe. 30151 8.2: «RICO Tel 1 246 4075 • Fex 1 2. 570
11131.1.4113 Tel 7.5 715010 - Fe3 755 714773; 00510 00.10 Tel 2.84.111
F•x 2555 0073: INDONSSIA Tel/Fax 31 311 99.: ISRAEL Tel 3 640 7225
Fax 3 540 7434: ISRAEL 3 924 7524 - Fax 0523 5/17; ITALY Tel 2 21 40
44117. F•x 241 .6 51: NSW MALAWI TeDF•0 9 .9 11108. 1101.0.9 Tel
14.5 1137 • Fe, 755 25335: POIITURAL Tel 1 274 41114 • Fax 1 274 7513
RUSSIA Te1 095 1117 4345. Fax 055 517 5758 SOUTH AFRICA 751/Fex 11
462 7290: ItINSAPORI Tel 7,1 7124 . Fax 747 8338 SPAR1 Tel 32.5 32 10
Pea 3 265 77 94: 11.413.1 Tel 640 5.0 30 - Fax IMO 661 01 1.11211/1LAND
Tel/Fea 61 361 64.4: 4.12412411.41103 Tel/Fex 21 524 11 79 THAILAND TN
2 734 0514 - F. 2 374 4.48; U.S.A. (1.1 Tel 415 485 71111 Fax 415 50
7116: CASA. MID TeX 604 All 3433 • Fax 608 431 3771: USA. {
OD Tel 5.1
319 .21 9.541 In 5273.
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A bold claim - until you know the reason.
KEF's patented Uni Q is intrinsically better suited
to

home

theatre

than

any

other

loudspeaker

technology. For astart, it creates afar larger listening
area. And its characteristic point source effect greatly enhances clarity and definition.
With clear cone Uni Q drivers throughout, our new Q Series sounds breathtakingly
real - and the Q95C centre speaker brings vocals and dialogue to life as never before.

SERIES

No wonder the Q35 Iloorstander so convincingly trounced all- corners in
What Hi-Fi?'s Supertest. Awarding the ultimate five gold star rating, the review praised
its "three dimensional, almost tactile effect" within- 1'i resolution that's second to none."
Q Series home theatre from KEF. The difference is clear.

Sponsors of

VH-1
Take It to the bridge

MODELS SHOWN ARE THE 0 SERIES COMPRISING THE 015. 035. 055. 065. 075 AND 065C. KEF AND UNI O ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS. UNI C IT PROTECTED JNDER CB PATENT 2Z36929. U.S. PAT, NO. 5.548.657 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.
FOR DETAILS ON KEF 0 SER ES PLEASE CONTACT KEF AUDIO ( UKI LIMITED. DEPT 1-11,W15. FREEPOST MA 1332. ECCLESTDN ROAD, TOVIL. MAIDSTONE, KENT ME15 6BR. TELEPHONE (01622) 672261. WEBSITE http://wwwket.com

news
RECORD INDUSTRY BACKTRACKS
ON DVD AUDIO TESTS
THE ' FP' ( International Federation of the

Mini Disc versus the Digital Compact Cassette

Phonographic Industry) and RIAA (Recording

open market standards battles. Said another:
`The real problem is that the lobby groups are

Industry Association of America) want to
abandon the ' golden ear' tests on 13 VII) Audio

now so strong they can steer standards. But if

which they had promised the record
companies they would finish by the end of
1997 [see ' Better than CD', Part 2, page 62].

the standards turn out not to be practical, they
can walk away, leaving the record companies
committed to an unworkable system.'

By late October the International Steering

This is why, 18 months ago, the IFPI and
RIAA set up an International Steering
Committee to test all proposed systems and

Committee set up by the IFPI and RIAA still
could not agree on the methodology, so had not
even started testing. Meanwhile more companies
are promoting rival technologies.
Nicholas Garnett, the IFPI's Director
General, and Hilary Rosen, the RIAA's
President,

have

written

to

the

senior

management of the major record companies,
suggesting that instead of testing and
recommending a single standard, all the
competing systems should go on sale, and the
public left to buy whichever they prefer.
'They must be bonkers; and we are telling
them in no uncertain terms to go away and
finish the job we pay them to do' said one
record

company

manager

with

unhappy

memories of both the VHS versus Betamax and

report by this year's end. With the self-imposed
deadline approaching, the competitors have
turned the technical debate into acommercial
battle. Philips and Sony are now promoting their
DSD, Direct Stream Digital, system as the
'digital Rosetta Stone' and argue that consumers
'need to migrate from the Compact Disc'.
Bob Stuart, founder of hi-fi industry group
the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio, and
Managing Director of British hi-fi company
Meridian Audio has published apaper which
attacks DSD technology as 'unacceptable'.
Dolby Laboratories provides the lossy
compression system, Dolby Digital AC-3, used for
DVD movie discs. Now Dolby is among several

companies (another is Pioneer) which has discussed
the possibility of licensing alossless system invented
by British engineers Peter Craven and (the late)
Michael Gerzon, and owned by Meridian.
Meanwhile, Pioneer, Panasonic and Samsung
all have rival systems.
Says Tony Griffiths, who pioneered digital
recording at Decca and was afounder member
of the ARA: 'They shouldn't abandon testing,
because it's difficult: just alter the time scale'.
The IFPI's DG Nicholas Garnett had
previous wanted it widely known that the IFPI
was doing something to ensure that the record
companies had asay in any new disc standard.
But, despite many reminders, Garnett failed to
come up with aconsidered comment on the
ISC's admission of defeat.
An IFPI spokeswoman could say only that
the trade bodies 'hoped for acoherent response
in acouple of weeks'. Bob Stuart believes the
ISC is on the wrong track anyway and has
overlooked a simple solution. ' If you have a
lossless system, you don't need to do alistening
test. All you have to do is check what data
comes out'.
Barry Fox

SIX- DISC SONIC FRONTIERS

MERIDIAN MOVES TO 508 24- BIT
MERIDIAN'S latest CD player,

the 24-bit chip in conjunction

the 508.24 [ see this month's
Competition, p35] is the first to

with its own pioneering noise

use the new Crystal CS4390 24bit dia chip. Meridian aims to

Meridian 508.20 players can
have their machines updated to

achieve higher resolution from
standard 16-bit CDs by using

Audio Ltd, 01480 434334.

VALVES and HDCD rub noses in an innovative high end,
multi-CD player From Sonic Frontiers. The Anthem CD1 is
based on asix-disc Sony Musicbank CD mechanism,
available alternatives. PTS, the UK distributor, says
Musicbank 'won hands down'. Featuring the Pacific
Microsonics HDCD chip, and Burr Brown PCM1702 d/a
convertor, Anthem CD1 has avalve output buffer and
SPDIF or AES/EBU digital outputs. The remote controlled
Anthem CD1 retails for £ 1595. Further details from PTS,
0700 HIFICO, or 07000 443426 if you don't have
letters on your telephone.

shaping technology. Owners of

24- bit spec for £ 395. Meridian

RADFORD AMPLIFIER REBUILD SERVICE
Following enquiries resulting from December's Classic HiFi supplement, we
have been asked us to point out that in addition to its replacement
transformer service [detailed on page 13, December issue], Woodside Sound
Engineering is able to service, repair or completely rebuild most Radford valve

products and also can provide akit of boards to renovate the Series 3range.
However, the Radford STA-25 Mk 4amplifier itself (as reviewed in 1984) is
not now available as afinished product. Call Woodside on 01994 44827.

KRELL'S FULL POWER MONOBLOCKS
HOW'S this for pushing back the frontiers of power? Krell's new 650M
monoblock is rated at 650W into 8ohms, 1300W into 4ohms and 2600W
into 2ohms. Such acolossal power requirement arose when Krell's founder
and CEO, Dan D'Agostino, was developing the Krell Audio + Video Standard
pre-amplifier/processor, and wanted to stretch his personal home theatre
system to the limit. The Full Power Balanced 650M is about twice the physical
depth of Krell's 250M, and is available individually, in symmetrical pairs, or
in packs of three or five, to suit avariety of domestic systems. UK price per
pair is expected to be £25,000 to £26,000. Further information call Krell's
UK distributor Absolute Sounds Ltd. Tel: 0181 947 5047.
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EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
811 JANUARY Winter Consumer
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HIefl

Electronics Show, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA.
Contact CES on + 1703 907 7600.
SHOW
78 FEBRUARY The Northern Hi Fi Show,
Britannia Hotel, Manchester. Sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact show organiser Janet
Belton ( Link House Exhibitions) on 0181 686 2599.
29 31 MARCH Electrical Retailing Show 98, NEC
Birmingham. Contact the organisers on 01737 768611.
21 24 MAY High End ' 98, Hotel Kempinski, Frankfurt,
Germany. The High End Society +49 202 70 2022
10 14 JUNE The Home Theatre & Specialty Audio
Show, Los Angeles Airport Hotel, sponsored by
Stereophile magazine. Contact + 1914 476 3157.
17 20 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show, at the Excelsior
and Ramada Hotels, Heathrow, London (Trade only 1718th). Sponsored by HFN/RR. Contact show organiser
Janet Belton on 0181 686 2599.
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CHRISTMAS CABLE CRACKERS
COMPETITION
between
cable
manufacturers is hotting up in the run
up to Christmas. Here are the latest
offerings from four leading lead
manufacturers, Ixos, QED, SonicLink
and van den Hul.
IXOS has anew three
core asymmetric weave
cable technology,
Gamma Geometry, in
which the dielectric is
formed from athird
'dummy' core. Improved
noise cancellation and
reduced coiling effects
are claimed as the chief benefits. Ixos
1002 Gamma Series Interconnect
(£39.95 per 1m pair) features pure silverplated OFC conductors extruded in
Teflon, apolyethelene dielectric and PVC
inner jacket. Ixos 6003 Gamma Series
speaker cable (£2.99 per m) has two 336
strand pure OFC conductors extruded in
PVC with adummy PVC dielectric. For
more details call Ixos Ltd, 01494 441736.
QED Qnect 2
and Qnect 4,
two completely
new
interconnect
cables, are both
derived from QED's Genesis research
project. Both use 99.999% OFC

conductors in twisted-pair geometry
within Low Density polyethelene
insulators. The Qnect 4additionally
features foamed LDPE for extra low
loss insulation. Both cables are
terminated in gold-plated phono
plugs. Prices of the new cables are
£27 for Qnect 2and £54 for Qnect 4
for 0.5m lengths. Call QED Audio
Products Ltd, 01276 451166.
SONICLINK
Maroon, which is
an exotic new
interconnect
cable developed
from SonicLink
Violet, features
Zinc/Nickel body
phono plugs and
sells for £ 100 per O 5m pair£125 perlm
pair price. Silver Pink SE and SonicLink
Violet SE represent SonicLink's response
to demand from dealers for Special
Edition (SE) versions fitted with new
Zinc/Nickel body plugs. Prices are £45
per 0.5m pair and £ 50 per lm pair.
S130x2 BiWire is anew SonicLink
loudspeaker cable, based on S300, and
featuring four, silver-plated copper
conductors to help maintain high
frequency detail, strong stereo and bass.
It has silicone rubber insulation for low
dielectric absorption losses. SonicLink
Black Rhodium is anew hand-made

STRONGER
SPEAKER
STANDS
SANUS SYSTEMS, of St
Paul, Minneapolis, USA,

interconnect whose Rhodium plated
Molybdenum signal conductor is fitted
with Rhodium plated connectors. Price is
£995 per 1
m pair. Further details from
SonicLink, 01332 361390.
VAN DEN HUL has
recently made the
most major of 24
modifications to its
long-running D102
interconnect cable,
upgrading the
conductor to hybrid
carbon-silver-copper technology.
Tony Faulkner, the leading balance
engineer, is quoted as having said it
was ' like getting another 6dB of
headroom in the system'. Technical
advantages claimed include extremely
high RF shielding, low capacitance
and low DC impedance. Designed to
resist deterioration and
contamination in high heat and
humidity, D102 IIIHB is fitted with
Teflon insulated gold-plated plugs for
good contact and mechanical
stability. Meanwhile, the Hullifiex
insulation of this famous yellow cable
wins vdH brownie points from the
Green lobby for environmentally
friendly production. Retail price for
the D102IIIHB is £69.99 per 0.8m
stereo pair. For more information
call van den Hal UK, 01705 003 9013.

KESWICK CREATES
SPEAKER BLUEPRINT

Mel

has just redesigned its Euro
Foundation models, which
are said to be the world's
best selling loudspeaker
supports, to give enhanced
rigidity and improved aesthetics. The 14 inch and 24 inch
stands now have multiple stantions and areinforced base
plate. All models are completed in an 'extremely durable
and attractive black powder finish'. The EFSat models,
which are height adjustable between 24 and 38 inches,
are also available in white powder finish. US prices range
from $80. For Further information and UK shipment details,
call Sanus Systems on (001) 612 484 7988.

BLUEPRINT HiFi, a new loudspeaker brand created by Keswick
Audio, concentrates on bringing
innovative, creatively designed models
to world markets separate from the
parent company's products. First fruits
of the new brand are two, heavilybraced, high-sensitivity, rear-ported
floorstanders, the Point 1and Point
2, both with a rated sensitivity of
90dB/W. Point 1is atwo-way design
for near-wall operation. Point 2 is a
three-way with 200mm bass driver.
Both models have three-point spiked
feet, 28mm silk dome tweeter and
170mm cast chassis main drive unit.

An attenuated, rear-firing supertweeter is fitted for enhanced natural
ambience. Prices are £ 1000 for Point
1and £ 1650 for Point 2. Blueprint
HiFi has nearly completed the design
of amore high end model, Point 3,
targeted to sell for £ 3700. Further
details are available from Blueprint
HiFi, 01977 671823.

'FINE TUNING' MAKES NEAT SPEAKERS NEATER
THREE key models in the Neat Acoustics
loudspeaker range, the Petite, Mystique and
Critique, have been fine tuned for improved
performance. Each new model, available since
September 1997 and first shown at The Hi-Fi
Show, features a new tweeter. In the Petite,
Neat has adopted a circular EMIT ribbon-type
driver, blending it to the bass driver with a
revised crossover network. A ' smoother
extended treble response with greater midband integrity' is claimed. Both the Mystique
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and Critique models are now fitted with a new
25mm hand treated fabric dome tweeter and
a realigned crossover for ' hear through'
midrange and
treble, with astounding
presence and timing'. Retail prices for these
new Neat models are £745 for the Petite; £ 575
for the Mystique; and £ 385 for the Critique
finished in black. The three models carry
(respectively) a £50, £75 and £60 surcharge for
the cherry finished alternatives, shown here.
Call Neat Acoustics Ltd, 01833 631021.
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QUICKSILVER OFFERS
A CHOICE OF VALVES

model — and in its press
information Marston quotes a

FOUR alternative output valves, the KT88,
6550, 6L6 or EL34, can be chosen for use in
US specialist Quicksilver Audio's new V4
monobloc amplifier. This 120W per channel,
pure valve amplifier is designed for long valve
life, by virtue of its low screen-grid voltage. A
chassis mounted meter and individual bias
controls for each output valve are further
refinements of the V4 which carries aUS retail
price of $ 3800 per pair. Further details from
Quicksilver Audio, + 1702 825 1514.

number of dealers in support of
the Silhouette, including London's

CAST CROSSOVER FOR CONDOR

MARSTON MOVES
DAC UPMARKET
MARSTON AUDIO has added a
more exotic second-generation
DAC, The Silhouette Elite, to
complement its original Silhouette

The Cornflake Shop, which is said
to have been ' seriously
impressed'. Silhouette Elite has

MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
could

well

enhance

its

uprated power supply circuitry for
reduced digital noise on the

with the new, floorstanding

power rails. The specially-selected
components fitted in the

Condor loudspeaker. In this
new design a bi-wirable,

Silhouette Elite are subject to
pre-testing ' to ensure optimum
performance, reliability and

fourth- order,
solid- core
hard- wired passive cross-

irregular- pentagon cabinet.
Twin- tuned 75mm,
PU -

over is

longevity'. They range from OSCon capacitors to Linear

block, between enclosure
and base, and vibrationisolated by means of nitrile
components. Musical Technology has also fitted new,
in-house drivers, a 170mm,

skinned, HQA foam is used
to give critical damping of

Technology regulators, Neutrik
connectors and Schottky diodes.
The use of Michell Tenderfeet,
acoustically damped case work
and 2% solder joints are
additional performance indicators.
The Silhouette Elite retails for
£1175. Further details from
01533 772875.

TRIPLANAR ARM
ADOPTED
THE Wheaton Triplanar Ultimate
tonearm has a new UK distributor,
retailer Unique Audio. Manufactured
since 1981, this high- end arm is
unusual in offering independent
adjustment for azimuth, vertical
tracking angle and vertical bearing
height; hence its ` Triplanar' name.
Price is £ 3000 for the black IVi
version, or £ 3150 for the aluminium
version.

Further

details

from

Unique Audio, call 0181 450 7384.
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long

cast into

throw,

alloy

a solid

coned

bass/mid driver and ultra-

Musical Technology, these
drivers are installed in a
heavily- damped and braced

the main vertical cabinet
resonance.
The
Condor
retails for £ 000 per pair in
standard finishes, and £ 1075
per pair in Burr Yew. Call
Musical Technology Ltd,

Oite

01494 793137.

BFA WELCOMES WINDFALLS

Marston Audio Research Ltd,

Vi

reputation for inventiveness

wide bandwidth, 25mm,
alloy dome tweeter. As
might be expected from
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KEEP the windfalls coming. That seems to be the message from the British Federation of Audio,
which has reported awelcome upturn in summer business this year compared with1996. The
Federation of British Audio, formed in 1965, changed its name in the early1990s to the British
Federation of Audio, and now serves a membership spanning UK- based real hi-fi/home theatre
manufacturers, real hi-fi/home theatre UK subsidiaries/distributors and UK accessory producers.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
APOLLO CABLES is to be renamed DBF

Acoustics in preparation for the release
of aradical new range of pyramid shaped loudspeakers, the Jackson
Pyramids. Call 01279 651 434.
CAMPAIGN AUDIO DESIGN offers a
comprehensive mains cable upgrade
service for £ 100 to £ 130 according to
required spec. Call 01222 779 401.
INAKUSTIK of Germany has developed
adual-function speaker cable plug whose
tubular pin allows it to fit the new CEapprovable BFA smplifier output terminal
as well as existing 4mm sockets. Inakustik,
+49 (0) 7634 5610 22 (fax 5610 80).
JVC has announced a2% increase in
non-consolidated sales for the first half of
fiscal 1997, to Y283,429 million, export sales
offsetting adrop in domestic sales.
PHILIPS' pocket FM/MW radio, as small as
acigaratte lighter, pictured, sells for £25.
REPLAY AUDIO Consultants, the Chester hifi is moving to larger premises at Chattels, 2
Steam Mill Street, Chester CH3 5AN. For
more information call 01244 401290.
ROGERS International has appointed Rocelco
as its exclusive North American Distributor
Tel: + 1905 738 0737.

SCOTCH is giving away its new Dry Audio

Head Cleaner (£ 1.49) free with each CD laser
Lens Cleaner (£4.99).
SF URE microphones and QSC USA Series
amplifiers have been selected foruse in the
new sound systemwhich : sbeing installed in
Rochester Cathedral.
THOMAS TRANSDUCI RS, maker of the
Bravura range of horn- loaded loudspeakers,
has new telephone and Ex numbers, which
are 01424 813888 and ( fax) 01424 812755.
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BEST DEDICATED HOME THEATRE

There's atreat in store at Musical Images
this Christmas. With our Price Promise,
unparalleled standards of service - 12
luxurious demonstration ounges plus the
convenience of 7day opcning and easy
parking - there's no better place for Home
Entertainment. For the biggest choice, finest
installation and the best
until you've been to
Musical Images.

Musical Images
173 Station Road,
Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX

Tel: 0181 952 5535
Edgware Branch
Musical Images
95 High Street,
Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 1RH

Tel: 0181 569 5802
Hounslow Branch

A4/0

Covent Garden Branch
Musical Images
18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
Landon WC2H 9HB

Beckenham Branch
Musical Images
126 High Street,
Beckenham,
Kent BR3 SED

Tel: 0171 497 1346

Tel: 0181 663 3777

Have aHappy Christmas wit

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk

Open Sundays
CFO.

The finest Audio Visual dealer in the UK

MUSICAL IMAGES IS AN AUTHORISED MAIN DEALER FOR OVER 100 LEADING MANUFACTURERS
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WELCOME TAPE
DRIVE DEAL

SUPERCLOCK
PITCHES IN

TAPE Drive Library offers 140 audio
cassette tapes from the BBC's spoken
word Radio Collection, which includes
TV/radio comedies such as Blackadder,
Victoria Wood, The Chronicles of

AUDIO COM is ready to distribute
the first of anew brand of specialist
digital clocking devices which it
expects to beat all-corners and be
the most cost effective design on the
market. Retailing at £ 175, The
Superclock is pitched into the high
spec digital clock market created by

Narnia, and many other favourites,for
hire/purchase by Welcome Break
motorway visitors. Part club, part

Trichord Research.
Further details from Audio Com.
Tel: 01834 842803

library, the service enables an
introductory first tape to be bought
for £8.99 and subsequently exchanged
for any other tape at aprice of £ 1.99
each, with no loan time limit
stipulated.Further details from The
Tape Library Ltd, 01405 861951.

ROLL YOUR OWN CABLE
REMOVE an eyesore, and avoid danger by
using the new Cable Roller from Novem UK
to coil up excess, dangling mains wire. The
9Orrun diameter device divides into two halves
which rotate independently around acentral
core. One half leads to the mains plug, the
other to the electrical equipment. A side button

NEW ASPECTS
STAND IN
CUSTOM DESIGN'S newlylaunched Aspect range of hi-fi
and video shelving units, and
spiked (top/bottom) centre
pedestal loudspeaker stands is
detailed in a colour brochure
showing the black, blue, green,
red and grey finishes available.
Further details from Custom
Design, 0191 262 4646.

releases both halves for cable to be added or
removed. Cable Roller has a5metre capacity,
for cable of 3-7mm diameter and it is
available in white, grey or magnolia finishes.
Retail price is £ 2.99 or £7.99 for a multipack of three. Further information from
Novem UK Ltd, 0181 332 1671.

BUYOUT BOOST FOR PAPWORTH
FOLLOWING its management buyout and the
appointment of anew UK distributor, Papworth
has launched a 150W per channel/8 ohm
MOSFET/valve hybrid, integrated amplifier, the
MVH-200. Output is specified at 225W per

channel into 4ohms, the MVH-200 is available
as astereo or monoblock power amplifier. The
anticipated unit price is £ 1000. Further details
on all Papworth amplifier designs are available
from Elm Audio distribution, 01744 604578

MORDAUNT-SHORT
MAKES TWIN TWEAKS
t

La,

b

I

I h.

MYRYAD CD AIMS HIGH
MYRYAD'S new £ 1300 MCD 500 CD player, launched at The Hi-Fi
Show, uses 128-times oversampled, 20-bit, dual differential Delta Sigma
conversion technology. Production stage trimming is used to eliminate
stray, residual DC on the output of each channel. Twin power
transformers and a discrete output stage are additional audiophile
attractions. Further details from Myryad Systems Ltd, 01705 265508.
(An HFNIRR review is scheduled to appear nest month.)

RUARK'S NEW
EPILOGUE ENTRY

AE ADDS
BEECH
FINISH TO
SPEAKERS

RUARK ACOUSTICS has redefined
its entry level market position
withintroduction of the £239 Epilogue
loudspeaker [reviewed in this issue by

ACOUSTIC
ENERGY has added
Beech cabinet finish
to the standard
options available for
the AE109 and
AE120 loudspeakers
which are priced
£350 and £500
respectively. Tel:
01285 654432.

II R NEWS aRECORD REVIEW

Ken Kessler]. Joining the Dialogue
One and Prologue One in Ruark's
Contemporary loudspeaker range. the
Epilogue is a rear-ported, two-way
whose 14Ornm treated paper cone and
19mm damped, Ferrofluid cooled,
fabric dome are designed for minimal
break-up in the critical 1-41tHz region
and maximum integration. Ruark
Acoustics, 01702 601410.

JANUARY IWO

TWO of Mordaunt-Short's floor standing
loudspeakers have been fine-tuned for improved
performance. Refined braced cabinets, and
developments in Moulded Cone and Surround
(MCS) Technology are key elements in both of
these new models, the MS25i Pearl and MS30i
Classic models (seen left and right, below). Both
models are bi-wirable and internally braced. A
new mica-filled, polypropylene polymer maindriver cone is designed to give the MS25i Pearl a
more extended response than its MS25i
predecessor's. Revised LP alignment is achieved
using a larger cabinet. Sensitivity is rated at 89dB
for 1W at 1m. For the MS30i Classic, a new
Polypropylene cone/surround assembly helps the
main 200mm driver match the anodised
aluminium, gold dome tweeter. Improved bass,
transient and integration are claimed. Sensitivity
is rated at 90dl3 for 1W at lm. Retail prices are
£330 for the MS25i Pearl and £600 for the
MS30i Classic. Further information from
Mordaunt-Short Ltd, 01705 407722.

Meridian Digital Theatre, the real thing.
Acdiig extra speakers to your audio system
will never give you real home theatre and
could spoil your music.
Mer dian Theatre systems based around our
award winning 565 7.1 and 541 Surround
sound controllers have been designed from
the start to provide the best music and a
real home theatre experience.
Strting from our 541 analogue controller
you can build towards a Meridian Digital
Theatre system, now recognised as the
finest in the world.
All Meridian products from our CD players
and FM Tuner to ,the new 586 DVD player
work as amaitched system controlled from
one handset using our own software so you
can always be sure to keep pace with new
formats as -they appear.

BCDCDTHROVED STUART

/MERIDIAN
Meridian Audio Limited
Stonehill, Stukeiey Meadows, Huntingdon, PE18 6ED
Tel ( 0) 1480 434334 Fax ( 0) 1480 432948

http://wwvv.meridian-audio.com
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UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE
T
he 19-year old Ben Ghibaldani's
chutzpah knows no bounds: ' My
turntable beats anything I've seen at
The HiFi Show', he announced recently to

bemused HFN/RR staff. Before anyone could
say, ' Pull the other one', Ghibaldani's blend
of enthusiasm, persistance and technical selfassuredness had seasoned campaigners
champing at the bit, eager to hear whether
it lived up to its billing.
In the flesh, Domus certainly grabs your
eyeballs — echoes of The Mekon and its
impact on readers of The Eagle. I'm not
exaggerating. Surely no other turntable sits

There is a story behind

and make resonance within it self-cancelling.
For his A-level project, he initially set out

Ghibaldani's astonishing

to use an MDF subchassis, but soon found
it wasn't sufficiently rigid. 'There has to be
virtually no movement between the hub of
the platter bearing and the pivot of the tonearm' says Ben Ghibaldani. By trial and error

debut design, the £8,500
Domus turntable

by JONATHAN KETTLE

under such an immaculately spun acrylic
dome and matching base. Yet the dome is,
in a sense, the icing on the cake of this
stunning, retrofuturist, high-tech design.
What's even more impressive is the core
engineering of Domus, only one-stage
removed from Ben Ghibaldani's original
creation produced for his A-level Design &

Tony and Ben Ghtbaldam with the Domes

Technology project. This first incarnation
achieved national recognition when it was
exhibited at the NEC Birmingham, under the
auspices of EdExcel, the foundation for
educational excellence. Soon afterwards Ben
Ghibaldani established his turntable's sonic
credentials by comparing it with top-rated
designs at Musical Images, the Covent
Garden hi-fi dealer. This was the litmus test
that prompted him to take the plunge and
develop Domus as acommercial venture.
For the last year, Ben has been
collaborating with his Romanian-born father,
Tony, to iron out all the rough edges of his
original design. While Ben refined details
such as the subchassis and bearing
construction, Tony developed the
aesthetics and helped source subcontractors, including one specialist
firm that supplies the Williams
F1team. Relying on his wealth
of professional experience,
spanning architecture and
furniture design, Tony has
derived a form he believes
expresses the function and
engineering principles at the
heart of the turntable. So let's
see how Ben Ghibaldani
tackled his A-level project and
HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW

how he and his father have refined it ready
for production.
'I approached every turntable manufacturer
I could reach, to get hold of all the
information Iwanted', Ben Ghibaldani is
happy to acknowledge. ' I visited Pink
Triangle and Rega to see their manufacturing;
selected what Ifelt were all the best features;
formed a brief of how the design was to
function; and made modifications to suit what
Ifelt was required.
'The primary role of my design is to extract
every piece of information from a vinyl
record. We've achieved this through extensive
use of isolation, and very rigid coupling
between platter and tone-arm.'
Ben Ghibaldani is adamant that the 'closed
loop' between platter and tone-arm can and
does work, as long as the suspension and
choice of materials are up to it. The idea is
to stop vibration entering the ' closed loop',

he settled on the far stiffer Acetyl, which suits
Tony because, as he says, 'It's self-finishing.'
Two, massive, gold-plated, circular-section,
brass weights, located at 120° to the
armboard for static/dynamic balance, keep
the subchassis rigid at its weakest points. The
bare platter is made from Acrylic, chosen for
its almost identical vibration characteristics
to vinyl. ` It's absolutely crazy to use afelt or
rubber mat — you're absorbing vibration
between the platter and tone-arm.' exclaims
Ben Ghibaldani.
Without Rega's help, Ben Ghibaldani
would have had great difficulty completing
his A-level project. Yet he does not agree
with Rega that the motor is the only critical
source of vibration. ` Our turntable isolates
the motor, but also uses athree-point, tension
sprung suspension, originally modelled on
the Michell GyroDec and Orbe designs, to
isolate the subchassis from structure-borne
vibration. Tension springs avoid the toppling
effect, and have the additional advantage of
being easy to set up.' Ben Ghibaldani
reckons he's refined the spring system from
his A-level project turntable, so that Domus
will be 'better isolated than any other
suspended subchassis turntable Ican think
of. With Domus we've rigidly coupled each
spring to both suspension members through
rubber, using abolt to avoid metal-to-metal
contact. In effect, the springing posts, springs
and subchassis behave as one unit. The spring
itself is " dead"?
Ben Ghibaldani chose an inverted main
bearing, ' like Pink Triangle's but beefier',
primarily for its resistance to toppling. He
details several bearing modifications which
he says have ' reduced running-in time,
lowered friction and achieved a total
bearing/shaft clearance of 3 microns', a
staggering statistic, of which any high end
turntable manufacturer would be proud.
Initial impressions of Domus by Ghibaldani
are that it is one of the most audacious debut
designs from a new British company this
decade. Experienced listeners invited to
audition Domus, chez Ghibaldani, have
been hard-pressed to find fault in its
performance. The one remaining
doubt concerns the availability of
a finished, dedicated power
supply to replace the makeshift
Rega option initially being
offered to complete the
package. The Ghibaldanis
recognise that the Rega supply
does not develop enough
start-up torque, so the race is
on to complete a suitable,
variable torque design. We'll
keep you posted.
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AUDIO T Itc AUDIO EXCELLENCE

AUDIO EXCELLENCE:

AUDIO T:

probably the two best specialist retailers of hi-fi
and home cinema equipment - give independent
advice, excellent deals and a level of after sales
service that keeps customers
returning
year after
year.
We are not
just the same
as other
dealers, so
why not send
for our full
brochure to
see why.

BRISTOL
65 Park Street
Tel: 0117 926 4975

BASINGSTOKE
4 Feathers Lane
Tel: 01256 324311

Tues - Sat Sam - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

ACOUSTIC
PRECISION

CARDIFF
134/136 Crwys Road
Tel: 01222 228565

BRENTWOOD
30 Crown Street
Tel: 01277 264730

APOLLO

Ask for your
free copy of
MUSIC AT
HOME
The Ultimate
Guide

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

CHESTER
88/90 Boughton
Tel: 01244 345576
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

EXETER
156 Sidwell Street
Tel: 01392 491194
Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

GLOUCESTER
58 Bristol Road
Tel: 01452 300046

AMPUFIERS CD
HI-FI SYSTEMS HI -F1 SEPARATES
LOUDSPEAKERS PAULT1.ROOM SYST EMS HOME
ACCESSORIES UFESTYLE SYSTEMS

11*FREEPHONE 0500 101501
8am - 10pm 7 days a week (UK only)
Or return the FREEPOST coupon below

u
a

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

ZELESTION

CHELTENHAM
40/42 Albion Street
Tel: 01242 583960
Tues - Fri 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

ENFIELD
159a Chase Side
Tel: 0181 367 3132

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

SWANSEA
9 High Street
Tel: 01792 474608

LONDON
WEST HAMPSTEAD
190 West End Lane
Tel: 0171 794 7848

All shops are closed on
Mondays.
•
▪ Please send me my FREE copy of
• MUSIC AT HOME - The Ultimate Guide

B&W

GANTS HILL
442-444 Cranbrook Rd
Tel: 0181 518 0915

Tues - Sat3 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

OXFORD
19 Old High Street,
Headington
Tel: 01865 765961
Tues - Fri 10am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

AUDIOQUEST
CABLE TAUX
:ASTLE
:HORD
.:YRUS
OENON
DENSEN
DYNAUDIO
DYNAVECFOR
EPOS
GRADO
KEF
LINN
IOEWE
MARANTZ
MAXE_L.
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
MISSION
MONITOR
AUDIO
MORDAUNTSHORT
[SAD
AAIM
CNKYO
CRELLE

X- C

PANASONIC
P ONEER
PROAC
NO- SECT
QED
QUAD
QUADRASP.FE
RE- GA
REL

READING
4 Queens Walk,
Broad Street Mall
Tel: 0118 958 5463

ROTEL

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

RUARK
SENNHEISER

SWINDON
60 Fleet Street
Tel: 01793 538222

SONY

Tues - Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve oper late til 8pm

ROKSAN
ROYO

SHAHINIAN
SOUND STYE
STANDS UNIC,UE
TALK
ELECTRONICS
TANNOY

(
UK only)

NAME

▪ ADDRESS
•

a
u

For the very latest information please check our web sites at
www.audio-t.co.uk and www.audio-excellence.co.uk

PRICE PROMISE
* You won't find better sound.

POST CODE
Music at Home HFN1, Freepost LV1747, Abingdon, OX14 4YQ

TARGET
TDK
TEAC
TECHNICS

* You won't find better service.

u
a

ARCAM
ATACAMA

CAMBERLEY
173-175 London Road
Tel: 01276 685597

PRESTON
131 Friargate
Tel: 01772 253057

WORCESTER
Independence House
The Trinity
Tel: 01905 619059

ALPHASON

AUDIO LAB

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Sound
WO1RCSITER

• 47 years of experience
• authorised dealers
• full demonstration facilities
• 7day exchanges
• 30 day no charge upgrades
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IDA
• interest free credit
• part exchange
• 3year guarantee on hi-fi separates and systems
• home loans and home dems

ACOUSTIC
ENERGY

Tues - Sat 9.30am - 6pm
Thurs eve open late til 8pm

Tues - Fri 9.30am - 6pm
Sat 9.30am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

Tues - Sat 9am - 5.30pm
Evening dems arranged by
appointment

MAIN BRANDS
STOCKED

* But if you find a better deal,
let us know and as long as we
can verify it we'll be happy
to match it.

VAN DEN HUE
YAMAHA
Not all prodwrts
are stocked bw
every shop
so please chedk
with your lo:z I
branch befove
treyelling

technology
competes with the phone companies
but recoups capital investement. MD
Mark Ballett estimates it would cost
the company £200m to offer access
to its two-million electricity users in
the North West of England.
Norweb's plan to put raw sound
and video on the mains foundered
because the weak carrier is
completely destroyed by powerful
noise spikes that are much stronger
than the constant mush. The spikes
come from dimmer switches,
refrigerator or boiler thermostats and
power tools anywhere in the street.
(The Internet puts data in packets.
creates suspicion, so Isearched out
When corrupted, they are sent again.
their documents, which run to
several hundred pages. Sure enough,
This makes the signal robust against
hile serious designers
spikes, but adds delays which disrupt
they reveal the companies' dashed
struggle to keep digital
real-time sound and vision.)
hopes as well as claimed successes.
hash out of their audio
The companies now pretend that
circuits, the electricity suppliers are
A HIGH FREQUENCY CARRIER this was never intended — hence,
now planning to add it to the mains.
perhaps, their reluctance to help me
Five years ago, Norweb patented the
From there it will radiate into audio
read their patents. The scheme is a
idea of superimposing a high
equipment.
lot more speculative than some press
frequency carrier signal on the 50Hz
The companies behind the
reports have suggested. Norweb will
mains, to carry digital sound and
scheme, NorWeb (which supplies
video. Tests began last year, using a not start even limited trials until midelectricity to 2 million homes in the
1998, and will then gather feedback
modified version of the system
North West of England) and Nortel
for six months. Internet telephony
developed for CT2, the second(Northern Telecom, previously
will follow after two years. Data
generation digital cordless telephone.
STC), assure that they have tes
ted
speeds of up to 1Megabit/second
But to carry data at high rates, the
their hash-maker with all kinds of
are promised but this may not
carrier must be of high frequency.
audio and video equipment, and
The mains wires then behave like a provide better Internet audio and
there is no interference. But it's clear
video quality than over conventional
radio aerial, broadcasting the signal
from the companies publicity
phone lines and modems. Even with
and
causing interference.
To
material and patents that the system
a 64k bit/s ISDN line, which can
conform with European regulations
is still being tinkered with, and policy
carry broadcast- quality digitised
is being made on the hoof. Also, I on Electromagnetic Compatibility,
speech when used for a direct
Norweb must keep the HF carrier
have not felt confident that the
connection, the Internet currently
down to afew millivolts, compared
reassurers really understood the
delivers only muffled sound, which
to the 240 volt mains. So the carrier
difference between audio systems and
is delayed by the packetising process
is always on the brink of being
top end hii.
and often glitched. (Iknow, because
swamped by the random mush of
Why on Earth should anyone want
Iuse one.)
interference which pollutes the
to put more hash on the mains than
Norweb and Nortel hope to
mains, because the cables behave as
there is already? Norweb and Nortel
licence their system to other
want to use the mains as a areceiving aerial.
electricity companies in the UK, and
Norweb initially planned asystem
communications carrier, and so
abroad. But not in the US. In
which used coaxial cable or optic
compete with the phone and cable
fibre to pipe the speech and vision
Europe, substations serve around
TV companies. It is agreat idea in
250 homes so it is cost-effective to
to street units which then combined
theory, and has been enthusiastically
modify them. North American
the weak signals with the mains for
endorsed by the press and public.
substations, often on poles, supply
the last short run into the home.
Whether it works in practice remains
only around adozen homes.
It is costly to lay extra coaxial
to be seen. The question of
If the
system
is
adopted,
cables, so Norweb will connect its
interference remains open, too. But
everyone's digital signals will be
transformer substations to the
anyone with aserious interest in hirunning round the mains for the
Internet and use combiners at each
fi, especially if living in the areas
whole street. (No-one yet seems to
station to add a communications
where Norweb will be testing and
carrier to the mains. The carrier is a have addressed the issue of how this
trialling the system, should at least
will affect security, for instance when
spread
spectrum
of different
be aware of what is going on.
credit card orders and private e-mails
frequencies which smear over the
For many years, baby alarms and
are
all
sharing
the
same
background noise. So interference at
intercoms have worked on the mains,
communications loop. Presumably
one frequency still leaves most of the
plugging into a power point and
there will have to be a whole of
carrier untouched.
feeding audio back into the house
encrypting going on.)
A filter unit, clamped to the
wiring for reception by a matching
So data hash will be looking for
subscriber's meter, separates the
unit elsewhere in the house (or next
access to every home, and it will only
useful spread from the mains and
door). Early systems used AM, and
background noise, and feeds it to a be blocked from the house-wiring in
were next to useless because of the
homes which have fitted the
home communiations network. A
high level of interference on any
PC, which must be fitted with a data/mains filters. Unless NorWeb
mains supply. FM intercoms work
suitable decoder card costing around
fits filters to all homes, which will be
better, but audio quality is limited
alabour-intensive and costly job, this
COO, connects to the network and
because the carrier frequencies must
means that non-Internet users will
thus also to the Internet. Norweb
be kept low to stop the mains cables
have extra hash on their power
will charge amonthly fee for access
radiating signals which interfere with
but has yet to fix a price which
points.
Barry Fox
other electronics. This has prevented
the use of digital systems, which
need even higher frequencies if they
are to carry useful data rates.
Nortel and Norweb claim data
rates of at least IMegabit/second,
which should mean they can deliver
hi-fi
sound
and
MEPG-1
compressed video. They have
promoted and patented this idea. But
curiously, although both companies
boast of their strong patent
protection, they ducked and dived
when Iasked for more details and
were ' unable' to give patent
numbers. This kind of evasion always

The
electricay
suppliers'
proposas to
put hasi on
the mains
look like a
recipe for
disaster
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THE
Hen
SHOW

91
With around

150 exhibitors
occupying the
Excelsior and
Ramada hotels,
this year's Show
was easily the
biggest ever. Part
Two of the full
report...
by KEN KESSLER

H

arbeth announced a new
flagship model, the HLMonitor 40 system, the
company's first- ever three-way
system. Said to be in the BBC
tradition, it features a massive
300mm woofer, and is deemed to
be an upgrade for the nowdeceased LS5/8. There's no truth
whatsoever to the rumour that Alan
Shaw was offering cigars and
champagne in celebration of the
death of the LS3/5A...
Heybrook's Octet is a atop-ofthe-range floorstanding speaker set
to sell at around £ 1800. Measuring
a serious 915x240x280mm (hwd),
it contains two 160mm composite
sandwich cone woofers, a 130mm
composite
sandwich- cone
midrange and an oval gold dome
piezo ` electric gas filled' tweeter,
beloved of certain French brands.
Also available from Heybrook is the
Prima Centre loudspeaker.
Ikon Audio Ltd went after
Cabasse and Gallo in the eyeballin-a-stick competition: the S9 and
S15 loudspeakers look like the ' eyein-the-pyramid' off a dollar bill —
just the speaker for Illuminatus!
readers. Spherical cast Polybymin
enclosures contain the woofers ( a
170mm unit in the S15, a 130mm
device in the S9), while the
pyramids below house 28mm dome
tweeters. Both speakers have
87dB/1W sensitivity, 30-100W
power amp ranges, piano black
lacquer finishes and removable
grilles. The smaller model sells for
£1950, the dearer £2450. Ikon also
announced a prototype monoblock power amplifier.
Impulse's TUBE ONE is a
funky, EAR- like integrated valve
amplifier containing eight 5884
output
tubes
for
50W/ch
performance. The TUBE ONE
features
centrally
mounted

Beyer Dynamic found away
to demonstrate the clear virtues
of its latest headphones

transformers framed by the rows of
tubes in semi-cylindrical, horizontal
cages. A dual- mono design, it
provides four line-level inputs. The
Maya loudspeaker, first seen at last
year's Show, is now in production,
this pretty little two-way system
offering 89dB/1W sensitivity with
an 8in woofer and 25mm dome
tweeter. Price is £695 per pair.
InnerSound, with offices here
and in the USA, showed the Eros,
a hybrid electrostatic, 1700mm
tall. The upper section houses the
13.5x42in electrostatic transducer,
the lower section a 10in woofer in a
transmission line enclosure. Also
supplied as part of the system is a
200W/ch power amplifier to drive
the bass sections and provide the
crossover electronics.
In Store Logistics' sophisticated
Nexus comparators were aimed
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A budget speaker hit? Ruark's baby Epilogue, available in vinyl or wood

clearly at the trade, but Icouldn't
help wondering how they might
serve in amulti-room environment.
These devices are afar cry from the
crude comparators of yore, and
even feature such up-to-date
niceties as the automatic linking of
main speakers to various centre,
rear and subwoofer systems in A/V
set-ups. Another nice touch is
memory storage for up to 99
speakers, to match sensitivities.
You can even configure for instant
switching or a millisecond delay.
Neat stuff.
Jamo featured the Concert 8
loudspeaker, winner of the EISA
Award for Loudspeaker Of The
Year and nominated in the HiFi
News Awards. This handsome twoway system works on shelves or
stands and uses the company's
165mm woofer, with distinctive
solid copper phase plug. A neat
touch, it works in conjunction with
the copper of the voice coil to
reduce eddy currents. Jamo also
graciously provided us with the
talents of Johnny Mars, blues
harpist extraordinaire.
IPW's Millennium loudspeaker
Series has been enhanced with the
addition of the ML110, a small
two-way system selling for only
£69.99; also available is a
dedicated wall bracket for £9.99.
The Audio Visual Series welcomed
a new baby subwoofer, the
powered SW 40 with onboard 40W
amp for only £ 199, an ideal
ingredient for an affordable home
cinema system when matched to
one of the four new centre channel
speakers, these ranging from
£79.99 to £ 129.99.
KEF augmented the classic
Coda range with two new models,
the Coda 9.2 and Coda 10. Both
are floorstaraders, magnetically

shielded for home cinema use, and
feature the company's 25mm soft
dome tweeter. The 9.2 (£299) uses
a single 160mm coated paper
mid/bass, while the 10 contains
two: one operating below 90Hz,
the other covering frequencies up
to 3kHz. The 9.2 measures
735x200x240mm (hwd), the 10 a
slightly larger 835x200ta4Orrun.
Kelly Transducers enjoyed its
world launch at the Hi-fi Show, the
company
carrying
on
the
philosophies of audio legend Stan
Kelly. The first two models, the
KT3 and KT2, are 95dB/1W high
sensitivity loudspeakers due to the
clever use of doubled-up Aerogel
cone drivers. Representing absurdly
good value for money, the Kellys
work superbly with single- ended
triode amplification of dubious
wattage.
Kenwood celebrated 50 years of
audio production with the Series
21 range of systems, anew range of
'CD Text' CD players and —
confirming that the format is far
from
dead — a MiniDisc
component
with
advanced
functions that bely MD's image as
little more than a toy for the
PepsiMax generation. The DM7090 MiniDisc recorder features
Kenwood's 20- bit REC DRIVE
20-bit technology, ATRAC version
3.5 with 1MB of memory, digital
in/out terminals, quick move and
quick erase functions and loads
more.
Keswick Audio showed atotally
revised product range, headed by
the first public appearance of new
models in the Classic and Premier
loudspeaker line-ups. The Legato
speaker (£ 1199) is a ' two- and- ahalf- way' floor- standing system
notable for its ultra-slim enclosure
split into a veneered upper

Latest from Audio Research: the VT100 (left) and 1730 tube power amplifiers

MARY MS
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enclosure and a black lower
section. The upper section contains
a 25mm silk dome tweeter and a
130mm midrange driver, while the
lower section houses a side-firing
200mm bass unit. Also launched
was the Figaro, the new entry-level
model in the Premier Series, asleek
little two-way system at £ 1099.
ICLH, which made us sit up and
notice by unveiling its little Sound
Bites, went the other way this time
with a brace of floorstanders. The
The 16T measures an impressive
757x210x246mm (hwd) and is a
vented two-way tower fitted with a
6.5in woven fibreglass- coned
woofer and a 518in polycarbonate
tweeter. Sensitivity is 87dB/1W,
and the frequency response is
stated as 35-20kHz. The 216T
adds a second woofer and uses a
718in tweeter.
Linn's 25th year found the
company celebrating a quartercentury of music via the limited
edition, Silver Anniversary LP12
driving a full Linn Active System.
The hot news, though, was only
seen by the trade, when Linn
unveiled the CD12 Sondek ( our
scoop picture appeared last month
in Part 1). This cast aluminium
beauty is said to be the company's
CD equivalent of the LP12, astateof-the-art CD spinner containing
what they call the ' Linn CD
Engine'. It did raise a question,
though: why was the public denied
aglimpse, when — two weeks later
— the CD12 was actually in use at
the Italian show... for the public? Is
this some reflection on what the
Scots think of the English?
Living Voice launched two new
loudspeakers for horn enthusiasts,
the Audiotorium and the Airscout
Bass Bin. The Auditorium is a
£1500 floor-stander, with a
suitably high 94dB/W sensitivity, as
demonstrated by the speakers being
fed with amere 15W courtesy of a
triode amplifier with a Border
Patrol power supply; dimensions
are 970x220x280mm (hwd). The
Airscout/RW24 Bass Bin system
(£31,000) is a 4-way ' pure horn'
set-up with a sensitivity of
108dB/watt... a terrifying 3dB
more sensitive than Airscouts on
their own.
Magnum's hot news was the
CD 2020, anew single-chassis 20bit CD player with 128-times oversampling and a high-performance
clock with its own transformer to
further reduce jitter. Also unveiled
were the new IA 200 Remote, the
System II Class A monoblocks and
a line of Magnum speakers
including the four City models
ranging in price from £ 350 to
£695, and the County series, five
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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models costing between £430 and
£2145. Both series include
bookshelf and floorstanding
models, from two-way up to the
Norfolk, afour-way system.
Marantz again co-exhibited with
Tannoy, this time showing a new
line-up of reference products, the
stars being the PM- 17 Amplifier
and ST- 17 Tuner, which match the
now-familiar CD- 17 Compact Disc
Player. A particularly neat touch is
the centrally mounted temperature
gauge on the front of the PM- 17,
not that the amp actually runs to
scalding levels. A treat for showgoers was the presence of the
legendary Ken Ishiwata, overseeing
the launch of the Marantz PM17
In one vf thc
KI Signature version. Also in use
Audiofreaks rooms,
was the Tannoy Mercury range,
featuring the .eylish
now augmented with models above
Avalon speakers
and below the classic Mercury M2.
Distributor May Audio UK's
new products included Audio
Gem's floor- standing Sapphire
speaker, (£ 1200). This features a
forward-firing woofer and tweeter,
plus a second mid/bass driver
mounted on top of the enclosure in
'dual-plane' topology. Dimensions
are 1050x175x380mm and the
impedance is 4 ohms; owners of
low-powered amps (provided these
M arar tz
are 4ohm-capable) will rejoice in
Hi Fi again
the
90dB/1W
sensitivity.
co-exbibited
Sequence demonstrated the slim
wah Tannoy,
Genus 0.7 loudspeaker(£359),
usable in both stand- and wallmounted modes; it measures less
than 3.5in deep, yet it contains a
140mm woofer and a 25mm
tweeter. Totem demonstrated the
STTAF and Shaman loudspeakers
(along with Sphinx electronics from
Holland), and featured a new
'Signature' version of the Model
One, with special wiring, extensive
use of OFC silver, two large
metal/oil capacitors per speaker,
shielding, and other touches which
warrant the description of ' ultra-

this lime
showi ig a
new Une up
of reference
proc 'Lich , the
stars being
the ns1-17
Amrlffie -and
ST- 17 Tn Tier,
Which match
the newfamiliar CD- 17
Compact
Disc Player

This year's Show hosted aspecial CEDIA regional training day

tu caked'. Sphinx's line-up has
evolved into
a particularly
interesting series, nto the least
being the Project Ten integrated
amplifier with a ' valley' in the
middle, from which sprout the
unit's heat sinks. All of the Sphinx
products are elegantly designed and
beautifully finished, and feature
such niceties as Siltech cable for
the internal wiring. Jecklin
Float/Ergo
demonstrated
a
headphone with a new driver, the
Air Motion Transformer previously
only seen in Heil loudspeakers.
Meridian tormented all and
sundry with yet another glimpse of
the 800 Reference Series models,
the 861 Digital Surround Processor
and 800 Reference CD, alongside
the award- winning 500 Series
components. The latter range has
emerged as something of a dark
horse in the home cinema stakes,
the 565 surround processor
offering Dolby Digital and DTS as
standard, while the 562V is proving
to be THE bargain digital preamp/switching unit. Meridian can
now take credit for producing the
first UK-built DVD machine, the
586, but we're still waiting for the
industry to really settle the Zone 2
standards so we can play with the
damned thing...
Michell demonstrated the
flagship Orbe Turntable through
Alecto monoblocks, the ISO HR
phono stage and a mysterious
prototype pre- amplifier. Also on
show the Gyrodec, Mycro and
Syncro turntables, the latter
remaining one of THE analogue
bargains with its price still pegged
at £552 with aRega tonearm.
Monitor Audio launched the
all-new Monitor 4, a floorstanding
design measuring 840x200x225mm
(hwd). Active ingredients include
the company's exclusive 19mm
Alloy Gold Dome tweeter with
vented voice- coil and magnetic
fluid cooling, and apair of 165mm
Cobex plastic coned woofers.
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up of all the X- Series modules,
accomplished with the longawaited stacking system. Also
launched at the show were the Ell
integrated amplifier, the E61 CD
player and the long- rumoured
A1001 ' super integrated', the
£2500 flagship of the almost
legendary A Series. Rated at
200W/ch and weighing 30kgs, the
A1001 is a monster in every sense
of the term.
The Musical Design Company
had a large room filled with tasty

Sensitivity is 89dB/1W, the
impedance is 8 ohms and the
speaker can be bi-wired. As ever,
there's a choice of real- wood
veneers available, including cherry,
oak, black and rosemah. I'd tell
you what the latter is, but my
dictionary skips from ` roselle' to
`rosemallow'...
Mordaunt Short keeps adding
new models to its Classic Editions
range, the latest being the MS30i
Classic. In keeping with the move
toward higher sensitivities, the
MS30i delivers 90dB for 1W and
has a sensible 8 ohm impedance.
Frequency response is stated as 4520kHz from the 200mm bass/mid
driver and 25mm anodised
aluminium gold dome tweeter;
enclosure size is 425x250x300mm
(hwd). The veneer is genuine
rosewood, ` from sustainable
sources'. The MS30i is bi-wirable
via gold-plated 5- way binding

wares, among the most impressive
being the new ` stackable' range
from Revox. The units look like
Speakers to match
the (Audio) Carpet.
These ATD cabinets
and stands have been
specially decorated
well fabrics by
Missoni

posts.

Music Labs arrived from Down
Under with a nine-model speaker
range, encompassing mini monitors
on up to a no-compromise model
called the Monument, which
stands 1.62m high and weighs
116kg. A slightly less- imposing
floorstander is the 1.16m high
Epitome, which can be reinforced
with the addition of optional bass
modules. The company's line of
electronics includes the ML102
Mk II D/A converter, the ML808
Mk II
integrated amplifier
(80W/ch), the ML8 Mk II line
level preamplifier, and a pair of
power amps, the ML815 Mk II
stereo unit ( 150W/ch) and the
MI,825 Mk II monoblock (250W).
Musical Fidelity, as expected,
went overboard with the X Series,
especially now that the line-up has
been completed with the addition
of the XA50 monoblock amplifier
retailing at £ 499 per pair. The
display included a pyramid made

Relaxing: DTS
marketing VP David
DelGrosso, who gave
special presentaEions
of DTS surrautai
svund in the Absolute
Sounds horn, cinema
room (seen below)

they're fashioned sandwich-style,
with upper and lower black
sections and acentral layer finished
in natural metal. These models —
E450 amp, E426 CD player and
E460 tuner — can be placed one
on top of the other in the
conventional
manner,
or
horizontally staggered so that the
central unit is positioned like a
bridge between the outer two.
Revox also showed a gorgeous
prototype
DVD
player.
Micromega also showed a DVD
prototype, seen as a mock-up in
Paris last March. Primare returns
to the UK with the all- new 20
series, an entry-level CD player and
an integrated amp priced at £799
each, with a tuner to follow. The
styling is as clean as you'd expect,
with minimalist frontage and
floating faceplates. Genesis is
back, too, with the Digital Lens
and the 300 speakers. Also see
were the full range of Chario
loudspeakers from Italy, and Jeff
Rowland's exciting new Concentra
integrated amplifier, featuring the
company's 'wavy' fascia.
Musical Technology, in its
third appearance at the Hi -Fi
Show, launched the new Condor
with
a
25mm ' ultrawide
bandwidth' alloy dome tweeter and
170mm
long- throw,
alloy
diaphragm woofer — both units
actually made in-house. These are
positioned at the top of atriangular
cross-section,
heavily- braced
enclosure. The company's new
active subwoofer is the Tercel —
probably the first-ever hi-fi speaker
named after aToyota. Its driver is
a250mm housed in a701itre reflex
enclosure tuned tp deliver sound
down to 28Hz.
Myryad chose the Hi Fi Show
for the world launch of a new
flagship CD player, the MCD 500,
as well as the MP 100 pre-amplifier
and MT 100 FM tuner. The new
T Series features seven products,
including the T-20 CD player with
Sony- made transport, the full
remote- control T-70 integrated
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Yes, there were new turntables. This is The QT
from Channy Audio

amplifier delivering 45W/ch, the T60 stereo power amplifier derived
from the T-70, the remote-control
T-50 pre-amp, the T-51 surround
decoder pre- amp with Dolby
ProLogic, the T-40 FM stereo
tuner and — to complete a home
cinema set-up — the T-61 fourchannel
power
amplifier
configurable for 4x4OW, 2x4OW
plus lx100W, or 2x100W.
Naim introduced the IXO
Active Electronic Crossover,
intended mainly for use with the
Intro and Credo loudspeakers; the
IXO represents acost-effective way
of uprating a Naim System to
active status. Serious headphone
users will want to investigate the
company's new £ 350 two- box
headphone amp, part of which is a
NAPSC power supply. Naim also
launched the upgradeable CD3
compact disc player and reinforced
its commitment to the Naim record
label.
Neat Acoustics's Petite II has
eveolved into the Petite III through
the fitting of anew ribbon tweeter.
The Petite III can be positioned on
top of the Gravitas dedicated stereo
subwoofer system, the latter taking
over the duties below 80Hz. The
Gravitas/Petite package presents an
impedance of 15ohms, with overall
power handling of up to 200W.
New Audio Frontiers, another
Italian manufacturer, showed a
drop-dead gorgeous line of copperclad, wooden-cheeked valve
electronics to suit all tastes. The
845SE is a single- ended triode
stereo amplifier delivering 20W/ch,
its 845 valves protected by cages
fashioned from metal rods.
Monoblock devotees drooled over
the Reference 845, which uses two
845s in parallel for 40W output.
The 300B SE is for those who can't
get away from their Western
Electric daydreams, a 15W/ch
integrated amp weighing a
substantial 35kg. And at the top of
the tree is the Dissanayake
Resurrection preamplifier — this
model is hand-made with achassis
of AC100 anti- corroding alloy, a
brace of E88CCs for the high level
inputs and apair of 6BQAs for the
phono pre-amp section. Yummy...
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Nottingham Analogue showed
the Spacedeck, Hyperspace and the
Anna Log Reference turntables,
and added anew arm to appeal to
anachrophiles. The Foot, or more
accurately, the Mentor 12, is a
straight 12in arm which fits all
existing Nottingham Analogue
turntables. The anachrophile
interest? The Foot uses a tube of
carbon fibre reminiscent not of the
Wilson-Benesch arm but... the
Infinity Black Widow.
Orelle released the remote
control version of the highly
acclaimed SA- 100 integrated
amplifier as the SA-100RX (£649),
and the upgradeable CD- 100e CD
player, available in three forms —
including avalve version. The CD100e variants are Multibit Discrete
Single-Ended Class A designs, with
prices starting at £ 649. Orelle's
high-end XTC range was extended
to include the POW- 2stereo power
amplifier, rated at 150W/ch and

.. but is this digital for single-ended users?
Audio Note's long awaited player...

selling for £ 1450. The line-up now
consists of the POW- 1 multichannel configurable power amp
(200W/ch in stereo mode), the
PRE- 1remote control pre-amp and
the CDP-1 Single Ended Class A
CD player. Path Premier had a
number of rooms covering pure
audio and home theatre, including
state-of-the-art A/V demonstrations
using the latest from Runco and
Faroudja. Heart of the system was
the brand-new Proceed Audio
Video Preamplifier and Five
Channel Power Amplifier, both
demonstrating the company's
imaginative way with model names.
Bow Technologies, that eyepopping range from Denmark, now
includes an entry-level product;
show- goers witnessed the UK
launch of the Wazoo integrated —
50W/ch, five line inputs ( one
balanced) and looks to die for at
£1795. Path Premier added Revel
to its line-up, so the most talkedabout new US speaker range in
years finally has aBritish presence.
Prices start at £ 5295 for a 'plain'
stereo pair of the now- familiar
curved- grille two-way GEM
speakers, while a single sub adds
£2195 to the system price.
Plinius's M14 is adream-cometrue for vinyl junkies. This phono
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preamplifier
offers
polarity
inversion,
balanced
output,
adjustable gain and cartridge load
from the front panel (the latter with
six settings between 22 and 47k
ohms), and construction more
usually found in power amps. The
front panel itself is made from
12mm aluminium, the chassis
featuring lOmm aluminium 'walls'
for aresonance-free life.
Pioneer continued its tradition
of demonstrating cutting edge
digitalia with its forthcoming
DVD/LD combination player,
heard through aTHX 5.1 channel
home cinema system; Pioneer
showed in conjunction with Miller
& Kreisel Sound Corporation —
'pioneers' of sub/satellite speaker
technology. To make the A/V
message hit home, Pioneer also
showed its prototype flat-screen
plasma display — the answer to
every house-proud individual's
dreams. In the company's ` pure
audio' range, dubbed Precision
Tuned Components, the A- 300R
audiophile integrated amp and PDS505 CD player have been joined
by the three- head CT-S550S
cassette deck with Dolby S noise
reduction ( approximately £ 390)
and the F-504RDS tuner ( circa
£360) — both the sort of
components other entry- levelaudiophile ranges conveniently
forget. Bravo to Pioneer, then, for
this pair.
PM Components also answered
a dream or three with the launch
not of another goddamned 300B
but — Ikid you not — a genuine
KT66 called the KT66-R. Why
`It'? Because it's an addition to the
company's life- er, amp- saving
Retro range of Golden Tubes. The
KT66-R is said to be an exact copy
of the original GEC/M-0 Valve Co
design and is ideal for use in the
Quad
II,
Leak
and
RCA
Orthophonic amplifiers. PM's

Alchemist's newest
CD player maintains
this British brand's
trademark of
striking looks

PM Components
also answered
adream or
three with the
launch not of
another
goddamned
300B but —
Ikid you not —
agenuine KT66
called the
KT66-R. Why
'R'? Because
it's an
addition to
the company's
life- er,
amp- saving
Retro range of
Golden Tubes

... rather more expensive that the Sonneteer CD player model, seen here
stacked with the company's amplifiers

Narcissus is anew power amplifier
using the 211 (hooray!) in a Class
A single-ended circuit. Available in
various stages of tune — copper or
silver wiring, solid-state or valve
power supply — the Narcissus sells
for between £ 2500 and £ 3500
depending on configuration.
Prime Design arrived with the
A-100 Integrated Amplifier, good
for 100W/ch into 8 ohms or
200W/ch into 4 ohms, and
featuring a massive toroidal
transformer and huge reserve
capacitance in the power supply.
The A- 100's pre-amp and power
amp sections can be used
separately, should one want to add
the P-150 Stereo Power Amp rated
at150W/ch into 8 ohms, 300W/ch
into 4 ohms, or 450W bridged to
mono. The company also produces
the Isis 1 and 2 triangulated
bookshelf speakers and the
transmission line Dual Mono
Subwoofer System.
Prism Acoustics' speciality is
the use of reflective wave
technology in its loudspeakers. The
seven models in the range all
feature the company's unique and
patented ' diamond baffles'. Among
the models are the Capela III
three-way system, the Draco I/II
two-way speaker, the compact
satellite model Rigel I/II and two
sub-wooférs, the Viper and the
Vega.
ProAc launched anew high-end
loudspeaker, the Response Five. A
seriously large floorstander, it
measures 54x10x15in (hwd) and
each enclosure contains a pair of
7M carbon- fibre bass drivers, an
ATC-designed 3in soft- dome
midrange unit and aspecial version
of the 3/
4in soft dome found in the
other Response models, tweaked
with special rear loading. The ' Five
is available in enough different
veneers to make Mo Iqbal quake,
and it comes supplied with a
dedicated, spiked plinth. ProAc
also provided the first UK showing
of the Response One SC.
Pro-ject continues to champion
the budget turntable, with prices
starting at less than £ 200. A
feature of the display at the show
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This man can't
believe what he's
hearing...

SHOW REPORT

was the world launch of the Project 6.9, the company's new highend deck which comes fitted as
standard with the new Pro-ject 9
arm and a matching high- quality
moving- coil
cartridge
from
Ortofon, co-exhibiting with Project. Ortofon showed its full range
of cartridges, including the highly
desirable Rohmann, while phono
pre-amplification was catered by
the Henley range of separate
phono stages, which starts at
around COO. The demonstrations
also featured the new series HSP
Signal Path interconnect cables.
QLN's range of ' truncated
pyramid' speakers and impressive
floorstanders now features four
primary models plus a deluxe
variant. The familiar two-way
pyramid is up to Signature HDII
status, while the Signature HDII
Splitfield adds aseparate, outboard
electronic crossover. The Prestige
is a two-way floorstander with
'built-in subwoofer', while the
Reference HDII is the company's
flagship. But traditionalists will be
pleased to know that the One, the
original small QLN pyramid, is still
in production after more than a
decade-and-a-half.
The Quasar turntable, from
Sound by Design, appeared in
numerous forms, including twoarm variants and finishes of the
made-to-order variety.
Also
exhibited was the range of SBD
accessories, including the Energy
Absorption Platform designed to
replace the existing shelves
supplied with most racks, and SBD
interconnect cables. The Arc is the
company's new loudspeaker, atwoway system in afloorstanding bassreflex enclosure made from 25mm
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Another US highend amp brand
launches asingle-box
amplifier: the
Conrad-Johnson
integrated

Ben Duncan was on
hand to discuss
HFNIRR projects
with constructors

Myyad launched its
latest CD player, the
flagship MCD500,
as well as anew
amplifier and tuner

MDF. Its tweeter is a titanium
conductive inks; simply place it on
composite dome, the mid/bass
top of the CD. What does it do?
driver a 51/
4in carbon fibre coned
Well, let's just say that this circadesign. A novel touch is drive unit
£20 tweak was selling like hotprotection in the form of a curved
cakes.
rod in front of the two transducers,
RMS — Reference Music
rather than aconventional grille. A
Systems — had its handsome
neat touch at the show was a furniture and accessories on
presentation pack in the form of a display, but the eyecatcher was the
CD-ROM.
pre- production version of the
Russ Andrews (
Russ Andrews
stunning
MI
mono
power
Turntable Accessories) was touting
amplifier. At first, Ithought it was
the controversial ReVeel CD
a speaker support or table, as it's
treatment, now supplied in a twonot aconventional, horizontal box.
part pack for wet treatment
Rather, it looks like apedestal for a
followed by ' approved' drying. The
medium-sized monitor. Anyway, it
pair of sachets includes the familiar
puts out 100W and features
wet ReVeel wipe, the second a something called a power block
special pad to mop up the excess.
accelerator, or what you might
RATA also has anew power cable
think of as a ' turbo-charger'. The
breathtaking case is made from
called Ye110 (yes - abig ' 0' at the
end), and the casing is a bright
glass and carbon fibre, and the
shade of custard yellow. Price is
price will be circa £ 4000 per
£19.95, plus £ 5.95 for each
extra metre. The company's
new brochure — called
Audio
Lifestyle —
is
recommended reading for
the terminally tweaking.
The
Real
Sound
Company, manufacturer of
one of the most iconoclastic
turntables since the days of
the first Transcriptor, added
a couple of kits to allow
users to adapt existing decks
to the company's *design
philosophy. The Super
Trace system eliminates Latest version of the stunning acrylic andgold Quasar
friction by suspending the turntable from Sound by Design
tone arm, and can be fitted
to most decks which accept
pair...and for the looks alone it's
interchangeable
arms.
The
worth every penny.
Superplatter kit adds a floating
Rogers celebrated its 50th
mechanism above a turntable's
anniversary with the launch of the
platter — the Rega Planar 2 or 3 completely new Gold series, it reseems to be the ideal donor deck —
styled the Avanti Series and
so that the LP is completely
produced the LS5/9 ` Classic', a
isolated from the turntable,
replica of the BBC Grade One
including the spindle. All good fun
Studio Monitor, but for well-heeled
and so British that it should come
domestic users. For yours truly, the
with afree video of The Belles of St
event was especially poignant as
TrMian's.
Rogers also showed The Final
REL remains the doyen of
LS3/5A, a limited edition farewell
British sub-woofer manufacturers;
to the greatest small monitor of all
star of the show was the new
time, finished in high- gloss
Q100E, a black near- cube of
rosewood and limited to 50 pairs
420x400x435mm (hwd) housing a for the whole planet. Ciao,
300mm long- throw bass driver.
bambino...
The on-board amplifier delivers
Rotel provided the UK launch
100W and provides full control for
of a number of products, some of
matching to any systems which can
which HFNIRR has already been
work with asub operating between
quick off the mark in reviewing: the
20Hz and 120Hz. The gain
newcomers included the RA931
control's range is 80dB, and a integrated amplifier and anew prephase reversal switch is provided.
and power amp line-up, the RC971
The Ringmat, asubstitute mat to
pre-amplifier with the RB971 and
place between LP and platter, have
RB981 power amplifiers. Also
been joined by a CD equivalent.
launched at the show was the
Ringmat Developments' Statmat
RC972 remote control preis a thin ( 0.03mm!) disc of
amplifier and the company's
polypropylene film with a specially
HDCD-equipped compact disc
printed pattern on it made from
player, the RCD971.
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...But it's true.
Peter JComeau is no ordinary reviewer As designer of the only product to win
the coveted What Hi-fi Best Loudspeaker Award three times in succession,
he's generally regarded as the guru of small speakers. With 30 years'
experience as a specialist hi-fi retailer CC
co-founder of a highly respected UK
hi-fi manufacturer and one of the
'
terrible

three'

who

pioneered

subjective reviewing in the staid hi-fi
press of the 1970s, his opinion carries
formidable weight.

Percussion is firm

and practically
floor shaking in its
intensity - just afew
bars and you are
already reaching for

Seasoned hi-fi critics are notoriously hard to impress.

CC_ The I2i marks
the baseline
performance
above which all
other speakers
should rise.
But do they?
Do they hell! >5

So how come we weren't surprised when Peter JComeau
enthused so fulsomely about our new 12i?

your wallet.
IIi Fi News & Record Review

"They sound like agrand's worth of exotic compact," he wrote in October's Hi-Fi News.
"If Celestion can achieve this sort of performance for amiserly figure, why are most of the
speakers that arrive on the market so poor in comparison?"
Well, we can't speak for anyone else - but we know what makes the 12i such a
remarkable performer.
The smooth, natural-sounding vocals? Celestion's 19mm tweeter, whose neodymium magnet
is ferrofluid-cooled for improved power handling.
The phenomenal bass response?
130mm long throw bass drivers,
which allow the cone extended
movement without removing the
HF coil from the magnetic gap
where energy is most concentrated.
The acoustic purity and lack
of distortion? The use of laser
interferometry to tune out the
response peaks of conventional
speakers. Celestion crossovers
to ensure seamlessly smooth
transitions. Mounting the drivers
and reflex port in adense
one-piece composite baffle to
minimise resonance. Cabinets
computer-designed to eliminate
box coloration.
In the words of the HiFi News
lab report, "the horizontal off-axis

•

trace is brilliantly managed." To the
listener, that means the same
seductive audio experience
wherever you sit in the room.
No wonder the 12i reproduces the most demanding material with such accuracy

SHOW REPORT
Left: Colin Aldridge
of Meridian Cleft)
with US visitor
Andy Regan of
Audioquess.
Below: Nick Green
of UK Distribution

RT Services demonstrated one
of the contenders for the title of
world's best DAC, the elegant
DCS Elgar 24-bit/96kHz capable
converter (£ 8500). It's built to
recording studio standards, as
you'd expect from a company that
has made its enviable reputation in
the professional field, but with eyecatching visual design too. The
Elgar was used in with the Nagra
D recorder and master tapes and
played through the Sirius power
amps, which use ultra-high-power
MOSFETs
in their output
stagesand come from Denmark.
Analogue signals came courtesy of
the latest Basis turntable with Air
Tangent tonearm and Crown
Jewel cartridge. Speakers in use
included the ribbon hybrids from
BKS Audio, which start at £ 1250.
RT also showed products from
LAST, Magnepan, Vibraplane,
ASC, Fanfare, Shakti and others.
Ruark Acoustics launched one
of my &yes of the show, the budget
Epilogue reviewed in this issue. It's
a knock-out compact monitor
system which dazzled listeners who
just couldn't believe the £239 price
tag. It's reviewed in this issue. At
the other end of the range was the
new flagship system, the Excalibur.
A complex floorstander, it features
two woofers per enclosure,
mounted in aseparate cabinet and
connected to the upper module
with a dedicated multi- way prograde link as seen in the Equinox.
The upper section houses two mids
and a tweeter. UK retail is in the
£7000 region.
Sennheiser displayed its full
range of headphones and arange of
musicians' microphones. Presented
for the first time, will be the IS
380, a cost-effective infra- red
headphone system which comes
with a sexy, curvy transmitter and
pair of HDI 380 cans for only
£54.95. Also on demo was Lucas,
the only method yet for enjoying
Dolby surround system through
headphones.
Shearne Audio's first assault on
digital is the Phase 7 CD Player,
launched after two years' design
work and many hours of listening
and fine-tuning; the company
points out that special attention
was paid to the innovative output
filtering. Also launched was the
Phase 8 pre-amplifier, to match the
30

Exotic finish and
ultra-heavyweight
cabinetwork from
Silverado.
Below: Kenwood's
Series 21 estem

Phase 1 Reference and Phase 5
power amplifiers.
French make Siemel arrived
with its full range of exquisite valve
and solid-state electronics, the
models offered in a choice of gold
or blue-grey, with black to order.
The line-up consists of the TU10
stereo valve preamplifier with five
line inputs, the TU20 solid-state
preamplifier, the TU20 solid-state
60W/ch power amp and the MC20
phono stage, the latter adjustable
for
12,
30
and
120ohm
impedances. Construction is
superb, and all of the products
have a clean look reminiscent of
Classe. (The TU10, TR20 and
TA20 are reviewed in this issue by
Martin Colloms.)
Silverado's Ryder loudspeaker
is a new three-way floorstanding
model employing the construction
technique used in the well-known
Silverado 1. The cabinet should
prove to be resonance- free,
fabricated as it is from 18mm
MDF, with 36mm-thick side
panels and multiple bracing
throughout. Low frequencies are
handled by a 200mm polymertreated paper cone woofer, a
150mm polymer- treated paper
cone driver covers the midband
and the tweeter is a 28mm fabric
dome unit with ferrofluid cooling
and damping. The Ryder measures
250x940x330 (whd), weighs 25kg
and features a distinctive sculpted
baffle. Price is £ 1395, with the
company's signature Lapis Lazuli
marble effect optinally adding an
extra £ 150.
Sonneteer showed its full range
of solid-state electronics, including
the Campion solid-state, line-level
integrated amp rated at 30W/ch,
the Alabaster integrated with
another 25W/ch, the Sedley

moving-coil/moving-magnet phono
stage and the Dryden multi- bit,
Delta-Sigma DAC with both RCA
(phono) and BNC inputs. Also
seen was the prototype of the
Byron CD player, a single-chassis
device designed to complement the
existing range.
Sony returned to The Hi -Fi
Show this year with avast selection
of hi-fi and A/V products, including
the new 3000 range of luscious,
gold-finished audio mini-separates.
This series includes the RXD-7000
CD/receiver, the TA-F3000ES
60W/ch, the CDP-X3000ES CD
player and the ST-S3000ES tuner.
Naturally, MiniDisc featured
prominently, especially the new
MDS-JA3OES recorder, while
other UK firsts included TAVE910 Dolby Digital Integrated
Amplifier and the SS126EB
Brooklands Edition Compact
Speaker.
Star of the
A/V
demonstration was the compact
and nearly-affordable VPL-W400Q
LCD video projector.
Sound Department is the UK
distributor for the vast Carver
range, which now features eight
power amplifiers in two- to sixchannel forms, two pre- amps
including a Dolby ProLogic preamp/tuner, and a selection of
source
components
and
accessories. New to the UK are the
flagship Lightstar Reference
products, which include the
Lightstar 2 power amp and
Lightstar 2Direct pre-amp.
Sound Image had a room
packed full of treasures, the real
eye-opener being the Boulder
2000 series 2060 stereo amp with
I-want- one looks courtesy of the
funkiest heat sinks this side of a
Ferrari oil sump. The 2060 and its
monoblock sister 2050 deliver
600W and 1000W of Class A juice
into 8 ohms respectively and sell
for £23,000 and £43,500. French
speaker giant JM Lab gave the
British their first taste of the petite
Utopia speakers, the second and
(thankfully!) smaller model in the
family sired by the Grande Utopia.
Meanwhile, Electrocompaniet
added to its electronics range three
new products including the EC
CD- 1single-chassis CD player, the
EC 4.6 aremote line-level pre-amp
and the AW120 power amp,
derived from the AW 180
monoblocks.
System Audio of Denmark had
a handsome range of speakers
capped by a couple of slim
floostanders, deep but with
exceptionally narrow baffles. The
1150 carries a pair of BIG1400
mid/bass drivers with a System
Audio T1100 dome tweeter
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CC Nothing prepares you for the

and emotional depth.
"The coherence is extraordinary,"
Peter JComeau remarks. "That each
note is so well defined is remarkable
for aspeaker of this class."
Peter concludes "When you

sound of this new model. Ask
listeners to guess the price,
Iguarantee an answer closer to

close your eyes, they (the artists)

£500 than the spare change you

might just as well be in the room

have to sprinkle on the counter

with you."

to own apair.

That's the ultimate accolade for
any speaker, irrespective of price.
At only £ 119, no wonder he

couldn't believe his ears.

couldn't believe his ears.
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This Alchemist-based tower of power is asystem, topped by aPro-ject
turntable with Ortofon pick-up, all from distributor Henley Designs...

positioned in between; the 1130
uses apair of the smaller BIG1100
woofers. The 1105 is aclassy minimonitor with afrontmounted port,
a T1100 tweeter and a BIG1400
woofer. Also available is aselection
of A/V speakers. Common to all
the System Audio designs are
lightweight membranes made from
organic materials, bi-wiring facility,
short signal paths and minimalist
crossovers,
and —
in
the
flootstanders — a separate
chamber designed for sand filling.
T+A from Germany has — get
this — an 88page catalogue. Pretty
lavish stuff for a specialist brand,
but the presentation is amazing.
Richard Hirschmann UK, the
British distributor, has it narrowed
down to a three-page price list,
with standout products including
the impressive Pre DA3000 combination DAC/pre-amp (£ 2800),
fitted with valves and providing
system remote control, plus a
selection of slimline CD players
and digital active loudspeakers.
Talk Electronics made its mark
with meteorologically- named
products like Storm, Hurricane,
Tornado and Whirlwind, though
it's unlikely that the company
foresaw the success of films like
Twister and Volcano. Now they're
ready for the high end with a
£4,000
pre/power
amp
combination consisting of the
Hurricane 5 passive line level preamp, a Whirlwind 2 power supply
and two Tornado 5monoblocks.
TDL's speaker range included a
new line-up called the Carbon
Fibre Cone series. Finished in real
wood veneers including cherry,
mahogany or oak, or the optional
32

...whose room also
contained Musical
Technology's baby
Hobby speakers. The
striking yellow finish
was aone-off
'special' for the Shore

Serious speakers
from Sony, including
avet),impressive
active subwoofer

rosewood, the three ' CF' models
span a price range of £ 449 to
£949. All feature metal dome
tweeters and carbon-fibre coned
woofers, the Cotswold and Cheviot
being floorstanders which also
benefit from transmission line
loading. Also shown was a ` Special
Edition' cherrywood versions of the
RTL 1and RTL 2, complete with
gold spikes, gold Allen key caps
and revised crossover topology
featuring polypropylene caps and
audiophile-grade wiring.
TEAC unveiled new Reference
300 Series of upscale mini components, along with the AG-H500
Receiver (delivering 40W/ch) and
PD- H570 seven- disc multi-play
CD player in the Reference 500
series. The Reference 300 models
are only 215mm wide, but are
fully-equipped, the remote control
A- H300 stereo amp delivering
30W/ch and accepting six sources.
The matching components include
the PD- H300 CD player with
single-bit converter, the T- H300
AM/FM tuner and the R- H300
cassette deck. System price is a
sane £ 599. The 500 series models
measure 285mm wide, putting
them nearly into the midi class.
Technics will demonstrate
Dolby Digital Sound using DVD as
source, the SH-AC300 processor
and the SA-TX30 Dolby Digitalready receiver. As it's still early
days DVD-wise, the DVD-A100
on show was a Zone 2 model, but
with Dolby Digital surroundprocessing, making it OK for
Japanese software, which is Zone 2
but so far not railroaded into
MPEG. Price is set at £ 599. The
SH-AC300 processor offers full
remote control and provides Dolby
Digital surround decoding for
existing A/V receivers
and
controllers with six discrete inputs.
Thule Audio added three new
products to its utterly stunning
range of solid-state electronics how do the Danes do it? The Spirit

Start is a 60W/ch integrated amp
with five inputs and remote
control. Astonishingly, Thule
estimates that the UK price could
be ashade under £400; shows you
what they know about British
avarice. The Start can be separated
into pre- and power amp sections,
as can the second new model, the
100W/ch
Spirit
AmpDrive
integrated. This one could sell for
£510. Yeah, right, and I've got a
full head of hair. Not. Lastly, the
Spirit Tuner with RDS for £420.
Gawd, do Ilove this stuff...
Triform UK Ltd again showed
Hungarian
brand
Etalon's
amplifiers
and
speakers,
demonstrated by designer Laszlo
Sallay. Featured components —
reflecting Etalon's freedom from
mainstream influences — were the
Essence speakers, with multi-facet
cabinetry, and gorgeous electronics
like the Integral. This honey of an
integrated amp delivers 50W/ch or
can be ordered in aClass A version
good for 15W/ch. The stunning
cabinet is available in a variety of

Distinctive Helios CD player, among new
imports from distributor Absolute Analogue

woods, including ash, black oak,
cherry, rosewood or black piano
lacquer. The look is wholly
original, but with decidedly
Scandinavian overtones.
Trilogy demonstrated the EL34
triode versions of the 948 stereo
and 958 monoblock power
amplifiers, as requested by public
demand. The two new amplifiers
will retail at the same prices as their
6550 equivalents, but offer triode
operation for those so inclined.
The 948 Triode (£ 1895) delivers
22W/ch, the 958 Triode (£ 3395
per pair) 45W per chassis. Trilogy
is also the UK distributor for Ars
Acoustics of Canada; this year the
company showed anew entry level
loudspeaker, the Mini Monitor,
which is available in Black for
£1995 per pair, or £2195 in cherry
or other veneers.
Tube Technology demonstrated an all-tube home cinema
and launched three very pretty new
products, including the Fulcrum
20- bit tube DAC and matching
transport, for £ 1400 and £ 100
respectively. Syrinx is the name of
the company's compact new £ 1150
power amp ( which might cause
JANUARY 1998
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consternation if a certain armmanufacturer hears about it), rated
at 45W/ch, 90W bridged. Tube
Technology also announced it will
be the distributor of anew English
valve brand called Sovereign.
They reckon it's the highest grade
audio valve available today.
UK Distribution showed avast
selection of 100% Italian products
including Unison Research's
awesome Palladio valve power
monoblocks ( four 300Bs per
channel and a twelve-grand price
sticker) and the Simply 845
integrated valve amplifier, reviewed
in this issue. The latter combines
the layout of aSimply Two or Four
integrated with the circuitry of the
Smart 845 power amps and
Mystery One pre- amp to create a
single- ended integrated amp for
£2995. Opera launched the
compact floorstanding Platea
loudspeaker, due for review in
February and set to sell for £795
per pair. These were heard with the
Audio Analogue Bellini/Donizetti
pre/power combination, also
covered in this issue, and a
prototype of the forthcoming CD
player, resting on the luxurious
BCD Engineering glass and
perspex
equipment
stands.
Monrio's range now features the
new 40W integrated ` ASTY' for
£440. In asecond room, GRAAF
launched a number of new
products including the VT 5.35
multi- channel amp - a solidstate/valve hybrid for home theatre
usage, good for 5x35W. The
Venticinque Power Amp is a

ALR Jordan's speakers are set to overturn any
lingering prejudice about the `German sound'
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CLAIRE, IAN AND JOHNNY
Live music sessions enlivened this year's Show, entertaining
'the lunchtime and afternoon crowds gathered in the Ramada
bar area. Britain's great jazz singing star, Claire Martin,
played some , uperb sets with brilliant singer/pianist Ian
Shaw. Their teemendous rapport as aduo, fine harmonies
and virtuoso scatting, made these hip, witty performances a
real delight ( and proved you can have ' pace, rhythni and
I
:timing' without percussion). Claire and lais appeared thanks
to Linn Records. Alternating with this sparkling jazz duo was
the great blues
harmonica virtuoso
Johnny Mars, sponsored
by Jamo. And Sunday
afternoon visitors there
was an unexpected
bonus when Johnny
jammed with the jazz
duo! Johnny Mars's CD,
Stateside With Martin
and Kennedy [
MM&K
Recordings] is available
by mail order from the
HFN/RR Accessories
Club CD Service at
£12.45 including p&p.
The CD Service can also
supply Linn Records titles.
:Wich stereo power amp to add
to the Venticinque integrated for
home cinema or bi-amping use.
But for sheer desirability, you
couldn't top the GM20, an outputtransformerless design producing
20W/ch from a pair of 6C33C
triodes per channel; this stunner
sells for under £2800! The GM20
was heard through Diapason's
Adamantes Limited Edition, while
the company also displayed arange
of home-theatre speakers_
Wilson Benesch's big news was
its budget turntable; the Circle,
reviewed last month. This terrific
LP spinner consists of circular
layers of MDF and elements of
solid aluminium, assembled in a
fuss-free, utterly simple configuration. Price is £ 795, as is the
matching ACT 0.5 tonearm —
probably the biggest bargain in
analogue this year, and the arm LP
ers should aim for after they've
iurgrown their '
Rega RB300s.
Wollaton Audio showed the
impressive gilt-and-glass AudioValve Baldur valve amp, good for
1.40W/ch in pure Class A, the
£10,000 beauty given away in our
December issue. This sort of
overshadowed the RKV valve
headphone amp, which Ihave been
driven
to
write
about
in
'Headroom'. Monarchy Audio
featured the M22b limited edition
DAC, and the new SE- 100 single
ended 100W Class A monoblocks.
XL0's Limited Edition cable is
now ready far consumption, and
n's said to better even the mighty
Signature. Kochel loudspeakers

Einstein's the>y. this
is ene of the German
company's !west
wooden-horned
spezker designs...

Zenith Crown
Val ,fe Art,
Spark,
Shenzen and
VAL were
among the
names winch
have
spearheaded
the arrhaL cf
Chinese
electronics
into the UK

were on the Wollaton stand, with a
floorstander
capped
by
a
compression driver. Jolida's
affordable valve amps have finally
arrived in the UK, with an
integrated starting at less than
£500. Also seen was the brand new
80W/ch SJ 801A, a valve- output
CD player and atuner.
Special mention in this year of
the handover of Hong Kong goes
to the Chinese valve contingent,
which continues to support the HiFi Show. Zenith Crown Ltd,
Valve Art, Spark, Shenzen and
VAL were among the names which
have spearheaded the arrival of
Chinese electronics into the UK.
Valve Art actually supplies the
tubes itself, and these include an
array of 300B variants, while the
other makers showed some truly
exotic tube amps — like Shenzen's
flagship JD- 211 P parallel 211
single- ended monoblocks. And
what can follow those?
Editor's note: another Show goes
into the history books and, as you can
see by the length of this two-part
report,. the 1997 HiFi Show really
was the biggest in the event's 15year
history. In these pages, we've tried
hard to report on every exhibitor in,
but it proved to be an impossible task.
So we have to offer an apology to
Ambience Audio
Lab,
DNA
Marketing, Audiophile International,
Cadence,
Gradient,
LA T
International, Musical Images, Past
Audio, Posselt and any others (very
few, we hope) which may somehow
have slipped through the net.
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WE'VE SEEN THE FUTURE OF HI-FI

AND IT'S LOOKING RATHER BLACK

You've thought long and hard about choosing the right sound

quality in every price category. Now we've completely rewritten

system. You think you've found what you're looking for. It looks

the rules. Because practically every piece of Arcam equipment

great. It sounds even better. And it's within your budget. So

now comes with something that will radically change the way

how come you still have that niggling doubt in the back of your

you buy hi-fi. A set of pre- defined upgrade paths that allow you

mind? Simple. Before you make your final decision, you want to

to upgrade your sound system just as soon as technology

be sure that afew years down the line, you're not going to regret

(or your wallet) allows. If you'd like to hear more about

it. Unlike most hi-fi manufacturers, we understand completely.

Arcam's revolutionary upgradeable components, call now on

We've already set the standard by offering legendary sound

(01223) 203203.

ARCAM
Please send me the ilatize of my nearest authorised dealer and information on:
Arcam amplifiers

Title

J

Arcam CD players & DACs

J

Arcam tuners

First Name(s)

J

Arcam home theatre

J

all Arcam products

In Australia: Stolinack Audio Pty. Ltd.. PO. lion 162.

N.S.VV., 2070.

J

I'd: ( 612) 9416 4799.

In Canada: Emerald Audio Re+ources. RR!. Palgrave. Ontario, LON IPO. Tel: (
9115)88117170.

Surname

In New Zealand: Avalon Audio. 587 Mount Eden Rd.. Auckland. Tel: (09) 369 90trii.

Address

In South Alin a, 111-11 Specialist.. Durban Road 155, Bellville. 7535. Tel: (021) 946 1441.
In USA: Audiophile Systems Ltd.. 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46256. TeL(317) 849 7103.

Postcode
BleckMCV(HFN I/90»

Clip the coupon and return to Arrant, Pembroke Avenue, Cambridge C135 9PB, England. Or teltyhone: (01223) 203203 and quote our
Or e-mail us at: custsery
rcam.co.uk
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COMPETITION

Meridian's latest 24- bit CD Player worth over

£2.000*

'World leaders in digital technology..:

A

British company quite clearly at the forefront of modern audio
developments, Meridian has indeed been aworld leader in digital
technology since the early days of CD. Recently, Meridian's digital
expertise has blossomed into the home cinema era with the unrivalled performance
of its 565 surrcamd-sound processor, the heart of the Meridian Digital Theatre
System. Meanwhile, the company's CD players have continued to evolve, taking
advantage of the latest technology to extract the best possible performance from
audio CDs. We're delighted ta be able to offer, as our prize in this competition,
Meridian's latest and fmest single-box CD player, the brand-new 508.24.
Back in 1995, Meridian launched the first one-box player offering 20-bit digitalto-analogue conversion, when 20-bit conversion was incorporated in the 508 model.
The 508 went on to win international acclaim, including an HFNIRR Award. Now
the company has gone astage further with the state-of-the-art 508.24 player. At the
heart of this new model is arecently-developed 24-bit digital-to-analogue converter:
leading US semiconductor manufacturer, Crystal, chose Meridian as the first
company to use this new converter. The new 508.24 also features balanced
analogue outputs and comes in the traditional Meridian black finish.
* Our prize winner will receive Meridian's .508.24 Integrated Compact Disc Player,
normally retailing-at ‘1995 inc VAT, plus apair of high-quality interconnect cables
bringing the prize value to well over ‘2000.

HOW TO ENTER: To win this superb
your completed entry form to: Meridian
Editorial, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
closing date of Friday 16 January,
RULES: I) This uompetitiort is open to UK readbrsrnitly.
Photocopies of muy form are acceptable, but only ore form per
reader is allowed. No other correspondence should be enclosed
with the entry form. 2) There will he no cash or other
alternatives to the prizes oflkr,L The winners will be Ile first
correct entries opened. 3) Employees of Link House Magazines
and Meridian and their agent, will not be eligible to ocrer. 4)
Entries must be rrneived b firs: post on Friday, lb January
1998, when judging will be cerned out. The Editor's I:Incision
will be final and bolding. No correspondence will be oraered
into regarding the competition. 5) The prizewinners will be
notified by post, and the results will be published in the
February 1998 Rif, News & Record Review. 6) Entry forms
received become the pronely of Link House Magazinin Ltd.
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THE QUESTIONS
1. Meridian launched the first single-box
20-bit CD player back in 1995. Was it?
a) the 506
b) the 563
c) the 508
d) the 518

2. Which manufacturer supplies the stateof-the-art 24-bit DAC integrated circuit
used in the .508.24?
a) Burr-Brawn
6) Crystal Semiconductor
c) Philips
d) Ultra Analogue
3. Which of the following is a special
feature of the analogue output connections
provided on the 508.24?
a) stereo output
b) relay switching
c) coaxial
d) balanced operation

prize, simply answer the questions below and send
Competition, Hi Fi News & Record Review
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA, to arrive befog- the
1998.

1

Name

Meridian Competition

1

Address

THE ANSWERS
1.1]
.
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2

..fl

uottIT prefer NOT te receive further airec

3.
pleze uck this box U

1

Postcode

Daytime tel no:
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At the breakthrough
price ofjust £499, Philips
offers a machine which will
record both CD- R and the new
re- writable CD discs

E

ECORD

not fade away
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ver since CD players first
appeared, aCD recorder was on
the cards. In the early 1990s,
CD-R ('write once') recorders were
introduced, but these were never fully
approved for domestic use due to
legal questions over copying material.
On the other hand, professional CDR recorders, which generally cost
several thousand pounds, are now
widely used in the controlled
environment of the recording studio.
Two years ago, Pioneer launched
its PD- R 05, a much more
competitively priced CD recorder,
which was fully intended for home
use (£ 1250 when launched, now
£1000). This machine [reviewed in
June ' 96] came equipped with
copycode protection, and would only
record on specially- designated
'consumer' discs, which are supplied
with a pre-paid copyright levy built
into the retail price. Initially, these
were expensive and came with the
disadvantage of a recording time
limited to 60 minutes. In my opinion,
you needed to have a really good
reason for buying the PD-R05. But,
having said that, the machine sold
well, helped by the introduction of
blanks with extended 74- minute
recording time and reduced prices.
Pioneer has now followed up with the
£700 PD-R04 model.
Meanwhile, the computer business
has driven the design and large-scale
production of CD- R transports for
CD-ROM data and mixed media
applications. Computer consumption
of record- once CD- R mechanisms
dwarfs the domestic audio market,
and is racing on to embrace
rewritable mechanisms and media in
the ceaseless quest for ever larger and
cheaper data storage.
It is clearly a nonsense that the
cheap built-in CD-ROM drives of
computers should undercut possible
domestic- audio CD- R units. And
Philips
has
now seized the
opportunity to clinch the deal with
the consumer by delivering a CD
recorder at amost affordable £499.
The icing on the cake is the
inclusion of the latest rewritable
facility, made possible by the new, if
still rather expensive, erasable CDRW discs employing phase- change
technology. The price includes five
blank CD-R discs (which now usually
cost about £3.50 each) and one blank
CD-RW disc (which would normally
sell at around £ 18).
In fact, Philips was the first
company to build CD- R engines,
which were later incorporated into
models from Marantz, Meridian and
Micromega. Philips also created its
own domestic digital recording
technology in the shape of the
ultimately unsuccessful DCC (Digital
Compact Cassette). So if any
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company has the experience to
develop an effective consumer digital
recorder, Philips does.
The new CDR 870 is full-width
machine to the 43.5cm standard. It
looks much like any modern CD
player, but with the addition of a
prominent control knob for record
level. Sensibly, the large display is
located above the centrally mounted
disc drawer, and it all looks
remarkably simple. On the left is the
power on/off (consumption is quoted
as alow 9W). The 6.5mm headphone
socket is adjacent, along with its
associated volume control. Key fascia
controls on the right include stop,
pause and play — because, yes, the
CDR 870 also functions as a CD
player.
Record level control is for the
analogue input, as no adjustment is
wanted or generally needed for digital
inputs. Together with drawer
open/close we have record, CD
synchronise, next and previous track,
display mode select, manual or
auto track increment, not
forgetting ' record',
`finalise' (which used to
be called ' fix up') for ¡el..
CD- R recordings, and P
lastly, that magic new
function ' erase'.
At the back, the stereo
analogue inputs and outputs
are via normal nickel-plated RCA
(phono) sockets. Phono connections
are also used for SPDIF (electrical)
digital input and output; Toslink
optical digital connections are also
provided.
There are no other front- panel
controls, thanks to the internal
architecture of the machine, which
endows it with considerable
versatility. For example, the digital
input incorporates an automatic
sample-rate converter and will thus
accept 16-bit data in 32kHz, 44.1kHz
and 48kHz formats, recording at the
44.1kHz CD standard rate. Philips
robustly claims that the converter
'removes all jitter' from the digital
interface via the conversion process.
Superficially this is true, when
assessed by normal measurement, but
this statement can't account for the
known dispersion of jitter
components as a higher-order
modulation throughout the
spectrum. This is still a
matter
for
debate
in
professional circles, but
unlikely to be a limiting
factor for the Philips CDR
870.
THE TECHNOLOGY
The long established ' Red Book'
standardises the specifications of CD,
essentially guaranteeing interchangeability and playability throughout the

It was clearly
a nonsense
that the cheap
built-in CDROM drives
of computers
should way
undercut
possible
domestic- audio
CD- R units.
And Philips has
now seized the
opportunity to
clinch the deal
with the
consumer by
delivering a CD
recorder at a
most
affordable
£499

industry. Subsequently an extension
was developed in the form of the
'Orange Book', which envisaged two
probable techniques for CD recording,
CD- R and MO- R, where the latter
uses acombination of magnetic and
optical techniques to store the data. A
new trademark logo has been
established for this technology,
associated with the by-now familiar
CD emblem and preceded by the
words 'recordable, rewritable'.
On the infra-red handset control
there are afew more control facilities,
a 10- key numeric pad for track
selection and programming, repeat,
fast cue and review. (Note that the
RC5 codes for arecording device such
as this are not the same as for an
ordinary CD player, so existing ` Philips
code' CD player handsets won't drive
the 870 unless they have alearning
capability.)
While the audio output is delivered
at standard CD level, 2 volts, the
audio input sensitivity is a modest
700mV and some analogue sources
may need additional pre-amplification
to achieve full modulation.
Summarising, the 870 is a
combination CD player offering
playback of CD, CD- R and
unfinalised CD-R plus CD-RW discs.
It will record on CD- R and finalise
such recordings for playback on
ordinary CD players. It can record on
CR-RW discs, allowing the user to
erase the last track recorded, or the
whole disc, and of course play back.
Recordings made on CD-RW discs
will play on only about 30% of other
existing CD players, but it is
anticipated that future CD player
models will have CD-RW replay
capability. The low reflectivity of the
CD-RW disc compared with a
normal CD, or with CD- R, makes
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greater demands on the player's
optical racking system.
When dubbing from an existing
digital programme on CD, DAT,
DCC and MiniDisc, the track
numbering is automatic. Manual
track numbering is available when
recording analogue and digital tracks.
If the CDR 870 is used as a standalone digital and analogue recorder,
the SPDIF digital interface also
allows for the use of higher quality
analogue- to- digital encoders and
external
digital- to- analogue
converters according to application.
For the complete analogue- toanalogue record/replay path, fine
figures are claimed, typically 95dB of
mid- band channel separation. A
90dB unweighted signal to noise ratio
and a total harmonic distortion of
typically - 85dB, 20Hz to 201tHz are
quoted, with overall frequency
response at typically 20Hz to 20kHz,
±0.1dB. In contrast to DCC and
MiniDisc, the recording format is
pure, linear ` CD', with no data
reduction or compression required.
As for copyright, the 870 will only
record on ' consumer' discs, where the
price includes a levy, payment of
which assigns the right to copy once
in the digital domain. That copy may
not then be copied again, except by
reverting to analogue. Of course you
can buy more consumer blanks to
make more ' first copies'. While the
artists' interests are partially protected
by the disc levy, home recording of
original material is thus penalised:
logically not justified, since the home
musician surely has the right to his
own copyright!
Currently, in the absence of an
analogue copyright marker, analogue
originals or copies are not subject to
serial copy protection.
In parallel with the launch of the
CDR 870 as aconsumer audio unit,
there is also a computer- drive
equivalent called the CD3610, to be
marketed at £ 300—£350. Here the
display, remote and multiple digital
audio interfaces are discarded and the
module then accepts power and
interface commands from the
mainframe. Extensive software is
provided with this high-speed CD
ROM drive, whose general
performance should be broadly
comparable with the CDR
870. Where the 870 is
audio-only, the CD3610
(and the HewlettPackard
version,
Surewriter) is also
necessarily
data
compatible for both
CD-R and CD-RW
media. There's an
inconsistency here,
for the computer
version can record

`Considering the
functionality and
versatility of the
CDR 870, there is
alot of spare
space inside'

music on any kind of blank while the
audio product will only record on
pre-paid blanks! Thus copyright in
this case is amatter of the consumer's
conscience and the legal obligations
of the computer user.
Considering the functionality and
versatility of the CDR 870, there is a
lot of spare space inside. On the left is
apower supply board complete with
EMC input/output filtering and the
IC regulators for the multiple power
rails. A small board carries the input
output connections for all formats,
connected by a wire ribbon to the
transport section. The latter has a
multi-layer PCB installed integrally,
which more or less constitutes the
whole operating system. Auxiliary
services, controls and displays are
covered by aprinted circuit assembly
mounted behind the front panel and
directly integrated with those
facilities.
Analogue input control is via a
precision Alps potentiometer helping
to maintain good channel balance.
After setting level, the analogue signal
is digitised at a 16-bit resolution by
the Stereo BitStream AID converter
type SAA 7366 ( 1-bit), the digitised
data arriving at the A/D switching
unit.
Both digital inputs and outputs in
the SPDIF are handled by the
TDA1315 chip, which has the
requisite
send
and
receive
programming. Once acquired, the

Structure of the re-writable disc, showing the 'phase-change' reconlin
layer between two dielectric layers. Unlike ordinary CDs, recording
blanks have a 'pre-groove' which guides the laser tracking.

There's an
inconsistency
here, for the
computer
version can
record music on
any kind of
blank while the
audio product
will only record
on pre-paid
blanks!

digital signal is sample-rate converted
as required in Philips' own IC, the
TDA1373.
A new decoder is required for
digital replay, providing secure replay
of the CD-RW discs, this generically
called a CD60. Additional to the
normal requirements of a CD player
is a CD encoder, needed to format
and modulate the digital audio signals
to the ' Red Book' compact disc
format; Philips' new chip for this
function is the TD1371.
The new laser drive is the CDM36,
which has ahigh precision, diecast
chassis built on a new suspension.
High-density magnetic disc clamping
and ahigh-torque, low-noise spindle
motor together aid trackability, while
the unit also shows respectable
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PHILIPS CDR 870
LAB REPORT
Working analoguew-analogue via
digitally-recorded
disc, the frequency
response was flat,
20Hz to 20kHz,
+0.05, -0.3dB,
falling to - 1dB by
8Hz. Channel
balance was
excellent even at
low record volume
settings. At full

Fig I.

pass unnoticed. On
replay the frequency
response [Fig 2]
was flat to all

level the overall

intents and
purposes, amere

distortion and noise
read -80dB
(0.01%), while

fraction of adB up
at 20kHz. Output
level was 1.87

significant
harmonics were
actually further
down at -85dB.
With pure
generator signals
carrying no
significant dither,
the distortion was
still evident at

volts, an audible
0.6dB below the 2V
standard.
Track access was
quick, 2.5 seconds
for the usual cue
point, and the
player showed
excellent rejection

lower levels, but in
context is quite
negligible: - 70dB of

of shock and
vibration, allied to
fine error protection;

harmonic content
for asignal at
-40dB modulation.
In practice, these

2.4mm of error gap
was cleared without
audible clicks.
Output

-10dB, but not in
this case, where
-72dB was recorded
for distortion despite
agood, low noise
floor down at
-100dB.
Linearity
improved at lower
levels, and the
distortion
harmonics were at
0.3% for a - 70dB
dithered tone of
1
kHz, agood result
[Fig 3].
At full level, the
high-frequency
intermodulation
was satisfactory,
reading -85dB for
the 1kHz difference

conformed to the
result shown,
within 2.5dB even
at - 1I5dB which
was afine result,
[Fig 6].
Another minor
omission from the
review sample
software was fast
forward and
reverse. In
production this will
be two stages of 10times and 50-times
cue speed.
There was a
trace of hum on the
headphone output,
but not on the line
outputs. While in

jitter analysis
provided by Paul

jitter and sound

Miller: see the panel
on page 41.

classed as work in

suppression of
audio-range and
radio-frequency
spuriae was
measured. Up to

tone improved to a
good - 90.2dB.

progress, the
audible results from
CDR with this

shows off the '870
very well. All inband spuriae are
held to - 105dB or
less. Assessing

250MHz better
than -48dBm.

My early sample
had the wrong
software instruction
for de-emphasis. In

player are
sufficiently
intriguing to merit

essence it deemphasised twice

ahigh resolution
AP2 analysis of low

another look at this;
it may even be a

replay distortion,

'kHz at - 70dB

Fig 4. Philips CDR 870: intermodulation test,
19kHz120kHz tones, full level (note scale)

delivering a -4.5dB

level jitter related

simple matter of a

Mechanical noise

response at 5kHz

components for a

aberrant software

was low.
Channel balance

and -8.2dB by
16kHz.

recorded ¡ kHz
tone. In Fig 7,

code in the
exchangeable

Fig 5. Philips CDR 870: distortion, 1kHz

and separation were

In Fig 5the

seven significant

control EPROM.

tone at - 90dB, dithered

both excellent and

spectrum analysis

linearity, this held
to within 0.5dB by

there was negligible
inter-channel phase

for distortion at
-90dB for dithered

-80dB modulation

difference. At full

IkHz tone is

and to +0.5dB
down w - 100dB,
very good results.

level, the replay
harmonic distortion
was -82dB,

shown, with just a
hint of second

Incidentally, when
the red OdB just
shows on the record

spectrum analysed
to mainly second
harmonic at -86dB.

level indicator, it is
clipping at full
modulation. The

This is 10dB worse
than the theoretical
-98dB but still

clipping is benign,

perfectly

though, free from

satisfactory.
Often, aCD

harmonic at
26.5dB down, this
116dB below peak
level and pretty
harmless.
The - 90dB
replay levels were
nicely accurate,
with 0.5dB error.
Plotted for

ringing;

player's distortion

incremental

momentary peak
programme

will improve for the
next lowest

linearity both

overloads may well

modulation level,

similar and
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Fig 3. Philips CDR 870:

Given the
awkward difference
between analoguein and digital-in
recording, Isuspect
that Philips will
quickly have

record/replay

overshoot or

Readers will be

analysis of replay

the IM difference

DIA system, which

analogue-in
recordings.

the complex

quality may be

100kHz the result
was - 95dB, up to

to the pervasive
softness and veiling
observed on digital
recordings when
compared with

the scaling factor

lower, - 10dB levet,

Fig 2. Philips CDR 870: frequency response

pattern at 40Hz or
so intervals, and
these may be related

for this graph].
Measured at the

quite low at 220
ohms, and good

replay of afull-level
20kHz tone [Fig
1]. This is asevere
test for any AID-

in the digital
domain. Good
evidence was seen
for alow frequency

interested in the
further, detailed

¡10dB below peak
For example,
look at the result
for analogue record

specifically
generated in the
recording to CD-R

my view acomplete
correlation between

impedance was

Philips CDR 870: record/replay
spectrum at ¡ kHz, full level

distortion

marked on the
spectrum, these

tone [Fig 4; note

harmonics are
modulation levels.

components are
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channels were very

Test results

Philips CDR 870

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance ( 58)0.044 0.042 +0.051
Stereo separation ( dB)119
118
106
Channel phase
difference
0.03°
0.02°
0.034°
Distortion ( dB):
THD at OdB
-82 -82 -80
THD at -10dB
- 72
THD at -70dB
- 50
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
-85
Intermod 19/20kHz. - 10dB -90.2
Frequency response
Left (dB)
-0.127
0 + 0.14
Right (dB)
-0.083
0 +0.192
Signal to noise (
dB)
20Hz-20kHz, unwtd
-100
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
-98
De-emphasis
(error in dB) at
Mt
5kHz
16kHz
+0.5
+8.5 -8.2
Output level OdB
1.865V (-0.58dB)
Output impedance
220 ohms
Spuriae to 100kHz (dB)
-105
Track access Ito track 99)
2.5 secs
Digital outputs
coaxial, Toslink optical
Error at - 90dB L/R
+6/+6
Dimensions ( whd, mm)
435x75x300
Typical price (inc VAT)
£499

Fig 6. Philips CDR 870: replay linearity,
from -60dB to - 120dB

Fig 7. Philips CDR 870: replay jitter
spectrum, lkHz, full level, from CD-R

resistance to high levels of shock and
air borne vibration. For the domestic
(CDR 870) drive, software switches
are set for optimum performance at
normal play speed, while selected
suspension components are also
fitted. Replay data is converted to
audio by the established TDA1305
DIA chip featuring continuous
calibration.

SOUND QUALITY
Iused asystem that included Castle
Severn 2and Mordaunt Short MS30i
Classic speakers with an Orelle SA100
amplifier. Comparison CD players
comprised an Arcam Alpha 7 and
Marantz CD63 II. For higher quality
digital sources, there was aMeridian
200T, with analogue provided via
open- reel master tape. LPs were
handled by a Linn L12 Lingo/Naim
Aro/Koetsu Rosewood Signature II.
I started out on normal, prerecorded CDs, assessing the CD
replay quality. For the first half hour
the sound was unexceptional but it
improved significantly after that,
allowing amedian score of 13 on my
usual listening-test scale. This was fair
enough, even though the refined
Marantz CD63 II, the class reference,
goes five points further to 18.
Key aspects included a sweet
tonality and natural balance, coupled

with quite good definition and
comparable resolution in stereo
depth. At the frequency extremes, it
fell below the Marantz reference, with
a noticeably softer bass and a soft,
'sandy' grain in the treble but this was
neither annoying nor fatiguing.
Dynamic expression and rhythm
reached an average standard.
Used as aCD transport or digital
source, together with aquality DAC
such as aQED Digit Reference or an
Orelle DA188, the transport could
reach 18 points for sound quality. It
was evidently low- jitter, with good
clarity for the mid and treble ranges
and with apunchy, articulate bass. It
gave agood sense of space and depth
in the well-focused stereo image. As a
transport only, it bettered the
Marantz, whose comparable rating
here is just 14 points.
When making recordings from a
good quality analogue source, the
digital- domain CD- R discs were
similar to those made via the analogue
input connection. To be honest,
neither was particularly good: one
would have wished that the digital
CD- R copies would be near-perfect
— the Pioneer 05 and existing
Philips-based CD- R machines have
already shown that this is possible.
For example, replaying a Philips
870- made CD- R on the Marantz

Key aspects
included a
sweet tonality
and natural
balance,
coupled with
quite gocd
definition and
comparai3le
resolutioi in
stereo depth

SUPPLIER
Philips Cousunier
Electronics Ltd,
City House,
420-430 London
Road,
Croydon,
CR9 3QR.
Td: 0181-589
11;1

TWO KINDS OF RECORDABLE DISC
CD- R (CD- Recordable) discs are write once', tracks may be
added until the disc is full, but once 'Finalised' (or 'Fixed up')
the recording cannot be altered. The technology is the some
as that used for CD-ROM and Photo CD applications, but
for the CDR 870 you need to use consumer music discs, like
the blue one seen here. Computer CD-ROM discs
will not record or play on domestic audio
recorders like the '
870 or Pioneer's '05 or
'04. Finalised CD- Rdiscs will replay on
any normal CD player.
CD-RW (CD-Rewritable) discs use a
different ( phase- change) technology.
These can also be recorded using the CDR
870, but can later be erased and re- used
again and again as desired. Only around
30% of current CD players are capable of
replaying CD-RW discs, but it is expected that in
the future all new CD player models will do so.

player resulted in ascore of 14 while
the original disc gave 18 for this
player. After alot of cross-checking, I
was driven to the conclusion that
either the sample- rate converter or
some related part of the digital input
interface was reducing the quality of
the data. On the face of it, it seems to
refute Philips' claim that the player
'removes all jitter from digital
sources'. ( It's worth noting that this
sample-rate chip is also used in the
IS P5021 digital processor [reviewed
in HFNIRR, May ' 96], where it
appeared to have little effect in
degrading sound quality.)
Convincing proof of this came with
atrial CD-R recording of avery good
analogue source via the AID section of
the CDR 870. If this analogue
domain CD- R was replayed on the
Marantz, then the sound quality
improved to 16 marks, aresult that
testifies to the good quality of the A/D
converter fitted to the ' 870 deck.
As a complete analogue- toanalogue recorder, it demonstrated
impressive dynamic range and
neutrality with negligible distortion in
the usual context. Here ascore of 12
marks was possible, way ahead of the
average cassette deck. Ironically,
though, it was not greatly different to
a superior grade of DCC or MD
recorder.
Those digital- domain recordings
showed little dependency on the
quality of the source transport, which
was good, but did show a strange
alteration in subjective quality, akind
of soft mush pervading all aspects of
the sound. Dynamics were weakened
and bass definition was impaired,
while both image depth and focus
were reduced.

CONCLUSION
By general standards, this CD- R
sound was par for the course, but
might disappoint someone hoping for
an audiophile performance from the
digital recording heart of this very
keenly-priced machine. Possibly the
Philips subsidiary, Marantz, will be
able to sharpen- up this area in its
own versions, without too much of a
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CD RECORDERS
price hike. Interestingly, the sound
quality of CD-RW digital copies was
rather better than the CDRs, in fact
much of the time hard to distinguish
from the originals when played on the
Marantz CD63 II, and still less so on
the CDR 870 itself.
This suggests that different jitter
patterns and jitter levels are present
for CDR and CD-RW recordings,
never mind the question of another
relationship for recordings made via
the CDR 870's analogue input.

In general this CD-R machine
broadly matched the performance of
the Pioneer PDR 05 at a price
nearly half that of the Pioneer.
There will doubtless be competition
for this new Philips as the season
progresses and other machines
emerge.
It is more than competent in most
operating modes, even if the digital
domain CD-RW, and especially CDR copies, showed some evidence of
moderate added jitter, judging by the

alteration in sound quality. At this
stage Icould not recommend the '870
for archive duty.
While clearly not aspiring to the
audiophile class, the CDR 870 is
basically good value, and for most
purposes it will perform as you would
expect it to. And Philips can be
commended for their success in
simplifying the user interface — Ifound
the 870 very easy to use, in marked
contrast to the earlier generation of
digital recorders.

Footnote:
We have been
informed that
Philips will be
making changes in
production, which
will address the
jitter issue raised in
this review. With
this in mind, we
intend to revisit
'870 recorder in
due course —

Ed.

PHILIPS CDR 870: JITTER ANALYSIS

I

naremarkable correlation with Martin's listening tests, it seems that
these initial samples of Philips CDR- 870 recorder are technically
compromised, albeit in ahighly unusual fashion. Ideally, copies
made on ahigh quality CD- Rrecorder will exhibit little or no increase in
jitter over the original. Indeed, as I
demonstrated back in the May 1992
issue of HFN/RR (
pp22-25), it is quite possible for jitter levels to decrease
after copying if the edge and pit definition of the digital code on the
gold CD- Rdiscs is more sharply defined than on the original 'silver' CD.
And jitter really is the key to the performance of these digital systems
which, in the CDR-870's case, might otherwise demonstrate no obvious
deterioration in signal-to-noise, distortion or linearity. Philips CDR 870 is
a perfect example of the traditional 'bits is bits' argument falling flat on
its face, for though there is no loss of data in the transfer to CD- Ror CDRW, the copies still exhibit amarked variation in sound quality. In
practice there is no loss or modification of the data which remains intact
and in the right order, but simply shifted in time. This shift, whether
periodic or random, gives rise to a ( respectively) correlated or
uncorrelated distortion upon D/A conversion. Adistortion, called jitter,
that is typically very audible. Specifically, copies made by the ' 870 on
CD-RW discs are the least compromised, regardless of whether the
source is analogue or digital in origin.
For the purposes of experiment, aCD disc containing the Jitter Test
signal was replayed through a 'reference' CD player, aSony CDP-715,
known to yield avery low 141picoseconds of jitter- related sidebands.
These are revealed in the black trace above, and are principally data induced ( 1) in origin. Recording this data on to CD-RW via the coaxial
digital input of Philips CDR 870, and then replaying the ' fixed-up' CD-

1602ps of correlated jitter. (The vertical scale has been expanded
compared with the CD-RW plot to accommodate this increase on CD- R.)
Importantly, this 1602ps does not include the contribution of
uncorrelated or noise- like jitter, manifest here as an increase in
background noise ( 3) and avast skirt of low- rate modulation noise 14).
The usual subjective effect of this kind of noise- like jitter is precisely as
described by Martin - aloss of definition, adefocusing of stereo images
and a 'greying' of the music's natural colour and vibrancy. Note the
sharper peak of +eanalogue copy ( 5), whose lower jitter is realised in a
copy more faithful to the original.
Using the Jitter Measurement Suite to expand upon the ±500Hz region
further exposes these differences in low- rate jitter ( lower graph, below).
Interpretative Spectrum Analysis is used to identify sources of correlated
jitter and I
have left the coloured markers in position to highlight the
principal jitter pattern, seen here as the pairs of red markers 2, 5, 9, 12
and 15. This pattern ties- in perfectly with the root cause of the sidebands
seen via digital copies on CD-RW ( 2).
Martin's subjective criticism is therefore beyond question, leaving the
ball squarely back in the manufacturer's court. Will Philips return with a
volley? Only time will tell.
Paul Miller

Philips CDR 870: jitter before (black trace) and after (red) CD-RW recording

RW copy via the same CDP-715, yields an increase in jitter (315ps),
depicted by the red trace. Several new, low- rate patterns ( 2) are very
obvious and which are also present from the Philips CDR- 870 itself. This
suggests that the increase in jitter is linked inherently with the CD-RW
recording and not, for example, areaction of the player to the disc itself.
Copies onto CD- R, however, demonstrated amarked variation in
performance. The plot shows otherwise identical copies of the Jitter Test
signal made via the analogue ( black trace) and digital (red trace) inputs
of the CDR-870. Digital copies made via CD-RW had already
established abaseline 315ps jitter performance for the CDR- 870, and
yet digital copies made via the same recorder onto CD-Rsuffer amassive
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marked ' 18- bit' but this seems
inoperative) and subject to additional
dithering. There is no interpolation of
audio data in Genesis's 20-bit mode.
Instead, a triangular- distribution
dither is tacked on to the 16-bit audio
data as 17, 18, 19 and 20- bits,
extending the word-length.
Clearly, the D1 dither option
cannot be employed in conventional
16-bit mode, though the D2 option
can. Here, the same triangulardistribution dither is added to the
15th bit, while, in 20-bit mode, the
D2 option adds dither to the 15th and
17- 20th bits. The 16th bit is left
untouched, presumably to ensure safe
throughput of HDCD-encoded data.
Finally, the audio data is recombined with the relevant L/R
channel status and de-emphasis flags
via a Crystal CS8402 digital audio
interface
transmitter.
Fig
1
demonstrates the clean, square
waveshape of this digital output with
minimal ringing ( 1) and good 7.5
nanoseconds risetime. The healthy
825mV peak-peak level and 78ohm
source impedance will also ensure
broad compatibility.
In a ' representative' test using

Some costly jitter- busters' prove less than successful at
cleaning- up the digits: so can this one justify its high price?
by PAUL MILLER
options, D1 or D2, is selected. I'll
return to this later.
All digital inputs are routed via a
Crystal CS8412 interface receiver,
which in addition to recovering the
clock and audio data also provides
direct access to the subcode. This
channel and clock data is used to
drive the Genesis track timing
display, while also allowing it to
derive the deviation (in ppm) of the
source's crystal clock. The 16- bit
audio data, minus its subcode, is
passed into a 500kbyte ( 0.5Mb)
RAM buffer. This FIFO ( First- In
First-Out) loop has sufficient capacity
to prevent ' over- speed' data from
overflowing while providing a
breathing space for ' under- speed'
data to be accumulated.
Crucially, whatever the rate of
incoming data, the data output of the
FIFO buffer is precisely regulated by a
highly stable reference: Genesis' TCO
(Temperature Controlled Oscillator).
Genesis specifies a ± 5ppm accuracy
for this internal clock, which was met
in this sample at just -3ppm. Typically
these days, CD player clock errors
vary from 5-300ppm, though this in
itself has no direct bearing on jitter
performance.
Once re- clocked, the data is
subject to proprietary DSP, where its
word-length may be increased to 20bits ( the remote also has a button

12

05
0.4
0.3

M=:[MM!d3
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fthe market for two- box CD
transport/outboard DAC combinations has waned in recent years,
then the same cannot be said for those
little black boxes conceived to nestle in
between. Irefer of course, to the addon accessories often rather optimistically promoted as 'Jitter Busters'.
Typically, these rely on a Crystal
interface chip and one or two PLL's to
suppress jitter while recovering the
data clock. Sample-rate converters
have also been used, though the
interaction of two asynchronous clocks
brings its own compromises. Indeed,
tests on some of these devices
[HFNIRR, May ' 96] indicated that
there was as much jitter-generation as
'busting' taking place.
The Genesis ' Digital Lens' is a
more comprehensive box of chips,
and one that adopts avery different
approach to the task of 'cleaning-up'
digital data as it passes across the
S/PDIF interface between CD
transport and DAC. But then, at
£1800, so it jolly well should!
Digital inputs are provided for
electrical ( phono and BNC) and
optical (Toslink and AT&T) S/PDIF
digital sources, with XLR's for
AES/EBU interfaces. AES, coaxial
and AT&T optical outputs are
provided. The simple front panel
can indicate the active input, input
lock, track timing, clock error in ppm
(parts per million) of the source and
which of the two dither

0.2
0.1

(1)

0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-0.4
-0.5

o
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Fig I. Genesis
Digital Lens:
SP/DIF digital
ouput waveform

MCI

Thorens' TCD-2000/TDA-2000 CD
transport and DAC, the reference
plot [Fig 2] is obtained from the Jitter
Measurement Suite v3.2.1 ( as
demonstrated at The Hi-Fi Show)
and shows ahuge 1790 picoseconds
of jitter, largely accounted for by
data- induced phenomena ( red
markers). Minor jitter components
include: hum- induced ( brown
markers); PSUinduced (darker blue
markers); and jitter of unknown
origin (purple markers).
With the Digital Lens set to 16-bits
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JITTER BUSTERS
SUMMARY OF JITTER ANALYSIS
Origin

Clock error ( ppm)
Data t
psi
Hum ( ris)
PSU tps)
Unknown (ps)
Weighted total ( ps)

Peek-tapeak Jitter

Description

Pitch shift
Harmonics 1-15
Transformer Noise
Rectifier Noise
Other Jitter

Rederence'
with Digital Lens
16-bit
+42
-3
1770
149
117
90
167
157
177
191
307
1791)

20-bit, 131
20-bit, D2
-3
-3
164
328
193
197
227
227
252
1101
432
1218
Ds=picoseconds

Fig 2. reference jitter
spectrum, Thorens
TCD-2000/TDA2000 transport and
DAC combination
(compare with Figs
3, 4and 5)

and inserted between the TCD-2000
and TDA-2000's coaxial interface,
there is amassive 92% reduction in
data- induced jitter [ Fig 3] from
1770ps (2) to just 149ps ( 3) (green
trace = before, black trace = after).
Interestingly, there is also asmall but
uniform
increase
in
random
background noise ( 4) and no
attenuation of the noise ' hump' ( 5)
detected with the reference. The
subjective impact of eliminating this
data-induced jitter, however, is quite
unmistakable in the renewed vigour
and natural colour of the music. As a
rule, data- induced jitter brings a
rather grey and uninteresting pallor

triangular distribution is achieved by
combining the output of two separate
random number generators. In this
way, the probability of generating a
'0' is highest and ' 1' or '- 1' the
lowest, leaving all points between to
form the sides of the probability
'triangle'. However, by ignoring the
16th bit for HDCD's sake, the
distribution of dither is no longer
truly triangular, revealing a 'hole' that
represents a fixed and repetitive
element that causes distortion during
D/A conversion, regardless of whether
the data is HDCD-encoded or not.
In this instance, the Jitter Analyser
separated 252 peaks, 99 of which

Fig 4. Genesis
Digital Lens: jitter
spectrum,
20-bit DI' mode

Fig 3. Genesis
Digital Lens: jitter
spectrum,
'16-bit' mode
Fig 5. Genesis
Digital Lens: jitter

spectrum,
'20-bit D2' mode

to the performance, which may sound
neutral but also rather boring.
In 20-bit mode with ' D1 dither'
[Fig 4] the reduction in data-induced
jitter is only marginally less
impressive at 91% but there is
actually a 65% increase in hum (6)
and 45% increase in PSU induced
jitter ( 7), presumably picked- up
during Genesis' additional DSP. In
practice, the impact of this will
depend very much on inherent levels
of hum/PSU-induced jitter already
present in the host D/A converter.
Analysing the D2 dither option in
either 16- or 20-bit modes [ Fig 5]
reveals a fly in Genesis's otherwise
impressive ointment. In theory, a
NeF1 NEWS &RECORD REVIEW
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were discreft jitter sidebands
amounting to 1218ps peak—peak.
Peaks of unknown origin accounted
for 1101ps, though most were linked
to two fundamental frequencies of
15.6Hz and 43.0Hz respectively.
Only the 15.6Hz component was
present in the original (reference)
spectrum bent the Digital Lens was
introduced. So, rather than randomly
increase levels of noise, the D2 option
has produced acorrelated pattern of
peaks which, subjectively, may be
less palatable.

CONCLUSION
Frankly, if CD player designers were
doing their jobs properly then there

SUPPLIER
The Musical
Design
Company,
PO Box 13,
London E18
IEG.
Tel: 01992
573030

would be no market for products like
the Digital Lens. Nevertheless, the
fact is that Genesis' product is
extremely successful at mopping-up
other people's jitter when used in
either 16 or 20-bit modes with the
D1 dither option. Happily, those
flaws that remain to colour the Lens
may be avoided by resisting the
temptation to press the button
marked ' D2'.
It's dreadfully expensive, then,
but... it works'

Test results

Genesis Digital Lens

Digital output level
(re 75ohms. peaktopeak)
Digital output impedance
Digital edge risetime
(re 75ohms)
Reduction in Jitter
16-bit mode
20-bit mode
Crystal clock accuracy
Error at 20IdIz
Typical price (
Inc VM")

825mV
77.7 ohms
7.5rtanoseconds
83%
76%
3ppm
60mHz
£1800
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ounded in 1986,
Siemel
Industrie has until recently been
better known in the fields of
avionics and medical instrumentation. A rarity in this day and age,
this French electronics company has
the ability not only to design but also
to manufacture its own multi-layer
printed circuit boards. So audio is a
fairly new departure for Siemel, but
the products have already attracted a
good press on the home front.
The hi-fi range kicks off with the
TR20, a minimalist transistor line
controller (£ 1599), with accessory
moving- magnet or moving- coil
phono stages. The matching FET
power TA20 amplifier offers
60+60W (£ 2350). Meanwhile, the
TU10 offers an interesting alternative
line pre-amp, this time using valves,
and costing the same as the TR20.
Finish is a light shade of satinanodised alloy, but blue and gold
tints are also available, gold adding
about £ 100 to the price.
All three products are covered in
this review, providing an
the
opportunity to compare valve with
transistor at line level, and see the
effect on the matching (solid-state)
power amp. Siemel plans to release a
valve power amplifier as well as an
integrated amp in the near future.

THE REVIEW SYSTEM
For this review, amplifier references included the Cory
SLP74/SLA70 Il, XTC PRE/XTC POW 1pre-/power
combinations, Musical Fidelity A1000 integrated, Naim
NAP 250 power amplifier, Audio Research LS9 and
Conrad-Johnson PV10 pre- amplifiers, with an Arcam
Alpha 7and even an old Rotel RA-820BX integrated also
available for comparison. For absolute back-up, we also had
the Conrad-Johnson ART pre- amplifier and Krell FPB600
power amplifier to hand. Speakers ranged from the
Spendor SP2-2 compact to the Wilson WITT plus the BBC
[53/SA and Quad ESL63. Sources included the Marantz
CD63 and Krell 300cd CD players and an Audio
Synthesis DAX-2 digital- to- analogue converter.

Amp makers get pigeonholed
as 'tube' or 'transistor', but Siemel is
keen to do both. 117e compare the
TU10 (tube) and TR20 (solid-state)
pre- amps, along with the
(solid-state) TA20 power amplifier
by MARTIN COLLOMS

The five rotary controls of the solidstate TR20 cover power 'on', channel
balance, volume and line input
(choosing from tuner, CD, video,
aux 1 and aux 2). With the tape
monitor switch and, a source-direct
input to local, front panel phono
sockets, this gives a total of seven
inputs. Good quality components are
evident; a Noble volume control,
polypropylene capacitors and a
generous regulated power supply.
This is ashort-path design with two
stages, a Class A high- power,
heatsinked output stage, operating as
a follower to the specially selected
FET. It is DC coupled except at the
output. The gain is anominal 13dB
(4- times) but on the rear panel
there's afine adjustment of ± 3dB to
match agiven power amplifier.
Turning to the taller TU10 valve
unit, this has just three rotary
controls to cover power, volume and
five-way input selection. There is no
tape monitor loop. Supply is via a
detachable LEC cable. The nominal
13dB gain is matched to the TR20.
Two triode stages are used, the two
channels sharing the first double
triode, an ECC86, this followed by
one ECC88 double triode per
channel, the triodes paralleled for
reduced output impedance and

1;11 !e
ibl lit ell
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SIEMEL TU10 and TR20 PRE-AMPLIFIERS
LAB REPORT

suffer first.

electronic

Sienne/ I1..;/0

Channel balance

engineering practice

(tube)

was accurate at full

is more than

Built using negative

and normal levels,

sufficient to fully

feedback to define

still good at a

quantify sound

performance, the

whisper setting of

quality.

TU10 measured

-60dB. Gain was

Single-tone

very accurately, so

¡3dB just over 4

distortion was low

much so that it

times, appropriate

under all conditions

would be virtually

and exactly as

at typically 0.005%

impossible to

claimed. A 115niV

and was 0.002%

improved load tolerance. The use

discover that it is a

input gave a0.5V

for high frequency

of two gain stages provides a non-

valve design from

IHF output.

intermodulation.

inverted output.

the test data alone.

Absolute phase was

Like the Siemel

At IHF level it

maintained.

valve design the

the input connection is via gold

displays a

The frequency

only harmonic

plated phonos with output to the

consistently low

response was wide,

content is second

speakers via shrouded binding

distortion of some

-0.5dB below 2Hz

posts suitable for small spade

0.02%, with the

to 125kHz and

[Fig 3] at 500Hz,
0.5 volts output.

terminals only. Mains input is via

high frequency

flat, not worth

Likewise, the high

an IEC cord. This surprisingly

intermodulation
result approaching

printing. The -3dB

frequency

points were perhaps

intermodulation

characteristic common to all these
well-engineered Siemel products.

0.01%. On the
spectrum analysis

unnecessarily wide
below ¡ Hz to

spectrum was very
clean [Fig 4].

for 500Hz, the only

greater than

There are no controls save the side

significant

250kHz.

(Note that the
upper level signals

mounted power rocker switch.

harmonic was

A high maximum

at 18.6k, 19.6kHz

Rated at 60W/ch, 8 ohms, the

output level of I7V
was possible into

are measurement

output is specified to rise to 90W

second, at a
measured - 78dB

into 4 ohms. Sensitivity is average,

[Fig 1]. Likewise

high impedance

be ignored.)

IV. Distortion is said to be less
than 0.1%, but with no conditions

the high frequency

loads, the output

This unit could

intermodulation

impedance reading

produce up to 8.7V

On the TA20 power amplifier,

heavy unit (more than 12kg) has a
generous
power
supply,
a

artefacts and should

Fg I.Siemel TUIO: distortion spectrum,
500Hz (IHF)

4e)

Fig 2. Siemel TUIO: intermodulation
distortion, 19kHz120kHz tones (111F ,

Fg 3. Siemel TR20: distortion spectrum,
500Hz (IHF)

are specified.
Full electronic protection is

spectrum was free

amoderate 600

from alow 80 ohm

from vice [Fig 2].

ohms. All in all, it

source impedance.

included, for DC, infrasonic,

Noise levels were

happily met agood

Noise levels were

overheating and

specification.

conditions. Inside, this stereo

fine at better than 80dB IHF, or mid-

chassis is well built, more to an

90s relative to CD

Siemel TR-20

minimal hum

industrial than to a consumer

input levels. No

(solid-state)

content. DC offsets

electronics standard. The large

DC offsets were
present on any

In many respects

were zero and input
overload margins

low frequency end.

better than 2Hz

centrally-placed toroid transformer

At normal levels

and 130kHz. It

is fully screened and would power

output. Input

essentially infinite.

channel balance

was better than

an amplifier twice this rating. Large

IHz to 250kHz, -

certainly as regards

Input impedance
was on the low side

was very good,

reservoir capacity is provided, a

overload was
essentially infinite

pre-amp measured
like the valve one,

deteriorating to

total of eight 10,000g capacitors,

while the input

established criteria

at I4.5k ohms,

and I counted seven protection

impedance was a

for correlating

which was

2dB at the lowest
-60dB setting. The

3dB, again similar
to the valve unit.

fuses as well as the logic-controlled

moderate 16k

measurement to

satisfactory

gain was I4dB,

two pre-amps so

protection. The input

ohms, and could be

perception

although Iprefer

just 0.9dB more

well, Siemel has

is capacitor- coupled.

beneficially higher

thresholds. In this

higher values than

than the valve

made the basis of

the

for avalve design.

context the marked

this. Nevertheless,

companion. 98mV

the subjective

bi-polar,

Channel separation

differences observed

produced an IHF

comparison so

while the output is

was very good, if a
little reduced at low

in sound quality

even in this matter
the TR20 closely

0.5 volt level.

much easier. As

will be asource of

matched the TU10.

Frequency response

with the valve unit,

frequencies.

fascination and

Stereo separation

was wide and flat

the Siemel TR20's

Normally the high

concern to those

was high, again

at least 10Hz to

lab performance

who still feel that

decrementing
towards 20Hz, the

50kHz, with the

was just fine

-0.5dB points

overall.

short-circuit

early

discrete

stages

moderate bias Class
A/B MOSFET. It runs

frequencies

low, down to - 96dB
A weighted, with

this solid-state line

conventional audio
Test results

Siemel TU10

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion (
dB)
at 0.5V output, aux
- 75 -73 -71
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
19kHz/20kHz, at 0.5V output, aux
- 78
Noise (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF, CCIR weighted) -82
Residual, volume control at min
-80
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0/0
Input overload dHF,OdB)
infinite
Stereo separation. aux (dB) 59
96
85
Input sensitivity/loading
115mV/16k ohms
Output level/impedance
17V/600 ohms
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux ( dB)
0.05 0.07
1
Frequency response
-0.5dB. . 2Hz-125.1kHz; -3dB, < 1Hz->250kHz
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1599.00
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Fig 4. Siemel TR20: intermodulation
distortion, I9kHz120kHz tones (IHF)

Test results

By matching these

Siemel TR20

20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion (
dB)
at 0.5V output, aux
-86 -88 -83
Intermodulation distortion (
dB)
19kHz/20kHz, at 0.5V output, aux
-94
Noise (
dB)
Aux/CD input ( IHF. CCIR weighted) -85
Residual, volume control at min
-88
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
0/0
Input overload ( IHF.OdB)
infinite
Stereo separation. aux (dB) 68
98
106
Input sensitivity/loading
98mV/14.5k oh'
Output level/impedance
8.7V/80 oh
Volume/ balance tracking OdB -20dB 60dB
Aux JE
0.05 0.25
2
Frequency response
-0.5dB. < 2Hz-140kHz; -3dB. < 1Hz->250kHz
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1599.00
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SIMPLY..In aclass of their own

Simply Two

USimply Four

When Unison Research introduced the Simply Two and Simply Four, they set new standards.
For sheer musical enjoyment. For impeccable style and build quality. And real value for money.
Simply Two and Four gave you the magical single-ended valve sound, rich in grace, space and clarity. With enough
power to drive all but the most difficult loudspeakers. No wonder the reviewers raved. Hi Fi News called the Simply
Two "Simply Stunning". Hi Fi World gave the Simply Four top-star rating with the words "Aclassic". And today the
Simply Two and Four are still leaders of their class, unmatched for musical enjoyment.

Simply 845

Now, Unison Research have exceeded even their own high standards. Enter the Simply 845. With its supremely
elegant styling it demands to be seen as well as heard. And the quality of construction is quite literally in aclass of its
own, leaving the competition far behind. 24 watts of pure single-ended triode power give enough driving ability for
virtually any loudspeaker, whilst the sound it provides is everything you could wish for from avalve amplifier - natural,
spacious and totally convincing. We believe the Simply 845 is one of the most enjoyable sounding integrated amplifiers
money can buy*. If you're serious about listening to your music, you owe it to yourself to audition the Simply 845.
We promise, you won't be disappointed.
For more information and the name of your nearest Unison Research stockist contact:

U.K.D.

23 RICHINGS WAY
IVER, SLO 9DA, BUCKS. ENGLAND
TEL: 01753-652669 FAX: 01753-654531
*Simply 845 costs £2.995. Simply Two £995. Simply Four P £ 1,555
f

AMPLIFIERS
quite cool, the external heat sinks
never exceeding 40°C except under
continuous test bench drive.

SIEMEL TA20
LAB REPORT

Rated at 60W
(17.8dBI•
r), this
SOUND QUALITY
power amplifier
I began with the ' all
comfortably met
transistor' combination,
specification,
the TR20 and TA20,
moreover with a
where the first impressions
strong power
were not really all that
bandwidth. Suited
encouraging. This didn't live
more to 8than 4
up to expectation, nor to the pn
ohm loads, its
reports I'd read from abroad. Careful
output fell 3dB
cross-checking established that this
into 4ohms,
combination sounded rather old- from the arrangement, alone it
though on short
fashioned and ` transistory', with a certainly did sound more solid-state
term peak drive
significant ' edge' and sheen added to than thermionic. If anything, the
there was some
softer sound of the Siemel valve prethe upper range sounds.
improvement.
Stereo depth was thought to be amp helped to balance the power
Excessive drive at
unexceptional, while stereo focus was amplifier, which on its own showed
lower impedances
average-plus and stage width just some old-fashioned upper-mid glare
brought in the
average. Tonality was imperfect, and and glaze, excess brightness,
electronic power
there was also some glare in the moderate grain and unexceptional
limiters. Output
upper mid range. Nor did the bass stereo depth. The bass wasn't
impedance was
flow well, sounding hardened and particularly good for either reach or
very low, as was
compressed. Dynamic expression was tune playing and checks against the
distortion,
classic references in this category
restricted over the entire bandpass.
indicative offairly
There was abrittleness and grain indicated, on my listening lest scale,
high internal
in the treble, a moderate sibilant ascore of between 14 and 15 points,
negative feedback.
emphasis. Coupled with the thin- poorer than average for the class.
Peak current was
sounding midrange, the result was
about average,
CONCLUSION
judged to be rather bright overall.
reading + 9A.
In addition, this amplifier Iworked hard to establish the review
Distortion was
combination was thought poorer performance of this set of Siemel
typically - 76dB, or
designs.
The
results
were
than average on rhythm and timing.
0.015%, at rated
On fast syncopated compositions, the disappointing, and judged by critical
power, alittle
treble transients failed to ` line up' UK sound quality standards, they
worse at 0.08% by
seemed unexceptional, especially
properly with those in the mid and
20kHz. Similar
bass. This reduced listener involve- bearing in mind their price. These
figures were
are competent designs, but much
ment and gave a 'restless' effect.
obtained at 1W,
Neither Inor my colleague were more is expected of modern products
given the usual
impressed and after the appropriate in this class. Of the trio the valve presystem noise
referencing abelow-average listening- amplifier is the strongest design.
intrusion, while at
The
lab
performance
was
test score of 12 marks was agreed.
I
kHz the
One of the ancillary aims of this essentially beyond reproach, although
distortion had
feature review was to compare the Iwould like to see that ultrasonic
further improved to
two pre- amp options, so we now whistle in the power amplifier fixed.
0.006%.
However, in my experience, and
installed the TU10 valve pre-amp.
A low-level
From the outset it was clear that judged by the other measurements, it
spectrum analysis,
is not likely to have significantly
the sound was more satisfying than
for 1W, 8ohms
for the all-transistor duo. Dynarnics affected the review outcome.
While a recommendation is not
¡kHz [Fig 5],
were significantly improved, rhythm
and timing were superior, and appropriate, this review did provide a gave anicelyweighted series of
though the bass line wasn't as crisp perfect opportunity to revisit the
as the solid-state alternative, it was valve-versus- transistor debate with a harmonics with
second dominant
pair of pre- amps which were
more dynamically interesting.
and no high order
The
thin,
hard
midrange unusually well matched technically.
products poorer
previously noted was now rendered In this instance valves beat solid state
than - 110dB.
smoother and more natural. Gains on sound quality. Interestingly, the
When cold and
were also apparent in the stereo valve version also seemed to help the
depending on
solid-state power amp, improving on
image, with something like 30%
connector practice,
greater depth, plus clearer focus, the sound of the combination; just as,
there was some
better ambience and better low level when reviewing the Conrad-Johnson
evidence of alow
detail. If slightly bright in the high ART [June ' 97], Ihad noted the
level high
treble, the overall tonality was positive influence of that valve prefrequency tone,
considered to be rather better amp on the sound of the solid-state
way above
Krell power amplifier tried with it.
balanced, achieving a score of 15
audibility, indeed
In these products, Siemel Industrie
marks. This proved to be primarily
beyond the
limited by the power amplifier and a has shown very good skills so far as
distortion
separate test for this pre- amp the build, presentation and technical
measuring
design are concerned; perhaps the
indicated an individual score of 17,
bandwidth. It was
company will work harder on sound
quite promising.
not related to the
Separating the power amplifier quality in the future.
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Fig 5. Siemel TA20: intermodulation
distortion, 19kHz/20kHz tones

Fig 6. Siemel TA 20: / kHz distortion
spectrum, 1W output

audio band stability
into normal and
reactive loads which
was judged to be
quite good. Its
presence also did
not affect the
distortion results.
For high
frequency
intermodulation it
gave afine - 78dB
result for full power.
At 1W (see
spectrum) it was
similarly good with
little sideband
clutter.
Signal to noise
ratios were fine,

Test results

measuring -83dB
IHE unweighted,
better than 110dB
relative to full power
when 'A' weighted.
Channel balance
was excellent while
the frequency
response was flat,
-0.5dB 5Hz to
25kHz, -3dB for
less than 3Hz and
out to 75kHz. DC
offset was fine;
156mV sufficed for
1W, with 1.3V
required for full
power. The input
impedance was a
moderate 22k ohms.

Siemel TA20

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers scec) 60W (17.8dBW.)
20Hz IkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm bad OBW)/ 18.516.5
7.5
Both channels 4ohrns
15.7 15.8
15.3
Burst 10ms, Bohm
19.1
Burst 10ms. 4ohrns
18.2
Burst 10ms, 2otvns
14.5
Harmonic distortion (
dB)
At rated power, 8ohms -67 -85 -66
At OdBW, 8ohms
-76 - 76 -62.5
IntermodulatIon distortion (
dB)
19/20kHz rated power
-37
19/20kHz rat OdBW
-50
Signal-to-noise ratio, full gain ( dB)
22Hz-22kHz ( rel OdBW)
-83
22Hz-22kHz (rel full level rated)
-104
'A' wtd ( rel OdBW)
-94
'A' wtd ( rel full level rated) > 110
DC output offset L/R (mV)
9/5
Input sensitivity ( IHF,OdB)
156mV
Input sensitivity for programme clip)
1.3V
Stereo separation ( dB)
77
77
72
Output impedance (ohms) 0.16 0.15 0.23
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£2350.00
'where OdBW =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
§at 20Hz and 20kHz, for 3% distortion
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W

elcome back to our
ongoing examination of
system synergy, the
search for systems that have the
social graces to get along with their
neighbours. In the November ' 97
feature, we discussed system
options on a rock-bottom overall
budget of £ 00. The sights this
time have been reset to £ 1000, and
following a trawl though the price
lists, four amplifiers, five CD
players, and no less than ten
loudspeakers made it to the party.
The amplifiers were from Arcam,
Technics, Kenwood and Pioneer,
all but the Arcam with realistic
claims to leading edge technology in
one form or another. It is the
Arcam Alpha 7 that traditionally
sets the musical standards, and the
sales targets here. The £ 330 Arcam
is also one of the cheapest, here
undercut only by the Technics, but
it held up well to the competition;
and in the months since Ilast heard
one in anger (I'm alittle older, and
less angry now), the Alpha 7 seems
to have evolved into more of an allrounder, with a greater sense of
vitality
compared
with
the
sometimes dry, slightly sterile form
Iremember it as showing. Audio
memory being what it is (or perhaps
isn't, Ican't remember), the differences may be only incremental.
Either way, this is an amplifier that
doesn't like being run straight from
cold, or with the tone controls
active. Iunderstand of course the
commercial imperative that makes
Arcam fit tone controls in the first
place, but imagine how much better
the amplifier might sound if they
didn't.
Arcam's matching CD player,
which inexplicably shares the Alpha
7 model name, was also purloined

Balanced, musically satisfying systems
depend crucially on a synergistic
component mix. This month our target
system price is £1000

by ALVIN GOLD
THE CONTENDERS
Amplifiers
Arcam Alpha 7 £260
Kenwood KA5090 £300
Pioneer A- 300R Precision £400
Technics SU A700 Mk 3£250
Compact Disc players
Arcam Alpha 7CD £330
Kenwood DP- 5090 £300
Pioneer FD-S505 Precision £460
Pioneer PD- S705 £300
Sony CDP-XE900E £300

B&W DM602
loudspeaker (above),
Pioneer PD-S705
CD player (below)

Loudspeakers
B&W DM602 £300
Castle Tay £350
Dali 505 £299
GIL ICI 10i £300
KEF Coda 8£190
Mission 733i £330
Mordaunt-Short MS25i £330
NHT Super One £ 58
Rogers DB101 £200
Tannoy Mercury M3 £230

sounds a little livelier, cleaner and,
given the right kind of source
material, more expressive.
Another married couple are the
Kenwood KA-5090R amplifier and
the Kenwood DP- 5090 CD player,
both similarly priced to their Arcam
opposite numbers. Power output is
somewhat greater at 65 watts (the
Arcam is a 40 watter), and the
Kenwood amplifier employs the
alarmingly-acronymed TRAITR
output devices, which continuously
adjust their biasing as signal
dynamics demand. The CD player,
too, has a raft of techie features,
and CD Text, which will be widely
supported by the music industry
real soon now (it says here).

SOURCE PARTNERS

Our final ' couple' comprises the
relatively costly Pioneer A- 300R
Precision amplifier and PD- S505
Precision CD player, both highly
specified as aresult of an extended
for the test. They are aneat looking UK- based product development
couple, and clearly think alike programme. The A30OR Precision's
behind their grey, unvarying power output remains modest, at
exteriors, but in many ways the just 35 watts/channel RMS, but this
fluid and organic- sounding CD is a popular unit which is often
player is the star of this show. It specified for quality systems in
certainly deserves the considerable smaller rooms. From the same
success it has enjoyed. This player stable, the Pioneer PD- S705 is an
that has been criticised in the past inherently more costly player, but
for the radio-frequency signature one which hasn't been put through
present on its output, which can
the Precision design process. It sells
make amplifier compatibility a for £300 — afull £ 160 less than the
tricky issue. The amp- matching PD- S505 Precision. Both Pioneer
aspect was obviously looked at in
CD players employ Legato Link
some detail, as you would expect of digital filtering, which trades
a feature highlighting synergy frequency response linearity in the
issues, but Idrew acomplete blank.
extreme treble for reduced group
Although I had noticed some delay. These players do a certain
system dependency in the past, the amount of creative re-interpretation

current Alpha 7 worked like a
dream with each of the amplifiers in
this report, which may mean the
problems have been over stated or
have been fixed, but more
likely implies that the
amplifiers are all good
enough (in other words, with
RFrejecting inputs) not to
highlight the problem. As
with the Alpha amplifier,
some improvement in general
sound quality was noted with
this model, which generally

of the input signal ( Legato Link,
basically, adds its own artificial
upper ' harmonics', above the
normal upper band limit of 20kHz,
to the music), which has attracted
some controversy. But this writer
has long been convinced that the
result is a more consistent and
believable performance, with spatial
clues laid out in a much superior
fashion, and the sound generally
being somewhat richer in balance,
more obviously three-dimensional,
and often less sterile too.
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Pioneer A-300R
amplifier

This said, there was a significant
difference in the two players,
favouring the Precision player.
Although they have the same
distinctive tonal signature and the
other qualities outlined above, the
PD-S705 displays a suggestion of
clutter through busy passages which
was not an issue with the PD-S505
Precision. This was a player which
displayed superior focus, greater
transparency and amore consistent
behaviour across the band. In this
context, the topsy-turvy pricing is
amply justified, but at £ 460 it is
locked out of most of the better
systems here.
Our two orphans are from Sony
and from Technics. The Sony
CDP-XE900E CD player, which is
the beneficiary of Sony UK-based
redesign exercise, features extensive
improvements to the analogue
audio circuits and power supplies.
The Technics SU-A700 Mk 3is a
modestly priced (£ 250) amplifier
with a 45 watt/channel power
rating. Technics makes great play of
the high tech components used in
the power supply and output stages.
From the user's point of view, the

sharpest lines and cleanest
ergonomics, and CD Text is one of
those genuinely useful innovations
that should, indeed, could have
been fitted years ago at negligible
cost, had the industry got its act
into gear.
The amplifiers show a similar
spread of utility features. The
Kenwood and Technics models
have afull set of widgets, including
independent switching for two pairs
of loudspeakers, while the Pioneer
is astripped-down design, with just
source selection, tape monitor,
volume and balance at the user's
disposal, though it does come with

a remote control to operate the
motor-driven volume pot. Arcam
predictably steers a middle course
here, and includes tone controls
and switching for the second pair of
speaker sockets, which are perhaps
more likely to be used as abi-wire
facility.
All the amplifiers can be used
with record decks ( the Kenwood
even includes a moving- coil input
stage, and it is possible to have one
fitted to the Arcam too). However,
Arcam is alone in providing a preCD players are much of a amplifier output, which can be used
muchness, in that each is a single with a matching outboard power
disc player with at least the usual amplifier in multi- room or birange of trick play, programming amplified systems. This is a
and display options. The Sony, particularly practical provision that
potentially at least makes the Arcam
Kenwood and Pioneer PD- S505
Precision models offer the most less of a dead-end purchase, if you
comprehensive set of options for
dubbing CDs on to tape, while the
Arcam lacks Peak Search to help set
record levels and the direct control
link to compatible cassette decks
found on the others. All have digital
outputs, but the Sony has it only in
optical Toslink regarded as inferior
to electrical. The Kenwood and the
Pioneer PD-S505 have both optical
and electrical digital outputs, but
only the Pioneer has the ability to
deselect the digital outputs, a
facility that makes an audible
difference in a good system. From
the more general user's point of
view, it is the Kenwood that has the
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are considering future upgrades.

ALTERNATIVE BOXES
Loudspeakers appropriate to the
£1000 budget set for this system
feature formed a group which split
roughly down the middle between
compacts, suitable for use on
stands, and floorstanding columns.
It is worth noting that the floorstanders take up no more floor
space than the compacts when used
on stands, and that the better
stand-mount models in this group
— the NHT Super One, the Castle
Tay and B&W DM602 — object to
being used close to walls or in

Mordaunt-Short
MS25i loudspeaker

Technics SUA700
Mk3 amplifier
(top),Sony CDPXE900E (middle),
Pioneer A-300R
(bottom)

alcoves. In particular, the B&W
appears to radiate quite a lot of
energy from its large side panels,
and so placing it near to reflecting
surfaces increases its apparent
coloration levels significantly.
This is not quite a ringing
endorsement for the columns,
however. Each of these to agreater
or lesser degree suffered some
deterioration in performance in
other areas to accompany the more
extended bass response. On the
whole, the benefits of the extra
bandwidth do outweigh the
tradeoffs, but none of these budget
floorstanders seems completely
successful in this respect.
OK, let's take a quick skid
through the long list of speakers
that came together for this feature,
starting with the small ones, and see
what kind of systems can be built
around them.
First out was the last to arrive:
the KEF Coda 8 is nothing more
nor less than a scaled up Coda 7,
which made it into our last feature.
The bigger box gives a somewhat
fuller bass, but the rather opaque
Coda balance is retained in full.
There is less here of the audible
change in balance as the volume is
increased which remains notable in
the smaller Coda, and which is
certainly a major reason for the
observation that the KEF tended to
sound best with simply scored or
solo material.
Yet the Coda 8 still sounds
congested when the music becomes
complex, and Isimply could not
achieve a satisfactory sound, for
example with the Peter Schreier/
Dresden Mozart Requiem K626,
which
sounded
messy
and
congested through the full choral
passages, no matter where the
volume was set.
Admittedly, this disc is in any
case something of a trap for hi-fi
systems, but most of the other
models performed somewhat more

HOW
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MILLENNIUM

Millennium Audio Cables and Accessories have achieved a
world-wide reputation as leaders in innovation. If you would
like to fund out what they will do to improve your own
system, call us to arrange a loan demonstration.
Millennium Audio Cables and Accessories are also available in Europe, Asia and North America.

For further information contact us at:

YAMAMURA

CHURCHILL

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1747 871188

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1747 871199

Email: cables@yamchurchill.demon.co.uk
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satisfactorily. System matching
issues were hard to detect with the
Coda 8. It is sensitive enough to
work with any of these amplifiers at
levels
you
won't
want
to
countenance for long, and its own
aural signature largely overrode
those of the other components.
Ditto with the Rogers DB101,
which also give problems here, but
of a different, and if anything the
precisely opposite kind. Here is a
speaker with a searing and rather
compressed mid treble that stands
out from the rest of the speaker's
output, rather than integrating with
it. The midband by contrast is
surprisingly
well- voiced,
if
somewhat forward in balance. Bass
isn't really on the agenda here, the
KEF Coda 8 running rings around
it on the whole.
In general, this is an open and
detailed transducer, but it is not an
especially graceful or polished one,
nor does it treat all instruments and
voices alike, though all in their way
sound ragged, and even aggressive.

On the other hand, its forwardness
helped it perform with simpler
material, and I passed some
pleasant quality time with one of
Jennifer Warnes's early discs
without feeling any tearing need to
rip it from the player, though
objectively her voice took on aspiky
edge,
and
some ` plasticky'

substantial power output gives it an
obvious advantage here, though I
admit to preferring the Arcam's
raunchier and more outgoing sound
with this speaker. It would probably
do even better with a bi-amplified
version of the Arcam. The Technics
makes far too introspective a
combination, and the Pioneer is just
not quite man enough for the job,
except perhaps in a smallish room,

casework itself is no cause for
rejoicing. Nevertheless, here is a
speaker that makes astab at individuality. It is not just another tartedup rectangular box, and some of the
finish options are stunning.
The remaining compact was a
complete newcomer to me, and
perhaps to most others too. It is the
MIT Super One (
geddit?), which
is a conventional enough looking
two-way, somewhat smaller than
the KEF Coda 8, but larger than
the Rogers DB101, and which is
chiefly notable for being finished in

Castle Tay
loudspeaker (above),
Arcam Alpha 7

a black Formica- like laminate,
amplifier (left)
which makes this perhaps the first
ever loudspeaker you can chop your
onions on without making you cry.
What you lose in the NHT
design is sensitivity: you will need a
One of the
substantially
more
powerful
little nuggets
amplifier for this one than for most
that dropped
of the others, and if you have abig
out of these
room, you'll want something that is
system synergy
likely to push any of the models in
features early
,this group towards their limits. The
on was that the
NHT is the most costly speaker in

the group at £ 358, yet when it
partners the Arcam amp and CD,

loudspeakers
play a
disproportionat
ely important
part in the
make-up of the
system, which
goes contrary
to received
wisdom in
some quarters

system price is still below the
£1000 mark.
The only other snag with the
NHT in some systems will be its
rather dull balance, a quality it
shares with the Mission 733i. Bass
however is a strong point, both in
quantity and quality, with excellent
colorations were audible too. Again,
system matching criteria took a pitch differentiation through
densely recorded material. My
back seat in practice.
The Rogers has two saving Jennifer Warnes recording sounded
graces. It is unusually sensitive: it even and natural, the loss of treble
was a good 2dB louder than the being the result of a slightly tilted
nearest competitor, and will be frequency response, of the kind that
screamingly loud with almost any Quad pre-amps used to be built to
amplifier, the emphasis here being tackle, rather than an inherent sense
on the ` screamingly' more than the of congestion and loss of detail,
'loud'. Then there is its amazing KEF Coda 8 fashion, which they
Art Deco appearance. Appearance were not. This is an expressive,
issues are by definition a matter of surprisingly spacious loudspeaker,
taste, of course, and Ican see the with real depth, and afair sense of
Rogers being as objectionable to
some as it is refreshing to others,
and

the

rather flimsy plastic

transparency. It needs driving
enthusiastically, and tends towards
compression. The Kenwood's

GLL IC110i
loudspeaker
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need little introduction here, save to
note that it is a large compact
designed for stand mount use, and
comes close to providing the ideal
compromise between the packaging
of a compact and the full- band
response of a floor stander, as its
price reflects. But the other
expectations are not really met.
Although the B&W does come
near to achieving grown-up bass, its
balance is lean and dry, and there's
an obvious whistly quality, a
'singing' resonance, perhaps in the
2-4kHz region, not something I
remember from previous samples,
by the way. The speaker also
seemed more coloured than Irecall,
with a reedy mid/top, and some
phasiness. All the signs, when taken
together, suggest a crossover
problem of some kind.
There was an obvious synergy
between the DM602 and the
sophisticated sounding Pioneer
components. Lack of power is no
bar here given the B&W's
sensitivity, but the price is — this
system would be around £ 160 over
budget. Of the other players that
would bring it back into the target
price range, Iwould favour the
Kenwood or Sony players here.

CROSSOVER MODEL

Ave Maria

0

or
in
very
lively
acoustic
surroundings.
Moving up the size scale a little,
the B&W DM602 is awell-known,
and well-liked speaker, and should

Kenwood DP-5090
CD player

The Castle Tay offered an
excellent resolution to the same set
of problems. This too is a
'crossover' model, in that it is larger
than the compacts described earlier,
but considerably smaller than a
floorstander. With a narrower, real
wood veneered enclosure made to
the standards expected of one of the
best cabinet makers in the
loudspeaker business, Castle has
chosen not to push the bass output
as far as possible, and has opted
instead for aclean, alert and rather
stylish delivery, with just a hint of
wooden colorations, bags of
presence and aboldness, freshness
and transparency that was not
apparent in any of the speakers
previously discussed. Not all of
these benefits were apparent
straight away. This is aspeaker that
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With our large selection

of valve

pre and power amplifiers we can tune asystem
to provide you with exactly the sound you wish,
within your budget. We install all purchases to
ensure you achieve the best sound it is capable
conrad-johnson

PV- 10A

pre- amplifier and MV- 55 power

amplifier. An exceptional duo; true high end sound at an
affordable cost.

of in your own home. Our aftersales policy is
second to none.

Audio Analogue - remarkable new
solid state amplification from Italy
with amost valve like sound.
Exceptional value and
all include phono stages for MM
and MC. Puccini SE integrated
amplifier 5o wpc £ 595
Bellini pre- amplifier £ 475
Donizetti dual mono amplifer
6o wpc £ 575.

-111F-11111

Graaf GM200 on. amplifier
Abench mark in sound quality at
its price. If you have not heard
what an output transformerless
design can do in terms of transparency, imaging and speed, we
would be pleased to offer you that
pleasure. Extraordinary at £8000.
Look out for the new GM2o.
cyri_ performance and Italian build
quality at £ 2750.
Bravura Virtuoso Horns

Audiostatic oci - afull range

Golden Tube si 5o

-agreat looking horn speaker.

electrostatic speaker with a

An integrated amplifier with

Warm and natural sound with no

modern appearance. Exceptional

asweet, pure sound normally

hint of " shout". An excellent

bass and imaging without any

associated with products

combination with single- end

tight " hot spot". £ 2500 apair.

above this class.

amplifiers. Three versions

With full remote control £ 999.

available from £ 2995 apair.

Benz- Micro Glider (
not shown)
Atrue highend cartridge at an amazing price. Swiss hand- built
quality resulting in exceptional tracking ability and ahuge,
3D sound stage. o.9mv output usually means that step-up devices
can be avoided with most decently designed pre- amplifiers,
with no loss of speed.
Benz- Micro and Clearaudio MC cartridges at very special prices for
alimited period only. Please phone for details.

Demonstrations by appointment only
Unison- Research Simply 845 - the latest integrated amplifier
from Unison - Research. Very 3- dimensional sound imaging with
tremendous looks £ 2950.

0171 380 0866

Camden town, London Nwl

FAX: 0171 383 5028
ioL65o,2424@compuserve.com

SYSTEM BUILDING
Rogers DB101
listening uncomfortable. This
remains a lively and spirited loudspeaker
performer, but with signs of
grubbiness and asomewhat uneven
overall quality. It benefits from
being partnered by the CD player
and amplifier combination that also
worked best with the GLL, namely
the Sony and Technics.
The Tannoy Mercury M3 is
another chip off the old block and
what was said of the M2 in the
previous feature applies here: this is
still a slightly distant and soft, but
exceptionally
coherent
and
articulate loudspeaker, though the
bass is a little wayward at times.
The Mission 733i is similar in
many ways, a little smoother and
airier perhaps, and with more of a
sparkle at the top, but with a
comparable reduction in output in
the upper midband giving rather
cool tonal colours, and a smooth,
FINAL FLOORSIANDERS
airy, slightly woofy bass which
We're down to the final five (!)
speakers, all floor standers, of which seems to be characteristic of all but
the ICT powered GLL IC110i is the very finest narrow column
the smallest, and in many ways the speakers. Could this be an organ
most intriguing, being both brilliant pipe- like effect? The Mission is
slightly compressed, and it is not
and infuriating in almost equal
especially involving, but it won't
measures, and a real challenge to
the system builder. On the one offend either. If you find that most
hand coarse and rather grubby- hi-fi systems grate on the ears, the
733i could have an excellent
sounding, this is also a coherent
loudspeaker which has asuggestion ameliorative effect. The woolly bass
of red blood coursing through its quality was particularly noticeable
veins, and dynamics to die for. On with electric bass, especially from
the whole it is a compelling the kind of mixes often used with
loudspeaker with simple, band chart material. Orchestral material
limited material, and has some sounded a little too warm and
to
be
completely
excellent properties in and around muddy
convincing, but the evident unity of
the voice band, but it is quite
insupportable with complex,
purpose at higher frequencies
orchestral material, and choral
carried it through.
Mission733i
The Tannoy has a £ 100 price
music was simply amess. The bass
loudspeaker
is not unusually extended, but it is advantage here, and the question
that arises is whether this enables it
full and warm in balance, and well
voiced. Try the svelte Technics to outgun the Mission with the
amplifier here, with the Sony CD better electronics that come within
player for an exercise in patching up its compass. For example, choosing
the holes without destroying what the Sony CD player as a starting
point (this may sound arbitrary, but
the IC 110i is all about.
Although technically quite isn't), the Mission has to slum it
different, the Mordaunt-Short with the Arcam, Kenwood or
MS25i has some IC110i-like Technics where the Tannoy can be
used with the Pioneer Precision
properties, including an outgoing,
dynamic quality, though with a amp. At the end of the day, the
Mission held all the aces here, the
more neutral and accurate tonality.
There is however some congestion better amp being unable to overturn
KEF Coda 8
here, allied to a lightweight bass,
the ranking established by the
loudspeaker (above),
speakers. In fact the Arcam seemed Kenwood KA 5090
and adetached sounding treble.
Following on from the smaller agood choice in both cases, adding amplifier (below)
MS 10i, in the previous System a touch of joi de vivre that
sometimes eluded the other amps.
Synergy feature, it was a tad
disappointing to find that the
MS25i's extra bass seems to be
achieved only at the cost of some
boxy colorations. The balance is
also presence band led, and there
were some phase problems in the
crossover region reminiscent of the
B&W DM602, albeit at a lower
level, which sometimes made

benefits more than most from being
run in and run in, and then run in
some more. At the end of the day,
the Tay seems to me the best allround speaker in the group, which
suffered the fewest obvious faults,
and which had the most compelling
and musically informative qualities.
The Pioneer Precision front end
partnering the Tay produced the
most satisfying system auditioned in
the context of this feature. The
Sony or Kenwood CD player could
replace the Pioneer if it is to be kept
strictly within the target price band.
The Sony has the warmer and more
organic sound, and this neatly
complemented the Tay, so this
would be my prefered alternative,
and an excellent demonstration of
attainable hi-fi performance without
overstepping the £ 1000 price point.
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Our final loudspeaker choice is the
Dail. 505, an unusually configured,
asymmetric design with two bass
units,
an
inverted
mid/top
configuration and mirror image
enclosures.
This
model
is
marginally the largest in the group,
but this turns out to be a mixed
blessing, the bass having a semidetached quality and signs of
overhang. Conversely, the Dali is a
bright and articulate loudspeaker,
with plenty of upper midband
clarity, but conversely a less than
even mid/top tonal signature. The
Technics amplifier, which in other
combinations can sound rather dull,
reined in the Dali well, but failed to
turn it into asilk purse.
One of the little nuggets that
dropped out of these system
synergy features early on was that
the
loudspeakers
play
a
disproportionately important part in
the make-up of the system, which
goes contrary to received wisdom in
some quarters. This is not the same
as saying that the loudspeakers
outrank
the
other
system
components on any scale of
importance, but something more
subtle, which is that the differences
between loudspeakers tend to be
grosser, and their failings more
dramatic than generally applies with
other types of component.
The implication is that the
loudspeakers often act as a kind of
lynch pin, which goes along way to
determining the character of the
system, if not its overall musical
merit. Consequently, it's up to the
rest of the system to make it sing, or
not, as the case may be. But if the
rest of the system is not up to
scratch, the speakers too will fall flat
on their face ( faces?), so we're
talking system synergy here, the
complementary marriage of true
partners, not a ranking order of
importance. •é
-
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'gaddaseeit!"Y' gaddaseeit!'
`Y'gaddaseeit!' Three times is
usually enough to convince
me something's afoot. Ordinarily,
there's so much new and worthwhile
kit at ahi-fi show that the surfeit of
brilliant new products tends to
overwhelm. But when a consensus
forms by Day Two, then we're
talking Possible Future Classic. And
when amember of the press actually
buys the thing on the spot...*
Admittedly, the Ruark Epilogue is
a budget product; even I could
afford a pair at list price. Which
means that the latest UK hit is yet
another entry level product. The
reality is that the British would
rather spend £ 300 on a couple of
months' worth of beer than on apair
of speakers.
Which is why Ruark's most exciting
speaker ever sells for £239 per pair,
not £339, let alone £2399. We can't
blame Ruark (or any other British
speaker builder) for continuing to
pander to an audience that thinks
there was aprice freeze in 1979. The
very same people who'll invest up to
a grand in an annual two weeks'
worth of communal vomiting in
Spain have forced this issue. Quite
simply, the British are prepared to be

The reality is
that the British
would rather
spend £ 300 on
acouple of
months' worth
of beer than on
apair of
speakers.
Which is why
Ruark's most

exciting
speaker ever

sells for £239
per pair, not
£339, let
alone £2399

*No, I'm not saying
which journalist...

Our jaded ex-pat American finds that
there is still one good thing about the
British. They demand agreatsounding £239 speaker, even if it
starts life as a rear-channel add-on...
by KEN KESSLER

realistic about the prices of
everything except hi-fi. Which is why
the UK can boast an abundance of
cheap speakers. But the Ruark
Epilogue is hardly ' cheap'. More
precisely, it's an act of charity.
Imean, just look at what's on offer
for £239. The Epilogue is apocket
gem, atidy 290x170x220mm (hwd)
— just the ticket for the myriad,
underpriced 24in stands which the
UK also has been forced to produce
in abundance. The enclosure is rearported, and it's 'styled and voiced to
complement both visually and
sonically other Ruark systems'. And
it's here that we betray a sad, sick,
stomach- churning truth: we are
considering this budget offering as a
main speaker/full-range system.
It was demonstrated as such at the
HiFi Show, and it's being marketed
here as a contender in the £ 200£300 sector. But note the quote:
`...styled and voiced to complement
both visually and sonically other
Ruark systems'. So now you know its
actual raison d'etre: It was designed to
complete a Ruark home theatre setup... as the rear channel speakers.
You know, mixing it with the likes of
the Dialogue One centre channel and
Prologue One floorstanding speakers.
But for the UK market? It's also
billed as a main speaker. Which is
like Lambretta marketing amoped as
amotorcycle.., for the UK alone.
This creates one helluva weird
back-handed compliment: Ruark's
rear- channel designs are good
enough to satisfy UK front-channel
needs. What does that say about our
expectations? Or what Ruark makes
of its home market? It's the sort of
thing that leads to having nonentities as both Prime Minister and
Leader of the Opposition.

OK, OK, Ifell for it, too, and the
horrible truth was only imparted to
me after I'd formed my opinions. It
would have been different had Ionly
used it in rearchannel mode, and I
might never have learned what the
Epilogue can do. Yes, it's that good.
Epilogue is a clever, ` grown-up'
package, with no visible compromises. The cabinet consists of a
15mm NiDF 'wrap' in aSatin Black
finish, with side panels machined
from 18flun MDF. A further sense of
solidity and dependability greets the
tyre-kicker as soon as the speaker is
prised off its stand: the weight of a
single Epilogue is 5kg. The £ 239
outlay pays for standard black
lacquer side- cheeks; an extra £ 30
buys real wood veneers.
At the back of this beautifully
manufactured enclosure are multiway binding posts with bi-wiring
facility, above them the ' gas flowed
rear port', shaped to prevent
whistling, whooshing or whatever
other artefacts a poorly designed
orifice might produce. Under the
sturdily framed grille is a 140mm
treated paper-coned mid/bass driver
with high-loss rubber surround and a
high-flux magnet system. The edges
of the cone are cut not into acircle
but into a pentagon, to dissipate
vibrations rather than feed them back
into the cone; this break-up typically
occurs at the crucial lk-4kHz region,
so its removal ensures a smoother
response and lower coloration.
Handling the frequencies above
3.5k14z is a 19mm fabric dome
tweeter with Ferrofluid cooling and
damping. Ruark tried to place it as
close to the bass/mid unit as possible,
stopping short of cutting a crescent
out of the surround to make it even
cosier. Then again, the frontal area is

,
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so small that you're guaranteed a
minimal difference in the location of
the ' acoustic centres' of the drivers
regardless, their proximity necessary
to improve driver integration and
dispersion in the crossover region.
Given the size of the Epilogue,
Ruark is right to suggest that it works
well either in stand- or wall-mounted
situations, but the rear-firing port
determined a placement at least
30cm from the back wall if they're to
`breathe'. Shelf-mounting will be a
compromise. The review pair arrived
with Partington's luscious new Super
Stand, which will be available in a
custom version for Ruark Epilogue
owners, selling for around £ 199 per
pair and with the upward- facing
spikes and caps re-located better to
suit the Epilogue's footprint. As the
Partington just may be the best new
mini-monitor stand design since Cliff
Stone's Foundation, the £ 199 price
tag is reasonable, but some might
balk at purchasing stands which cost
roughly 4/5th of what the speakers do
themselves.
Maybe I'd have been better off not
being told that the Epilogue is arearchannel speaker in front- channel
clothing; the specs provide no
suggestion of the limitations nor
compromises which are quite
acceptable in most rear- channel
applications, Dolby Digital and DTS
not included. The impedance is a
straight 8ohms, which could apply to
main or rear speakers, but the
sensitivity isn't particularly geared for
amplification of the sort which
inhabits most A/V receivers. Imean,
would you feel comfortable feeding
20W (and ahyped 20W at that) into
a speaker with 87dB/W sensitivity?
Ruark even goes so far as to suggest
amps rated between 20W and 100W,
which kinda rules out a bunch of
rear- channel amplification stages
found in the budget A/V sector. Also
amusing is the optimistic frequency
response, stated as 45Hz-20kHz,

Note the
quote:
'...styled and
voiced to
complement
both visually
and sonically
other Ruark
systems'. So
now you know
its actual
raison d'etre:
It was
designed to
complete a
Ruark home
theatre
set-up...

±3dB in free space conditions —
more than enough to handle anything
likely to be derived from the back
end of aProLogic source. This is no
heavyweight, and it sure don't sound
like 45Hz to me. What it does sound
like is asmall two-way which delivers
way more than its tariff suggests. But
it's no substitute for something
packing acouple of 10-inchers...
Since this is no pseudo-horn, highefficiency design, I stuck with
amplification abit more substantial
than what comes out of asurroundsound decoder/receiver. Alas, the
Musical Fidelity X-A50s had gone
back to their maker, but Istill had a
Roksan Caspian integrated to hand,
plus Bill Beard's 30/60 valve
integrated amp ( 30W/ch) and — to
see how the Epilogue fared with a
silky signal — Unison Research's
Simply 845. Sources included the
Krell KAV-300CD at one extreme
and the Marantz CD-63SE at the
other, and Idid try them briefly as
rear-channel speakers. But forget the
latter: the Epilogue is simply too
good for that role unless you're using
Dolby Digital, DTS or some other
full-range surround system.

WEAKNESSES?

SUPPLI,ER
Ruark Acoustics,
59 Tailors Court,
Temple Farm
Industrial Estate,
Southend-on-Sea,
Essex,
SS2 5TH.
Tel: 01702
601410

Let's cut to the weaknesses: there are
no debilitating characteristics beyond
the compromises anticipated in a
speaker this small. I mean, you
weren't really expecting me to tell
you that the Epilogue delivers
enough bass to crack walnuts/loosen
plaster/emulate a T Rex's belch...
were you? In fact, the Epilogue only
really delivers the requisite punch
when the levels are on the high side
of normal. At my preferred setting,
which wouldn't upset aneighbour if I
lived sandwiched between two flats,
the sound is lightweight enough to
remind you that you are not in the
presence of woofers the diameter of a
bicycle tyre.
The only other repeatable betrayal
involved image and soundstage size.
While the Epilogue created a wide
and fairly deep arena, image height
was restricted and there was never a
totally convincing sense of the
speakers doing a disappearing act.
With eyes closed, you had apretty
good idea where the speakers were,
save for how far apart they were
placed. So, coupled to the adequate
rather than awesome bass, you know
the Epilogue is amini-monitor.
But the sound! If ever aproduct
reminded me of how much we allow
spatial and dimensional concerns to
distract us from the music, the
Epilogue is it. Not aweek before, I
was the guest speaker at a retailer's
`musical evening', and Imade apoint
of including a number of mono
recordings in my demonstration,

especially 1950s Capitol recordings
from Dean Martin. The point was to
show that, by using mono recordings
when we're assessing products, we
can focus on the sound of the
instruments rather than their
positioning. And if you have to ask
which is more important, then you're
obviously the sort of pathetic wretch
who finds nouvelle cuisine more
satisfying than real food.
Epilogue's midband is clear and
detailed, with hints of warmth that
might be used to tame aggressive
solid-state amps of the budget
variety. The upper frequencies share
the same traits, imparting adelicious
sense of coherence, the join between
the mid/bass driver and tweeter
impossible to detect. The bass, too,
demonstrates a mix of clarity and
warmth, and the damping is just
right, its control not as overly taut as
that of asealed enclosure, but not as
`floppy' as in some ported speakers.
Probably the most outstanding
characteristics, the qualities which
makes this speaker astand-out in the
budget sector, are its transparency, a
lack of distracting coloration and the
ability never to sound like its being
overworked. By that, Idon't mean
that you can hammer the hell out of
it in the SPL department and expect
it not to crack. Rather, Imean that it
never sounds like it's trying — and
then failing — to act like a speaker
the size of along-case clock.
Most small speakers juggle such
compromises as nasality or ' honk'
with a lack of bass, or the suffer
exaggerated highs due to the
impression created by truncated bass.
The Ruark deals with its challenged
lower octaves much in the way a
Wilson WATT does: it never
attempts to reproduce what it
cannot, never straining to deliver
thunderous bottom octaves. And so it
sounds relaxed, ' in touch with its
mini-monitor self', as the politically
correct might put it. This, in turn,
suggests arefined, confident, capable
system which listeners with tough
standards will only fault in nonessential areas. It joins the ranks of
the Tannoy Mercury 2 and the
LS3/5A, asubstitute for neither but
an alternative to both.
This, of course, presupposes that
your priorities place tonal balance
above dimensional concerns, midband quality above bass extension,
neutrality above impact. If so, then
get down to a Ruark dealer, armed
with your most detailed and textured
rather than dynamic test tracks. Ask
the dealer to use an amp acut above
the £300, 50W/ch integrated norm.
Sit back. Think ' dram' rather than
'gallon', quality over quantity,
persuasion over force.
Then get out your credit card.
1-
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You recognise performance. We create it.
Every effort towards supreme success
comes from concentration on the goal.
Endless scrutiny of components, methods,
processes, achievement, away of life at
Naim. Where we cannot buy performance
components we have them made for us.
When we cannot have them made for us we
manufacture them ourselves, building our
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own facilities to do so. We think hard and
long about what you need. Hand and mind
for performance. When you audition you
will hear the results

FOR THE VERY BEST IN HI-FI THERE'S ONLY ONE NAIM
F
OR YOUR PERSONAL AUDITION AT YOUR NAIM CENTRE CALL 01722 332266
WEB SITE: http://www.naim-audio.com

LOUDSPEAKERS
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fyou're adealer, and you want to
sell the sort of speakers you dream
about, what better way than to
build your own? The problem here is
to make sure that your speaker will
deliver results that are better than the
commercially-built products.
South Coast Speakers not only sells
speaker kits, but also builds and
demonstrate complete systems.
Excalibur is the flagship of the SCS
range, where the designers have put
their expertise to make aready built,
though still hand-made, system that is
not destined for the kit market. Even
so the value for money is undeniable.
For £ 1500 you get tall, impressive
cabinets ( 1000x300x380mm, hwd)
finished in aveneer of your choice,
internally braced to add rigidity and
with a sealed midrange enclosure
loaded with Deflex acoustic pads to
cut down panel resonance.
Drive unit line up is the exotic Volt
DVC250 bass unit with a 230mm
pulp cone mounted on a substantial
cast chassis and reflex loaded with a
business-like front opening port. This
marries to a SEAS polypropylenecone midrange driver, one of the best
sounding units to come out of
Scandinavia, and a Visaton DSM
25mm titanium dome treble unit.
The crossover is tailored to these
units, not just chosen from a
catalogue as often happens with kit
speakers. Second order networks are
used throughout, utilising air- core
coils and polyester capacitors.
Sensitivity is quoted as 89dB/W. Biwiring terminals are provided.
The only disappointment in finish
terms is that the units are not
recessed into the cabinet, but stand

proud on the baffle. This, according
to the designer, is so as not to reduce
the strength of the baffle and even to
give ameasure of time alignment, as
the thickness of the bass-unit chassis
pushes its centre of output forwards.
Grilles are an optional extra.

SOUND QUALITY
If the looks are impressive then so is
the sound, matching the size of these
towers for image scale and bass
power. This is not to say that the
sound is forward or hard hitting, far
from it. The overall impression is one
of accuracy and refinement, with
plenty of dynamic scale and bass
extension. Cutting afine line between
suitability for rock, jazz and classical
music, the Excaliburs do best on the
latter, where their midrange
performance is clear, smooth and
tonally beyond reproach. Strings have
asweetness and purity which is
delightful to the ear, backed by just
the right degree of warmth from the
bass unit. Musical detail is clearly
defined, and the relationship between
instruments is shown off well — the
loudest is not given chance to
dominate. Viola and cello have
excellent sonority and one is given a
real feel for their wooden nature.
Turning to vocals one might have
expected asimilar natural quality here
too, but while soprano and alto voices
are precisely rendered, albeit
somewhat recessive in nature,
tenors and basses turn out to
be lightweight and lacking in
chesty qualities. Sibilance is a
little excessive, too, just
catching what could be a
crossover artefact between the

SUPPLIE
Speakers,
326 Portswood
Road,
Southampton,
Hams,
S017 2TD
Tel: 01703
559 312

Excalibur is the
flagship of the
SCS range,
where the
designers have
put their
expertise to
make aready
built, though
still hand-made,
system that is
not destined for
the kit market

mid and treble units leading to some
emphasis in this area. While a
different treble unit might yield a
smoother result here, this would
mean re-balancing the crossover; not
to be undertaken lightly.
On most types of popular music,
the Excaliburs impress in terms of
power and dynamic scale, going loud
without distress and proving a
relatively easy 8 ohm load. The
mildly recessive nature of vocals is
apparent here as a diminution of
image size . for vocalists against a
strong instrumental backing. The
control, power and extension of the
bass is to be admired and works well
with the clarity of midrange and
treble, easily generating aroom full of
sound. Distortion is low even at high
listening levels, and the Excaliburs
have the capability to sound exciting
with awide range of musical styles.

CONCLUSION
These Excaliburs sound far more
exotic and well- managed than any
speaker with kit or hand-built origins
has any right to. While these
particular designs are made in
completed form, they do perhaps give
a glimpse of the results obtainable
from some of the kits sold by SCS.
Whether you fancy a bit of home
building, or are just after a
loudspeaker bargain, South Coast
Speakers is worth visiting.
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South Coast Speakers offers a
specialist speaker- building service, rather
than a 'commercial' model range.
Excalibur is the flagship model
by PETER 1 COMEAU
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SOLI
STATE OF

Don't think all Italian amplifiers
are expensive tube models.
Audio Analogue's solid-state
Donizettz7Bellini pre-Ipower
costs less than £1000

„
r

by KEN KESSLER

hough not the last bastion of
British hi-fi — wonderfully
inexpensive speakers are our
Maginot Line — budget solid-state
electronics have long been a UK
speciality. But sorry, BFA: the
Italians are here. And this time with
something so special that it's scary.
Given that several UK firms offer
sub-£ 1000 integrateds and even
pre-amp/power
combos
of
undeniable merit, what on earth
can there be left to sell to the
British bargain hunter? Try a
pre/power with only one fault:
stupid nomenclature. And don't let
the Italian penchant for naming
hardware
after
composers,
instrument makers and opera
singers stop you short- listing the
Bellini and Donizetti from Audio
Analogue.
This pairing represents a new
benchmark in the value-for-money
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The Donizetti
is anearmonoblock
experience, the
left/right
delineation as
separate as
the Lega Nord
wishes were
the North/
South divide

stakes. No corners whatsoever have
been cut beyond the trimming of
the front panels. The units lack only
remote control ( probably forthcoming in 1998). They're so wellbuilt and they sound so damned
good that you're gonna blink just
like the characters in those VW
Polo ads when Itell you the prices.
The Bellini Preamplifier sells for
£475, the Donizetti stereo power
amplifier for £575.
Now there probably isn't a
retailer in the land who'd deny you
a package price of £ 999 if you
bought the two at the same time for
cash, so think 'below agrand'. My
own impression, even before they
were switched on via a sexy piezodriven, soft- touch switch? Iwas
thinking a Big Two- Kay... and I
don't mean lire.
Just look at what you get for a
thousand smackers: the Bellini preamplifier, though minimalist where
it matters, provides six inputs,
including an internally switchable mm/m-c phono section, separate
listen and record-out selectors and
two stereo outputs for bi-amping or
multi- room activity. The front
panel is lcm thick, available in
either satin black or silver
aluminium-alloy (the latter looking
considerably classier), and it carries
three hemispherical, perfectlymachined solid aluminium knobs.
The controls feel expensive; that
soft-touch on/off button takes you
out of stand-by in style; and you
just can't help but feel that you've
gone up a tax band. In true
audiophile fashion, the 'real' on/off
switch is at the back, so you leave
the Audio Analogue components
idling when not in use, as it were.
Graze the front panel switch and
you're warmed- up and ready to
rock. Or roll, if you prefer.
Removal of the lid reveals
carefully selected components
including 0.1% tolerance metal-film
resistors ( 1% tolerance in the
phono stage) and a mix of
polypropylene and polystyrene
capacitors. As the Bellini is dualmono, its unnatural weight (maybe

it should have been called the
Pavarotti) can be credited to an
over- specified power supply
consisting of three transformers —
one per channel plus one for all
other functions — and 20,000µF of
filter capacitance. Also available
inside is aswitching facility to allow
users with nerves of steel to operate
an input down to DC for added
transparency... if they have
confidence
in
the
source
components.
Despite
these
audiophilic details, the Bellini really
is aset-and-forget, no-tears product
unless you're an inveterate, fickle
cartridge-swapper.
At the back, the panel is filled
with gold-plated RCA (phonos),
earthing post and the aforementioned power- on switch.
Accessible though the back panel is
amains fuse holder.
Again dual-mono in construction,
the Donizetti stereo power amplifier
contains independent power
supplies for each channel. The
selected components include 0.1%
tolerance metal film resistors,
polypropylene and polystyrene
capacitors, two massive toroidal
transformers totalling 400VA, with
a third transformer for the other
circuit functions. Its eight power
transistors, good for aminimum of
60W/ch into 8 ohms, while speaker
connections are through beefy
multi-way/CE-approved speakeroutput binding-posts — two per
channel for simple bi-wiring.
Internal wiring consists of a mix of
XLO and Kimber Kable, so Iused
XI,0 wiring for the tests given the
tacit approval of said wire by virtue
of its presence within.
Other parts of the review system
were the Wilson Benesch Circle
turntable with ACT 0.5 arm and
Ply m- c cartridge and Roksan
Caspian CD player, with speakers
including the Quad 77-10L, the
Genexxa LX-Pro 5 and — almost
by accident — the absolutely
perfect match for the Audio
Analogues: the Opera Platea.
It happened like this: UKD,
being wise enough to dump three
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reviews' worth of kit in one
delivery, sent along a pair of
Opera's new budget floorstander;
the review is planned for a future
issue. But given that myriad Audio
Analogue dealers will also be Opera
dealers, that the Plateas cost a
meagre £ 795 per pair and that
they're Italian, too, Ifigured it was
too obvious aset-up to avoid.., not
knowing in the meantime that
UKD had made the same discovery
and that the then-forthcoming HiFi Show would feature a system
consisting of the same components
(but driven by aprototype of Audio
Analogue's new budget CD player).
Call it coincidence, Kismet or
merely deft manipulation on the
part of UKD, the point is that the
Platea loves the Donizetti, despite
an equally obvious proclivity for
medium-powered tube amps.
So complementary are the Bellini
and Donizetti that mixing and
matching them with other pre-amps
and power amps proved fruitless.
After all, these products were
designed to work insieme, and their
complementary nature couldn't be
bettered. What did emerge, though,
was evidence that the two were
both remarkably neutral and
transparent, while still possessing
enough personality to make that
neutrality almost questionable. For
instance: when Imixed ' em with
the Musical Fidelity series X-PRE
pre-amp and X-A50 monoblocks —
another truly stunning sub-£ 1000
wonder — it was difficult to tell
Bellini/X-A50 from X-Pre/Donizetti
when levels were set with a digital
SPL meter. At the risk of
regurgitating manufacturer lore
from 25 years ago, the truism
remains: you simply can't beat
mating a pre- amp with a power
amp from the same maker.
Exceptions to the rule tend to be
rare and/or miraculous. So the rest
of this review refers to the Audio
Analogue items
used as
a
combination.
But let's carry on with the Italian
duo versus the X-Series. The latter
offered more oomph and energy,
more forcefulness, greater presence

and tons of attitude. It's an in-yourface sound, not surprising if you
know Antony Michaelson and
believe that components reflect the
personality
of
the
maker.
(Ironically, Antony, as his name
implies, could have been a Roman
emperor in a former life.) By the
same token, the Audio Analogue
team comes from Tuscany,
arguably the most refined region in
Italy, so the Bellini/Donizetti
alternative was one of politesse,
gentility and overall refinement
never betrayed by traditional solidstate characteristics. Isaid that the
Plateas favour valves, the reason
being the speaker's tendency
toward the bright which cheap
transistor
equipment
could
exacerbate.
As you've deduced, the Audio
Analogue team sounds tube-like at
the extremes, probably even more
tube-like than the X-PRE. Yes, XPRE has awarmer, more valve-like
mid-band than the Bellini, but it
has taut, crisp behaviour at the
extremes which almost confound
someone expecting a latter-day
Quad II. The Bellini turns
everything upside down by offering
non-aggressive extremes (tube-like)
and aconfident, almost cool, solidstate mid — aristocratic, as it were.
And yet the Donizetti shares with
the X-A50 the transparency which
bowled me over. As I said in
summing up the utterly iconoclastic
X- Series modules, ' Conventional
boxes exist for conventional people,
while cylindrical hi-fi exists for...
cylindrical people.' The sheer
funk/fun of the X-Series really is a
Pepsi
Max/Air Jordan/MTV
experience. The Audio Analogue
system works more within the
bounds of tradition. Call it
Modernism versus Convention, or
wild youth versus maturity.
But the combination still has to
do something which lifts it above
the 430mm wide, rectangular
masses. It offers soundstage scale
on abreadth hitherto imagined and
coveted only by home cinema
enthusiasts, a70mm experience in a
35mm world. It makes even teensy
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the Bellini and
Donizetti that
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matching them
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boxes like the Genexxas seem
somehow larger, more proud,
almost patrician. Although not truly
dual- mono as are the X- A50
monoblocks, the Donizetti is a
near-monoblock experience, the
left/right delineation as separate as
the Lega Nord wishes were the
North/South divide. The imaging
within is rock solid and precise, the
image height better than satisfactory
if not quite repositioning one's
ceiling and the stage depth is
enough to do justice to a vintage
Denon m-c.
Which reminds me: the phono
stage is a delight, ultra- quiet and
exceptionally dynamic. Had it not
been included, the Bellini would
beg for an X-LP — one of the great
budget phono stages of all time —
while a Bellini owner craving more
warmth could either experiment
with various cartridges, especially
low- output m-cs ready for their
SAGA passes, or experiment with
yet another bargain, the EAR 834P.
As ever, my litmus test involved
mono recordings, which force the
listener to concentrate on sound
quality rather than be distracted by
spatial concerns. It's becoming the
Kessler Kliché, but Icouldn't get
away from the Dean Martin
remasters, while recent reissues
from EMI (Adam Faith, Gerry &
the Pacemakers, etc) place, as does
the newly remastered Buffalo
Springfield both the mono and
stereo mixes on one CD.
Solid, palpable, room- filling
mono performances which proved
as rewarding as the stereo, lush
without being flabby, precise
without being autocratic — just
what ' natural sound' should
be...and is, if you think about it.
What it lacked was something
which Iabhor, that hi-fi artifice
which enables low-end mass-market
brands to fool the ill-equipped into
thinking that ' sizzle' and ' thump'
mean 'treble' and `bass'. Best of all,
Icould listen to it for hours on end.
It was like a 1997 equivalent of the
Quad 33/303. And that's the
highest praise Ican give to abudget
pre/power combination.
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THIEL

AUDIO RESEARCH

"The Thiel CS6 is afantastic loudspeaker - the best,
Ithink, that the considerable talents of Jim Thiel and
his company have produced so far. And one of the best that
anyone has produced."
-Larry Alan Kay, Fi, October 1997
"The Thiel was more detailed and clear, especially in the bass,
altogether more powerful, breathtaking and profound - simply
more forceful... our best dynamic speaker system."
-Jürgen Schrbder, Stereoplay, Germany, May 1997
"The CS6 has all the qualities atrue, top quality, high-end
speaker should have. It sounds and looks beautiful."
-Anthony H. Cordesman, Audio, August 1997

"If you like your music real,
COPLAND

there's only one speaker - THIEL

For nearly thirty years, Malcom Toff has been designing and building multi-track recording consoles
that have been used around the world to record artists from David Bowie to Luciano Pavarotti. He
started his career as arecording engineer and has worked on albums by (among others), David
Bowie, 1-Rex, James Taylor, Joe Cocker and the Beatles. Malcom therefore knows athing or two about
very high audio fidelity.
Recently, he has decided to apply this wealth of knowledge and design experience to developing a
range of extremely high quality products designed for the discerning audiophile. We are therefore
very proud to present his inaugural product, the LBPA-5 pre-amplifier which offers both single-ended
ard balanced inputs and outputs. Apart from the naturally superb audio quality which utilises studio
grade components including an accurately calibrated, channel matched Jltra low noise stereo level control, fully regulated, short circuit proof power supply and state of the art cWcuitry, you will be interested to note afew operational features that set it apart from conventional pre-amps. Firstly, there is the
ability to select more than one source at atime, making it possible to mix the signal from say two tape decks. Veryuseful when using the pre-amp's comprehensive record facilities. Secondly, there is awealth of additional monitoring features such as individual mutes for the left and right channels, an overall
mute, left and right channel swap, aleft/right 180' phase reverse, a20dB dim and amono button. These extra monitor features are passive and involve no
electronics to degrade the signal, they just bring professional facilities within the reach of the audio enthusiast and deliver superb sound quality. We suggest
you audition aToft Audio LBPA-5 as soon as possible and listen to awhole new audio experience at aprice that will also be music to your ears. £1,395.
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202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN14 0E England.
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Tel: (+44)01903 872288 Fax: (+44)01903 872234 After hours: 0860 660001 e.mail:heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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web page: http://www.hifi-stereo.com
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BALANCED AND AFFORDABLE

black box

After paying
for superb
resolution
and a quiet
room, the
noises made
by your hi-fi
equipment
may deserve
consideration

I

1. S Gordon: see
`Views'.
2. 'Black Box'
Nov '95—May '96.
3. Speakercheck
2000 is published
in Sound &
Communication
Systems
International, by
PLASA. ISSN
1358 9164. Tel.
01323 646 639,
Fax 646905.
e-mail: Info@
plasa.org.uk

tshould go without saying that
getting the most out of the sonic
subtleties that a refined sound
system can offer depends on having
a reasonably quiet room. But after
arranging (by whatever means) a
suitably quiet external environment,
you may find that some rarelymentioned, non- stochastic and
anti-musical noises made by the
audio and other equipment in the
room are then emphasised. That
these noises are small and may only
be at their loudest when loud music
will be playing, does not mean they
are automatically masked. A barely
audible whisper can interact with the
nth harmonic of an instrument, that
is being reproduced by a tweeter,
and is many dB down. Many effects
in electronics that are clearly audible
measure with RMS levels that are up
to - 130dB down (0.3 parts per
million). On this basis, anything that
is at all audible in the listening room
can affect the sound for replay SPLs
below 130dB. And while the
brain-ear combination is adept at
cancelling many (not all) unwanted
or incoherent sounds, this is tiring
and stressful, and not conducive to
the relaxed states that fine music
most requires and best induces.
At first, equipment noises can
prove every bit as frustrating as
external neighbourhood or structural
noises. But at least the average
citizen-listener has some — or more
— chance of summarily eliminating
(!) or mediating them. There are
common acoustic noises in listening
rooms caused by the hi-fi equipment,
each of them — either independently
or in combination — most likely to
be aproblem in alistening room that
is: (
a) small; (b) as quiet as it should
be; ( c) and where the playing
equipment is near the listening seal.
(i) Equipment mains transformer
buzz. Particularly likely in larger
power amplifiers (above 100Wich)
and where highly fluxed or under
designed transformers are employed,
coupled with abadly polluted mains
supply. This subject has been dealt
with — and resolved — in

Ben Duncan 's
HYEAD-02,
the world's first
audiograde IC opamp (published as
'Block Variations',
HFNIRR October
'97) and the DIY
HYAP-02
applications PCB,
kits and ancillary
parts and power
supply, etc, are
available from
Lynden Audio, PO
Box 5570,
Birmingham,
B45 SNE. Tel.
0121 445 5057
(6.30-9.00pm).
Ben Duncan may
be contacted either
do HFNIRR or by
e-mail:
BDR-UK@
dial.pipex.com
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considerable depth, in this month's
'Pure Power' feature (page 70) and
in ' Views'', and earlier in ' Black
Box' 2.
(ii) Noisy disc and tape player
mechanisms. CD players are among
the worst offenders. Next time you
choose a CD or tape player, check
the playback (and record) noise level
in a room that is as quiet as your
listening room.
(iii) Singing styli — an old vinyl
problem, requiring careful isolation/
absorption techniques. Specialists (
eg,
RATA) can assist with solutions; or
you could concoct aDIY ' turntable
booth' — a box with an openable
lid, non-orthogonal sides and wellpadded walls.
(iv) Singing
transistors.
Most
MOSFETs and many bipolar power
transistors, particularly those in metal
cases, ' sizzle' when driven with
signals containing high levels of
mid/high frequencies above some
1kHz. This is exacerbated by the
next culprit...
(y) Singing heatsinks. Most heatsinks
have fins that naturally 'sing' or 'ring'
at high treble frequencies when
subjected to sounds in the room at
their resonant frequency/frequencies.
One US high-end equipment maker
attempts to alleviate the mass choral
effect by cutting the fins to sizes that
follow a well known, natural
mathematical series that superficially
implies non-resonance.
(vi) Singing amplifierlspeaker connectors. Audibly similar to transistor
singing. This appears to be caused
by
proximity
effect,
where
concentrated current in mechanically
loose conductor parts causes cyclic
mutual attraction with relaxation at
every half- cycle: when the signal
current passes through zero. It
happens with large signals, and
critical loosening, and may be
comparatively common, since so
many 'banana' (strictly 4mm) plugs
are made to poor tolerances and
regularly loosen with vibration —
and likewise, many bare conductor
connections (to binding posts, etc)
are never tightened properly at the
outset.
(vii) Ringing
casework.
Modern
speaker designers work hard to
prevent their boxes acting as unwitting
and anti-musical resonators and
acoustic re-radiators. The better
record turntables likewise eschew any
casing; or any casing is primarily wood
and is deadened (with bracing, nonorthogonal sides and energy-absorbing
content) in the manner of speakers.
But far too much of electronic
equipment in hi-fi — beginning with
digital sources — remains cased in
'tinny', ie, completely undamped
metal, with smooth and largely
orthogonal outer surfaces, and

evidently little thought or effort is put
into the acoustic qualities of the
outside — even if the parts inside have
been tweaked against vibration.
Other more prosaic causes of
subtle, or not-too-subtle, listening
room noises are: fluorescent lights
(preferably not to be used in, or even
in the vicinity of, any listening room);
air conditioning and fans of any
form; pumps — as used for
aquariums, fridges and central
heating; and the cheap transformers
used to energise many low voltage,
quartz-halogen ' fashion' lamps.

DIY DRIVE UNIT
DATA-STREAM
Loudspeaker DIYers who want to
evaluate or try using the more rugged
and larger diameter drive units
employed in professional realms, will
find invaluable information in Ken
Dibble's Speakercheck 2000 series
published elsewhere 3.The series
(which should have reached part 6
out of some 20 projected parts by
the time you read this) is so-called
because it is so comprehensive that
it will take two more years complete.
It follows in the footsteps of an
original series of tests published in
the UK audio press over 1978-81.
Surprisingly, but helpfully to many
DlYers, the data is not concentrated
on 3D 'waterfalls'. Instead, the basic
facts are well presented, with clear,
multicolour graphs of first frequency
response at 1watt (for a consistent
group
enclosure)
and
also
impedance, both vs. frequency.
Secondly, agraph of sensitivity (or
really, SPL delivery) and the second
and third harmonic levels vs.
frequency, at full power, is given.
Here, the ' full' power condition is
not the ' length of string' figure that
the maker states, but is measured
using pink noise ( conditioned
according to the AES/EIA standard,
so it is more like dense music) to
meet
a consistent
voice-coil
temperature, using aspecial voicecoil thermometer. Also, plots are
taken with a fast pen speed and a
low paper speed, so that all the
wrinkly nuances show.
The review also tables the derived
true power handling, the output SPL
at this power input, the compression
at the rated power (which tells you
something about the sonics on
peaks), and the percentage of second
and third harmonic distortion at near
the rated power. And not all of the
makers will be unfamiliar names,
with 'pro' models tested from ATC,
Celestion and Volt — to name just
a few British ones known to home
users. The entire series will
document cone drivers from 4in to
24M, as well as horn compression
drivers.
Ben Duncan
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Rivalling Dolby's
AC3 in the moviesound stakes,
Digital Theater
Systems is also a
possible format for
future high-quality,
multi-channel
audio-only
recordings. This
promo shot shows
DTS president Bill
Neighbors
(standing, left) and
marketing VP
David DelGrosso
watching record
producer Robert
Margouleff (front
left) and engineer
Brant Biles working
at the mixing desk

High- density disc media are the key to quality audio
for the future. But as Philips and Sony promote
their hybrid disc, which options will become reality?
by BARRY FOX

L

ast month we saw how the main
contenders were stacking up in
the battle to create a new
standard for anew generation of hifi, using the DVD system. The
debate is widening all the time.
Amonst its copious publicity,
Californian challenger DTS includes
a copy of a letter ( 19 May, 1997)
from CEO Dan Slusser to Steven
Spielberg, the man who used the
DTS compressed cinema surround
system to make Jurassic Park and
thereby gave DTS the financial
strength to develop a consumer
version. Slusser tells Spielberg that
the RIAA has rejected Dolby AC- 3
('Dolby Digital') for the DVD audioonly standard, so the DTS system is
in the running.
Here it is useful to add some plain
facts to the PR mix. These are that
the DVD Forum has confirmed ( 9
June 1997) that the DVD-Video
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standard requires all discs to have a
stereo soundtrack, using either a
linear PCM track, or AC-3or MPEG
compression. In addition, the disc
can carry AC- 3, MPEG-2 or DTS or
any other system for compressing
multichannel surround.
The RIAA said ( 30 May, 1997)
that none of the existing audio
systems used for DVD-Video would
be ' appropriate for a stand-alone
audio format'. The RIAA's rejection
followed the strong lobby for
adoption of a lossless compression
system to provide sound ` vastly
superior to current CDs', as called
for by the RIAA.
Said Nick Garnett, IFPI Director
General, 'If consumers and artists are
to embrace a new audio product,
there must be significant value
added'.
Says
Hilary
Rosen,
RIAA
President, `The current audio format

Panasonic's
Ted Abe
dismisses the
Sony/Philips
bitstream
approach as
'completely
destroying the
DVD standard',
which already
provides for a
wide range of
playback
options

for DVD Video is not acceptable as a
new industry standard (for audio)'.
So surely the RIAA has rejected
DTS for audio-only use, along with
AC-3?
DTS spokesman David DelGrosso
says my point is `well taken' but, he
maintains, ' the DVD Alliance and
the RIAA are seriously considering
the added value of offering
consumers great- sounding 5.1
channel music recordings from Day
1, Which certainly may mean the
adoption of aDTS audio standard'.
Dan Slusser has also written to
Spielberg saying that ' If DTS can
capture the audio-only standard, it
will more than likely become the de
facto video standard'. DelGrosso
suggests that if DVD-Video discs do
not provide alinear PCM soundtrack,
and instead rely on compressed AC-3
for stereo, one disc can carry amovie
with
both
AC- 3 and
DTS
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multichannel tracks. This game plan
involves steering the movie industry
away from providing linear PCM
sound on DVD-video discs.
Meanwhile, another Californian
company, Sonic Solutions ( which
makes hard disk editing systems for
studios), has lobbed a spanner into
the works by questioning the use of
96kHz, or 192kHz, sampling.
All the the DVD formats lock
sound to 48kHz sampling, or
multiples thereof. But mass market
inertia will keep Red Book CD the
main release standard for many years.
DVD players must play and decode
Red Book CDs. So down-conversion
to 44.1kHz at the mastering stage is a
key issue. According to James
Moorer, of Sonic Solutions, the lack
of
any
clear
mathematical
relationship between 96kHz and
44.1kHz will produce spurious spikes
in the converted waveform.
In apaper presented to the AES,
Moorer builds a persuasive case to
show
that ' the
numerical
requirements for a96kHz to 44.1kHz
conversion are subsantially more
severe than for a 96kHz to 48kHz
conversion, since we are not talking
simply about the frequency response
of the filter, but the generation of
(semi-periodic) noise'.
Bob Stuart of the ARA and
Meridian acknowledged that there
was ' some foundation' to the claim
that 96kHz to 44.1kHz conversion
can degrade quality, but ` only some
and only now'. As Stuart points out,
advances in digital signal processing
are so rapid that by the time DVDAudio discs and players are on sale,
conversion technology will have
overtaken the problem.
But the issue is real and helps
explain why Philips has backed
Sony's proposal for Direct Stream
Digital. The bitstream system uses a
very high multiple of 44.1KHz for
sampling. James Moorer's paper
refers to DSD as the 'Lingua Franca
of mastering formats since it can be
converted to any release format with
no additional degradation'.
Moorer acknowledges the ARA's
point that ' real-time processing of
DSD signals requires special
hardware' but argues (as amirror to
Stuart on down- conversion) that
advances
in
technology
can
eventually solve the problem.
For the ISC to recommend a
system it must first test it, and to test
it the ISC must first agree
benchmarks and select golden ears.
The ISC must then stage listening
tests in the major country zones,
including Europe, the US and Japan.
This is not aprocess that can, or
should, be hurried. Isee no crowds
in the streets rioting for the chance to
buy DVD-Audio players and discs.
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Tony Griffiths was for 20 years the
Technical Director of the Decca
Recording Centre in London —
before Decca's new management
decided that the Centre was an
inessential luxury. Under Griffiths,
Decca pioneered digital studio
recording, using digital tape several
years before CD was ready for sale,
and moving to 18-bit recording while
the rest of the industry was still happy
with 16 bits. A founder member of
the ARA, Griffiths spoke recently at a
conference on DVD-Audio organised
by the Association of Professional
Recording Studios. He predicted that
the ISC would have difficulty meeting
its self-imposed deadline for choosing
the best-sounding system. He also
doubts whether the better sound will
sell DVD anyway.
'What is needed is atest, like those
run by the MPEG Committee when
it was setting the video standards.
Anyone who thought they could code
video was invited to demonstrate
their system, using standard test
material. Then the Committee chose
the best systems available.
'It is even more difficult to compare
audio systems than video. You need
to rationalize what is real, and what is
emotional. Issues like the best
sampling rate are like areligion. You
will never convert people who believe
in one rate to believing in another.
'Then you have to ask: can you sell
it to grandma, not just to golden-eared
enthusiasts? Demonstrating the
advantages of higher sampling-rates or
bit lengths is difficult. Only a few
people can hear the difference anyway.
'There is nothing much wrong with
the CD system. If there were, then
studio engineers and producers would
be jumping up and down at what the
CD system does to their recordings.
'But it's easy to demonstrate the
added value of multichannel surround.
You just play people arecording of a
concert recorded in somewhere like
King's College, and let them hear the
sound coming from all around as it
does in the live situation. Then you
switch off the surround, and let them
hear the collapse into stereo.'
It would perhaps have been useful
for the record companies to hear this
down-to-earth advice. But none did.
The organsisers of the APRS
conference had written and phoned
every major record company,
suggesting that they might like to
attend. But none thought it relevant
to their future.
The ISC is also insisting on the use
of a hybrid disc, to ensure
compatibility between new and old
players and discs. Record companies
will press only one disc, which plays
either on a conventional CD player
or on anew DVD player. This way,
record shops can stock a single

inventory. The hybrid relies on dual
depth recording, developed by
Philips, Sony and 3M. The disc
S
contains two different recordings, at
different depths in the plastics
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disc has asemi-reflective layer, like a
two-way mirror, embedded half-way
into its depth. This layer
reflects light at 650nm, which
is the wavelength of the laser in
aDVD player, while still allowing
the transmission of light at
780nm, which is the wavelength of
the laser in a CD player. The
transmitted light then carries on
through the second half of the disc
thickness to aconventional reflective
layer on the back.
The technology works, but Ted
Abe, head of Panasonic's Audio
Technology Group in Osaka,
Japan, has
doubts over
practicality. He should know,
because Panasonic's
DVD
pressing plant in Osaka is the
industry leader is pressing duallayer DVD movie discs.
,
ee.
'The hybrid idea is very attractive'
says Abe. ` But it's idealistic and very
...OM
•
hard to realise.' Abe warns that the
tes
hybrid disc may be unstable,
especially in humid environments. A
conventional DVD, whether singleor double-sided, with single or
s
dual depth recordings, is always
asymmetrical sandwich. But the
hybrid is asymmetrical. One
surface of the disc is sealed
aluminium, the other is bare
plastics. The two surfaces may
absorb moisture differently and cause
the disc to dish.
The high-density Multimedia
CD proposed by Philips was
asymmetrical, which is why
Toshiba's SD sandwich format
became the DVD standard.
The cost of pressing aCD is now
around 20 US cents; aDVD costs
around $ 1.20; and ahybrid will come
in at around $ 3or £2. Prices will fall,
but not soon. And artists may well ask
.
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KUZMA
fr the
To appreciate fully Nigel Kennedy
playing Vivaldi's Four Seasons, your

love of
music

HiFi system comes from Audiofreaks.
KUZMA turntables (
Stabi & Stabi

Reference) and KUZMA tonearms
(Stogi & Stogi Reference) have been

widely endorsed as one of the obvious
choices if the best sound from LPs is
what you are looking for.

AUDIOPREAKS

Beautiful designs with exceptional

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

performance
for the love of music.

15, link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 701. Tel: 0181.948 4153 Fax: 0181. 948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk www.audiofreaks.i-way.co.uk
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More bandwidth
than the Grenadier
Guards - or any
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DIGITAL AUDIO
for double royalties. If hybrid discs
cost more than CDs, the mass-market
will not buy them. Golden-ears who
hear — or at least claim to hear —
faults in the 44.1kHz/16-bit coding
system will doubtless pay apremium
for DVD-Audio discs, if only to
prove how golden their ears are. But
these specialists are in a tiny
minority, and would not be buying
the new discs for their compatibility
with CD players.
It seems that the only way that the
record companies can start the
virtuous circle of discs sales which
drive player sales is to cut profit
margins on hybrid discs so that they
can be sold at the same price as CDs.
Past experience of the record
industry, and its pricing policies,
does not inspire confidence for the

parallel imports of music discs, and
demand it as an afterthought.
This is exactly what happened with
DVD-Video. The Hollywood moguls
loved the idea of cutting production
costs by pressing a single disc that
would sell anywhere. Then they
realised it would undermine their
long- running policy of releasing
movies in the USA, ahead of Europe
— and the Regional Coding kludge
was bolted onto the DVD standard.
Tourists are accustomed to the fact
that NTSC video tapes bought in
Florida will not play on aPAL VCR
in Fulham. But music lovers,
accustomed to buying CDs while on
holiday, will rebel if they find that
discs bought abroad refuse to play
when they get them home.
There is asimilar risk on Parental
Control, the DVD feature which lets
parents stop children watching adult
videos. PC could in theory be used to
stop teenagers listening to songs with
explicit lyrics.
DVD-Video
uses
powerful
encryption to foil anyone making a
digital copy of a movie from a
pressed disc on to ablank disc. The
copy is missing vital digital keys
which stop it playing on a DVD
player. A DVD-Audio player could

unrealistic, and it makes the ISC's
promise of a ' final draft specification
for aDVD music disc by December
1997' look positively absurd.
▪
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Or won't the ISC take the
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IFPI's findings into account?
In any case the idea of an nocopy system may be music to the
ears of the music industry but it
risks turning consumers off the
whole idea of DVD-Audio. People
a n!
who buy records expect to be able to
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copy them, or favourite parts of them,
for private use, even if it is against the
e
letter of the law. Digital dubbing is a
•
way of life in Japan, which is why
MiniDisc has succeeded as a
home- copying product; it is
advertised for what it is, a CD.,z...›. ..,......
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LISTENING TO 96HZ
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Those who attended the
•ele
London meetings of the ISC
heard their first demonstrations
of 96kHz-sampling audio, set up
by Ted Abe. Abe was using a
e"-e .e.e 51•
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standard DVD video player,
modified, with Data Conversion
,
Systems converters, to give 22-bit
decoding. Standard DCS production
models already have 96kHz DACs,
e
but resolution is 20-bit.
Panasonic has already invested in a
string of live music recordings,
made in Europe and Japan on
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resolutions. Ted Abe argues
persuasively that there is no point
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lost in thermal noise'.
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the sound of musical instruments
using Bruel & Kjaer's industrial
et
mics. Cymbals are rich in highfrequency overtones, but the plots

e

Bob Stuart of Meridian and the ARA

future. No wonder Abe says: ' In ten
years the hybrid idea will come again.
But in the early stages it's absolutely
impossible'.
The ISC's wish list confirms that
the music industry also sees DVDAudio as a golden opportunity to
realise adream, which dates back at
least 30 years: every record company
would like to control copying, and
allow the ownership of a music
recording to be positively identified.
The ISC is insisting that DVD-Audio
must use an Active Copyright
Management System which builds on
that used for DVD-Video.
The DVD-Video players and
movie discs currently on sale use
Draconian
copyright
control
measures. Regional Coding divides
the world into six zones, with the US
and Europe having different codes.
So players sold in Europe will refuse
to play movie discs pressed for sale in
North America. Ted Abe reassures
us that the ISC has decided there will
be no Regional Coding and no
Parental Lock for DVD-Audio. Such
ascheme would have to be based on
different regional divisions and it
would be too complicated. But there
is always the risk that record company
executives might wake up late to the
idea of Regional Coding to control

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ARA
acoustic
renaissance
for audio

The Acoustic Renaissance firr Audio was
proposed in 1994 by Hiro Nigishi and now
has widespread industry support. The ARA
has actively campaigned for ahigh quality
audio disc forntat. Contact the ARA web site
on http:11www.meridian.co.uklaralindexIhtml

be made to work in asimilar fashion.
The ISC recommends the use of
embedded signalling for DVDAudio. An inaudible 'watermark' will
be buried in the sound and remain
there, even after the sound has been
converted between digital and
analogue domains, and transmitted
over the Internet. A decoder can
identify the mark, so future audio
recorders could block the recording
of marked music.
With a grant from the European
Union, the IFPI is currently studying
a number of different proposals for
ACMS, and hopes to have found a
'best system' by the end of this year.
This involves testing marks for
robustness and inaudibility. The
IFPI's year end deadline looks

dee`
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show that there is no useful signal
outside the 50kHz bandwidth
provided by 96kHz sampling.
Abe dismisses the Sony/Philips
bitstream
approach
as
'completely destroying the
DVD standard', which already
provides for a wide range of
playback options.
`Sony claims 100kHz bandwidth
(for DSD). And Samsung suggests
sampling at 192kHz. Yes, we can do
it. But is it useful or meaningful? The
sound from acymbal is at -80dB at
40kHz. There is absolutely nothing
meaningful from awood pipe wind
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Our "walk-in" sound stage...
We aim for a "%% alk-in" sound stage:
Musicians pin- pointed in three dimensions.
In the right system these products deliver
DNM: You may never have heard this level of clarity

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

SIEMEL: Novel amplifiers built to aerospace reliability to give

NOW DEMONSTRATING

outstandingly natural sound

KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - MUST BE HEARD
KRELL KAV 3001 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER !! - now joined by the 300CD/250P
PREAMP AND 250A POWER AMP - incredible value for money - just ask for adem
AUDIO RESEARCH- WATCH THIS SPACE - AHOST OF NEW PRODUCTS FROM THIS
DYNAMIC COMPANY
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR 2 - astartling improvement on aclassic design
PROAC RESPONSE FIVES - just out and very special
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT & MILES CD PLAYER - SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY
STOP PRESS: NEW PRODUCTS FROM PINK TRIANGLE INCL LITAURAL CD PLAYER &
TARANTELLA TURNTABLE
CABLES & ACCESSORIES from TRANSPARENT SILTECH, CABLE TALK, SHAKTI,
GM AUDIO, SHUN MOOK, HARMONIX, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK
KRELL FBP600 - we now have this awesome powerhouse on permanent demonstration
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI/DONIZETTI/BELLINI AMPLIFIERS - staggering build quality
and unrivalled sound
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - THE ELITE - NOW EVEN BETTER VALUE
0
/ 0
WILSON AUDIO CUBS - an astonishing new baby from this top class company!!
INTEREST
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 - still very very good value for money
FREE CREDIT
°

LICENSED CREME
SPOIKEIES,

MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

and separation

ETHOS: New 202 is agrown-up floorstanding LS5/12A with
better dynamics and sensitivity
Customers say we make some of the best sound they have ever
heard. Whether it's acomplete system or an upgrade we try to gi \
along-term view, not aquick sale. We are so
confident in the products we have chosen that we will gladly do
A/B home demonstrations against the competition anywhere. Just listen and you'll know.
CD. Acurus, Audio Synthesis, Classé. dCS, Enlightened Audio
Design, Meracus, Orelle, Wadia, XTC.
Vinyl: Basis, Crown Jewel, Graham, Michell, Stratosphere, Sumiko
Blue Point Special, Transfiguration

COPLAND CD266 CD PLAYER - abudget priced cd player from this hugely Impressive company

Amplifiers: Acurus, Audio Sculpture, CAT, Classé, DNM.

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS - ITALIAN design at its best
with sound to match the looks

Lumley, Michell, Orelle, Siemel, Sirius, Sonneteer, XTC

MUSICAL FIDELITY XSERIES - awhole range of products incl dacs, phono stage, headphone
amp, preamp, monoblock power amps - AVAILABLE ON SALE OR RETURN OF COURSE

Ethos, Harbeth, Lumley, Magneplanar, Mirage, NEAT, Totem
Tuners: Fanfare, Magnum, Dynalab

EX DEM

Supports: Air Pods, DH Cones, Signal Guard, Vibraplane

AUDIO RESEARCH VISO
£1395
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
£ 1295
ABOVE COMBINATION (WAS £4000)
£2500
AUDIO RESEARCH D200 POWER AMPLIFIER
£1500
EPOS ES11 BIWIRED INC STANDS
£325
COPLAND CSA14 AMPLIFIER
£895
COPLAND CTA501 AMPLIFIER
£ 1295
APOGEE DIVAS/SUBWOOFERS/KRELL XOVER
£3495
MERIDIAN 208 CD PLAYER
£595
MAGNEPLANAR 2.5R SPEAKERS MINT PRIVATE SALE
£895

XD
XD
XD
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH
SH

EXPOSURE XI/XII/SUPER 8
£895
KRELL KST100 POWER AMPLIFIER
£ 1250

SH
SH

KRELL KSL PREAMP WITH PHONO STAGE
KRELL MDA300 MONOBLOCK POWER AMPS
PINK TRIANGLE CARDINAL TRANSPORT

£ 1250
£3495
£500

PINK TRIANGLE DC POWER SUPPLY FOR DACAPO
MICROMEGA 2.1 CD TRANSPORT

£750
£995

MUSICAL FIDELITY A1000
MUSICAL E SERIES AMP/CD/TUNER

SH
SH
NEW
XD
SH

£950
P.O.A.

XD

OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE T/TABLE MAHOGANY
£995
REGA ELA SPEAKERS
£ 195
ORELLE DA188 DAC
£250
PROAC RESPONSE 2INCL TARGET 'R' STANDS
£ 1750
NAIM 32.5 PREAMP MM BOARDS
£ 195

SH
SH
SH

SPENDOR SP7 SPEAKERS CHERRY

XD

£ 1495

SH

£ 175
SD ACOUSTICS SD3 SPEAKERS
MICROMEGA STAGE ONE
£250

SH
SH

138W THX SPEAKER SYSTEM
£2750
£3995
RCF PROJECTOR WIDESCREEN
AUDIO RESEARCH VTM120 SE PRIVATE SALE •
£3750

XD
XD

AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION
£850
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK 1
£1495
B&W SILVER SIGNATURES inc stands
£2750
TUBE TECHNOLOGY UNISYS AMPLIFIER
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK 2
£ 1995

XD
XD
XD
XD

NAIM 82 PREAMP
NAIM HICAP

£ 1295
£450

SH
SH

£1795
£1195

SH
SH

NAIM 135 POWER AMPS
NAIM CD 1CD PLAYER
TAX-EREE EXPORT SERVICE
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Agencies include: Air Tangent, Audio Alchemy, Audio Analogue, Audio Gram,
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instrument. And sound at those
frequencies is very directonal. The
transducer beams like a laser or
pistol. This is not about music. It's
just a hobby. 50kHz bandwidth is
enough. But the standard should be
open-ended so that if ever 192kHz
sampling is proved useful or
meaningful, we can extend.'
And over-riding all this is a
practical consideration. Music
recording studios have only recently
moved from 16-bit to 18-bit to 20-bit
recording, so will not relish the idea
of a further upgrade to master in
surround at different standards. Only
movie studios are surround-capable.
Says David Kawakami, Sony's
Director of New Technologies,
'Record labels are more interested in
the continuing growth of CD'.
Adds Jan Oosterveld, in charge of
DVD at Philips. ` DVD Audio should
be something that is far better than
CD. What we should not do is
simply take audio out of a DVD
Video player and call it DVD Audio'.
But this is exactly what is now
happening. Dolby Laboratories has
now teamed up with record company
Delos to release the ' first audio-only
DVD video disc'. The music
programme includes the 1812
Overture and Richard Rodney
Bennett's Barcarolle. The DVD disc
uses the Dolby AC- 3 lossy
compression surround system and is
simply avideo disc without moving

Tony Griffiths: ' What is needed is atest, like
those run by the MPEG Committee when it
was setting the video standards

pictures. So it plays on DVD movie
players, to give home cinema,
surround sound, but without video.
The gut appeal of the simple
Dolby/Delos proposition is obviouN.
On most home audio systems, and m
most people's ears, there is nothing
wrong with the sound of AC- 3.
(DCC was lossy, but Decca proved it
could deliver 18-bit resolution.) If
the Dolby/Delos idea catches on and
pre-empts lossless DVD-Audio, the
ARA's worst fear looks likely to come
true. A generation will grow up with
ears attuned to lossy compression.
As the BBC proved many years ago,
when designing studio monitor
speakers, the human ear plays an odd
trick. When it hears an imperfection,

like coloration, it first of all identifies it,
then adjusts perception to make it the
norm. Finally, anything better sounds
worse. The same thing happens when
people listen to an audio system with
tone controls or DSP sound shaping
set to unnatural levels.
Multichannel sound is what we
used to call ' discrete' quadraphonics,
with front and rear channel sound
rigidly separated to localise the
speaker feeds. It may be ideal for
cinema effects but it is no way to
create anatural music soundfield.
There is already a new breed of
home cinema pundit who expects to
hear music reproduced with a hard
centre front from adiscrete speaker,
with effects neatly pinpointed at the
sides. The words ` phantom centre'
mean a budget system that lacks a
fifth speaker.
Panasonic in Japan has produced
some revealing test recordings. They
mix the sound so that the solo voice
of a singer comes from the centre
front speaker of afive channel system,
instead of hanging as a phantom
image between athe stereo pair. The
hard centre voice will sound very
unnatural to anyone who has grown
up with two- speaker stereo. But to
the five channel discrete generation it
may well sound natural.
With a bit of bad luck, the
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ACRONYMS UNRAVELLED...

and so they are described as lossy compression schemes.
Conversely, in lossless compression, a familiar
technique in computing, the data is rearranged more

HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

including DVD-Movie and DVD-ROM. When devoted
entirely to an audio signal, the huge data capacity of the
disc can potentially provide higher resolution or more
channels or both.
/SC: the International Steering Committee of the
record industry, which represents the world's three main
trade bodies representing the record industry, the IFPI,
RIAA and RIM has been meeting monthly to discuss
DVD-Audio.
MPEG: the Motion Picture Expert Group is an
industry committee founded ( long before DVD was
developed) to establish digital coding formats for future
audio/video media. Accordingly the, MPEG-1 standard
was introduced on the interim CD-Video format, where
severe compression (bit-reduction) was needed to fit the
picture and sound information into the data storage
capacity of a conventional CD. The greater data
capacity of DVD allows afull-length movie to be stored
on a single 120mm disc, with the severe bit-reduction
specified by the MPEG-2 standard, now usually just
called MPEG.

, ,.....

:<:›.:.„...

invention of DVD might just prove to
have been be agiant step backwards
for hi-fi.

efficiently in order to occupy less channel or storage
space, but is recovered perfectly at the output.
DVD: uses the same optical principle as CD but with
ashorter-wavelength laser, giving adramatic reducton
in the size of the already- microscopic ` pits' in the
reflective layer and hence allowing a data capacity of
more than 4 gigabytes per side, against CD's 650Mb.
The acronym originally meant Digital Video Disc, but
the DVD makers agreed the change to Digital Versatile
Disc to reflect the medium's wide applications,
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ARA or the Acoustic Renaissance for Audio is the
industry pressure group which has lobbied to ensure
that the potential for ultra-high-quality audio is not
forgotten as DVD comes to market.
Compression: in professional audio, compression
means a deliberate reduction of dynamic range of a
signal, usually with the implication that the original
dynamic range can be recovered again by a
complementary expansion process. Compression of a
radio broadcast signal, however, is not reversible by the
user but is heard as reduced dynamic range (that is, less
difference between the softest and loudest sounds) by
the listener. This may change in future with Digital
Audio Broadcasting: DAB receivers, in theory at least,
can offer user- selectable dynamic range options.
However, in digital audio, compression' really means
something alittle different.
In digital technology, Data Compression means
reducing the amount of data needed to carry agiven
signal in achannel or in astorage medium.
This can be achieved by throwing data away
permanently. Systems which do this (including PASC,
MUSICAM, ATRAC, Dolby AC-3, DTS, MPEG) rely
on the assumption, based on psychoacoustic research,
that alarge percentage of the information content of the
original signal can be omitted with no audible
deterioration. The loss of data in such compression, or
more accurately bit-reduction schemes, is not reversible
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AcousticArts
FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

AUDIO RESEARCH D130

COME ALONG AND LISTEN TO THE STUNNING NEW AUDIO RESEARCH
LS9 AND D130 COMBINATION WITH THE AUDIO RESEARCH CD2

SONUS FABER
GRAN PIANO
THIS ELEGANT NEW
FLOOR- STANDING
SPEAKER FROM
SONUS FABER,
SOUNDS JUST AS
GOOD AS IT LOOKS

SIMPLY 845
The best Integrated amplifier available today.
For alimited period, £500 worth of cables will be supplied free
with every Simply 845 purchased.

THE BEAUTIFUL,
AWARD WINNING
CASTLE SEVERN 2
ON PERMANENT
DEMO

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Matisse Fantasy Line Stage. brand new and boxed,
unwanted gift (list £2300)

£ 1500

Posselt Condor, same as the Albatross but much smaller,

;\•;'4_>#,N_*. --

made in real wood, 94dB

£1400

PRE- OWNED EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Matisse Reference pre-amplifier (tweaked PSU),
THE KRELL KAV 300 CD PLAYER

B&W SIGNATURE 30 SPEAKER

THIS OUTSTANDING
NEW CD PLAYER FROM KRELL
MAKES AN IMPRESSIVE
PARTNER FOR THE
INTEGRATED AMP

THE TALK OF THE SHOW.
THE ABSOLUTELY
FABULOUS B&W 30
SIGNATURE SPEAKER
ARE HERE ON DEMO.

great sound,

£1000

Lowther Acoustas, original plywood cabinets,
Square frame PM6As, Excellent condition.
Mullard 5-20, original main and output
transformers (stereo set), new and boxed

CHRISTMAS OPENING HOURS
PLEASE NOTE WE SHALL BE CLOSED FROM
3PM 24TH DECEMBER RE- OPENING 10AM 29TH

£600

£150

PYE Mozart HFS20 Stereo amplifier, very
collectable, great sound, VGC

CHRISTMAS SALE
COMMENCES 29TH DECEMBER 10AM
from Audiolab through to Wilson Audio, all our usual ex display
and second hand clearance bargains! PLUS 12.5% discount off
new items from our usual product range.
•INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS
•4 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•MAIL ORDER FACILITY
•EX DEM AND P/EX LIST AVAILABLE

£100

OUR AGENCIES INCLUDE:Audio Analogue, Audio Physic, Avantgarde Acoustic,
Croft, Diapason, GATE, GM Audio, GRAAF,
Leak Troughline Tuners, Monrio, Nottingham
Analogue, Posselt, TRON, UKD Opera,
Unison Research, Yamamura Churchill Accessories.

Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, BM, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL, LUMLEY,
MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO

CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY:

We stock awide range of accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from:
AUDIO-TECHNICA, APOLLO, GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON, SENNHEISER,
SOUND STYLE, TARGET, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE, SILTECH, QED AND MANY OTHERS

Tel/Fax: (+44) 01895 833099

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm TuesSat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

We are situated on the outskirts of London 4minutes from
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junction 16 of the M25 (M25/M40) or
20 minutes by train from Marylebone Railway Station
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Audio Valve's
headphone
driver, the
RKV, proves
to be, in
practice,
an OIL
integrated
amplifier in
miniature
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rei: 011 5
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hile Iwill always prefer
speakers to headphones.
Iuse the latter whenever
the situation dictates. One is not
advised, for example, to torment
one's partner by listening late at night
— in the room directly below one's
bedroom — at ` convincing levels'.
And so it was that Ifound myself
actually volunteering to audition
another headphone amplifier. To be
more precise, Iauditioned another
output-transformerless,
all-valve
headphone amp. Which will ring bells
for those who remember the EarMax.
Don't get me wrong: Ilove that
little spud, especially as it sounds
divine and it doesn't look so home—
made in its more refined, Mk H
form. But it's fragile and is, at around
£350, an expensive, single-purpose
item of extremely limited appeal,
especially when you
consider
Musical Fidelity's all-tube X-CANS
at £ 129.99.
Imagine,
though,
a deluxe
alternative to both the EarMax and
the X- CANS which takes the OTL
concept and increases the appeat to
encompass the real world. Imagine
that the valves are protected rather
than exposed, that the size and
weight have been increased so that,
should you get up quickly and your
headphones are on a short lead, you
don't pull the amplifier off the shelf.
And imagine, too, that it will drive a
pair of loudspeakers...
Yes: drive apair of loudspeakers.
Nearly. But doesn't that suddenly
turn this wonder headphone amp into
arather more conventional product
called an ' integrated amplifier'? 15h.
yes and no. The Audio Valve RKV
(a name which sounds uncomfortably
like amilitary vehicle) is identified in
the catalogue as an OTL headphone
amp for dynamic headphones'. But,
hey, I didn't tell 'ern to put on
terminals.., to which Ijust had to
connect apair of speakers.
But let's backtrack amo'. There.%
something in the German (anglophile's)
blood which leads them to producing
0Th headphone amps. Ican think of
no other 0Th headphone amps on the
JANUARY INS

market — please address the flood of
letters disputing this to the usual
address — and Ifind it awee bit more
than acoincidence that the only two
makers of said devices (Brocksieper for
the EarMax, Audio Valve for the RKV)
are both of the Teutonic persuasion.
But there may be alogical reason: the
Germans and their soul-mates, the
Austrians, are world leaders in
headphone design, with Beyer, AKG
and Sennheiser dominating. Maybe it
has something to do with listening in
secret.
Given
this
expertise
with
headphones and the need for
headphone amps a bit better than
those provided as an afterthought
with CD players, tape decks or
integrated amps, we shouldn't be
surprised that the RKV redefines the
state of the art. But the RKV and the
EarMax also point out another
curious thing about the German
character besides a penchant for
Things Headphonic. However much
we all respect/fear the German talent
for manufacturing goods to alevel of
perfection matched only by the Swiss,
both the EarMax and the RKV prove
that the Germans are fallible. Indeed,
they're the only wares I've ever used

which betray any limitations in
German manufacturing. Frankly,
both are so shabby in so many ways
that they could almost be British.
Let's acknowledge two things,
though. First, the EarMax Mk II is
no longer a hideous lump of resin
whatever, though it has a long way
to go before it warrants shelf-space
near aLeica. And, second, the review
sample of the RKV was taken directly
from the HiFi Show, where it had
been derno'd for four days, manhandled by all and sundry.
Iemphasise the latter so that you
can put some of its faults into
context, eg, the peeling paintwork and
the low-level hum which I just
couldn't eradicate, no matter what I
tried. Oh, and so that Imay pre-empt
an attack from Audio Valve on the
grounds that the review sample
wasn't indicative of production
models, let's just say Idid not expect
so gorgeous adevice to suffer from
peeling paint or a front panel with

more flex than asinging saw.
And another thing: the layout of
the RKV needs work. Operation
would improve immeasurably if there
were more space between the volume
control and the speaker terminals.
Better still, the terminals should be
relegated to the back, where the input
sockets are located, with atoggle at
the
front
selecting
between
headphones and speakers.
As with all Audio Valve products,
the RKV enjoys distinctive styling,
exhibiting decidedly Prussian grandeur
in its neo-classical structure. Pillars,
fer chrissake! It could have been
penned by Albert Speer. And those
glass top and front panels to reveal
the workings — it's the same
motivation which inspires some to buy
watches with glass backs, just to see
what's inside. The open sides consist
of horizontal rods which provide both
cross-flow ventilation and protection
for the tubes. The RKV measures
170x270x120mm (wdh), so it's
obviously more substantial than an
EarMax. I'm guessing that it weighs
acouple of kilos.
With no output transformer
between the four PCL805 tubes and
your headphones, the RKV provides
about as direct afeed as you can get.
The recommended impedance is
100-400 ohms, but it adored the
Grados RS1, RS2 and SR125 even
though they have impedances of
around
30-32
ohms.
More
importantly, the RKV has an output
of 2.4W: hence the ability to drive
actual loudspeakers.
Of course, you can't just hook up
any speakers and expect joy. But the
RKV nearly drove the Ruark
Epilogues, and Iwas amazed at the
sound quality, albeit it at just-abovewhisper levels. If you really do want
to drive speakers, you must treat the
RKV as if it were a single-ended
triode amp of negligible wattage, and
use horns. But forget all that: what
this does with the Grado RS 2is give
the best direct-injection-via-tubes I've
heard in years. The bass, in particular,
rivals any that I've ever heard through
cans: extended, deep and rich, with
enough impact to forever alter your
opinion of headphones as a means
through which to explore the lower
octaves. It's close to magical.
The price for this headphone bliss,
plus the ability to drive a pair of
ludicrously efficient horns? £ 595.
Yes, £ 595 for what is in reality an
0Th integrated amplifier. Provided
you can stomach one of the 92dBplus sensitivity speakers on the
market, the Audio Valve RKV just
might be the least expensive path yet
to tube heaven.
And those initials just have to
stand for Really Killer Value.
Ken Kessler
69
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A simple yet powerful, state-of-the-art,
synergistic and easy- to- build AC power
conditioner for improving the sonic quality
of almost any audio system

by BEN DUNCAN

T

wo
years
ago,
I
launched in Black Box
the
biggest
public
investigation into the state of
the AC mains, the effects of
the widespread pollution on
high-end sound reproduction,
and some remedies and
protective measures.
The gist is that the mains
power — which should ideally
be delivered as a pure sine
wave —
has
become
increasingly polluted in elor
complex ways, and this i \) \
broadly involves varying 'r
00
kinds of ' noise' that ...
leaks into or affects the °
audio path; and at the
same time, the same
pollution detracts from the
proper operation of otherwise '-correctly engineered high- end
audio reproduction equipment.
The answer is to ' clean' the power.
Previous articles revealed some of
the reasons why this is easier said
than done, however.*

THE PRIOR ART
AC power conditioners — of
diverse kinds — have been needed
since AC power was first used
around acentury ago, for relatively
sensitive
tasks,
such
as
electroplating or photographic
printing. Over the century, various
techniques have been developed to
suit both the different needs of
different jobs as well as the
equipment technology of the day,
with generally increasing potential
70

CARE WARNIIING! A
The Trans- Reactor transformer and the complete
conditioner are heavy items. Do not lift on your own
unless you know how to safely! The DIY kit involves
wiring and parts that will operate at mains voltage.
Inexperienced and beginner builders should enlist
experienced help and all connections should be
inspected before first use. And any changes or extensions
leg, extra outlets or VDRs) to the kit as supplied are
made at the owner's discretion and must employ
appropriated rated parts and should be checked after
completion and before first use by acompetent
electrician or engineer.

for greater stability against given
pertubations, subtlety of control;
and more recently with an
increasing focus on low cost (for
mass PC usage), increasing
-electrical consumption efficiency,
and the continuing exploitation
• of new electronic components
and techniques including the
development of PC control
(hardly what most people need in
their listening room) and high
frequency techniques that can
save on heavy wound parts — but
which are also intrinsically noisy.
This in turn adds to complexity
and cost.
Today,
the
term ` power
conditioner' covers awide range of
devices; a sidebar describes the
four most common types, that are
available and sold by hi-fi dealers.
In the past 40 years, s'ince
computers and ' sensitive' solidstate electronics began to be used
in places where the mains power
was ' rough', power conditioning
has grown into a large business, a
must for medicine, labs, monolithic
IC manufacture, steel billet mills,
CAD/CAM- driven factories and
offices, nuclear power and military
equipment.
After taking the needs of these
domains on board, high-end audio
requirements are not likely to find
room in the front of the designer's
mind, nor is listening to the effects
of apower conditioner likely to be
in the designer's mindset. It should
therefore be unsurprising that some
industrially- effective
power
JANUARY L998
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POWER CONDITIONING
POWER CONDITIONER TYPES

T

here are four common types of power
conditioner made for commercial and
industrial use, that are sold 'on' to hifi users. The most basic type is abox with
some VDRs (Voltage Dependent Resistors)
inside, wired across live and neutral, and
sometimes to earth also. The VDRs can softclamp ( quell) transients some way above the
mains voltage. This is fine for protection
against the occasional local lightning strikes
and power line and substation switching,
but only routinely beneficial if you have a
regular cause of spikes ( usually vigorous
industrial machinery operating within afew
hundred yards of your listening room).
VDRs can also add substantial line
capacitance, which filters away some RF
noise. Alternatively, 'Tranzorb' diodes may
be used. These can clamp harder and far
faster. But having very low capacitance,
they do not also filter RF. The effectiveness
of both kinds of device is almost wholly
dependent on the source impedance of the
preceeding mains supply at that point,
which can vary widely.
The next, similarly basic type, is abox
containing an RF filter. The conventional
kinds employ small common-mode inductors
(CML) in line with the live and neutral
conductors, working in concert with 'X' and
'Y' capacitors (C) across the three lines, cm
the clean and/or dirty sides. In the more
elaborate units, there are two or more
cascaded C-CML-C sections, providing
high-level (>60dB) attenuation of RF. Alas,
not only is the practical effectiveness of this
class of filter in some situations highly
dubious, due in part to poor design and the
poor quality of most mains 'earth'
connections at RF (as pointed out by the late

conditioners turn out u be quite
unsuited for audio applications.
PRACTICAL ISSUES
Power conditioners are also (like
hi-fi) in the class of equipment
whgre apparently similar looking
boxes at two not-too-disiant prices
can cosntain vastly different parts
and operate with similarly widely
varying levels of sophistication. In
this land of scant performance
measurements, even units with
apparently similar insides may
perform with wide differences in
the principal end- result experienced. To be sure, the user needs
to specify what mains problems are
expected to be solved.
The obstacle to this for most
listeners is not being able ( or
*Footnote: although you do not have w read
any deeper w build the project, familiarity with
thes. articles — totalling 8000 words — [lb a
compendium of previous ones [2). and recent
reader feedback PI, are recommended reading
w set the unit in its proper perspearve. Reprints
are being made available.
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Les Sage, some years back in the late Audio
Conversions DIY-zine); but the audio
consecuences of using one have anyway
been mixed — some ill effects of RF can be
reduced, but sonics may also be strangled,
or otherwise less good. One likely cause of
such effects is even-order harmonics ('DC')
on the AC mains, only asmall amount of
which is needed to saturate the tiny,
common-mode choke cores used. All such
filters may however work far better, more as
intended, and without sonic despair, when
the mains is cleaner — so in areas of known
high RI', they may be worth re-evaluating
otter the ' Pure Power'device described here
is used, on the output side.
The third type, simple in concept at least,
is the isolation transformer. This is afairly
refined 11transformer, through which the
protected gear is powered, generally with
the feature of avery low capacitance
between the windings. While simple in
concept, it can greatly reduce commonmode noise at both RF, and at far lower
frequencies than any RF filter, and can also
reduce harmonics and the effects of 'DC'.
The downside is that conventional designs
are highly vulnerable to the same DC and
harmonics that they are protecting against,
becoming noisy and far less effective in
their presence. The Trans- Reactor is a
modern, British development of the genre,
which overcomes this limitation.
The ourth type is the 'Constant Voltage
Transformer' ( CVT). This is the intuitive
approach, but also one needing brute force.
For in its classic form, it employs large
capacimr banks and hefty magnetic devices
which ore organised to dynamically store
energy, ready to 'fill in the gaps' (or chop-

prepared) to pay for consultancy
using ( or to rent) mainsdisturbance data- logging and
scanning equipment. And not
knowing what the different kinds of
mains problems are called, their
likelihood, and what they actually
sound like when listening.
In practice, simply trying out one
or more conditioners has been the
only practical — and remains the
ultimate — way of determining
whether aproblem exists and/or
whether the conditioner solves that
particular problem. Yet telling
whether a conditioner has any
audible effect will take some time,
as the worse mains conditions
coinciding with music that suffers
may not take effect over just afew
minutes, hours or days even.
The ideal is apower conditioner
like agood water filter: so reliably
transparent throughout daily use,
that it can be left ' in line' at all
times with full confidence it is
benign.
The device described here is

out) whenever the monitored AC voltage is
less (or more) than fairly sinusoidal. But real
examples of such units — which are
inevitably large and heavy — are
acoustically very noisy in use. CVTs also
degrade sonics — typically deadening
dynamics, likely because they are 'messy'
operators, and also because their response
time is either not especially short; or is
controlled but compounded feedback loops,
which are designed to speed up their
servoing action, not harmonise with audio
equipments' sonic quality needs. All 'electronic' CVTs exist, but these mostly
involve wholesale power conversion ( using
HF switching) for 50Hz power regeneration,
so the conditioner ends up using the same
noise- producing technology that causes
many of the effects it is being used to
protect against!
It is salutary that amain part of the
engineering finesse needed to make good
conditioning devices of the isolating and
CVT classes matured long ago —
perhaps as eorly as 1930 — and has
gone slowly downhill since. And that the
'lost art' of making fine, high power
wound components (which involves
calculations with six or more dimensions)
has been exacerbated moreover by the
world's steel stocks having become
increasingly and irretrievably poisoned
by careless recycling — beginning with
the exigencies of European shell factories
in 1915 [ 5]. Finding the solutions to
these and other design problems,
together with extensive experience of
audio and the worldwide AC utility
power environment, provided the starting
point of the Pure Power project.

The ideal
is a power
conditioner
like agood
water fillet:
SO re F
ably
transpannt
throughout
daily use, that
it can be left
'in line" at all
times with
full confidence
that it
is berign

believed to fulfil this ideal. For
sceptics, the performance an
occasional,. random removal
operation (with complete unwiring
of the device — mere AJI3 bypass
switching is not allowed!) to check
how sonics are without it, is a
recommended exercise.
THE NEW DEVICE
The circuit in figure 1depicts the
unique device (T1) which lies at the
heart of this month's power
conditioner project. It's atoroidallywound transformer device, dubbed a
`Trans-reactor', amounting to a
special kind of (approximately) 1:1
transformer, expressly designed to
puritY the AC power in the specific
ways that are required for the best
operation of high-end and domestic
audio. Design transparency keynotes
include the ability to pass high
currents demanded by large capacitor
smoothed supplies, and low (acoustic)
operating noise under the worst
conditions, consistent with 'in room'
domestic use. The sidebar ( Pure
71
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evinson

It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts
around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as
the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.

Our Passion
is absolute
perfection.

Technically...it's perfect ...
Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

The Passion 8passive prramp. Redefining the boundaries of sound reproduction.

digital
No.39

integrated cd player

£5,995.00

Inspired by the unrivalled success of our original

£3,995.00

Passion and its undeniable reference performance,
the new Passion 8 passive preamp redefines the

No.37

cd transport

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

No.31.5 Reference cd transport.
No.30.5 Reference digital processor.

£9,295.00

boundaries of tonal neutrality, transparency and
sound reproduction.
With our unique "intelligent"

£15,950.00

remote control, operating two 35
step switchless mono attenuators,
the Passion 8now becomes the new
benchmark in hi-end performance.
Like all Audio Synthesis products,
the Passion 8is hand built using only
the finest audiophile components
including
high
purity
Teflon
insulated silver wiring, bulk foil

amplification
No.38

pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.38s

pre-amplifier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333 dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00
No.33H monaural amplifiers £ 19,395.00
No.33

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

Our "dedicated'
remote gives you
armchair convenience.

Vishay resistors and WBT connectors.
The Passion 8 uses only solid silver
contacts.
Ask about our Passion 8 customis-

ation, including gain and/or impedance modification,
our new buffer option, Active 8 and integral silver
cables.

authorised dealers for.

To find out more about the Passion 8and our complete

Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies

range of products, including the Desire power amplifier,
DAX-2 digital to analogue converter and Transcend

Audio Alchemy • Apogee Acoustics • Avalon
Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt
Wilson Audio • Martin Logan • Sonus Faber

CD transport, write or fax us for free brochures and
price list.

Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite
MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones
Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.
Opal designs Ltd.

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.

Rockware Business Centre

PO Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 1DZ. Tel 0115 922 4138. Fax 0115 922 9701.

5 Rockware Avenue
Greentord
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk

!!!!NEW PRODUCTS - STOP PRESS!!!!
DAX DECADE, astate of the art día converter with digital
attenuation and full remote control facilities.
DESIRE DECADE, areference quality ultra-transparent stereo
power amplifier with high gain. Do call for further details!

e

POWER CONDITIONING
Power Achievements') lists some of
the power-cleansing attributes of the
Trans-reactor transformer.
Being designed to be permanently
energised, athermal safety switch is
embedded deep within, which will
cut-out if the windings should ever
reach their upper temperature limit,
and which also auto- resets after
cooling off. All that then remains
are the outlet(s), and the incoming
power cable. The exception is for
DIYers with electrical knowledge,
who will find there is plenty of room
within the casing to fit VDRs and/or
X & Y capacitors and/or Zobel R-C
networks as locality- specific or
personal sonic tune-ups; while
readily made, such additions are
outside the scope of this article.
On the standard casing of the
basic conditioner kit, the outlet is a
dual, 13A rated socket. For
economic use, DIYers can add
more outlets. If the conditioner is
permanently fixed, more sockets
than the panel and sides will fit,
may be ` out-wired' as necessary. In
order to connect as many units as
you
wish,
subject
to
the
conditioner's power rating of a
nominal IkW or strictly, lkVA's
worth. In most cases, a complete
hi-fi system ( with class A-B/B
amplification rated at under
500W/ch or Class A amplification
rated at under some 150W/ch) —
together with one or more small
incandescent lamps — can be
operated with a good headroom
margin. Otherwise, where
budget allows, the greatest
transparency and benefit may
be attained by first powering
each power amplifier from its
own, dedicated conditioner.
Then if budget further allows, o
the mains supply conditions require
it, further conditioners may be
individually and beneficially
employed for digital and analogue
equipment, and/or different signal
sources, etc. The standard kit is
suoolied with a 2m leneth of

PURE POWER ACHIEVEMENTS

p

ure Power is effective against awide
range of effects, notably all kinds of
common-mode interference — which is
the type that otherwise well designed audio
equipment is most vulnerable to. Fig 1shows
typical common- mode noise rejection across
the audio band. The rejection is at least 20dB
at 30Hz, up to 50dB or atad more at critical
audio midband frequencies, and higher
frequency tests show it can remain at high as
40dB (that is, a 100-fold noise reduction) at
100kHz.
All the common forms of mains interference
occur in some degree as common mode
signals:
• Spikes — from brief arcs and motor,
transformer and other inductive disconnections.
• Static — from continued arcing of
thermostats, from fluorescent lights, or from
contacts in adangerous state.
• Whines — from AC/DC motors, eg, drills
and food mixers.
• Most other conducted or picked- up noise
(EMI) on the mains, with frequencies from
below 10Hz to above 200kHz. Extendable to
higher RF with conventional RF mains filters.
Additionally, Pure Power completely
overcomes the buzzing of mains transformer
cores due to 'DC' content. This includes abrupt
buzzings caused by rapid or stepped
sag/surges in the mains voltage Another tier
of benefit is synergistic: any power 'cleaners'
you already which employ simple VDRs or RF
filtering may be re-evaluated, as they may well
be more effective when operated on the output
side of the Pure Power conditioner, with its
high and defined common-mode impedance.
In areas of high pollution, these simple, yet
- benign kinds conditioners may be found
• to make acomplementary or
\
•conventional

2mm 2
mains cable for the
Incoming power. But
*where RF is high in
evel,
this
may
be
beneficially replaced with Kimber
mains cable (from RATA, Tel.
01539 823 247), or other very low
inductance, woven types. Equally,
if RF levels are high, the
conditioner casine may be
•
•
'

strengthened contribution to improved sonics .
What the Pure Power project does not
primarily offer is suppression of differential type noise Fortunately, noise of this ilk is
already quite strongly filtered by most power
supplies. In my HYAP-02/APS-02H and in my
previous AMP-02/APS-02 designs, the amount
of this rejection was probably aworld record
at well over - 160dB, or a100 million times.
Yet if this and other similarly robustly
engineered ecuipment is still affected by the
mains condition leg, sonics get better when
local factory closes at 4pm), then common mode ingress is thus the prime suspect. Return
to start! Naturally, Pure Power cannot
overcome the effects of supply power
harmonics and RF or EMI if the equipment
being powered makes them itself(!) — see
reference [ 11— although it can act to isolate
the rest of the system from such equipment. The
voltage change arising from mains sag or
surge is al•io excluded, although the audio
side-effect!. of fast sag/surge are dealt with.
Finally, the conditioner's own E- M noise
production is as low as you'd expect from an
expertly wound toroidal transformer, and what
little leaks out involves only the usual duo —
the principal power frequency/transformer
harmonics The field is sufficiently low enough
for the conditioner to be used within afew
inches of well designed line- and power- level
stages, without affecting their sonic
performance.
A related characteristic is the power that the
conditioner itself consumes — which averages
as low as 4watts when the unit is powered but
nothing is connected. The consumption will
naturally increase if the power quality is low —
but not by enough to be noticed by even the
most frugal user.

Atherrrial
safety swibh
is embedded
deep whin,
whichwill cul-mit
if the windings
should ever
reach
their upper
temperature
limit

beneficially earthed to an audio/RF
ground via Radio Exterminator wire
(available from the Accessories
Club; see also reference [4].)
The effects of using Pure Power
can be a revelation. In one hit, it
upgrades the common- mode
rejection [ Fig 2] — hence can
improve the hum, buzz and hiss
noisefloor of — your whole system
— or whatever is powered from it.
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Fig 1. the circuit of Pure Power is deceptively sUnple
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Radlett Audio
Radlett Audio Consultants
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire All lEU

SO GOOD FRANK ZAPPA WROTE A
SONG ABOUT T

V
01727 855577
We stock fine equipment 'corn:AVALON * ATC * AUDIO ALCHEMY
AVI * APOGEE * AUDIOLAB * AURA
AE * BOW * B+W * CABLE TALK
CASTLE * CHARIO * COPLAND
DENON * EAR * GENESIS
GROOVE TUBE* HARBETH* HE'YBROOK
HARMAN-KARDON * IXOS * JBL
KLIPSCH * KONTAK * LFD * LYRA
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MICROMEGA * MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOTTS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
NAKAMICHI * ORTOFON
PRIMARE * PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
REL * ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUAFtIC * SD ACOUSTICS * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR
STAX * SUMIKO * TARGET
TEAC * THETA * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WBT * XLO

THE
"WAZOO"
FROM BOW TECHNOLOGY

MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

TAX FREE EXPORT FAST & EFFICIENT

- BEAUTY - RARITY - POWER ORCHN)
PRECISION AUDIO
In

a

world

where

many

loudspeakers

appear to be poured from a mould, we
would like to show you something different, a
loudspeaker which may turn out to be one
of the most convincing in the world,
À.

The square wave test is
one
of
the
most
revealing indicators of
a ' speakers frequency
and phase response. It
is

rarely

published

loudspeaker to give you and your music
freedom and fidelity. Hidden beneath the

since many ' speakers,

classically styled cabinet is a radical 6 way

like the one in the top

design which might just change your pre-

photo,

conceptions about " less being more".

phase linearity.

To produce an experience as intense as live

We use a 38 element
crossover with unique

have

poor

music takes not only a flat frequency
response, it also takes high acoustic oulpe
and low distortion too, and achieving all

trinary crossover points
to achieve the fidelity

these requires that each individual driver

shown here.

300 Hz TEST PLOTS

be operated only over a narrow, optimum
frequency range. To do otherwise results in

HI-FI nonsense? You are entitled to be scep-

aberrant cone behaviour, high
and gross coloration. Sorry.

tical, but we have only our committrnent to

distortion,

if we had just stopped there; mace a 4 way
system from premium quality drivers, it

excellence to rely on, and we believe that
the Orchid Precision Audio PLU is the most
convincing, powerful, and passionate loudspeaker you will find. If you're serious about

would be a good ' speaker, but it would not

high end audio you must audition this loud-

have been a great one. Because there is the

speaker.

other criterion, the one nobody mentions,

dealer:

To

book

a demo

the PHASE RESPONSE. Without a good phase
response, you will always be conscious that
you are listening to electronic equipment,
and you can do better, as we hope to show

THE PHASE LINKED LOUDSPEAKER
23 Hz - 24 Khz

117 dB SPL peak, 300W

you.

MIDLANDS:

OXFORD:

OR CALL US:

ZOUCH AUDIO
Ashby De La Zouch
01530 414128
AUDIO MASTERS
01608 644954
01608 684694

contact

our

POWER CONDITIONING
Ben Duncan Besearc.h

Raw AC Mains
Alp

-7.500

-37.50

trace shows the common mode noise levels of
typical UK mains in alistening room in afairly
`clean', rural area. The Pure Power conditioner is

-45.00

the levels (in dBr) are referred to the voltage level
of the 3rd harmonic — the highest component

f

-30.00

7

lit

At

lower graph shows the considerably reduced
common-mode noise all over the audio band, at

'
S

conditioners' output

-67.50

the Pure Power conditioner's output. The
reduction ranges from -20dB (10-times reduction)
at 30Hz, to just over -46dB at IkHz and
10kHz, a200-fold reduction. All levels are peak

-75.00
1E0

188

1k

HFN/RR ACCESSORIES CLUB NOTICE

SPECIFICATIONS

PURE POWER STANDARD
UK/EUROPEAN MODEL
Useable voltage range: 190 to 265V AC
Rated frequency: 50Hz
Rated power handling: IkVA (' lkW')
Power consumption: less Iban 8 watts
Voltage regulation: typically +
4% when
unloaded, + 1.5% with 200W load ( resistive).
Primary fuse rating: use 5A to 7A
Thermal protection: at 110°C core
EM noise output:

\
\

-52.50
-60.00

here, higher than the 50Hz fundamental. The

\

I

-22.50

I

-15.00

Right, Fig 2. Pure Power noise rejection: upper

pre-connected at this measurement location. Note

23 SEP 97 15:11 48

PCOK-6 BANDPASSUI.Brt us FR()

0.0

loise Reduction

The scope for reduced modulation
noise when the music plays is even
more significant. Meanwhile, sonics
can be synergistically improved in
other ways, including all the
conditioned-equipments' transformer
cores being spared the saturating
effects of ` DC', thus reducing their
magnetic harmonic noise `splatter'
levels, and related ill effects.

HRC.
temp.
low and environmentally

transparent.
Note: 60Hz rating, 95-115V (with higher
current rating) and/or higher power ratings
and other options will be made available
subject to demand.

'Pure Power' is adeceptively
simple, yet efficient world-standard
AC mains power conditioner,
expressly developed for domestic
audio use.
Easy to build kits and component
parts (including outlets and
variations for countries outside UK)
are exclusively available from the
HiFi News Accessories Club.
Telephone: 01234 741152, fax:
01234 742028 or on the worldwide
web:
http//www.hi-fi-accessoriesclub.mc.maiLcom/hi-fi.htm.

18k

REFERENCES & FURTHER READING
[11 Ben Duncan, ' Black Box', HFN/RR, Nov ' 95
to May ' 96 issues inclusive.
121 'Audio Mains Supplies' — compendium of
articles From 1985-95 covering mains supply
noise issues and audio spur wiring. Bound
reprints available: SAE to BD, c/o HFN/RR, for
details.
[31J Bybee, 'AC gets the OK' 'Views', HFN/RR,
Sept 1996.
[41 Ben Duncan, 'Ground Work', HFN/RR,
March 1997. ( Reprints available from HFN/RR
Accessories Club).

RParkes, 'Metals Face an uncertain
future', New Scientist, 14 July 1983.
151 Leslie
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CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION

C

onstruction is straightforward enough,
using the official kit. The trans- reactor
toroid is screwed down. The incoming
cable gland and cable are mounted and the
cable terminated at aterminal block. Here,
two earth wires are connected, one taken to
the casing, and one on to the outlet socket. The
trans-reactor's pair of input wires (with red
overall sleeving) are then connected to the live
and neutral. The direction of connection is not
critical, and should only need to be
experimented with in territories where neither
pole of the supply is earthed. Next, the two
output conductors ( brown and blue again, but
with yellow overall sleeving) are wired to the
outlet mains socket(s). Make all the
connections carefully, and firmly, and check
them carefully before fixing the cover in place
and first powering up.
For best results, the 'Pure Power' conditioner
is expected to be fed from asupply spur
dedicated for your audio system. If you do not
have one already, it may be advisable (but is by
no means essential) to fit this first. In either case
the conditioner may be supplied from a (UK) 13
Amp — or other outlet rated at least 4A ( 1kW at

10411 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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250V)— but with afuse rated at 5to

7A; or

from a permanently wired outlet, with 5 to 7A
fusing. Where more budget is available, a

electrician should be asked to arrange
additional conditioners to be independently and
permanently wired from adedicated supply
spur, with the lowest practical source impedance
being provided by using at least 10 and (up to)
25 or 50mm ?CSA tails from the meter board to
the terminals inside the conditioner, together
with nothing more in the line than asuitable,
high quality circuit breaker [ 1] (which may
double as an isolator), adequately rated for the
prospective fault current. After the first month's
use, the tightness of any conductor clamping
screws should be checked. If there is any
acoustic noise, check everything is firmly
screwed down and that there are no loose metal
fragments or offcuts near the unit. Recheck all
screws for tightness every year or so.
The conditioner is essentially quiet, but will
produce some noise if the mains supply has
high 'DC' levels (the noise will not of course
'infect' the equipment powered through the
conditioner). IF the conditioner does buzz, it
should be placed in acupboard ( no ventilation
qualified

normally needed) or otherwise enclosed; or
simply placed down the other end of the room.
Also, when stood out on alarge floor, or
otherwise plumbed- in, take care that the input
cabling into the conditioner is dressed away
as far as possible from the equipment cables
plugged into the conditioners' outlets. It is also
helpful to be aware that if substantially
unloaded, Pure Power's output voltage will rise
afew percent above the input. This won't be
harmful in most instances. Indeed, where the
mains is 'brown' ( has aconsistently low peak
voltage), alittle voltage step-up is beneficial to
most audio equipment. If of any concern, and
the conditioner is only lightly loaded, the rise
can be largely overcome by plugging aroom
lamp or two ( 60 to 100 watts each) into the
conditioner.
Some kind of indicator may be desirable ro
demonstrate that the ' Pure Power' box is
operating and this may best be provided with
an ( unswitched or always left switched-on)
incandescent room lamp connected to the
output — since AC driven LEDs or neon lamps
can introduce harmonic distortion and RF
respectively!
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Golden Dragon

Precision Audio Tubes

SALE OF EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
Due to arecent warehouse reorganisation and stock purchase the following mint ex-demonstration items are available at low cost compared
with normal retail prices. They are all in manufacturers' packaging and carry full warranties. They have enjoyed afew hours' use under ideal
conditions and can be auditioned at our premises if required.
Spark Valve Amplification
SC- 1preamp
850 power amps
92ID power amps
Integrated amplifier
550 Integrated amplifier
800 power amps

(line level, sep power supply)
(4x300B p/p monoblocs)
(211 single ended monoblocs)
(300B SE)
(2x300B p/p)
(4x6N1 p/p monoblocs)

450.00
2500.00
1995.00
1850.00
1850.00
2250.00

Ensemble
Landmark Stands ( for Elysias or Ref Silver)
Elysias(90dB mini- monitor)
Reference Silver (90dB mini-monitor)
Dichrono Drive (CD transport)
corifeo power amp

750.00
3550.00
2995.00
3950.00
2995.00
DAC/PRE (combined DAC and pre-amp)
4500.00
Profundos (stereo sub-woofers for use with Elysias or Ref Silvers)
2250.00
Honeyplates ( isolation platform)
150.00
Equipment prices include VAT@17.5%.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

SPECIAL
KT88 Retro prices reduced by 20% for
all orders received before 31/1/98
NOW ONLY £ 63.87 per pair
(UK Carriage free)
(RRP)
(1150.00)
(6500.00)
(4500.00)
(7250.00)
(4250.00)
(7950.00)
(3950.00)
(250.00)

I
pr
I
pr
I
pr

I
pl
3

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762

gb4b

naim audio

We tried to think of the right words to
describe the perfect musicallity of
Naim Audio products
So here's a picture instead

naim audio mom ,wpocor
We also stock: Arcam - Audio Analogue - B&W - Denon - KEF
Marantz - Meridian - Opera - Ruark - Tannoy - Unison - Yamaha

Salisbury Hi-Fi
15 Catherine Street Salisbury

01722 322169
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on't ask me how designer John
Rogers of Ringmat
Developments arrives at the
strange patterns and cutouts on his
Statmat- maybe he was aPharoah in
an earlier incarnation. Don't ask me
how the CD spinning in its warm, dry
enclosed chamber (the Mummy's
Tomb?) begins to muddle phase
coherence; but that's Rogers's claim,
too - and it is supported by alengthy
article by Roy Johnson of Green
Mountain Audio (USA), Audio Ideas
Guide 53. '
Time delay is aconsequence
of making something vibrate, whether
electric fields or material objects', he
says. Time delay in asignal affects our
perceptions of spatial information and

.
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HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The ' magic brick'

because, at 0.3gm, it is too light).
The device is suited to nearly all players
with the exception of in-car or vertical
players and some multi-play transports.
The subjective effect is to improve the
focus of instruments and voice positions
within the soundstage; perceptions of
timbre and phrasing nuance are also
enhanced. The sound is at once
'smoother' yet more informative,
defining the ambient setting of
recordings more sharply and making
speech or song more articulate and
precise. Once the ear latches onto these
changes, you'll automatically reach for

,

SpJND FRO,11

,

Another innovative product fron
designers of RINGMAT

•
el ,e , trostatic

harmonic subtleties.
The Statmat is adevice comprising athin film of polypropylene,
coated in conductive inks which redistribute the electrostatic fields
created when aCD plays. You merely centre the film over the CD
in the drawer before play (it has no mechanical damping effect

._._._._._._._

LET'S PHASE IT...

control

the Statmat before listening to any CD.
However, for some listeners there may
be no apparent benefit: as with any

system

Ringmat Developments product, if it
doesn't work tor you, there's amoneyback guarantee. The Statmat
- beautifully presented in afour-colour foldout case with full
instructions - is offered to HFNIRR readers at £ 19.95.
Christopher Breunig

Order Form

Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95
Sovtek Valves: EL84 £2.60 0 6L6 £4.50 D
High Performance Loudspeakers
6SN7GT £2.600 ECC83 £4.35 D ECC88
Iin ablack-ash box
V2.95 0
by Martin Colloms (softback) £24.95
£5.35 D EL84M £6.500 EF86 £7.95 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step(hardback) £50.00 .
GZ34
£10.60
0
6550
£
15.40
CI
ICT66
'• up transformer:
£69.95 D
Home Theater for Everyone
equivalent
£6.700
300B
triode
£89.95
IHFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber E steel D
by Robert Harley (softback) £ 17.50 L •
Pearl Coolers: All types, output valves,
set of 8, inc fixing kit £ 10.25 Ill
•
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 E
£7.75
each
0
pre-amp
valves
£6.00
each
Li
IHFNIRR 007 CarrydLqc: holds 14 CDs
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50 •
G
Kaye
Audio
Labs
Tube
Checker
£525
11
•in a40mm travel pack
£8.950
Power Amp Projects
£19.95 L I
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit
£299 D
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95 E ;
Decca London tone arm
£99
;stackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95
ILP unit ( 120 capacity) £65.00 Ci
Accessories Club library: send for full lists ;
NVA
transistor
amp
kit
£
179.95
•CD/cassette unit (40/25)
i
£44.00 D
Musical Fidelity X10-D line buffer £129.00 b I
Decca Mk 3Brush
£12.95
singles unit (200)
£49.00 D
HiFi News Test LP
£14.95 Li
BOOKS: Acoustical Engineering
£86.00 0
•4-high CD unit
Kontak contact cleaner
£14.95 LI
by Harry FOlson
£40.00
ICD 4base unit
£96.00 El
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95 '
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Dividers: 25 at £11.25 120 CDD Single
DACon DIA converter kit £180.00
Handbook by Douglas Self
£25.00 CI
HFNIRR 017 WallNut H: wall mounting twoX-Can valve headphone amp
£129.00
High Performance Audio Power
level turntable support £59.95 D
Ben Duncan's PHONES-01: headphone
Amplifiers by Ben Duncan
£40.00 0
▪HFNIRR 020 Test CD HI 74 tracks £12.95 0
amplifier kit.
PCB with all components and
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each 0
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
front panel controls £79.90 0 batteries/AC
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 0
•150 x150 x3mm
£12.95
charger, extra £64.900 aluminium case extra
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95
IMoth Record Cleaning Machine
£54.900 Ready built (w. charger) £275.00 1_,
Loudspeaker
Design
Cookbook
£
11.95
;kit £199 D ready built machine
£369
Pure Henry amp o/p inductor £50.00 (pr)
Audio
Glossary
by
J
Gordon
Holt
£9.95
IRingmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 0
Radio Exterminator earth wire
Tube circuits for Audio Amplifiers
;HFNIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 D
(5 metres) £20.00
Mullard
£17.95
100, £18.95 E 500 £86.95
RATA Reved: CD treatment, sachet £9.95
The
Complete
Guide
to
High-End
iPVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
•
HFNIRR024 ToolBox: with tools £99.95
Audio by Bob Harley £24.95
50, £ 19.95 0 100, £38 D 500, £ 180
ProGold spray £ 13.95 0 DeoxIT £ 13.95 Li
Search For Musical Ecstasy
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
by Harvey Rosenberg
£24.95 CI
•
50, £5D 100, L90 500, £40 CI
THIS MONTH'S
Principles of Electron Tubes
ICD Jewel Cases:
**
*
* * *
SPECIAL OFFER
by Herbert JReich
£29.95
•standard, Sin complete (packs of 10) £6.50 CI
Valve
Amplifiers
by
M
Jones
£24.95
0
5m outer £5D slimline 5in £6.50
Statmat for improved CD sound £ 19.95 Li •
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
• double jewel case, complete (each) £1.75 0
slim double (pack of 5) £5.45 D
5in clear protective sleeve (each) '75p 0
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
IHarmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £17.95 D
Address
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95 LI
IChesky's Ultimate Demo CD £12.95 D
XLO/Reference Rec. Test CD £24.95
Postcode
Tel:
!Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10 0
1Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) made payable to
Michell Tenderfeet: original 'alloy' isolators
HFN/RR Accessories Club
(set of 3) small £5.95 D large £8.95
[1Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex'
Isopod ceramic cones (3)
£32.95
•Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95
Il
My card number is
IMichell Banana plugs gold on brass
•4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 E
Expiry date
Signature
IFerrite Noise Absorbers: small (4.5mm dia
Please : end orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH. Delivery subject to availability. All
; max) £11.95pr 0 large ( 12nun) £12.95pr 111
prices mclude postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales arc VAT-free. Accessories Club
IShure Stylus Balance: £12.95 each
Tel (01234) 741 152 Fax: (01234) 742 028. Phorocopies of this form am acceptable. Meese delete as necessary.
FAME
•Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 CI
•

H
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PROAC MUSICAL FIDELITY X SERIES
SALE Starts Saturday 27th Dec.

ACOUSTIC

ENERGY

ANGSTROM

Dozens of new ex demonstration and

ARCAM
AUDIO RESEARCH

second hand bargains.

AUDIO LAB

Phone for details.

AURA

B&W
BOSE

CELESTION

COPLAND

NEW KRELL AND

CYRUS

AUDIO RESEARCH

KRELL
LINN

Products now on demonstration.

MARTIN LOGAN
MICHELL

MICROMEGA

25OP/250A/300CD/300i

MISSION

Audio Research LS9/LS8/VT50/D1 30
ARC Products now represents

MONITOR AUDIO
NAKAMICHI
NEAT PETITE
PINK TRIANGLE

excellent value for money as

PIONEER

they have recently been subject
to price reductions.

QUAD

ePROAC

4. REL

ROGERS

SME

eSTAX

SONUS FABER

q. istening

161 Old Brompton Road London SW5

LEXICON
MARANTZ

MERIDIAN

Including Krell KAV

17
3

Epos + KEF

DENON

ou.

TRICHORD RESEARCH
TANNOY
WILSON

THETA

AUDIO

YAMAHA

Tel: 0171-244 7750/59 Fax 0171-370 0192

Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm. Nearest tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road

KRELL FPB 300
Full power balanced. The new Krell F.F.B. series,
probably the best solid state amplifiers in the world.

A system of superior transparency...
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(111-Ft News and Record Renew May '97)

Everything you hear through your

AVI system is true. The

original recording is relayed to you in all its glory: crisply, cleanly
and as it sounded when first performed. And everything the
experts say about us is e
qually true. From Peter Comeau's praise
in Hi- Fi News and Record Review to Gramophone's accolades in
giving AVI two of their prestigious hi-fi awards.
AVI systems - including the remarkable new

floor standing Positron speakers start from around £4000. To hear
true reality, Call 01453 752 656.

•

I VI
A V INTERNATIONAL

AV International Ltd, Unit F3C3, Bath Road Trading Eat, Stroud, Glauceeter GL5 3QF.

sidelines

A

rising
from
last
month's
reflections on loudness ratios,
several of the friends who I

suggested might try some tests pointed
out that unless one has a calibrated
attenuator and some means for quick
switching, this can be difficult to
organize. So I've evolved a possible
solution, comprising a resistor chain
giving an attenuation of 12dB in ldB
steps, which, to avoid the hassle of
multiway switchery, could be accessed
with a hand-held probe.
The types, which should be

can throw judgements badly off course.
Bustling Baroque material of fairly constant
overall loudness is ideal, such as the opening
movt of Bach's Brandenburg 3. But sustained
large-scale orchestral or choral fortissimos
should also be included if one wishes to see
whether 'twice as loud' judgements represent
a constant or changing physical differential
as various types of music dictate diverse
overall playback levels.
Regarding the latter, Isuggest that the
probe be hooked initially to the OdB point
and the amp's volume control adjusted for a
suitable loudness. Then move down the
chain, perhaps to - 5dB or more to get one's

problem of stabilising and clarifying the
soundstage in 2-channel stereo. It involves
using three speakers in asymmetrical frontal
layout, with the central one (which may be
larger or aided by a sub-woofer) flanked by
widely spaced left and right units mounted
well above ear level. A L+R signal is fed to
the centre speaker, while each of its partners
handles its own channel information, inflated
by a particular voltage fraction vis-à-vis the
centre but minus this same fraction of the
opposite channel's signal. Star speaker
connections facilitate the 3-way voltage

and should simply be soldered end-to-end in
the following order: 360/330/3001220/220/
200/180/180/150/130/130/110/820. Their total

bearings, and finally back and forth between
OdB and various possible options in order to

divisions without sacrificing amplifier
damping; but a 3-channel option is also
described, while other refinements concern
loudness equalisations across the soundstage,

determine

phase corrections, etc.

comes to 3.3k ohm, which is suitable for

particular 2:1 loudness perception.

connection to a low-impedance source such
as one channel of aCD player. If the player's

To avoid being biased by notions of what
the result ought to be, this operation should

output represents OdB, and is connected to

ideally be performed `blind'; but it would be

the 360-ohm end of the chain (with the 820ohm going to earth/chassis), each junction in

quite easy to train anon-technical partner in
the procedure, when each could test the

turn provides a step-down of 1dB, giving 6dB, for instance, at the 200/180 point.

other. Indeed, I've often suspected that there's
a gender difference in the perception of
loudness changes, with women more sensitive
than men, so this could usefully be added to

of

1%

tolerance, all have ' preferred' ohmic values

Assuming a common earth, the above
'probe' could comprise a length of co-axial
cable connected at one end to an amplifier's

which

one

represents

your

the investigation, as might age and hearing

input and arranged at the other to provide a
gently hooked protruding inner conductor.

threshold. In any event, I'd be delighted to
hear from anyone (or institution?) tempted

But note that the amp's input impedance
must be greater than ten times the resistor

by my jottings into pursuing this aural byway.
Another intriguing byway I've recently
come across is covered by a UK Patent

chain's 3.3k if it's not to introduce errors of
more than 0.2dB.
One is now equipped to conduct some
loudness-ratio tests, for which it is perfectly

entitled An improved three speaker stereo system
(GB 2240689 B). This is the brainchild of

acceptable (possibly even preferable) to be

invited me to an evening's listening, using

confined to one channel. But beware the use
of music with frequent dynamic leaps, which

recordings with which I'm familiar.
His invention is aresponse to the persistent

Bradford electrical engineer Egils Ranga, who

Iheard the 2-channel version, using an amp
modified in avery cost-effective manner, and
was immediately struck by the openness of
texture, signifying greater separation in the
sense that images floated in space more freely
than usual while remaining individually
precise. Also, although I'd feared that the
elevated L/R speakers would produce
anomalous image-dependent height effects,
these weren't apparent despite amarked sense
of upward and outward expansion in the
accompanying ambience. Central images were
notably firmer than with a conventional 2speaker system, if not entirely uninfluenced
by listening position. But a feeling of welldifferentiated spatial independence and
freshness was for me the system's prime virtue.
Others may form different impressions, but
the invention awaits exploitation and Mr
Ranga would welcome any commercial
enquiries (tel: 01274 672068).
John Crabbe

Menke
discs. Unless listed here at a special price, sets are priced at the
appropriate multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also

The HFN/RR CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine. The price code for each record

be supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone (01234)
741152 for details and prices. The CD Service will supply any record

will be found at the foot of the review. List the CDs/LPs you require,
with the format and price as indicated, then add 50p per disc for
post and packing, up to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more
PRICE CATEGORIES:

• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical LPs — £20.00,
Aida £55.00
Classical — Naxos £4.45

generally available in the UK.

MID PRICE: £7.95 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE

CD SERVICE ORDER FORM

Name

Please supply the following items:

Address

Catalogue number & title

CD/ LP

Price £

Jazz — Naxos jazz £4.45;
Charles Gayle Qt £9.95;
Christopher Cauley £ 14.95;
Wynton Marsalis,
Grover Washington £21.95
Rock/pop — Bob Dylan,
Rolling Stones £ 13.25;
Bjork, Finlay Quaye,

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
(pounds sterling) Cheques should be made payable to
HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex'
Card Number
delete as appropriate

Todd Rungren £ 12.75;

NI41 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Tel:
Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to:
HFN/RR CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service Hotline: Tel: 1012341 741152
Fax: (012341 742028
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT-free but
where applicable subject to additional carriage charges.

Soundtracks, Ryko £ 17.95,
EMI £ 12.75 ( 2CD £ 19.75)

Postcode:

Expiry Date

JANUARY 1998

Signature

E&OE
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??

a

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

Y rk.

AE
Atacama
Audiolab
B&W
Cable Talk
e
Copland
Cyrus
Herman-Kerdon
• Widest choice in the area
JBL
• Independent advice
KEF
•Qualified staff
Kenwood
•Comfortable dem rooms
Kid
Marantz
Superb showrooms
MartinLogan
• Main road location
Meridian
Major car parks nearby
Michet
• Insurance estimates
Mission
•Over 30yrs experience.
Monitoi Audio
• Service Dept.
Musical-Fdelity
•
Delivery & installation
Pickering
• Part Exchange
Pink Triangle
•Open 10:30-530 6days
Pioneer
Quad
REL
Rogers
Up to 3yrs.
Roark
Interest Free
SME
Sonus-Feber
Credit
Spendoi
deposit only OA of
Systemdek
L500. for 12 months
Tannoy
E1500+ fog 24 months
TOE
EXEC* for 36 months
Thorens
ve.s
Yamaha
&lots more
PS iyouíe maeng aspeceilrp
.e's beet lo boa( wee-Ades

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17- ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9c113F to 8 33 7d8 L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4 to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.

at place or...

,4uctio/al,

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

PIONCOI
l(1 7 .
• III

* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 736561 FAX 01582 733686

RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8A0
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
Closed Wednesdays
5minutes

from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway

NAM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, Oft SUPPLY EX STOCK.

Afon#orAuelg

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904 629659
High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

MS
http://www.morciaunt-short.com

LOUDSPEAKERS

.
911110Plee

1

à

11::ph

l

P

28 QUEENSVVAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL/FAX 01403 251587.
E-MAIL: hi-fi@paynter.demon.co.uk, WEB SITE: www.poynter.demon.co.uk
•SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS
• TICE CABLES & MAINS PRODUCTS
•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS • MICHELL PRODUCTS
•dCS ELGAR .24 BIT/96KHZ DAC
• UNISON RESEARCH
•BASIS TURNTABLES
• OPERA SPEAKERS
•AIR TANGENT ARMS
•FANFARE FM TUNERS

• MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
• TEAC VRDS PRODUCTS

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS/TESTING/UPGRADES A SPECIALITY
MAGNEPLANAR MG 2.7 ( NEW) £ 1995
MAGNEPLANAR MG 1.5 (NEW) £ 1195
QUAD ESL 63 ( 20 HRS USE) (X/I3) £ 1995
LOWTHER ACOUSTAS [S/H)
£ 295
VTL 30/30 VALVE AMP (S/H) £ 495
MICHELL MYCRO (NEW) RI3300 £495
PERREAUX 200W POWER AMP
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1ST AUDIOS
AUDIO SYNTHESIS ULTRA
ANALOGUE 20 BIT D.A.C. (S/H)
MERIDIAN 602 TRANSPORT (S/H)
NAIM 250 POWER AMP (X/D)

MARK LEVINSON 27 PWR [S/H) £ 1995
LEVINSON ML12 PRE AMP (S/H) £895
50 ACOUSTICS SID3 SPEAKERS £295
QUAD 44 PRE AMP (S/H)
£ 195
QUAD 77 PREAMP 4. REMOTE £595
QUAD 77 [BUS) CD
£495

£895 AUDIO ARTISTRY VNALDI SPEAKERS £2,995
£495
AUDIO SCULPTURE EQUILIBRE
£695 VALVE AMP
£3,995
£695 NAIM NAC 82 PREAMP
£ 1395
£995 VAC 80/80 VALVE POWER AMP £ 1995

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers in: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, - lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others
... the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
. . for YOUR ears
. .. in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

radio

Sony's
ICF-SW100:
agood
solution
for the
itinerant
radio
listener

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail john_nelson@
compuserve.com

H

aving recently spent about a
fortnight in the grip of the
worst attack of ' flu I've ever
had (why is it that we can send
people into space and invent
COFDM digital radio systems but
not prevent the influenza virus from
having its invasive way with us?) it
was some consolation to have 1
o
indulge in extended periods listening
to the radio. Part of my listening
involved aprototype DAB receiver
intended for domestic use. This
sounded dismal in all respects, and
its ergonomics were such as to make
it much more difficult to use than
necessary. It was returned to the
manufacturer urunourned. So was a
DAB car radio, which was an
insensitive and unusable horror.
Much more impressive listening
experiences involved the Sony ICFSW100 portable radio which I
mentioned last month. This little
device measures 110 x 73 x 24mm,
making it easy to slip into the average
jacket pocket; with its two AA
batteries installed, the weight of about
230g is noticeable but not at all
obtrusive. The unit comes in an
integral case, the upper flap of which
lifts up to reveal a lid. Raising this
reveals alarge dot-matrix display at
the right and asmall speaker al the
left. The controls take the form of
small push-buttons, and there is an
assortment of power and headphone
sockets, avolume control and sundry
switchgear along the two short edges.
Whilst not having quite the DCto-light coverage of some modern
scanning receivers, the ICF-SW100
offers 1501cHz-29.999Hz (AM) and
76-108MHz (FM) which will cater
for broadcast reception virtually
anywhere in the world. A telescopic
whip antenna on the rear drop
handles HF and VHF, and an
internal ferrite rod deals with MW
and LW signals. There is an input for
an active antenna and Sony also
supplies an ingenious spool of
antenna cable with integral handle.
This clips on to the whip, and makes
amarked difference to weak-signal
performance in noisy environments.
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Various tuning methods are
provided. If you know the frequency
of the station you want to listen for,
you can enter it directly via the
keypad and it appears in the lower
half of the display; if the station is
receivable, it is heard immediately.
Manual tuning is achieved by
up/down keys, and asustained press
of one or the other puts the receiver
into ascan-tuning mode like that on
most car radios. When astation is
found, its output is heard for about
two seconds before the scan restarts.
Pressing the key stops the scan. As
far as memory is concerned, the ICFSW100 can store the frequencies of
50 stations, arranged as ten ` pages'
containing five stations each. Pages
are accessed via an up/down rocker
switch, and the first five keys on the
numeric keypad access each stored
station directly. The only drawback
of this arrangement is the requirement
to remember what is stored where,
but asix-character display above the
frequency
readout
can
be
programmed as required to show the
stored stations. As supplied, the ICFSW100 had some BBC World
Service, VOA and Radio Japan
frequencies stored in pages 4-9 but
several of these were out of date (it
is along time since the BBC used the
famous ' out-of-band' frequency of
15070, for example).
The ICF-SW100 embodies astereo
decoder for VHF/FM broadcasts, and
turned in
a remarkably good
performance when used with goodquality headphones. One of the most
exacting environments for aportable
Band II radio is atrain, especially one
running on aline electrified on the 25kV
overhead system. The combination of a
degree of Faraday screening, suboptimum antenna, rapid muhipath and
high levels of local interference makes
life very difficult, but the little Sony
produced immaculate audio for miles
on end when used during several
journeys on the West Coast main line.
As far as HF reception is
concerned, the ICF-SW100 is agood
performer.
Probably
its
least
impressive feature is that it copes
relatively badly with weak signals
adjacent to strong ones, but it is not
short of sensitivity and displays
relatively few spurious responses. The
unit includes a BFO, and exaltedcarrier detection using upper or lower
sidebands is quite possible. The filters
used in SSB mode are perhaps not
quite as sharp as they could be, but
there is of course abalance between
the rejection of interference and too
much attenuation of the higherfrequency components of the audio.
Reception of true SSB signals showed
up the fact that the BFO is not quite
as stable as it might be and asmall
amount of ` gargling' was audible, as

was adegree of drift and occasional
discrete ' jumps' in frequency.
However, the ability to tune in 100Hz
steps was useful. Readers of HFNIRR
are perhaps not very likely to want to
listen to SSB or CW transmissions,
but strong CW signals sound as
though aparticularly accomplished
castanets
player
is
at
work
accompanied by someone whistling.
Idon't think I've ever heard anything
quite like it!
All in all, however, apart from some
slightly idiosyncratic ergonomics and
a tendency to eat batteries — the
specification claims ausable battery
life of 23 hours on FM and 18 hours
on AM, but even fresh Duracells
produced about half that in my sample
— the Sony ICF-SW100 is adelightful
travelling companion. It is highly
recommended for those who like highgrade FM reception whilst on the
move and who also want acapable
o
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•
Sony's.° 99.99 ICF-SW100 portable radio
receiver for short-wave broadcasts.
You can buy an AC adapter and use
it off the mains, and also plug in an
external 3V supply; both might be
useful attributes in those parts of the
world where batteries are hard to
come by. At £ 199.99 the ICF-SW100
must be a good candidate for the
itinerant radio listener. My thanks to
Sony for the loan of the review
sample, which Ishall forget to return
for as long as possible.

75 YEARS OF THE BBC
The BBC is currently reminding us
that its 75th birthday is upon us, and
there has been much nostalgia in the
likes of the Radio Times. Iwould be
the first to agree that the Corporation
has an illustrious history, in which the
vital part played by its engineers and
technical staff has never properly been
acknowledged; how nice it would be
to hear an intelligent Radio 4
programme about the technology of
broadcasting. But the BBC urgently
needs to look forward, not backward.
With staff morale at avery low ebb,
the likes of Mr Murdoch at the gates
and digital broadcasting round the
corner, now is emphatically not the
time
for
the
BBC's
senior
management to bask in a warm
thermionic glow.
John Nelson
81
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cord
MUSIC FEATURE

98

BEETHOVEN
Symphony 3 Iroica'
VPOIMonteux

98

BRAHMS
Symphony 2. Academic Festival Ont
LSO/Monteux

98

DELIUS
Orchestral works
ASMIMarriner

98

GLAZUNOV
The Seasons
Paris Cons Orel, Irolif

99

MOZART
Piano Concerto i(450,
Symphony
VPOIBernstein

99

PROKOFIIV
Love of Three Oranges. Scythian Suite
ISOIDorati

99

PRAETORIUS/SCHEIN/
WIDMANN
High Renmassance Dance Music
Collegium Terpsichore

99

J STRAUSS
Die Fledennaus Out, Gypsy Baron.
Ami der lagd, Definen Waltz etc
VPOIKarajan

99

R STRAUSS
Four Last Songs, Songs with orchestra
SchwarzkofIBerlin RSOISzell

99

VERDI
Aida
soloistsIVPOIKarajan

98

VIVALDI
Concerti grossi Op.3/10 & 11
Moscow COIBarshai

Decca's Elijah recording with Bryn Terfel: David Nice

83

reports on the sessions
RECORD OF THE MONTH
87

Stravinsky in America — Mon Thomas and the ISO
CLASSICAL

87

Beethoven's Leonore; Handel's Water Music;
Bryn Terfel in Elijah and Don Giovanni;
Ariadne au! Naxos - first version
CLASSICAL VINYL

98

Bernstein, Monteux, Karajan, Schwarzkopf
JAZZ/ROCK/POP

100

Featured Rock Album: Bob Dylan's 'Time Out Of Mind'

107

reviews by Ken Kessler

ROCK REISSUES

classical
85

85
85

87

87

BORODIN
11 Songs
LeiferkusISkigin

as

CHAUSSON
Piano Quartet. Concerto for pno,
yin & string qt
Devoyen1GraffinIChilingirian Qt et al

sa

CHOPIN
,nata 3
hol,nrino

87

DARGOMIZHSKY
11 Songs
LeiferkusISkigin

88

GERSHWIN
'The Hollywood Years'
Gibbons

86
87

88
88
88

89

HANDEL
Water Music
King's Consort/King
11 FondamentolDombrecht
Water Music, Royal Fireworks
LCP1Norrington
HAYDN
Theresienmesse, Nelsonmesse
soloisulTalz Knabenchorl
TafelmusiklWeil

89

HOLLOWAY
Third Concerto for Orchestra
LSOITilson Thomas

90

HU FAME L
Piano Concerto Op.113,
Society Rondo, Concertino
LMPIShelley

90

KURTAG
latékok - excpts
Kurtág/Kurtág

91

rnni</pOp
6ik

JS BACH
Mass in b
Balthasar Neumann ChlFreiburg
BaroquelHengelbrock
soloistsICollegium MUSÍCUM 90IHickox
BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 5 & 6
Tonhalle OrchlZinman
Piano Concertos 3 & 4
van ImmerseellTafelmusiklWeil
String Quartets Opp.59 & 74
Vanbrugh Qt
Leonore
soloists/Monteverdi ChlORRIGardiner

86

82

JC BACH
Berlin Harpsichord Concerti IVol.2)
Hanover Band/Ha/stead

MENDELSSOHN
Elijah
soloists/Edinburgh Fest Ch/
OAEIDaniel

Bob Dylan

90

MOERAN
String Quartets, String Trio
Maggini Qt

90

MOZART
Symphony 39, Horn Concerto 4
SandersISWF SOIGiekn
Arias
KasarovalDresden Staatskapellel
Davis
Don Giovanni
soloists/London Voices!LPO/Solti

93

NOVAK
In the Tatra Mountains, Slovak Sint-.
Eternal Longing
RLPOIPesek

90
90

91
90
88

SCHUBERT
Symphony 10, Sketches
Scottish COIMackerras
Rosamunde - excpts
SWF SOIGielen
Piano Sonata D960
Fiorentino

93

SCHUMANN
Humoreske, Fantasy in C
de Larrocha
Frauenliebe und -leben etc
BonneylAshkenazy

93

C SCHUMANN
Lieder
BonneylAshkenazy

95

R STRAUSS
Ariadne aid Naxos - first version
soloists/Lyon Opera OrchlNagano

85

STRAVINSKY
Circus Polka. Ode, Scherzo ala
Rinse. Scenes de ballet, Agon,
Variations etc
LSOITilson Thomas

95

VIVALDI
Concertos & Cantatas
Concerto ItalianolAlessandrini

93

88

TELEMANN
Hamburger Ebb' und Ruth
11 FondamentolDombrecht
King's Consort/King

classical vinyl
98

MAYOR
Divertimento for Strings
Moscow COIBarshai

103
107

BJORK
Homogenic

104

JUDAS PRIEST
jugulator

104

KATRINA a THE WAVES
Walk On Water

107

JULIE LONDON
Calendar Girl/Your Number Please...

107

JACKIE LYNTON
Why Not Take All Of Me?

107

MIKE MORGAN A THU
CRAWL
Lon,
dozen And Evil
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Candids
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RICK NELSON
The Best Of The Later Years
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THE PIRATES
Out Of Their Skulls
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FINLEY QUAYS
Maverick A Strike
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ROLLING STONES
Bridges To Babylon

105

TODD RUNDGREN
With A Twist
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JIMMMY SCOTT
AND THE PAUL GUL
GAYTEN BAN D
Live In Orleam
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DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
Reputation And Rarities
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SYMPOSIUM
One Day At A Time
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VARIOUS
Soundtracks
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MUDDY WATERS
Paris 1972

105

THE WILDHEARTS
Endless Nameless

105

STEVE WYNN
Sweetness And Light

101

BARDO STATE ORCHESTRA
The Ultimate Gift

100

THE JIMMY BRUNO TRIO
Live At Bird/and

100

CHRISTOPHER CAULEY
Finland

100

BRANDON EVANS QUARTET
Elliptical Transfiguration

101

CHARLES GAYLE QUARTET
Delivered

BOBBY DARIN
You're The Reason Pm Living/
I Wanna Be Around

Lima

iazz

107

TERRY DINE
The Real Terry ¡llene •

103

DREAM THEATER
Falling Into Infinity

107

CHAMPION JACK DUPREE
Get Back Jack, Do It Again

103

BOB DYLAN
Time Out Of Mind

107

FUN KADELIC
Fme,t

103

TERRY HALL
Laugh

107

JAMES HARM AN
Icepick's Story

107

ISAAC HAYES
Wonderful

107

STEVE NYAMS
Mistaken Identities

107

THE IMPRESSIONS
First Impressions/Loving Power

104

JARS OF CLAY
Inch Afraid

107

BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON
Squeeze My Lemon

101

ORANT GREEN
The Complete Quartets With Sonny
Clark

101

WYNTON MARSALIS
THE LINCOLN CENTER JAZZ
ORCHESTRA
Blood On The Fields

100

HENRY THREADGILL
Where's Your Cup

101

VARIOUS
jazzish Roundup

100

Naxos Roundup

101

GROVER WASHINGTON JR
Then And Nov;

THE 14FN/RIt RATINGS
Sound quality and performance are separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. A few releases are reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated).
An additional 'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show
catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price
coding:
full price;
midprice;
special price - see ' Compact Disc
Service'. Reissues are shown (8), with first UK publication date.

Sound quality :
Fine, modern recording
Good, some minor reservations
Only moderately convincing
Poor sound
Historical source, eg 78 rpm

JANUARY 1998

A:1
:2
C:3
D:4
H:H

Performance
Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
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W

hen Edward Elgar wrote,
in 1903, that '
Elijah we
have heard dissected ever
since our babyhood...', it happened
to be true. Born over adecade after
the oratorio's colossally successful
premiere at the 1846 Birmingham
Festival, Elgar would have heard
(and played in) as many Elijahs as
Messiahs at countless Three Choirs
Festivals. His remark can be echoed
today, perhaps, only by the older
generations.
Now, by virtue of the freshest of
approaches on Decca's new recording
and the emergence (in Bryn Terfel)
Renée Fleming,
of abass-baritone who can actually
take on the protagonist with charisma Bryn Terfel and
to spare, Mendelssohn's dramatic
Paul Daniel
masterpiece looks like acquiring a
new lease of life. The recording
follows the original Birmingham
performance in providing the full
•
complement of ten soloists; there are
afew, very minor, doubling-ups.
Conductor Paul Daniel is blunt: he
used to 'hate' Elijah. '
My wife
[soprano Joan Rodgers] sings it all over
the place, and I've always avoided
going to the performances. Iwas
more than happy to take this
challenge on because Iknew that
somewhere in myself there was
something Ineeded to discover about
the piece. And it's been arevelation.
`Elijah used to remind me of
nothing more than avery large
Victorian gravestone, beautifully
Very much
polished and engraved.'
From the day's sessions Ivisited in at the centre
cf the
Dundee's Caird Hall, what is so
abundantly clear is that everyone
drama is
knew what they wanted to achieve.
Bryn Terfel's
Or if they didn't know at first, they
Eli ah:
found out by testing alternatives.
capable
of
That applied equally to the
conductor, an exceptionally involved
the softest
Orchestra of the Age of
whiaper
Enlightenment and an unusually
of
despair
intelligent team of soloists ('Oh, there
and the
aren't that many of your fluffy, "I
durum" singers around any more',
most
wryly observed John-Mark Ainsley).
shattering
Even though Ihave to wait until
declamatory
the electrifying Usher Hall '
recitative
performance on the last night of the
Edinburgh Festival to hear what
remarkable results Daniel and
chorus-master David Jones have
achieved with the massive but
malleable Edinburgh Festival Chorus,
it is evident that Elijah is not by any
means what Iremembered it as: a
rather easy fluctuation between
Elijah's crises and arather placid
brand of religious assurance from the
-chorus and the other soloists.
'The things one usually takes away
from Elijah,' says Daniel, 'are the
characteristics of placidity, devotion,
-slowness and heaviness. Seventy-five
per cent of the piece is for the
chorus, and 75 per cent of what they
sing is incredibly Ben Hur. And what
Elijah gets up to as acharacter is
vicious — the politics of the piece are
elemental, it's very close to ethnic
cleansing and of course it's very
HI- Fl NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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Mendelssohn's
1 .il.
a l
el
.
It
•

A report on the Caircl Hall Dundee

sessions and comments from the singers
taking part in Decca's new recording
by David Nice

much what's happening today.
'To set Mendelssohn not alongside
Weber or the German 19th-century
tradition, but in the context of the
fact that only ageneration and ahalf
before, Bach was still alive: that's one
of the most important aspects of the
recording for me.'
Two of the arias in the day's
sessions, the contralto's ' 0 rest in the
Lord' and Elijah's ' For the mountains
shall depart', certainly bring us close
to aBach-like simplicity; and yet
some of the phrases are closer to
what we think of as aromantic idiom.
Daniel finds the distinction between
classic and romantic virtually
meaningless, though in rehearsing the
double quartet he makes distinction
between legato phrases and others
needing asharper, more 'baroque'
enunciation.
Bryn Todd
Very much at the centre of the drama
is Terfel's Elijah: capable of the
softest whisper of despair and the
most shattering declamatory
recitative, equally at home in the
deeply moving simplicity of Elijah's

thanksgivings and ' the fire and
brimstone' of 'Is not His word like a
fire'. Without him, perhaps, the
project would not have been worth
doing. Terfel shrugs off the
difficulties, pointing out that there are
plenty of pauses in between his action, and praising his fellow-soloists.
Mendelssohn knew how to write
for his voices: you just need to be
exactly the voice he had in mind.
Terfel doesn't think abass could sing
Elijah 'because when he gets towards
the end of the evening he has to sing
"For the mountains shall depart",
which lies quite high.'
Daniel marvels that Mendelssohn
'actually pulls together acharacter
who is consistent. The consistency is
in Elijah's troubled spirit: no matter
how victorious he is, or how upset or
downtrodden, he always has the same
sense of not having fulfilled
something or of not knowing where
to go.' Even so. Elijah has his
moments of radiance. Terfel says the
celebrated ` Lord God of Abraham'
and later 'And the mountains...' are
'like aprayer, where Elijah is at his
most comfortable — once in the
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natural sound and
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-It
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middle of his life, and once towards
the end.'
Between takes of 'And the
mountains...' Terfel admires and
commends the chaste oboe obbligato
which partners him, so beautifully
taken by the Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment's Anthony Robson. ' It
is enough' (the aria at the heart of
Elijah's dark night of the soul in Part
Two) serves as afine example of the
creative collaboration at work. Again,
Terfel remains throughout warmly
supportive of the orchestral soloist, in
this case the cellist David Watkin.
Performers and engineer between
them make sure that at times the aria
becomes aduet.
Plenty of artists talk, as Terfel
does, of the possibilities of change
and 'playing around' that several
recorded takes afford, but Ihave
never heard any singer taking the
opportunity to change his ideas quite
so amazingly. Terfel listens to the first
playback ('I'm running out of breath
here', to which Paul Daniel counters
'It's all right, you're supposed to be
upset!'), tries the central outburst
differently, with changes of emphasis
and fresh breaks in the phrasing
second time around, and finally
returns to his original thoughts with
the renewed intensity of the great
artist that he undoubtedly is.
An even more radical example of
work in progress comes with ' 0 rest
in the Lord' — along with 'Lord God
of Abraham' the most over-exposed
number in Elijah.
When Ispoke to Patricia Bardon
(the Irish contralto has waded
through 'lots of stodge' as an aspiring
singer earning her crust with choral
societies — ' though Ihave to say that
the twenty or so Messiahs every
Christmas easily outnumbered the
Elijahsr) on the morning of the
session to come, she was aware of
unhelpful precedents: ` it reminds me
of `Che tarn' from Gluck's Orfeo in
that there's such agreat surrounding
tradition. Paul and Iare going to
experiment with different tempi, to
move it along, give more of afeeling
of two in the bar, because it is very
optimistic — "wait patiently for him",
it's not dark or dour at all.
`The simplicity should be easy
enough to get — just follow the
melody and just speak the words, and
that should be enough. The problem
is the tessitura's so low; in away it's
easier to wallow in the sound than to
actually move it on.'
The sessions prove intriguing:
Bardon feels alittle pushed by
Daniel's first choice of tempo. For
them, and for Bryn Terfel, who's not
convinced out in the hall but likes
what he hears in the playback, it's
just amatter of finding room around
the phrases. Producer Chris Haze11
wants to encourage aslightly slower
overall speed.
What results is an easy, breathing
final take: not acompromise, but the
fruit of persuasive discussion.
NI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Renée Fleming and
John-Mark Ainsley
It is the American among the soloists
who knows the piece best: soprano
Renée Fleming 'grew up singing this
music — there were anumber of
church choir directors in my high
school who constantly did it. Isang
some of the solos later as acollege
student, though this is my first time
as aprofessional.' She shares my
fascination in discovering just how
'short, and yet how melodic and
interesting and distinctive' most of
Mendelssohn's ideas and set-pieces
actually are.
Yet this is very much adramatic
work. John-Mark Ainsley (who
remarks of the heavy-going choralsociety Elijahs of his past: ' they all
had qualities in them because the
music was so good' — aview shared
by producer Chris HazeII, who has
always adored the work) tells me how
the Victorians ` used to stage the
whole thing in the Royal Albert Hall',
re-ordering the end of Part Two in
order to make the narrative tie-up —
Terfel would ' love to do it on stage'.
All the main soloists, in fact, have
arias and recitatives of widely
differing characters. As Fleming
observes, 'There's everything from
declamatory recitative to arching
phrases to very pianissimo pure
singing. From the very dramatic to
the very pristine: from Barbarina to
the Countess and everything in
between.'
And for asinger such as Fleming
who achieves wonderful things in
colouring the text, it's agift; yet the
great aria which launches Part Two,
showcasing Fleming's limpid legato
style in the first half and her dramatic
capacity in the second, is not as
effortless as she makes it seem.
Paul Daniel explains: 'Jenny Lind,
for whom we think Mendelssohn
composed " Hear ye, Israel", must
have had afreaky voice. Because the
note that most sopranos hate, since it
comes right over abreak in the voice
— an F-sharp — was her strongest
note. And in "Hear ye, Israel",
practically every bar has an F-sharp
in it. And then you get Renée
Fleming who says, yes, she knows
how to deal with it, has the technique
and the capacity and the talent to get
round the enormous obstacle of that
note.'
The tenor doesn't have exactly that
sort of problem to deal with. But
even so, as John-Mark Ainsley points
out, 'Although both the arias are
extremely beautiful, they're written
for two very different kinds of voice
— the last one's quite heroic and the
first is afeatherlight, wispy sort of
ethereal number. Of course they're
less part of the narrative than many
of the other soloists' numbers.
'It's in the recitatives that you're
really involved in the drama, and the
very fact that we're doing it with alot
of dramatic intensity makes those
little recits for the tenor much easier.'

He cannot praise too highly either
Daniel's ' slightly unconventional'
approach (' it stimulates your musical
imagination, which is what it's all
about, really') or the OAE, which
both he and Renée Fleming know
well from the Glyndebourne Cori fan
Tune. Iput it to him that the singing
quality of the orchestra is quite
unusual among period-instrument
orchestras.
'It's extraordinary. Imean, there is
apool of authentic players and you
quite often see the same oboist
playing for several different
orchestras. But with this band they
are obviously so attentive to how they
play together and there's that sort of
interaction which makes for special
orchestral effects that are their own.
It really is abody of people playing
like one instrument.'
Bryn Terfel was surprised, coming
to his first ` authentic' Elijah, to find
the sound less drastically different
from that in the performances he'd so
far encountered. (He exempts himself
from early acquaintance with Elijah,
pointing out that 'Northern Wales
[where he grew up] doesn't have a
choral tradition in terms of oratorio
— that's more in the south'. Of the
six times he's performed Elijah, four
took place last August.)
'I just feel there's more phrasing.
With this kind of orchestra, they do
tend to phrase with each other, in the
shapes of their bodies, in their
bowing, you can see it when you're
actually looking at them; they all
breathe together and seem to feel the
same way.'
The orchestra has been stretched
slightly beyond its normal limits,
partly because this is still alarge-scale
performance, as it was in
Birmingham in 1846, and, to achieve
some of the dramatic effects,
remains alarge one.
Daniel: ` Fortunately it works
brilliantly. Because the Edinburgh
Festival Chorus are so adaptable in
the way they're able to adopt an
identity, to act with their voices.'
At the end of the day, though, it's
the way the orchestra enlightens the
dramatic text that Daniel thinks will
be most strikingly revealed afresh in
this recording.
`In the big chorus about God in
the earthquake and the storm, it's
usually impossible to hear the real
fast music: usually there's something
vaguely going on, but then you get
these instruments [
cellos and basses]
and these bows and you hear every
single semiquaver. Same with the
passage in which the chorus sings of
Elijah being taken up into heaven —
there are four different figurations
conflicting and competing in the
orchestra. Normally you don't hear
that. It's hugely effective, but it's a
dramatic complexity. You only realise
that when you have achance with an
ensemble like this to focus on what
Mendelssohn's really trying to
achieve.'

Mendelssohn
composed his
text in
German, but
wa s in
constant
contact with
William
Bartholomew,
the man
who provided
the English
translation
for the first
performance.
'You read the
correspondence
and his
suggestions
were
sometimes
better than
what
Bartholomew
came up
with. We've
adopted some
of these - it's
unthinkable
that we
shouldn't try
and get as
close as
possible to
what the
composer was
trying to do'
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NEW TITLES - THE SAME GREAT SOUND
RECORD OF THE MONTH
Oscar Peterson has always been a firm favourite
with Audiophile and Jazz fans alike, and this new

96aele
YES YOU CAN!

speakers corner release on the MPS Label maintains
Peterson's position as one of the greatest Jazz pianists
of his generation. Never available on vinyl before.
this record combines brilliant musicianship and
glorious sound. MPS 529 096-1.
Price: £ 19.95

HERE IS A SELECTION OF OTHER 180G VINYL TITLES
Jimi Hendrix: Band of Gypsys (Ltd edition analogue version). New release... Price

. £ 19.95

Word has it that there are sad people out there spending their
money on women, fast cars and lord knows what else instead
of opening their doors to a Krell. They probably think they
can't afford it! Now that really is sad, isn't it?

Jimi Hendrix: South Saturn Delta (MCA 11684) 2LP. New release

. £ 15.95

Dizzy Gillespie Reunion Big Band (MPS 21.20682-2)

Sale Price .. £9.95

If you're in that regrettable number, Pinewood will put you
right in no uncertain terms. Here's how:

Paco Pena: Flamenco Live! (PFS 42371

Sale Price . £ 12.95

Bernard Hermann: Great Hitchcock Movie Thrillers (PFS 4173)

Sale Price . £ 12.95

Dave Brubeck: Time Out (CS 8192)

Sale Price . £ 17.95

Sonny Rollins: Tenor Madness (LPZ 2022).

Sale Price . £ 17.95

Brian Rivas will launch into some fully justified ravings about
the Krell KAV range of equipment, and once your eyes and
ears have stopped popping out on stalks, you'll start to realise
that excellence doesn't have to come attached to five or six
figure sums.

Little Feat: ¡tint had enough fun (RTFI 1097) 2LP

Sale Price . £ 14.95

Sonny Landreth: Outward bound (RTH 1032 - 150G)

Sale Price .. £9.95

Sonny Clark: Cool Struttin (Blue Note BN 1588)

Price . £21.95

Illinois Jacquet: Self Titled (Epic BA 17033)

Price . £21.95

Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (PR 737).

Price . £ 19.95

John Williams: Star Wars Suite (King Sad K1JC 9199). New release

Price . £21.95

Prokofiev: Love for three oranges (Mercury Living Presence SR 90006)

Price . £21.95

Bartok: Divertimento (Decca SXL 6026). New release

Price . £ 19.95

Rossini: Overtures (Decca SXL 2266). Back in stock

Price . £ 19.95

Brahms: Symphony No.2 (Philips 835 167 ) New release

Price . £ 19.95

To order any of the above or to receive a copy of our current Audiophile
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•KRELL KAV-250p and 250a pre- and power separates. Recent
rave review and undoubtedly raises the £5000 amplifier
market by amargin that has more costly components slinking
off with their tails between their over- priced legs.
So who says you can't have heaven on earth? It starts here
in Broadway!
Regular Pinewood watchers will know we always have flagship systems such as the Wilson WATT- Puppy 5.1 and the
wonderful Krell FPB-600. Keep watching, because soon we'll
have the forthcoming Krell KPS-25 compact disc player, with
transport, DAC and active preamp ( with digital AND
analogue inputs) in asingle chassis. It won't be cheap, so on
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the heck? You only live once - and this is pure lust in metal.
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classical REVIEWS

Record of
the month

JC BACH:
Berlin Harpsichord Concerti (Vol.2)
— in E J in fJ in G
Hanover Band/Anthony Halstead
(hpdldir)

Stravinsky in America
Michael Til.ma Thomas
,

1.)NDON

YNIPN • NY ON(NrSTAN

CPO 999 462-2

STRAVINSKY:
The Star Spangled Banner J
Circus Polka J Ode J
Scherzo à la Russe J
Scènes de ballet J Concertino J
Agon J Greeting Prelude J
Canon J Variations ( Aldous Huxley
in Memoriam)
LSO/Tilson Thomas
RCA 09026 68865 2

(75m 42s)

The composer with stars in his eyes, INTT with a little smile which one might
construe as self-satisfaction: it would be tempting to acquire this CD —
'Stravinsky in America' — just for Pat Gavin's cover artwork. At first glance,
it's only a collection of trifles (though Agon and Scènes de ballet take up
nearly 42m), but it proves highly revealing, each piece unmistakable as to
authorship and yet wholly individual. What a master-orchestrator he was!
There are fascinating anecdotes in
the booklet, too — it includes a
section by Tilson Thomas, who as a
young man had cherishable contact
with Stravinsky — and Iwon't spoil
a particularly cruel story (relating to
first rehearsals of Agon) about
Eugene Ormandy by re-telling it
here! Sony's Stravinsky Edition has
neither the tiny Canon, based on a
folk-tune in the Firebird finale (also
recently recorded by Robert Craft
and Mikhail Pletnev), nor the Star
Spangled Banner, which Stravinsky
arranged as agift for President
Roosevelt (the parts for it were
subsequently confiscated after a
1944 Boston SO performance, when
an obscure Massachusetts state law
was invoked!).
In broad terms, these excellent
LSO recordings [Abbey Road, April
u 1996], are essentially complementary
to but softer-grained than the
5
2 composer's own. Agon isn't as taut, I
feel, but Tilson Thomas has you
marvelling at some of the scoring in
other works: the ' chimes' of the
E contrasted section of Scherzo à la
É' Russe, for example, where the LSO's
-I brass relish the swing of the main
theme. (They also have a field-day
when Schubert's Marche militaire
suddenly lets rip in the Circus
Polka.) The Huxley Variations, too,
typify Tilson Thomas's best manner
with his old orchestra — indeed,
whereas none of his Stravinsky
recordings on the Sony label could
be classed as at all memorable, this
RCA collection evokes with
extraordinary vividness the
atmosphere, and often a sense of
occasion (albeit glitzy), of their
Barbican concerts.
One of the most rewarding and
unusual pieces here is the Ode, first
performed (' catastrophically'
MN NEWS & REC0110 REVEW
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according to the composer) by Serge
Koussevitzky in 1943. This
'Tritychon for Orchestra' was
commissioned under the aegis of the
Natalie Koussevitzky Foundation; it
incorporated as its middle movt
some ' hunting' music Stravinsky had
earlier written for the projected Joan
FontainetOrson Welles film of lane
Eyre — in the event ascore by
Bernard Herrmann was used. This
engaging ' Eclogue' sits between two
darker sections, the forward-looking
'Eulogy' and an ' Epilogue'. I
certainly was pleased to have
absorbed this short piece: something
one would be unlikely to- encounter
'live'.
Christopher Breunig

A: I*/ 1

(
51m Ois)

Johann Christian Bach's early
concerti were composed under the
strong influence of his older halfbrother Carl Philipp Emanuel and,
as it turned out, they could hardly
be more different from the style he
ingested in Italy and perfected in
London. Severe and serious-minded,
'All these these early works might even be
taken for CPE, and the F-minor has
works
been recorded as by CPE and
precede Wilhelm Friedemann Bach, the
JC Bach's oldest brother of them all. But JC
move to Bach expert Ernest Warburton puts
forward a strong case for JC as the
Italy in
real author. All these works precede
1755, his move to Italy in 1755, and are
and are therefore teenage efforts showing
therefore Baroque leanings while employing
the three-movt Italian layout
teenage
favoured by father Johann Sebastian.
efforts They treat the harpsichord as an
showing equal partner with the orchestra,
Baroque ritornello and solo passages
alternating. And most attractively,
leanings
too, with sprightly fingerwork by
while Halstead adding to our enjoyment.
employing His strings of the Hanover Band
the three - play with lively earnestness and the
recording is naturally balanced. An
movement
entertaining programme of the
Italian unfamiliar side of dear old — or
layout young — JC: the E-major Concerto
favoured is a first-ever recording. Vol. is
equally recommendable on CPO
by father
999 393-2.
Johann
Robert Deeding
A:1*
Sebastian'
JS BACH:
Mass in b
Balthasar Neumann Ch/Freiburg
Banrque OrchlHengelbrock
BMG OHM 05472 77380 2(2CDs, 109m ¡ Ss)
Nancy Argenta (sop)/Catherine
Denley (con) /Mark Tucker (ten)
Stephen Varcoe (bar)ICollegium
Musicum 90IHickox
Chandos CHAN 0533/4
(2CDs, 108m 08s)

St-avinsIc;, and Michael Tison Thomas

R

1993

Freiburg is not especially famous
outside Germany for its musicmaking, but it has asymphony
orchestra and abrand new concert
hall. The Baroque Orchestra
(founded 1987) and the choir
(founded 1991) are clearly forces to
be reckoned with. No soloists are
named because they are drawn from
the choristers — the Mass has
relatively few solos — but they
sound virtually as capable as the
more famous names in the reissued
Chandos recording. They do have
the disadvantage, however, of using
male altos in three solo arias, and in
each case Iprefer Catherine
Denley's gentle warmth for
Collegium Musicum 90. The BMG
87
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BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 5 & 6 ' Pastoral'
Tonhalle Orch Zurich/Zinman
Arte Nora 74321 49695 2

Beethoven

(
73m 37s)

'authenticists'

After 130 years comes anew edition
of Beethoven's symphonies by
Jonathan del Mar, and Barenreiter

John Eliot Gardiner

88

David Zinman and

tiresome ritard at the end), there is
also evidence of sound
manipulation.
The good news is that more
recordings may be expected from del
Mar's edition. Many eminent
conductors and orchestras want this
scholarly tome that has been ten
years in the making. But beware,
others like Breitkopf (whose 1860s
version was until now only rivalled
by Eulenberg), Henle and the
Beethovenhaus in Bonn, are jumping
on the ' new scores' bandwaggon
too. A Battle of Editions is about to
begin.
Na/en Anthoni

B—C:1-3 L\

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concertos 3 & 4
Jos van Immerseel (f-pno)I
Tafelmusik/Weil
Sony Classical SK 62824

(69m 12s)

The obvious comparison is with
Melvin Tan/LCP/Norrington [EMI].
Van Immersed plays an excellent
early 19th-century Trondlin
fortepiano which is splendidly in
tune and avoids the all-too familiar
`boxiness' in the bass. Tan uses a
very good modern reproduction of
an 1814 model.
The Tafelmusik performances are
slower, yet Weil has a tendency to
shorten rests by a hairsbreadth: the
long introduction to 3(i) is a case in
point. Several very slightly early
entries give a feeling of over-eager
forward movement. Van Immersedl
is not so impatient; indeed his
contributions to the interpretations
are relaxed and fluent. In 3(ü) many
apianist over-indulges in the
romantic possibilities provided by
Beethoven's Largo marking (a critic
once said that he feared Claudio
Arrau had forgotten the second note
of the movement, so long did he
linger over the first). Van
Immerseel's tempo here is slow but
is kept flowing. Tan, who uses
Czerny's relatively swift metronome
markings, is more convincing still.
Norrington obtains awider
dynamic range than Weil, and this
particularly enhances the scale of
4(i). Ialso like Tan's notion of
spreading the work's first chord [
I
don't! Mus Ed]. By 4(ii), Weil has
become more precise in rest-lengths,
and (iii) features high spirits and
exciting orchestral detail.
Norrington's warmer, bigger
sound is suitably Beethoven-like
(four basses against Weil's two
helps). Sony's recording does focus
clearly, and the slightly more
forward balance of the fortepiano is
acceptable because of the
instrument's warmth of sound.
Although Tan's faster tempi have
stronger appeal to me, van
Immersed plays with great insight
throughout.
Antony Hodgson
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expect to complete publication (with
separate critical notes) by the
millennium. Currently, only those of
3 & 9 can be bought; so it would
have been helpful if Arte Nova had
commissioned del Mar to give a
resumé of the background, and his
'More
findings about 5 & 6. No such luck.
Beethoven
Nevertheless, many differences are
recordings
audible, the most obvious being the
may be
extended oboe cadenza at 4m 09s of
5(i) and the repeat of the entire
expected
scherzo & trio. Surprising (and
from Del
delightful) are the ornamental turn
Mar's
on the first note of the second
edition.
subject group of 6(i), and in (ii) the
ornamentation of the quavers before
Many
the nightingale's trill on the flute the
eminent
second time round. There are also
conductors
changes to phrasing, eg, the altered
and
scansion of the theme played by
clarinets and bassoons between
orchestras
2m 35s and 2m 54s in 6(v).
want this
Zinman is not at his best in the
scholarly
Fifth. If the rhythm of the opening
tome that
motif is not quite right (a lot of
conductors get it all wrong) at least
has been
there is no disruptive rhetoric, either
ten years
here or anywhere else. But there is a
in the
distinct lack of inspiration,
making.
particularly in (iv) where asense of
boredom is exacerbated by a
But beware,
reduction in tonal range and
others like
recorded level [
the recordings were
Breitkopf,
made by a Decca team].
Henle
Matters are a lot better in the
'Pastoral'. The tempo of (i) may
and the
seem swift, but rightly Zinman beats
Beethovenone to abar — which makes his
haus in
rigidity in parts of the development
Bonn, are
puzzling. But in (ii) the instrumental
choirs are unerringly balanced and
jumping
the delicacy of line suggests chamber
on the
music. There is adrop in level here
"new scores" too; and though the remaining
bandwaggeni movements are well interpreted (no

Jim FourlArchiv

alto solos are also amatter for slight
technical reservation because there is
ahint of uncomfortable closeness
between soloist and microphone not
noticeable elsewhere. Both choirs
have female sopranos but use a
mixture of male and female altos.
Hickox gets gorgeous quality from
his choir: its richness makes it sound
far larger than its 24-strong size
might suggest. He also achieves an
attractive overall softness of texture.
In arecent Haydn choral recording
Ifelt that this style tended to
encourage orchestral
understatement, but Bach's flaring
brass ensures that the orchestra does
not seem subservient. Acceptance of
Hickox's very personal direction of
his choir depends on the listener's
reaction to movements such as the
Kyrie, where the shaping is so subtle
that the end of the word ` eleison'
consistently gets lost. (This
mannerism was also evident in
Robert King's recent Hyperion
version).
Hengelbrock is more forthright in
the choruses; diction is exceptionally
clear, and the orchestra often cuts
through with notable force. Because
of this there is asense of greater
verve: for example in Cum Sancto
Spiritu the Freiburgers seem to set a
more exciting pace even though the
timing tells us that they are only 6%
shorter.
Both conductors have aperceptive
overall view of the work and their
tempi are surprisingly similar. At
times there is nothing to choose
between them when joyous grandeur
is elicited — anotable case being
the final Dona nobis pacem,
magnificent in both versions.
Hengelbrock uses organ continuo;
Hickox has both organ and
harpsichord: the latter instrument
gives awelcome added brightness to
sharp accompanying chords,
although it has to be said that it is
set rather far back in the acoustic.
Don't let the alarming pictures of
ladders and modern dancers put you
off the Freiburg version: apparently
a performance by these forces (not
this one) was accompanied by
dance and mime recently.
It all seems to be happening in
Freiburg nowadays, and theirs is a
very satisfying version. Collegium
Musicum 90 achieves greater beauty
— drama is stressed less but this
need not be aprerequisite for a
performance of a Mass

classical REVIEWS

Intim Music IMO 045 & 046
(79m 12s/65m I7s)
The Vanbrugh Quartet is one of the
brightest of musical chamber groups
and Ihave enjoyed their Wigmore
Hall concerts. Beethoven's six Op.18
quartets have already appeared, and
Iadmired the youthful vivacity and
strong projection from all four
players, which caught the essence of
the composer's genius.
The Op.59 quartets pose new
problems: mainly of how to relate
each movement tempo indication to
the rest. Personally (and Iconcede
that performers inevitably have their
eown individual ideas and opinions) I
I find that the Vanbrugh's chosen
allegro pulse in Op.59:1(i) is slightly
P
,
. too slow to convey the undercurrent
c• of restlessness inherent in the music.
The feverish, almost shadowy legato
line also requires a lighter bowing
arm to ignite the listener's interest,
whilst the succeeding movement —
Allegretto vivace esempre scherzando
— sounds at an identical tempo,
with the overall contrasting
argument becoming confused when

BEETHOVEN:
Leonore
MartinpeholOelzelSchadelBegley1
BestIMiles1HavelatalMonteverdi Chi
Orchestre Revolutionnaire et
Romantique/Gardiner
Archly 453 461-2

(
2CDs, 138m 06s)

This new recording of the first
version of Fideho is the product of
the performances that John Eliot
Gardiner directed in summer 1966,
for British listeners most obviously
in a BBC Prom. The recording was
made a few weeks later in the
Colosseum, Watford. It is a
fascinating gain for Beethoven lovers
to have this fine performance
available; in almost every respect it
renders obsolete the older versions
under Blomstedt and Maag. The
one problematic matter is the
replacement of the original dialogue
by a narration written and spoken by
Christoph Banrzer. A similar
compromise worked very well with
the Decca Egmont many years ago,
but there it was anearly
contemporary narration, to cover a
complete play. Listeners will come
to their own decision; Ifound the
narration naive, and in the finale
barbarously intrusive — the
occasional declaimed phrase from
the original libretto shows up the
threadbare quality of this solution.
In musical respects, this is
incontrovertibly avivid reading; the
extreme demands of Beethoven's
first thoughts occasionally strain
11141 NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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the Adagio molto emesto makes its
melacholic appearance. Here the
Vanbrughs are too straightforward in
their melodic phrasing — go back to
the Busch Quartet for the answer!
Op.59:2 is fine; the argument is
more cogent, and the listener can
follow the progress of events right
through to that repeated rhythmic
figure that Beethoven pummels into
the mind for the best part of his
Presto finale.
My feelings about Op.59:3
to an extent follow those on
Op.59:1. Beethoven wanted
performers to exercise their
imaginations individually
during the introduction. It
sets the scene for what
follows, and Ithink these
players will ` see' and ' hear' it
differently in performances
over the years. The so-called
`Harp' Quartet tends to be
the odd-one-out from the
complete set. The Vanbrughs
play it simply and
Sergei Leferkus
straightforwardly — their rhythmic
playing is quite exemplary — but
sophistication is missing. Even so, I
look forward keenly to the
continuation of this series.
Bill Newman

A: 1 -3 0

even this excellent cast, and it
should be so. Thus Matthew Best's
Pizarro cannot disguise the difficulty
of the lowest notes, fiercely arresting
as he otherwise is. Kim Begley is a
heroic Florestan, Michael Schade a
keen-toned Jaquino, Franz Hawlata
an impressively duplicitous Rocco,
and Alastair Miles an incisive Don
Fernando. Of the women, Christiane
Oelze is such a delicious Marzelline
that Beethoven would have been
reluctant to cut back the role so
heavily for the final version if he had
heard her. Hillevi Martinpelto's
Leonore, though light of voice, is
intensively moving, and it would be
quite inappropriate if one were not
occasionally aware of the challenges
of the role.
The orchestral playing is ardent,
red-blooded, yet also wonderfully
delicate in the quietist passages; the
choral singing is firm and
committed; the booklet is
informative and clearly laid out, and
the recording (which includes in an
appendix the alternative version of
the march) is first-rate: atmospheric,
and signally well balanced (though
the softest passages are barely
audible at anormal volume setting).
There is endless fascination and
profit to be derived from comparison
between Leonore and the ultimate
Fideho, and the accompanying essays
and the tabulation of the three
versions all help.
Peter Branscombe

A:1

BEETHOVEN

BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets Op.59:1 & 2
String Quartets Op.59:3 & Op.74
Vanbrugh Qt

BORODIN:
11 Songs/DARGOMIZHSKY: 12
Songs
Sergei Leiferkus (bar)1Semion Skigin
(pno)
Conifer 75605 51275-2

(
63m I4s)

A splendid follow-up to this
outstanding team's four-volume
Mussorgsky series for Conifer
[HFNIRR Oct ' 97], this latest
release revealingly places the best
of Borodin's ` mature' songs
alongside a generous selection
from Alexander Dargomizhsky
(1813-1869) — often dismissed as
a mediocrity, acomposer
possessing a considerable talent
which nonetheless fell short of true
distinction. If he lacked the
individuality of the great Russian
composers, the overriding
impression is of someone willing
to explore new avenues of
expression; Dargomizhsky was on
occasion far closer to Mussorgsky's
dissolute genius than to the cosier
cosmopolitan world of Tchaikovsky.
Listening to such kaleidoscopically
changeable miniatures as 'The
Worm', ' The Miller' and ` The
Titular Councillor', it is easy to
understand why Mussorgsky
described him as ' the great teacher
of musical truth'.
The unpredictable shapes and
metrical emphases of the music are
dictated entirely by the asymmetry
and pictorial suggestiveness of the
texts employed: a complete contrast
to the formal strait-jacketing which
even those great Romantic
'dreamers' Schumann and Wolf
occasionally fell foul of. No wonder
Liszt (hardly a regressive himself in
such matters) was continually
startled and amazed by the sheer
audacity of the St Petersburgers.
One of Liszt's particular favourites
was Alexander Borodin, whom he
felt married originality and warmth
of musical expression in roughly
ideal proportions. Borodin was quite
capable of expressing the ' dark side'
of the human psyche, as witness the
haunting ' Song of the Dark Forest',
yet he remained a melodic/harmonic
orientalist at heart, so that the
goose-flesh more readily rises at
such enraptured utterances as
'Arabic Melody' and ' Listen to my
Song, little Friend'. Full marks,
incidentally, for performing three of
the songs with their original cello
obbligati: beautiful playing here by
Leonid Gorokhov.
Leiferkus generally sounds more
comfortable with the declamatory
settings than those which are
predominately lyrical in expression,
yet such is his sheer vocal command
and ability to make even the most
ordinary texts bristle with import
that such observations should be
taken in the context of what is by
any standards an outstanding recital
of sadly neglected repertoire.
Endlessly understanding and
89

sensitive accompaniments from
Skigin, as always, and yet another
splendid Tryggvi Tryggvason
production.
Julian Haylock

GERSHWIN:
The Authentic George Gershwin
(Vol.4) - The Hollywood Years
Jack Gibbons (pno)
ASV WU 2110

A*:1 •
'Now

CHAUSSON:
Concerto for piano, violin and string
quartet J Piano Quartet
Pascal Devoyon (pno)IPhilippe
Graffln (v1n)IToby Hoffman
(v1a)1Gaty Hoffman
(v1c)IChilingirian Qt
Hyperion CDA66907

A-A• : 1 *- 1

CHOPIN:
Piano Sonata 3/SCHUBERT: Piano
Sonata in B-flat D960
Sergio Fiorentino (
pno)
APR APR 5553

(
68m 17s)

Sergio Fiorentino's career has
enjoyed something of a renaissance
in recent years. His initial success in
the early 1950s was abruptly halted
by a spinal injury sustained in a
plane crash, and his subsequent
recovery saw his energies turn
increasingly to teaching.
Now aged 70, Fiorentino plays
like aman with anew lease of life,
90

Fiorentino
plays
like a
man with
a new

(
74m 20s)

This really is very fine. Both
performances grew out of a series of
concerts based around the theme
qrsaYe and his Friends' and have
clearly benefited enormously as a
consequence: the sense of teamwork
is quite exceptional and the resulting
music-making radiates an inspiring
eloquence. The interpretation of the
large-scale Concerto in particular
grips from start to finish, possessing
acompulsive sweep and thrilling
ardour that put me in mind of the
magnificent old Cortot/Thibaud
recording from 1931 [excellently
refurbished on Biddulph LAB029]. I
honestly don't think I've ever heard
the ' Sicilienne' (ii) more touchingly
realised than here, while the present
team's sweet-toned treatment of the
brooding slow movt strikes me as
exceptionally perceptive (the sublime
coda really does raise the goosebumps). Nor could anyone fail to
respond to the joyously passionate
finale, whose closing pages bind the
together the thematic threads of the
entire work with such masterly
cogency.
A wholly memorable account,
then, of this, as well as the later
piano quartet. Although not as
melodically fecund, it's anoble,
impeccably crafted affair, whose
unfailing elegance and thoughtful
progress will reward the patient
listener. Once again, the characterful
playing of Hyperion's ad hoc
ensemble is beyond reproach in its
stylish vigour and whole-hearted
enthusiasm. Splendid recording, too,
most expertly balanced. A release no
true Francophile can afford to miss.
Andrew Achenbach

aged 70,

lease
of life'

(67m 55s)

For the real essence of Jack
Gibbons's Gershwin wizardry one
should attend his yearly July slot at
the QEH where (after recovering
from aglimpse of his Stars and
Stripes tie) you can revel in his
delightful introductions giving the
exact background of each
transcription and then his audience
instructions on how to go about
practising the left-hand tenths which
leap all over the bottom half of the
keyboard, tying-in with the
intricacies of right-hand melodies.
The actual quality of the playing,
of course, comes over just as
vibrantly on this CD as the live
events — it's fully up to the previous
three releases and contains some of
the most intriguing and impossibly
difficult numbers to play. It is to
Gibbons's credit that he has made a
close study of Gershwin's original

HANDEL:
Water Music J Music for the Royal
Fireworks
LCPINomkgton
and his spontaneous approach gives
this disc the atmosphere of live
music-making. His style is
unapologetically Romantic, with all
the freedom that such astatement
implies, and the influence of his
great hero Rachmaninov is
immediately apparent.
The Chopin receives a
magnificently passionate and
compelling performance that
balances grandeur and intimacy
whilst maintaining a powerful
forward sweep. Fiorentino's tone
draws the listener in, and gives the
slow movement a memorable
warmth and pathos. Occasional
lapses of detail occur, but do not
seriously detract from the overall
effect — it is the spirit of Chopin's
creation that is engaged with here.
In the Schubert, Fiorentino's
pianism is again of ahigh order. It is
his sound at the keyboard that is
particularly remarkable: never harsh,
it sings with abeautiful expressivity
and at times can be disarmingly
direct. Those who prefer a more
modern objectivity may find
Fiorentino reluctant to expose the
bleak depths of Schubert's vision in
the manner of, say, Kovacevich
[Hyperion, nla], but his gentler
approach is persuasive and lucidly
argued.
The recording is outstandingly
good; clear and faithful, it maintains
a rich resonance that is in keeping
with Fiorentino's style and approach.
John Kersey

A *:1-1
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Virgin Classics 7243 545 2652

(
68m 405)

Water Music/TELEMANN: Hamburger
Ebb' und Fluth
The King's Consort/King
Hyperion CDA 66967

(
69m 55s)

Water Music/TELEMANN: Hamburger
Ebb' und Fluth
Il FondamentolDombrecht
Vanguard Classics 99713

(
73m 37s)

Never has the reviewers' old cliché
about swings and roundabouts been
more appropriate than here: three
first-class period groups playing
according to each one's
interpretation of performance rules
set down during the 18th-century,
and each one giving aperformance
of vivacity and enthusiasm that will
give great pleasure.
Not that there is nothing to
choose between them. Of the three,
the Netherlands band Il
Fonciamento may be considered
nearest to what Handel would have
heard: crisp rhythms, exciting
timbres and unexceptional tempi
apart from minuets which are of a
statelier gait than with either of the
English groups. Norrington and the
London Classical Players are more
studiedly ' correct' in their
authenticity. Horn trills emphasize
the fact that they start on the upper
note, rhythms are more measured
(except for minuets!) and there is
freedom for the occasional
spontaneous solo excursion.
Between these two lies Robert King.
JANUARY Mil
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material to come up with areplica
of a performing style which, more
and more, defies comparison or
analysis. Iwonder how much
preparation went into mastering the
section where the composer goes
into three unrelated keys during
'Stiff Upper Lip' (which
accompanied the funfair scene/
distorting mirrors sequence from A
Damsel in Distress ). ` Slap That
Bass' from Shall We Dance had
Astaire doing amad dance around
ship's engines, and apiano righthand throwing 16ths and 32nds into
odd phrases against afiendish lefthand constantly changing key!
Throughout the 20 numbers,
ending with Gershwin's penultimate
song 'Love Walked In' ( 1937) you
will find agalaxy of fast and
medium pacers mixed in with the
smoochy 'Walking the Dog' and 'A
Foggy Day in London Town'. There
are two versions of 'The Jolly Tar
and the Milkmaid' (subtitled
'English Madrigal') that illustrate
Gershwin's extraordinary versatility;
and the extremely enjoyable 'I've got

He tends to shape phrases in away
which might have seemed effete to
Handel, and some tempi lack that
composer's famous grandeur and
pomposity.
Which doesn't help the
prospective buyer much, so Ishall
present some facts which might.
Both King and Norrington give the
F-major Suite in its entirety,
followed by an amalgamation of the
Suites in D and G, while Il
Fondamento separates the latter.
Either course is legitimate.
Norrington's continuo is entrusted
to harpsichord, Il Fondamento's to
harpsichord and theorbo, and
King's adds to these an organ and a
guitar. I'm not convinced that a
sultry summer night on a Thames
barge would be the best place for a
harpsichord, much less for an organ.
Norrington offers as fill-up a good
Fireworks Music: brassy and
percussive, if less so than the
notorious mammoth-sized first
performance would have been.
Indeed, Norrington's strings, in
their reticence, prove that King
George's insistence that ' only
martial instruments' be employed
(ie, wind and percussion) was the
right one. Anyway, Handel's violins
would have fared no better in the
rain that blighted the first
performance in Green Park than did
his harpsichord on the Thames. If
Norrington's ' La Paix' seems more
matter-of-fact than of celebration for
the end of awar, this is still a fine
performance, though Ihave heard
more exhilarating ones.
Il Fondamento and The King's
Consort appropriately couple
Telemann's Water Music with
NSW NEWS lk RECORD REY»
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Beginner's Luck', 'They All
Laughed', 'They Can't Take that
Away from Me', ` By Strauss' and
'Nice Work If you can Get It' are
intermingled with rarer items.
A superb recording by Tony
Faulkner complements the
performances.
Bill Newman

A•:1•

'Robin
Holloway's
Third
Concerto

HAYDN:
Theresienmesse J Nelsonmesse
MonoyiosISerdarlBuntenlvan der
Kampinlzer Knabenchorl
TafelmusiklWeil
Sony Classical SK 62823

(74m 49s)

In recent notable recordings of the
Theresienmesse, Richard Hickox
obtained asuperb choral sound but
tended to hold back an orchestra
which was recorded with warmth
rather than detail, whereas Trevor
Pinnock was dramatic and allowed
the instruments to cut through more
forcefully — although occasionally
he shaded dynamics in the 19thcentury fashion.

Handel's. Written in 1723,
Telemann's Suite evokes marine
mythology (Thetis, Neptune, the
Naiades and others are
remembered), the tide's ebb and
flood of the title ( though in the
music it actually floods, then ebbs),
and the merry boatmen. It runs to
ten movements, nine with German
titles whose translations are not
given directly in either booklet.
True to form, Telemann gives
ample entertainment value. Il
Fondamento is my choice here. The
playing is more vivacious than
King's, with Telemann's fantasies
vividly projected.
To sum up: Norrington is ultracorrect in a somewhat recessed
recording that takes the bite out of
Handel's effects; King misses the
Handel style in places but is
satisfying overall, with abright and
forward recording; Il Fondamento
are more stimulating because the
playing is less ' civilised' and
therefore more ' authentic'; they are
recorded very brightly and with
greater prominence for the winds —
which, in all three performances, are
delightfully played. The Vanguard
pressing on my machine refused to
access some tracks while showing
engaging alacrity in finding its
favourites. For Handel/Telemann,
go for Vanguard but check the
pressing. For Handel/Handel,
Norrington is reliable, but my
favourite Water Music remains the
eccentric version by Harnoncourt
[Teldec, due for early reissue].
Robert Dear/jog
B:2 0 B:1 0 A:1 E

for Orchestra
exhibits a
riveting sense
of long-term
drama and
extraordinarily
fertile
orchestral
imagination
that
positively
demand
further
listenings'

Weil differs from both. His choir
is brilliant and expansive within an
acoustic which gives the opportunity
for wide dynamic range. The boys
from this choir did not seem at ease
when singing Bach with the King's
Consort recently, but here they are
magnificent. In particular, they
achieve an attack in the top register
superior to any other of their
recordings that Ihave heard. The
final Dona nobis pacem is full of
power: some conductors rein back
the orchestral fanfares here to allow
the soloists through (even the
usually forthright Pinnock hints at
it) but Weil is stylish and direct —
no over-finesse here.
The Nelson Mass is no less
exciting, and its opening Kyrie is
outstanding. Monoyios is splendid in
her upward runs over the chorus,
and again the choir sings with a
force beyond anything Ihave
encountered with them in similar
music: they achieve virtually the
vibrancy of amixed choir. The allimportant organ part is beautifully
balanced.
There have been times when I
have found Weil fast and exciting
but not without rhythmic insecurity.
In these recordings rhythmic
strength is actually a major feature,
and it serves to justify his swift
tempi. This about the best
Weil/Haydn disc that Ihave heard
to date
Antony Hodgson

A*-A: 1 *- 1

HOLLOWAY:
Third Concerto for Orchestra
LSOITilson Thomas
NMC D039

(44m 32s)

Robin Holloway's Third Concerto for
Orchestra grew out of a visit to
South America in 1981. Exhilarated
by the sights and sounds he
encountered, Holloway began
sketching out ideas for the work
immediately, only for the bag
containing his papers to be stolen in
La Paz. Devastated, he at once set
about salvaging as much of his
original material as he could, but the
work had to wait until 1994 for its
completion (following a commission
in 1990 from the LSO). The irony is
that, as Holloway himself concedes
in the accompanying notes, ` the
delay could well have been
advantageous. What Iwas trying for
"on the spot" was probably
unrealisable (even with the gigantic
orchestral forces — a southern
hemisphere Amériques — that Ihad
in mind). And it would have
probably have been too directly
descriptive: too close, too dependent
on the sensory inspiration. During
the long years of recovering the
theft, grinding away at material
whose ungraspableness defeated the
efforts again and again, the visual,
metaphorical and even moral
connotations have distanced,
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HUMMEL:
Concertino Op.73 ] Piano Concerto
Op.1 13 J Gesellschafts-Rondo
Op.117
LMPIHoward Shelley (pnoldir)
Chandos CHAN 9558

themes of
conflict and
resolution in
the way
Kurtág
opposes
white and
black keys,
or sets
different
harmonic
structures
in motion
until they
converge on Bratislava-born composer, who at

eight had gone to live in Vienna.
Excellent performances reflecting
point. a canny understanding of the
What other crossover from the Classical to the
composer Romantic period from Shelley and
his players; fairly good recording

a single

would write
a piece
consisting

too.

Bill Newman

B:1

entirely of
KURTAO:
glissandi...'

látékok — excerpts/1S BACH: Four
transcriptions
Marta & Gyiirgy Kurtág (pno)
ECM 453511-2

Howard
Shelley:
works for
piano and
orchestra by
Hummel,
on Chandos

(
49m 45s)

Gyórgy Kurtág's ongoing series
játékok (' Games') for piano has now
reached its eighth volume. This disc
provides a fascinating retrospective
of the anthology and offers an ideal
introduction to Kurtág's
compositional world.
The title ' Games' might suggest
childhood associations, and indeed
the pieces which open the series are
simple enough to be played by
beginners. However, didactic
purposes form only a part of
Kurtág's plan. In each of these
miniatures — few last more than a
minute — a distinct identity is
created using the most economical
of means. The ' games' of the title
are thus as much concerned with
formal experiments in compositional
technique as they are with Kurtág's
lively and sometimes subversive
sense of fun.
This carefully-chosen sequence
groups 30 of these pieces in away
that not only achieves the necessary
contrast but also highlights the
sometimes surprising connections
between pieces of differing
character and from different
volumes of the series. Looking
deeper, we may find enduring
themes of conflict and resolution in
the way Kurtág opposes white and
black keys, or sets different
harmonic structures in motion until
they converge on a single point.
What other composer would
write apiece consisting entirely of
glissandi? Kurtág does (' Perpetuum

mobile (objet trouvé)') and creates
something that is both beautiful and
arresting. Elsewhere his fragmented
energy can be disturbing
('Preludium and Chorale' or ' Dirge
1') or can evoke acrystalline
fragility (' Flowers We Are, Mere
Flowers...(...embracing sounds)' and
'Hommage à Soproni').
Each group of játékok is
interspersed with one of Kurtág's
Bach transcriptions, and these calm
benedictions form aresting-place
'like the columns of agreat
cathedral' as Katharina Weber puts
it in her booklet notes. Like the rest
of the programme they receive
exquisite playing from the composer
and his wife, and arecording that,
whilst rather distant, is appropriately
atmospheric.
There is a sombre, tragic aspect
to the music on this disc; the effect
is both memorable and moving.
Highls. recommended.
John Kersey

photo: Rolf HansIECM

find
enduring

(
59m 08s)

With distinguished recorded
performances of concertos by
Mozart and Mendelssohn to his
credit on Chandos, Shelley moves
on to Hummel. This is probably a
good idea: with complete Mozart
editions from other pianists there
would be no sense in Chandos
flooding the market with yet another
one; and this talented pianist/
conductor is out to stimulate his
public with, instead, a contemporary
of Beethoven's.
Thirteen years separate the three
works on this disc. The Concertino,
the composer's arrangement of his
Mandolin Concerto, is a slight but
attractive work, and GesellschaftsRondo (
or ' Society Rondo') is
Weberesque in style and layout. The
Concerto, Hummel's sixth in
publication, immediately had me
springing towards the catalogue for
the date of
Chopin's
Second.
Sure
enough,
the year is
1829,
against
Hummel's
1827.
Along with
Beethoven
and
Schubert,
Chopin
was an
admirer of
the
92
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MOERAN:
String Quartets in E-flat U in a U
String Trio in G
Maggini Quartet
Naxos 8.554079

(
59m 23s)

Chamber music seems to be back in
vogue with English audiences, so I
hope that the music of EJ Moeran
will be revitalised as aresult. In the
composer's lifetime his publishers,
Novello, had the perspicacity to
print a leaflet listing his works with a
splendid frontispiece-photo of the
composer that gave pride to the
undertaking; and Istill have that
fine, acclaimed Columbia 78rpm set
of the String Trio with Jean
Pougnet, Frederick Riddle and
Anthony Pini.
The Mag,ginis have the measure of
the composer's bitter-sweet
melancholy and the typically English
heritage. You can assess the
composer's development from early
student days in the E-flat Quartet,
through the marked involvement of
the 1921 Second Quartet in Aminor, to the superbly balanced Trio
of 1931 (dedicated to the
distinguished Pasquier Trio). As
with his contemporaries Bax, Ireland
and Bridge, there are myriad details
to be gleaned in such intense, lyrical
works as these.
Bill Newman

A: 1^,

MOZART:
Symphony 39 1 Horn Concerto 4/
SCHUBERT: Excerpts from
'Rosamunde'
Will Sanders (hrn)ISWF SOIGielen
Año Nora 74321 52247 2

(
70m 04s)

A double-dotted introduction to
No.39! No, you haven't stumbled
on a period instrument group. This
is a modern orchestra. And Gielen
isn't wearing a specialist label,
JANUARY 1988
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condensed and grown abstract.'
Like its predecessor (superbly
realized by BBC SO/Knussen for
NMC), the Third Concerto for
Orchestra exhibits a riveting sense of
long-term drama and extraordinarily
fertile orchestral imagination that
positively demand further listenings.
Although nearly 45m long, there's
never any sense of the music
outstaying its welcome — on the
contrary, the piece's four parts are
compelling entities in their own
right, and wielded together they
undoubtedly form a satisfyingly
lucid ' whole'.
This quite superb performance by
was edited together from a series of
rehearsals and the April ' 96
Barbican world premiere. Sonics
[Tryggvason/Hallifax] are simply
stunning, the bothersome acoustics
of the LSO's permanent home
miraculously transformed into what
now sounds like a dream location.
Releases of new music just don't
come any more exciting than this.

classical REVIEWS
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MENDELSSOHN:
Elijah
TerfellFleminglBardonlAinsley1
DaviesICrabtreelFulgonilEdinburgh
Pest ChlOAEIDaniel
Decca 455 688-2

(2CDs, 130mS3s)

Daniel said he ` hated' Eleah before
chance, in the shape of Sir Charles
Mackerras's indisposition, put him
in command of this performance. As
luck would have it, some of the most
intelligent singers and players in the
business were on hand to help him
change his mind; and those of us
who have also had aproblem with
the piece should gladly follow suit.
From the spine-tingling opening bite
of ' authentic' brass, in conjunction
with Terfel's beaten-bronze
declamation, we know we're in for
no ordinary oratorio performance.
This is about as theatrical as they
come, and abenchmark of the
drama is the meeting of lively OAE
with large-scale chorus, encouraged
to put across the text even at their
massiest (only the occasional
soprano flatness occasions the
slightest reservations). For once, the
string figurations that accompany
several of the big ensembles come
through without any dampeningdown of choral force.
Terfel, of course, is the central
heart of oak the work needs, areal
bass-baritone rather than the
baritone with dark colouring we
usually hear (and none that I've
heard has projected the fury of 'Is
not his word like afire' more
WI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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MOZART:
Arias
Vesselina Kasarova (mez-sop)I
Staatskapelle Dresden/Davis
RCA 09026 68661 2

(
73m 43s)

This distinguished programme
contains 11 arias (and two marches
as interludes) from seven of the
operas, and closes with the concert
aria ' Io ti lascio'. There are two
numbers each from Mitridate,
Idomeneo, Don Giovanni and La
clemenza di Tito, with Kasarova
showing her vocal and emotional
range by essaying six roles in them.
Right from the first notes of the
recitative that precedes Dorabella's
`Smanie implacabili' it is obvious
that we are in for adramatic and
vocal treat: full-blooded, aristocratic
singing of aquality to take one back
in one's mind to great mezzos of the
past. She is wonderfully eloquent
and touching in the castrato roles;
only in the trousers role of
Cherubino, and as Zerlina, does she
overdo the impetuosity and scale.
There is anice balance between the
very familiar and the seldom heard;
and throughout, the orchestral
support from Sir Colin Davis and
the Dresden Staatskapelle is

firmly). He's unsparing of Elijah's
fulminations to the extent of
departing from the notes if dramatic
emphasis so demands, but usually
following up the outbursts with
hallowed pianissimo singing that
conveys the essence of the prophet's
visionary gleam; ' It is enough', that
Bach-like meditation in the
wilderness, crystallises the
interpretation and stands at the very
heart of along sequence, in Part
Two, where Daniel and his team
pace astream of memorable
numbers to perfection.
Renée Fleming makes fine musical
and expressive sense of soprano
solos that don't always lie
comfortably for the voice; Bardon
has true contralto colour but never
lets it weigh down agently-flowing
`0 rest in the Lord'. Generous
differentiation of the many roles
gives us an impressive cameo from
another striking contralto, Sara
Fulgoni, and the orchestral solos are
no less impressive in their selfeffacing beauty of tone. When the
big moments need to strike home,
though, the impact flies arrow-like to
its mark, and the recording does it
shining justice.
Daniel has just been showing us
what agood choice ENO have made
in their new music director with
another firebrand of the 1840s,
Wagner's The Flying Dutchman; let's
hope this ushers in an equally
auspicious recording career.
David Nice

absolutely first-rate. The recording is
immediate in impact, clear and
spacious, and full texts are contained
in the insert leaflet.

A*:1(*)

Peter Branscombe
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MOZART:
Don Giovanni
FleminglMurraylGrooplLippertITerfel
ILupen7PertusilScahritilLondon
VoicesILPOISolti
Decca 455 500-2
'From the
spine- tingling
opening bite
of ' authentic'
brass, in
conjunction
with Terfel's
beatenbronze
declamation,
we know
we're in for
no ordinary
oratorio
performance'

MENDELSSOHN

though he separates the violins for
Mozart. Experts may argue hotly
about his practice of double-dotting
here, but it does sound right,
launching the work with tremendous
force. Since Gielen starts as he
means to continue, you can imagine
that this is aperformance of
coruscating determination. A bit
businesslike too, particularly in (ii)
where the forays into F-minor and
B-minor are despatched casually.
The recording (alittle dry and
monochrome with some intermittent
coarseness) dates from 1987; and
it's interesting to note Gielen's
approach to the concerto seven
years later. Now, phrases are
ordered and accented to underline a
skip to the rhythm; the music is
steered (in aclean acoustic) but not
driven. Sanders complements the
view with playing of comparable
artistic sensitivity. Between these
(1990), come the Rosamunde
excerpts where dramatic fierceness
(Entrée-Act I) sits alongside balletic
poise and yielding song
(Hirtenmelodien). Not surprisingly
perhaps, the sound falls between
two stools.

(
3CDs, 163m 16s)

The late Sir Georg Solti had
previously recorded Don Giovanni in
1978 with Bernd Weikl in the title
role. The present recording dates
from the concert performances in
the Royal Festival Hall on 5 and 7
October 1996, and one is conscious
of the audience only in the laughter
that follows some of the jokes, and
in the tendency to exaggerate
characterization of the recitatives for
their sake. It is astern, unbending
performance, characterized by
tempos at times faster, at others
slower than usual, and tension flags
in some numbers. After the
overture, which comes over as a
hard-driven scramble, the LPO soon
settles to give agood account of this
wonderful score, though less of the
instrumental detail is relished than
one might have hoped. The cast is
headed by Bryn
Terfel: firm and
forceful in the
confrontations,
inclined to bluster
in the recitatives,
rather uningratiating
when wooing,
brilliant in the
'champagne' aria.
Michele Pertusi as
Leporello relishes
his words and sings
with great character,
bringing awelcome touch of fun to
the proceedings (he and his master
are fine in their exchange of
personae). Mario Luperi and
Roberto Scaltriti are impressive as
Commendatore and Masetto, and
Herbert Lippert is asweet-toned yet
sturdy Ottavio. The ladies give less
rounded pleasure. Renée Fleming is
excellent as Anna, with clean, fullblooded singing, but Monica Groop
is an over-mature Zerlina, and Ann
Murray's Elvira, for all her artistry,
is at times strident and unfocused.
London Voices are in ringing form
in the finales; the booklet contains
valuable essays as well as the libretto
in four languages, and the recording,
dynamically wide-ranging, is better
in overall impact than appreciative
of delicate detail. If you are wanting
abroad, traditional Don Giovanni,
then Colin Davis's and Bernard
Haitink's seem to me preferable to
this new — and alas, final — Solti
recording
Peter Branscombe
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PERFORMANCE THAT BELIES ITS PRICE

Sale of ex-demonstration
and

second-hand

equipment
RRP

SALE

Ex-dem

£995

£700

2nd hand

futoo

f7oo

Gamma Era pre-amplifier

Ex-dem

£999 £ 595

Art Audio

2nd hand

f800

Parasound PLO 2000 pre-amplifier
full remote control

Ex dem

£1495 £850

Tube Technology Seer pre-amplifier

2nd hand

£900

Tube Technology Unisis power amp

2nd hand £15oo

f999

Superb sonic performance combined with stunning good looks

Parasound

Ex-dem

f9oo

Amplifiers, D/A Converters, CD Players, Audio and Mains Cables

Monrio AK- 205 integrated amp 80 wpc

Ex-dem

£1545 £1050

Designed by Dr R Bews and Prof M Hawksford

Gamma Rhythm

znd hand

£2500 £ 1300

Monrio Privilege CD player
DPA

Hand built in the UK by skilled engineers
Prices from £299 to £5500

THE ULTIMATE AURAL EXPERIENCE
LFD Audio, 7Lancaster Gardens West
Clacton-on-sea, Essex, C015 6QG
Tel: (
01255) 422533 Fax: (
01255) 221069

The Phoenix rises.... The first new high-end
Garrard turntable for 25 years is unveiled by
Loricraft Audio, licencees of the Garrard name
and trademark. The Garrard 501 is a classic
idler-wheel turntable that continues the design
philosophy of the original firm.

n Transport/Kinshaw DAC

Krell

VP- 1 large

2200 power amp 250 wpc

HCA

KSA-300S

facia panel

211

integrated

stereo amp 3oowpc

£1795

f450

f599

2nd hand mint £9000 £ 5000

Heart Beat dual mono 3008 amps

Ex-dem

Opera Divina speakers — solid ash finish

Ex-dem £1500

£1300

Gamma Aeon

Ex-dem

£500

£ 299

Sound Design oco 15o mono amps
amazing OTL amps — fully overhauled

znd hand

£46 00

f2600

Holfi Xara CD player

Ex-dem

£999 £75 0

Golden Tube pre-amp with phono

Ex-dem

£999

211

mono amps

£2200

£1550

£699

Benz-Micro and Clearaudio MC cartridges special prices
for alimited period only.
TEL:

0171 380 0866

FAX: 0171 383 5028

E.MAIL: 101650,2424@COMpuserve.com

The Garrard "SoundStage" turntable support
platform was developed with the help of a leading materials company. The entire structure
works to damp vibration and pull the best from
any vinyl player or other equipment.
Loricraft also offer the Garrard improved power
supply, originally developed for the 501. This is
now available for all Garrard and other fine
turntables.

7e 4ecjetd &eat:44(4a

Ills

Garrard & Loricraft products can be seen on display at
Byworth Music, Farnham, Surrey - 01252-710910 and
Audible Elegance, Herne Bay, Kent - 01227-742928

For further

information contact

LORICRAFT AUDIO
4 BIG LANE,
GOOSE GREEN, LAMBOURNE,

Also launched are a new range of Garrard
turntable accessories. A unique new " Natural
Fibre" record brush evolved during research for
the Loricraft record cleaner, "the world's finest
vinyl cleaning machine".

BERKSHIRE BG17 810
01488 - 72267
Telephone enquiries - 8.30-4pm Mon- Fri
Technical Hot Line - Tuesday & Thursday
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NOVAK:
In the Tatra Mountains J
Eternal Longing J Slovak Suite
RLPOIPesek
Virgin Classics 7243 545 2512

(
67m 51s)

The memory of one's first encounter
with the music of Novák is still vivid:
rich, completely unknown Romantic
sounds emerging with terrifying
difficulty through amushy mono
recording and acrackly Supraphon
LP surface. Not much has been
heard of the composer since, apart
from more recent Supraphons, so
this disc is exceptionally welcome. If
the RLPO yields slightly to its Czech
counterparts in style, this is still
splendid playing; in any case, Novák
,! is much less of anationalist than
Dvorak or Smetana, notwithstanding
the national basis of his inspiration.
The Slovak Suite strikes me as hardly
gmore Slovak than French or
a Norwegian in its mild manners.
What Dvorak might have done with
this material!
In the Tatra Mountains is amoody
symphonic poem giving the
composer's impressions of the grand
scenery and unpredictable weather of
the area. Eternal Longing is another
nature piece, concerned more with
living things than with topography or
meteorology. Both are comfortably
removed from, but clearly influenced
by, the Richard Strauss ethos.
Therefore, this outstandingly
faithful recording is just what they
need. The string tone is seductive,
the woodwind expertly placed so that
their characteristic voices are heard
in perfect balance, neither
spotlighted nor obscured, and the
brass reaches us with satisfying
naturalness. Add to this Pesek's
sympathetic conducting which gives
Novák's sumptuous scoring plenty of
space to make its every point, and
we have atreat of adisc.
Robert Dearling
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SCHUBERT:
Symphony 10 J Sketches 0615,
708A
Scottish CO/Mackerras
Hyperion CDA 67000

(54m 02s)

Professor Brian Newbould has spent
years working upen Schubert's
numerous unfinished drafts. His
examination of the symphonic
sketches not only shows that the
composer had settled upon writing a
symphony after the ' Great C-major',
and that he had decided upon his
(and others') favourite symphonic
key for it, D-major — his First and
Third Symphonies are in D and the
Eighth is in its relative minor — but
that he had enormous difficulty in
completing it. Newbould's realisation
of the first and second movts is
convincing. The first has grandeur
but with aplayful stretto coda; the
second is an other-worldly Andante
with eerie foreshadowings of Mahler.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ican't agree entirely with
Newbould about the third movt. He
suggests that Schubert intended to
write aScherzo (in 2/4?) but allowed
the music to become afinale, his
final intention being athree-movt
Symphony. Hardly likely, this, after
nine with four (Iinclude Nos.7 and
8which Newbould persuasively
argues had four each). `No.10"s
finale, as reconstituted, is arondocum-capriccio: astring of ideas with
no symphonic cohesion.
It is unusual to review a
recordings of aSchubert symphony
which has only one competitor. This
is the ASM/Marriner version
available only in aPhilips 6CD set
of all the symphonies [412 176-2].
Its 14-year-old recording is alittle
harsh, though string tone is sweet
enough, but Hyperion's sound is
much rounder. Whereas Marriner
pushes the first movement rather
impatiently, making the music sound
more pre- than post-` Great C-major',
Sir Charles Mackerras is infinitely
grander, more intense and
meaningful, and he phrases and
moulds the music more sensitively.
He injects more import into the
work, and while the Scottish strings
are less polished than those of the
ASM, Mackerras's trombones and
horns have an imperious weight
compared to Marriner's. In the
finale, honours are about even,
Mackerras again being weightier by a
small margin.
Also on this Hyperion disc (as in
the Philips set) are two sketched
symphonies, both in D: abandoned
projects by ayounger Schubert
which are interesting to study but
infuriating in the way they just stop
in mid-gallop. Better this, though,
than invented `continuations'.
Whether or not we want to hear
these pathetic scraps, the `Tenth' is
vital listening for Schubertians and
this performance surpasses
Marriner's on almost every count.
Robert Dearling
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SCHUMANN:
Frauenliebe und - leben _I4 songs
from Myrthen J 6 Lieder/
CLARA SCHUMANN: 6 Lieder Op.13
L..1 5 Lieder
Barbara Bonney (sop)/Vladimir
Ashkenazy (piso)
Decca 452 898-2

(
68m 33s)

Enterprising and logical to
intermingle the songs of Robert and
Clara Schumann — he encouraged
her in this aspect of her creativity—
and in 1841 they published ajoint
volume of Rückert's settings: two of
Clara's contributions are included
here. The result is areally fascinating
programme, honours much more
even than one might anticipate.
Clara, paradoxically, emerges as a
stronger Lieder writer than asinglecomposer disc might have conveyed.
After all, she was agreatly gifted

'Clara
Schumann
was a
greatly gifted
composer,
no pale pupil
or imitator
of her
husband.
Curiously,
though her
choice of
texts
concentrates
more than

composer, no pale pupil or imitator
of her husband. Curiously, though
her choice of texts concentrates more
than Robert's on the simply and
directly lyrical, the impression is
sometimes of amore sophisticated
sensibility. If at least some of the
songs bear out the old criticism that
her invention lacks Robert's melodic
distinction and memorability, in
others this is simply not true; and
her piano parts, as might be
expected from one of the century's
greatest pianists, are always
interestingly conceived — giving
Ashkenazy plenty of opportunity to
display his artistry.
In fact, her range is wider than we
might have imagined: the
unpublished Heine setting Lorelei, for
instance, shows she could handle a
spooky dramatic narrative with the
best of them. And the exquisite Die
stale Lotosblume, last of the Op.13
set, with its deeply elegiac mood,
haunting tune and daringly
unresolved ending, is by any criteria
amasterpiece of the Romantic Lied.
The great beauty of Bonney's
youthful tone is perfect for these
intelligent, dedicated, affectionate
performances, with Ashkenazy an
ideal partner in aflawless recording.
Robert's half of the disc, if less of a
revelation, is equally finely served,
most of all in an unusually delicate
and exalted account of Frauenliebe
und -leben. The other songs, well
chosen, include two from the Op.39
Eichendorff Liederkreis and acouple
of unfamiliar late items, as well as a
rapt and compelling Mignon which
would be well worth the price of the
disc on its own.
Ca/urn MacDonald
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Robert's on
the simply
and directly
lyrical, the
impression
is sometimes
of a more
sophisticated
sensibility'

SCHUMANN:
Humoreske Op.20 J Fantasie Op.17
Alicia de Larrocha (pno)
RCA 09026 68657-2

(
59m)

It was sometimes said of Wilhelm
Kempff's DG recordings of
Schumann, made when the pianst
was past 70 years old, that they
represented the passion of youth
viewed through the mellowness of
old age. Not an entirely
complimentary assessment of course,
though personally Iregard Kempfr s
DG Schumann set as incomparable,
and always have done. And Alicia de
Larrocha? Her performances on this
new CD are beautifully rounded and
mellow, displaying both warmth and
acompassionate understanding. The
playing itself is very good technically
(especially in Op.17) but completely
self-effacing — no spurious pointmaking, just the music, rigorouslyplayed with love and understanding.
Her playing is not devoid of power,
and there are some heaven-storming
moments, but she also brings out
Schumann's introspective/feminine
side with sensitivity. The Fantasie is
played with remarkable power and
95

Hi Fi Choice The ECM
is one of the more
important integrated
amplifiers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom
England June 95

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's
cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold

by FOCAL

End Meg 96

Hi Fi News and Record
Review "
AW100DMB
combined with the
EC- 4preamplifier is
recommended for
amplifier combinations
over £2000"Alvin Gold

GRANDE UTOPIA
"For me this is truly
the ultimate
desert-island

Nov 96
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loudspeaker"
Jack English
Stereophile
Volume 19
No. 5

Pmes from £500 ECP Iphuno stage through
£CI- 2 Integrator, al £995 to the AW 250 OMB
O £3995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 - Fax 0181 255 6869
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AMPLIFIER PLINTHS AND RACKS
EQUIPMENT ISOLATION PLINTHS AND RACKS
Granite Cableway® and Isolation Plinths®
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classical REVIEWS

Virgin Classics VCD 545 1112
(2CDs, 136m 99s)
Of all the Straussian byways waiting
to be represented on CD, this was
surely the most important: the opera
Anadee mostly as we know it but
with more significant interaction
between harlequinade and heroics,
without the brilliant 1916 Prologue
but including all those pieces of
incidental music for Hofmannsthat's
adaptation of Molière's Le Bourgeois
Gentilhomme within which the ` pretty
hybrid' first shone in 1912.
To clarify the differences between
the three versions needs all the space
that Michael Kennedy uses so well
in his thorough booklet note, but
perhaps Ishould say straight any
that Nagano should be lured back
into the studio as quickly as possible
to record the extra 20 minutes'
worth of interesting, so far
unrecorded music — including the
ridiculous ` Mammamouche
ceremony' — that Strauss provided
for the very last version of the play
(by then shorn of the opera). Those
we have here — six of the nine
numbers that make up the wellknown Bourgeois gentilhomme Suite,
plus three vocal numbers and afew
snippets — are supremely well
characterised. For elegance and
point, Nagano equals the Orpheus
Chamber Orchestra's
conductorless delight [DG],
and added bravado that puts
him in the class of
Beecham and Kempe.
The supper-time
dishes taste very good
indeed — especially the
cello-solo leg of
mutton — and
Monsieur Jordain's
encounter with the
tailor is played out as a
miniature tone-poem,
brass galumphing
vividly. The great,
likeable vulgarian
himself is played with
tremendous verbal
range and panache by
Ernst Theo Richter
(the length of
Dominica Volkert's
monologues adapted
from Hofmannsthal is
perfectly judged) and
he's certainly on a
memorable
level with the
soloists. Perhaps only Gosta
Winbergh, aBacchus with
scruples, is absolutely perfect;
but expectations ran very
high indeed for the ladies.
Richard Fairman was
right to point out
elsewhere Margaret
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Price the Straussian's neglect by the
record companies; it's by no means
too late, but the very highest range
no longer has the same gorgeous
ease. Still, she brings arare
wonderment to the deserted
princess's sense of the supernatural.
Sumi Jo has afiendish task: a
Zerbinetta aria that's not only much
longer than the one we know so well
but pitched, for ' so war es mit
Pagliazzo' and the rondo, atone
higher than we're used to (E rather
than D). She manages it with
intelligence — verbal point is
especially good in the earlier
stretches of the aria — and only a
slight hardening of tone under
pressure; above all, the long
wordless melismas don't sound too
silly (which they are: Strauss cut
judiciously in 1916).
There are afew extra bars of
music in the second part of the
harlequinade that follows, but the
real revelations come later and
suggest areal compromise in the
revised version: Zerbinetta plays a
much more important role in the
final scene, and the whole thing
ends with persiflage and a
bewildered Monsieur Jourdain. It
seems so much more right than the
familiar apotheosis, and for that
alone conductor and record
company put us hugely in their
debt.
Nagano, as it happens, is alittle
less convincing, less natural in his
movements, in the opera; tempo coordination, as on the recent Seven
Deadly Sins, can be aproblem.
Woodwind and piano solos come
across well; the harmonium is
too intrusive and the small string
section doesn't exactly glow in
transfiguration. The nymphs
are better in rhinemaidenish
harmony than excitedly
announcing agod's arriva];
their male counterparts
are more spirited
throughout.
The recording
serves the orchestra
well, but can be a
touch harsh on the
voices (Winbergh
and Jo especially).
And so on. But
r
none of this
t` obstructs essential
'• qualities — the
flow of easy
sensual enjoyment,
and the surprises of
Strauss and
Hofmannsthal's first
thoughts. The catalogue is
much the richer for this
enterprise.
David Nice

A- B: 1 *- 2

concentration, not to mention alevel
of technical security that many
pianists half Larrocha's age might
envy. She also has asound grasp of
the structure of these pieces, so that
even an episodic work like the
Humoreske hangs together with
perfect logic.
The Humoreske was taped using
20-bit technology, and produces a
sweet, warm and subtly varied piano
sound that is mellow yet detailed.
The earlier Fantasie recording has a
slightly harder and more forward
tonal quality, though this isn't
inappropriate given the tougher,
more assertive nature of the piece.
James M Hughes

A:1 D

VIVALDI:
Concerti RV117, 134, 151, 249,
422 J Cantatas - Amor, hai vinto
Cessate, ornai cessate
Concerto ItalianolAlessandrini
Opus Ill OPS 30-181

STRAUSS Ariadne

R STRAUSS:
Ariadne auf Naxos - first version
with Der Burger ais Edelmann
PriceljolWinberghlRichterlMohrl
Lyon Opera OrchlNagano

Aquatint of Molière as M Jourdain
in the 1670 Paris production of
Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme

(
59m 33s)

Iknow most of this music very well,
but confess to not being able to
recognise it immediately in these
performances. Concerto Italiano is a
period group that has surely taken
authentic performance as far as it
can go. The phrasing is brisk to the
point of being spasmodic, the
articulation spiky as aporcupine, and
the bass line in fast movements
staccatissimo, with aforward
harpsichord accentuating the needlesharp brilliance of the playing.
Enough to put you off? Idon't mean
to, for this style of playing, so
different from that of IMusici and
other modern-instrument groups, is
probably what Vivaldi heard every
day. Hankerers after authenticity
will, or should, learn to love it, for
the playing has the thrust and vigour
to match this highly-active music.
Luigi Piocano is the solo cellist in
RV422: his accuracy is allied to
genuine feeling in the slow
movement. In RV249 violinist
Francesca Vicari is equally
successful, for she handles her
strenuous solos with assurance.
Buried amongst the concerti are
two cantatas for contralto which Sara
Mingardo sings strongly and with
emotional intensity, for both deal
with grief (texts and translations are
supplied.) She takes the multi-note
vowels with ease and her diction is
excellent. By opening the disc with a
C-major Concerto ripieno,
continuing with two cantatas and
three concerti all in minor keys, and
closing with the whirling jollity of
'Alla Rustica', this programme gives
apicture of the incredible versatility
and depth of Vivalid's art. All the
more fortunate that the performances
are so stimulating and the recording
so satisfyingly forward, as if heard in
asmallish room with excellent
acoustics.
Robert Dearling

A:1
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BARTOK:
Divertimento for strings/VIVALDI:
Concerti grossi Op.3:10 & 11
Moscow COIBarshai
Decca sm. 6026

®1962

Barshai's electrifying account of
Bartok's Divertimento was anoted
hi-fi demonstration LP in its day,
remarkable for atrenchant sound
that nevertheless avoided the usual
tonal hardness one often got with
massed strings. The recording was
made in June/July 1962 at Decca's
West Hampstead Studio, during the
Kruschev-Kennedy era that
witnessed athaw in East/West
relations [
er, not to mention the Bay of
Pigs! - Mus Ed]. Of course,
superlatives were heaped on Decca's
engineering at the time, but Ithink
much of the success is down to
Barshai and his orchestra, who
clearly made astunning sound in the
studio. Incidentally, Bartok's cafemusic joke at the end of the
Divertimento is superbly done.
The Vivaldi Concerti grossi, for four
and two violins respectively, receive
clean, spirited performances, full of
life and energy. Set against Decca's
1963 LP original, this new reissue
sounds slightly fuller and rounder.
It's cut at aslightly higher level too,
with astronger/deeper bass line. A
great LP!
James M Hughes

'It was the
sta-t cf a
love affair
with the
Vienna
Philharmonic
that would
last until
Bernstein 's
death
in '1990'
BRAHMS:
Sonphony 2
Acêcenic Festival
Overture
LSO/Monteux
Philips 835 167

A:1 */ 1

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 3 ` Eroica'
VPOIMonteux
LONDON MC 9186

0)1963

For all his wonderful musicianship,
Monteux's recordings never sold in
quantity [Culshaw: Putting the Record
Straight] and this December 1957
Sofiensaal Troica', produced by a
Decca team, appeared here only in
1963 [RCA Victrola, mono], when it
was criticised for its harsh, shallow
sound. The 1971 budget stereo
[Decca 'World of...] transfer was
dim and congested, yet somehow the
hall character comes through — as
does some pitch waver in (iv). Hardly
'audiophile' material then. And this
lavishly packaged American pressing
for the Tokyo King label even reverts
to the old layout with mid-movt
turnover in (ii). UK transfers avoided
this, and Monteux's 1962
Concertgebouw/Philips LP even
added 13 1
/ m of rehearsals to Side 2.
2
Although the stereo imaging is more
stable and focused, and the sound is
alittle cleaner, the basic quality
remains, alas, beyond rejuvenation.
It's acongenial, rather than
monumental reading where
orchestral discipline occasionally goes
by the board. The CD reissue is
surely the sensible choice here [with
Symphonies 1, 6, 8: ' Double Decca'
440 627-20].
Christopher Breunig

()S

C: 1-2 0

Pierre Monteux:
Beethoven and
Brahms
symphonies

*1963

Pierre Monteux was 86 when he
became principal conductor of the
LSO, demanding a25 year contract
with the option of an extension! In a
glorious Indian Summer he made
many memorable recordings, among
them this wise and warm account of
Brahms's Second Symphony.
Monteux observes the first-movt
repeat (then rarely taken on record
but also on his earlier VP0 Decca
LP), giving an expansive but
beautifully paced reading. The LSO
were clearly devoted to him, and they
respond with their richest, most
honeyed playing.
It is difficult to record aBrahms
symphony well — all those dark
textures and thickly-scored passages
— but Philips' 1962 recording is
clean and unexaggerated, with much
subtle detail audible. The present
transfer sounds well, and compares
closely in terms of level and
frequency range to aJapanesepressed Philips LP in my collection.
James M Hughes

A-8:1 0

DELIUS:
The Walk to the Paradise Garden
(A Village Romeo & Juliet) J Hassan
- Intermezzo & Sere lade J A Song
Before Sunrise J Fennimore &
Cerda - Intermezzo J On hearing
the First Cuckoo in Spring J
Su T mer Night on the Th ver J Air &
Dance J Koanga - ' La 1.s.alinda'
ASM/Marriner
London KIM 9174

01979

Made for King Records by RTI
(USA) this 180gm disc was cut using
300W valve amplifiers, and with no

graphic equalisers, filters or limiters
in the signal path. Flawless surfaces;
yet Iwonder if the half-speed
mastering is responsible for a
thickish, ` lazy' kind of sound as
compared with atypical Smith
Square/Chris Hazel Argo
production, cg, the contemporaneous
'Festival of English Music' set, where
there's more depth to the sound —
here it's more diffuse, the layering
not as seamless.
Marriner's 1977 Delius
programme was new to me. He was
praised [
EMG Monthly Letter] for his
'deep insights', and certainly the
orchestral paying is very good
indeed. But in the bigger pieces
which require ' atmosphere' Idon't
think he'd convert those with adeep
antipathy to Delius. Ireturned to
Beecham's more eloquent EMI
collection, which some will
remember was selected for Nimbus
re-pressing for Practical HiFi
[ASD357].
Christopher Breunig

A(11): 1-2

GLAZU NOV:
The Seasons
Paris Conservatoire OrchliPbef
Decca DO. 2141

101956

Taped in 1956, this early stereo
production of Glazunov's Seasons has
long been unavailable on LP. The
playing is warm and relaxed, and the
conductor lets the music speak for
itself. Later performances, like
Ansermet's [Decca] and Svetlanov's
[EMI], are more vigorously played,
but Wolff's account has plenty of
charm. The 40 year old recording
sounds pretty well for its age, and the
new LP transfer preserves detail
without sacrificing warmth. Knowing
other Decca recordings from this
period, Ifeel certain the original LP
would have sounded brighter but
JANUARY 1998
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thinner than on this 180g reissue. It
is very much aquestion of taste as to
which one prefers, but my vote would
go for the reissue.
James M Hughes

PROKOFIEV:
The Love of Three Oranges - Suite
_I Scythian Suite
LSOIDorati
Mercury SR 90006

11:2

MOZART:
Piano Concerto in B-flat, K450' J
Symphony 36 ' Linz'
VPOIBernstein '(pnoldir)
Decca SET 332

®1967

In 1966 Leonard Bernstein flew to
Vienna for concerts that included
Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde and
the Mozart items above, plus Verdi's
Falstaff at the Staatsoper. It was the
start of alove affair with the Vienna
Philharmonic that would last until
Bernstein's death in 1990. On the
evidence of this recording, their first
encounter was polite and respectful;
Bernstein plays the concerto with
delicacy and restraint, resisting the
urge to show off. There is much
sensitive interplay between orchestra
and conductor, and this new 180g
LP pressing does the original
recording greater justice than
previous issues either on LP or CD,
achieving awarmer, more full-bodied
sound.
The symphony is nicely played,
and surprisingly stylish for 1966 —
although Bernstein uses afull
complement of strings he avoids the
worst excesses of Big Band Mozart.
Immaculate pressing quality.
James M Hughes

A:1 0

PRAETORIUS:
Dances from lerpsichore'/SCHEIN:
3 Suites from `Banchetto Musicale'/
WIDMANN: Dances & Gaillards
Collegium Terpsichore
Archly SAPM 198166

®1961

There's no insert card and the
record isn't in astitched liner as part
of the gatefold sleeve, but otherwise
it mimics the real thing: production
credits/dates on the silver and blue
labels; awarning against sapphire
needles, and asuggested 5gm
downforce! The 1960 programme of
High Renaissance Dance Music was
something of abreakthrough: for all
its austere presentation, it offered
colourful, resourcefully scored and
highly entertaining music by three
representative composers of the
North German School, performed
by eighteen players in afair
representation of a 17th-century
dance band, and in (for 1961)
demonstration sound.
With awide range of struck,
bowed or blown instruments, each
positioned clearly over awide, deep
soundstage, the dances by Praetorius
are especially melodious. Doubtless,
if recorded by todays' authenticists
we'd hear something altogether more
astringent.
Christopher Breunig
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'Arc hiv's
programme
of High
Renaissance
Dance Music
was
something

*1966/60

An early Mercury blockbuster
recorded in Watford Town Hall in
July 1957, but still sounding
astonishingly vivid and powerful. In
the mid- 1950s the LSO were in the
doldrums, but Antal Dorati's skill as
an orchestral trainer succeeded in
transforming the orchestra into a
brilliant virtuoso ensemble. Certainly
this LP shows the LSO in sparkling
form, and Dorati's performances are
full of life. The Scythian Suite finds
Prokofiev at his noisiest and most
aggressive, and Dorati pulls no
punches. But the Love of Three
Oranges is lighter, full of catchy tunes
— including agreat Thunderbirdstype march!
Compared with my Philips-pressed
Mercury ' Golden Imports' copy [SRI
75030], this Classic Records disc has
amuch bigger, more holographic
soundstage, as well as being livelier,
with awider dynamic range and
brighter, more focused treble. The
original sleeve artwork is terrific too!
Make sure the neighbours are out
before you play though...
James M Hughes

A:1-1*

of a break-

JOHANN STRAUSS:
Die Fledermaus Overture J Gipsy
all its austere Baron Overture J Auf der Jagd
Tales from Vienna Woods/
presentation,
JOSEF STRAUSS: Delirien Waltz
it offered
VPOIKarajan
colourful,
Meg KIM 9172
01959
through: for

resourcefully
scored and
highly
entertaining
music by
three
representative
composers
of the
North
German
School'

One of my favourite LPs. Produced
by Culshaw, these 1959 Sofiensaal
recordings first appeared here on the
RCA 'Living Presence' label; about a
year ago, Decca reissued Karajan's
uniquely debonair performances in a
9CD set [448 042-2] where the
transfer failed to do justice to the
string sound in analogue formats — I
also have abudget American LP
copy, weighing in at amere 110gm!
Even that is closer to the original
than this off-putting King version. It
smoothes the sound into awhite
sauce; the openness is diminished, as
are the deep hall perspectives and
stereo interplay of bass-drum and
'rifle shots' in the Hunt polka.
Christopher Breunig

B(C):1*-1

R STRAUSS:
Four Last Songs J 5 Songs with
orchestra
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf (sop)IBerlin
RSOISzell
Testament SUM

01966

EMI paid its own tribute to this bestselling disc by remastering the CD
for the Centenary Year. As well as the
earlier CD transfer Ihave alate, but
scrupulously supervised ASD2888

pressing (- 10/-7 cuts). Possibly the
voice — ' Her Master's Voice' as Mrs
Legge called herself — is more threedimensionally sculpted on
Testament's 180gm version, where
everything of the Columbia original
is replicated. (Good to read William
Mann's notes again.) Both are cut at
similar levels, though on Testament
the dynamic range of voice seems
wider, more smoothly
accommodated; and the lower
orchestral registers sound even
darker. In either case, the vocal
climaxes in ` Beim Schlafengehen'
demand good pickup tracking
characteristics.
Iwrite as one forever wed to the
Della Casa/VPO/Bühm Last Songs,
yet with this Schwarzkopf/Szell it is
hard to separate sound [Grünewald
Church Berlin, Sept '65] and
performance... hard to breathe, even,
during so chastely beautiful a
realisation.
Christopher Breunig

A:11

0

VERDI:
Aida
TebaldilBergonzilMacNeillSimionatal
VPOIKarajan
Decca SXL 2167-9

(
3LPs) ®1959

In the early days of stereo, few
recordings created as much interest
and discussion as this Aida.
Produced by the legendary John
Culshaw, it was amilestone in the art
of recorded sound. Why? Because it
attempted to realise Verdi's musical
and dramatic intentions by giving
singers and orchestra the most
appropriate acoustic and spatial
perspectives for each scene. It was
also the first time closed-circuit TV
had been used in an operatic
recording, allowing off-stage forces to
'see' the conductor. All in all, avery
ambitious project, and much of it
comes off magnificently. True, there
are patches of tape overload, and yes,
the sound isn't always ideally clean.
But for the most part the recording is
superbly rich and spacious. This new
180g LP transfer sounds far more
vivid and detailed than my 1970s
Decca copy, and must rival (or
better) rare early pressings.
The performance is well sung and
beautifully paced: not quite as
magisterial as Karajan's 1979 EMI
recording (what agreat set that
was!), but still magnificently played
and conducted. The original LPs had
the six sides auto-coupled, but
sensibly this has not been duplicated
here.
James M Hughes

A-B:1-1* 0

All these records are available from:
Vivante London, Unit 4,
60 High Street, Hampton Wick,
Surrey KTI 4DB. Tel 0181 977
6600/Fax 4445. Or from the
HFNIRR Compact Disc Service
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CHARLES GAYLE QUARTET
DELIVERED
213 CD 024

reviews by Ben Watson

THE JIMMY BRUNO TRIO
LIVE AT BIRDLAND

Bird's

CONCORD MU CCD4768-2

and

(
66m 04s)

Guitarist Jimmy Bruno plays
unashamedly straight-ahead. Jazz
guitar often pales in comparison to
the sonic outbursts available to
rockists, but Bruno has abreathing
sense of phrase. His rhythm team —
Craig Thomas on bass and Vince
Ector — are exceptional, the music
characterised by expression and
buoyancy. It seems entirely apt that
altoist Bobby Watson — surely the
most winning of ' neoclassical'
saxophonists — should join in.
These players aren't complacent
about tackling bebop, and Bird's
`Segment' and 'Au Privave' crackle
with rare energy. Concord is still
unearthing musicians committed to
jazz as both challenge and delight.
A:1 0
BRANDON EVANS QUARTET
ELLIPTICAL TRANSFIGURATION
CIMP 9135

Having been promised the reincarnation of Albert Ayler, I'll
confess to being bitterly
disappointed on seeing Gayle when
he first came to London. However,
once the need for the ' radical' music
community to relive the 1960s has
Ê. been discarded, Gayle [
photo left]
d can be assessed as awarm, gospel!:
tinged player whose strong sense of
phrase allows him to negotiate the
-I most scrappy of contexts. Fronting a
quartet of newcomers — James
Jones on piano, Gerald Benson,
Kalil Madi on drums — Gayle plays
it throbby, sentimental and free. Pity
it sounds like it was recorded from
next door.
B:1 0

'
AL Privave'
rare energy.

CHRISTOPHER CAULEY
FINLAND

Concord

EREMITE MTE06

is still

Christopher Cauley plays a sourish,
vocalised alto and he knows how to
wait and listen. Hence the jazz he
plays with Steve Swell (trombone),
William Parker (bass) and Gregg
Bendian (drums, xylophone) is
conversational yet musical, open yet
coherent. His sax bubbles with a
humble melodic fervour. This
quartet is ferocious and amusing, a
reminder that people who go ' out'
convincingly are those with astrong

crackle with

unearthing
musicians
committed
to jazz
as both
challenge
and delight

D

(
72m 28s)

Multi-reedsman Evans and drummer
Kevin Norton hail from the Braxton
'thrust' in contemporary music.
With Chris Matthay's Cherry-ish
trumpet and George Cremaschi's
fluent bass, they show that Braxton's
quartet music, with its overlapping
compositional strategies and patches
of freedom, is aviable method of
combining the visceral joy of jazz
noise-making with complex
premeditations. Sounds are spiky,
with arhythmic bounce that
nevertheless refuses to lock into any
definable groove. The leader's
soprano scribbles are perfectly
framed by Norton's spare drum
accents. CIMP's celebrated purism
results in clear sound (though the
bass is alittle overshadowed and the
uninhibited drum thwacks may
sound ugly on some speakers).
Brandon Evans is only 24, which
augurs well: his quartet is evidently
determined to find new ways for the
classic bop line-up to interact.

loD

'Segment'

(
62m 41s)

!

V

(
62m 20s)

eteran Australian painist Mike
Knock is best known for the
band he formed in San Francisco in
the 1960s, The Fourth Way. He
told Cadence magazine ' the surface
of the music was kind of apopular
surface, but what alot of the critics
failed to realise is that the music was
actually played with real honesty... it
was actually far deeper'. Balancing
ingratiation and integrity has always
been atricky task. Now settled in
Sydney, he has become artistic
director for Naxos Jazz, awellpresented label with good sound and
original modern-art covers. His own
disc, Not We But One [
Naxos Jazz
86006, 58m 24s] is one of the better
ones; his trio provide aPaul Bleyish
mix of whimsical meandering and
harmonic surprise. A:1 A
Organist Sam Yahel's Searchin'
[86004, 62m 30s] sounds impressive
at first, but Yahel reveals awoeful
inability to scream and wail —
however subdued, the great
Hammond Organizers always hint at
gospel catharsis. Apparently New
York's jazz tyros flock to hear
Yahel: maybe a live recording with a
tenor-sax battle would show more
mettle. A:1
Havana Flute Summit [
86005, 65m

sense of the communicative thrust of
`inside' playing. Some of the
Parker/Bendian interplay is magical.
Everything ends in a restful blues.
A:1 0
HENRY THREADGILL
WHERE '
S YOUR CUP
COLUMBUVSONY 485139

(66m 20 ,

For the jazz reviewer OD'ing on
saxophones and standards, Henry
Threadgill's new opus is refreshing.
He has an idiosyncratic ear for
timbre and harmony, and organises
his forces — guitar, electric bass,
accordion, drums and his own alto
— in an orchestral manner. Players
riff through their designated
arpeggios, fanning out rainbow
sonics that intermesh in iridescent
patterns. When the soloists arrive —
all excellent — their lines climb
through the shifting polychordal
mesh in ways that eschew bop
predictability.
The result is splendid yet
tarnished, psychedelic yet ironic,
static yet fraught with tension.
However, one would be still more
impressed if the net effect wasn't
familiar from previous releases.
Maybe if Threadgill got beyond his
infatuation with Carla Bley's
overture to Escalator Over The Hill
and returned to the sax invention he
displayed with Air, things would
liven up again.
A:1 0

19s] was recorded in Havana by four
flautists: two Cubans, veteran
Richard Egues and new star
Orlando ` Maraca' Vallé, and Jane
Bunnet and Céline Vallé from
Canada and France. A five-piece
rhythm section plays cha-chas and
tumbaos over a clavé beat;
'Amanezco' has a cunning
arrangement that makes the four
flutes sound wildly fluid. With
echoes of calypso and ska, this packs
a distinctly Caribbean charm, the
jazz solos skilfully integrated. A:1
The New York Jazz Collective's I
Don't Know This World Without Don
Cherry [
86003, 54m 50s] doesn't
quite live up to its great title: despite
Marty Ehrlich (sax), Baikida Carroll
(trumpet) and Pheeroan ak Laff
(drums), Nock's arrangements result
in Berldee-style professionalism.
A:2
At least that has some lively solos:
bassist Ron McLure Quartet's Pink
Cloud [
86002, 57m 38s] is
claustrophobic Keith Jarrett-style
Eurojazz, all soothing harmonies
and directionless musing. When jazz
starts sounding like wistful memories
of classical music — however
expertly recycled — it's time to hit
the eject button! A:3
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GRANT GREEN
THE COMPLETE QUARTETS WITH
SONNY CLARK
BLUE NOTE/CAPITOL 724385719424
(2CDs, 135m 06s)
Unissued in his lifetime, these
sessions from 1961 and 1962 are
beautiful showcases for bop guitar's
most melancholic melodist. Grant
Green keeps abrittle touch: however
smooth and seductive his lines, there
is something ear-pricking about
them. Sonny Clark's piano, Sam
Jones's bass and Art Blakey or Louis
Hayes on drums keep up the pindrop sense of occasion. Dig that
luscious cymbal sound! Rudy Van
Gelder — virtuoso engineer — is
producing.
A:1

VVYNTON MARSALIS & THE
LINCOLN CENTER JAZZ
ORCHESTRA
BLOOD ON THE FIELDS
SONY/COLUMBIA CXK 57694
(3CDs, 162m 29s)
Jazz-players aspire to be hip to
musical developments on a global
scale. It is not for nothing that Bird
name-checked Hindemith and
Varèse, that Braxton learned from
Stockhausen and Cage, that Reggie
Workman and Don Byron played at
Company Week. As amusic of the
oppressed, jazz also relates
organically to demotic genres like
blues and soul and hip-hop — even
punk. However, once captured by
blinkered ideological agendas, jazz
dies.
To those unwilling to endorse
Marsalis's establishment-approval
cultural politics, Blood On The Field.,
is a clumsy embarrassment. Peel
away the lavish packaging, and it's
revealed as a creaky high-school
play. Marsalis's pastiche of Bernstein
and Gershwin suggests he's learned
nothing from jazz's historical
negotiation between improvisor
spontaneity and composition.
Pedestrian arrangements reduce the
rhythm to amournful plod.
With Blood On The Fields, jazz
attains the status long enjoyed by
the European classics: music for
people who equate boredom with
'culture'. The depiction of the fate
*II NEWS AI RECORD REVIEW
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The depiction

L

ive music at the cutting edge.
.Three promoters occupy ahangar
in avillage outside Paris, obtain
funding and open up a venue for
contemporary jazz and alternative
rock. They call it Instants Chavirés.
Here are the results, three discs
recorded in the winter of 1996. On
PifarélyIZingaro [
In Situ IS167, 47m
08s] Dominique Pifarély and Carlos
Zingaro play free-improvised violin
duets. It takes them quite a while to
move from lyrical clichés into
something ear-catching. II:3 0
Jacques di Donato and Xavier
Charles's Système Friche [
In Situ
IS169, 68m Ils] veers a little too
close to incidental music —
theatrical and programmatic — but
some sections were evidently
glorious. II:2
On Dix+Orti [
In Situ IS168, 68m
Ils], Guillaume Orti's Tentet play a
weird, clattery punkish funk,
powered by an ace rhythm team of
Paul Rogers (bass) and Gilbert
Roggi (drums). When Orti's reeds
lock into Noël Akchoté's
scrumptious skronk guitar the sparks
fly. The idea — following In Situ's
well-established aesthetic — was to
document realtime events, and
sound is pretty rough and roomy
throughout (residual rockism tempts

one to recommend herding the last
quartet into a state-of-the-art
studio). However, when you're next
in Montreuil-sous-Bois (on the
Seine, 65 kilometers east of Paris),
check out this venue — it aims to
be the Knitting Factory of Paris, no
less. 13:1
Flamenco is a musical tradition
which reminds us that pre-modern
Spain was part of the Arab world.
In its own negotiation between
Africa and Europe, jazz has often
had recourse to Flamenco — it's
there in the Tex-Mex flavours of
Western Swing, in Miles Davis's
Sketches of Spain, in the proud
chops of the String Trio of New
York. Paco Peña is a master of the
pure form; on Flamenco Passion
[Decca 458 269-2, 73m 14s] —
subtitled ' 19 pulsating tracks of
gypsy fire' — he starts out tame
and pretty, then unleashes the
wildness. Flamenco is dance music:
claps and stamps are integral to the
sound. All receive respectful
attention on this recording, creating
a wood-floor ambience. Paco's
troupe get so far-out and Islamic,
they start sounding like the late,
great Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.
Incredibly tight: a sizzling document
of crack musicians. A:1 0

of Marsalis's ' people' is hollow, a
series of 'black history week' clichés.
Starchy, lifeless lyrics complete an
artistic non-event. Why aren't Henry
Threadgill, Muhal Abrams and
Shannon Jackson getting this kind of
attention? Surely because their
music still has the turbulent,
sensual, provocative edge that has
always characterised living jazz.
Black opera? Huh. Bourgeois dreck.

music. For this listener, the deep
musicianship of these players is
better heard battling for sublimity
against less elevated, more
debunking improvisors. In other
words, everyone here is just too
damn pious; the dialectic of creative
music has been smothered.

of the fate

A:2 0

of Marsalis's
'people' is
hollow,

BARDO STATE ORCHESTRA
THE ULTIMATE GIFT

a series of

IMPETUS IMP19425

'black history
week'
clichés.
Starchy,
lifeless lyrics
complete an
artistic
non-event

(
53m 08s)

Jim Dvorak (trumpet), Marcio
Mattos (bass) and Ken Hyder
(drums and ' Ithoomei & kargirah'
vocals) are committed artists. These
children of the 1960s have spent
decades studying the philosophies
and music of the Orient. Dvorak
studied with Lama Sogyal Rinpoche
for 14 years. Hyder learned
shamanic throat singing in Tuya.
Mattos has studied with Zen
masters. They put the likes of The
Shamen and Kula Shaker to shame.
However, devotional music has a
different thrust to jazz or improv.
The need to achieve a ` spiritual'
tone puts abrake on the music's
instinct for freedom and surprise.
Dvorak adopts Don Cherry's warble;
but without Cherry's (much-missed)
crackpot unpredictability, such
modes dampen and restrict the

A:2 0
GROVER WASHINGTON JR
THEN AND NOW
SONY/COLUMBIA CK 44256

(56m 38s)

Grover Washington Jr made his
name in the 1970s as one of Creed
Taylor's late-nite easy-listens, but
really he belongs to the old school.
On Then And Now, recorded in
1988, his romanticism has a depth
and conviction that's timeless. A
ballad album, this features a lot of
grand piano — played variously by
Herbie Hancock, James ' Sid'
Simmons and Tommy Flannagan.
The latter shines on a superb ' In a
Sentimental Mood', with
Washington on tremulous alto.
Marvin ` Smitty' Smith, Grady Tate
and Daryl Washington drum on
various tracks. Despite the varied
personnel, Washington's robust
emotionalism supplies coherence.
The stately pace allows for awealth
of cunning harmonic resolutions as
the players luxuriate in forms they've
mastered. Ace!
A:1
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SME Turntables are massively and beautifully constructed using the finest quality parts, and engineering techniques. Both models now
in mk2 guise offer much improved performance from their predecessors, featuring aimproved power supply and a new 3phase, hightorque motor system eliminating cogging. The listening experience from those 12" slabs of vinyl and 78s is nothing short of breathtaking, with aextraordinary three dimensional soundstage, and stable stereo imaging, together with precise pitch stability. This is all
achieved by aunique four point suspension system featuring purpose moulded ' 0-' rings and fluid damping, ensuring SME turntables
are free of extraneous vibration effects.
SME Turntables feature long term dependability, and freedom from critical adjustments and setting up procedures.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND DEMONSTRATIONS OF ALL SME PRODUCTS CONTACT

UNIQUE AUDIO LONDON
0181 450 7384

DEFINITIVE AUDIO

Export Tel/Fax 00 44 115 9813562

Tel/Fax 0115 9813562

We have a prestigious reputatian for leading edge and innovative audio. We carry a strict

SOUTH WEST ANALOGUE
01643 851351

SELECT AUDIO
(LonDon)

WHITER SALE BARCIAMS

selection of only the finest designs and offer a unique system based approach. This has
earned international acclaim and established recognised sound quality benchmarks.
Living Voice Auditorium. I had expected these speakers to be hot on tone and dynamic's.
since these parameters embody the company's hi- hi philosophy Iwasn't disappointeil.
Vocals were superb, instrumental timbre was beautifully resolved and any life that could be
found in the music was there tc walk into.
Consumate performance at an affordavble price...." Hi Fi Choice 117
High sensitivity ( 94d13/w). outstanding dynamic range, excellent low-level resolution, £ 1500.

Our products range from modest to exotic, from mainstream to » usual. All are serious.
•Living Voice Airscout. RW24 Bass Bin • Border Patrol • Art Audio •
•SJS Electroacoustics • Wadia • Musical Fide fly • Kelly Transducers • Lowther •
•Nottingham Analogue • Vitavox • Mystic Mat • Musical Shoes • Platter Matter •
and more
Second Hand Items Include
Art Audio Quintet, Chrome/Gold £ 1200. Impulse H5 Light Ash £ 850. Audio Innovation First
Audio Mono's £ 700, Audio Innovation S200 pre £ 160, S200 power £ 300, S800 Mk11 £ 350.
Monarchy M18 DAC £ 450, Aucio Note M2 Line £ 650, various EQ ables, high end cables
and Vitavox drive units.

Amex - VISA - MASTERCARD

Krell MDA 31Y3 (Mono amps)
Nakamichi 680ZX (2speed)
Conrad Johnson DFI and MF80
Yamaha CT 7000 tuner
Micromega Trio 3box CD player
Apogee DAX Mk2 X/over
Mark Levinson 36 Converter
Audio Research V140 (Valve mono)
Threshold FET 10E
Threshold FET 10 Phono stage
Threhold SA4
Basis 2001 Turntable (ex dem)
DNM 3B Twin supply, PAI power amp
Lumley ST 70 (new)
Air Tangent 2B
Pink Triangle Tarantella, RB250
Jeff Rowland Synergy (ex dem) Black
Koetsu 80th
Clear Audio Gamma 24/CT (brand new)
Clear Audio Signature 24/CT (brand new)
Ortofon MC5000
Exposure 11 Pre 12 supply
Keff 104/2

NOW
£3,900
£550
£13 00
£450
£2,000
£1,000
£2,500
£3,000
£1,950
£950
£2,950
£1,700
£1,500
£1,000
£1,500
£450
£3,000
£1,500
£500
£950
£600
£400
£600

WAS
£ 11,500
£2,600
£6,000
£2,200
£4,000
£9,800
£4,950
£2,950
£6,100
£2,700
£5,000
£2,200
£4,400
£700
£5,000
£3,000
£750
£ 1,600
£ 1,500
£ 1,100
£ 1,500
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rock/pop REVIEWS
LIORK
HOMO:sIENK:
One Little Indian
TPLP71CD
(
43m 37c)
Debut was never less
than intriguing but
Post faltered as
Bjork plunged ever
further into
uncharted territory
Homogenic, however,
is for the most part,
abizarre beauty.
`Bachelorette' and
the skewed single
'Jogs' prove that
melody is not
necessarily better
when shaped for
everyday whistlers,
although God knows what she's
actually singing about at times. A
lyric is just part of the general form,
as far as Bjork's concerned. If it
sounds goad, sing it. The
arrangements, too, are often things
of wonder, with strings vying with
Bjorkbeat rhythms, sometimes of the
industrial kind. So take abow the
Icelandic String Quartet, Eumir
Deodato, the drummer from The
Peddlers and all the others involved.
As for the front cover: Bjork, Bjork,
that's ahell of a gown!

BOB DYLAN
TIME OUT OF MIND
Columbia 486 936-2

Bjork'.
Homogenic
the words
remain a
mystery

(dvancc rop,:)

Any suggestion that this is a throvvawasy or that the Zinn is past his
sell- by date should

De

ignored. OK, OK, so it's unmistakably a

Daniel Lanois prodtction, io blatantly Southern/swampy that you
can't help but ilhmk ' Dr Elokin

or even ' Creedence', but it shows

that Dylan still has reetlk rcther than 'dentures. Exce len', start- to finish roots music which recalls, at least five periods in IDylan's
career, Time Cu' Of Mi.r
idcategorically belongs with trie good
Stuff rather than the contract fillen. If only 10 mioutes or so had
been edited of the ',final tracK....

'He's suddenly procucecl another blinder,' gushed The Guardian,
awarding four stars to Dylar's first album of self- written material ir
seven years. The Times sounded a lirtle less stunned but reckoned
the album confirms Dylan's sla-us, as ' America's greatest l\ring
artist', while Tfe Ooserver rated t' an Jnexpected return to form
which the Dylan faihful willl acore'. The Independent On Sunday
hailed it as ' a 73 minute ripos:e -o nurrours of chronic writer's

DREAM 1HEATER
MILLING INTO INFINITY
East West 7559 62060 2

(
78m 200

Much respected Dream Theater
deliver another heavy slab of
unashamedly 1990s prcig rock, via
an album on which no track is less
then four minutes long, culminating
in the 13m, three-part epic 'Trial of
Tears'. Even a collaboration with
Desmond Child firmly suppresses
any trace of pop sensibàity. ` Falling
Into Infinity' is too immense to
digest in one sitting; it's an album
to live with for a while and then
return to again and again, once the
likes of ` Hollow Years', 'Take Away
My Pain' and 'Anna Lee' have
gently sunk their hooks into your
brain.

Dream Theater:
unashamed
1990s
prog rock

block' and almost tine omly dissen-ing voice came fnorn The Daily
Mail which reckoned tlrat w thi the notarial undistingur shed and
the longest track lastinç sixteen minutes, it is for die-hard Dylanites
only.' Q magazine called t a weirc success' and Dworded four

'MIRY HALL
LAJI1FI

stars, while Uncet went he whole hcg and gave five.

South Sea Bubble CD BUBBLE 3 (
40m 5h)

As someone who grew wp with Bob necords ois Fuis Dansette,
starting around the time of Freewneelin , Ifound this one easy to
listen to and enjoy — as micn as one can enjoy an ageing
songwriter ° poorer-1-1y tear ng his soul out in public — but it's hard
not to wonder if time wonit ne‘,eal it to be simply Dylan by
numbers, a sol d piece of work crafted by the finest contemporary
nostalgia technicians bur ultinnctel-y lacking the magic that made hi
classic 1960s and « 97:Ds albums so essential.
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Hall. the invisible man of Brit pop,
has been around so long without
becoming a megastar that it's easy
to dismiss him as a minor figure
who scored hits with The Specials,
Fun Boy Three and Colourfield
more by luck than talent. His
second solo album finds Hall in the
company or Damon Albam, Nick
Heyward, Stephen Duffy and
sundry Lightning Seeds, all of
whom make distinctive
103

contributions without overshadowing the main man. Hall's
weakness is aweedy voice of limited
range, but he more than
compensates by stressing its positive
qualities of wistful charm and
whimsy, in acontext of chiming
guitars and three minute pop gems
that tug at the heartstrings. This is
a master, just reaching his prime.

their long lay off, drummer Scott
Travis in excellent form and songs
of the power and intensity of ' Blood
Stained' and ' Bullet Train', the
band may yet confound the critics.

KATRINA & THE WAVES
WALK ON WATER
Eternal 3984 20520 2
Terry Hall:
wistful charm
and whimsy a master,
just reaching
his prime

(37m 21s)

First, the good news: Love Shine A
Light' is the weakest track on this
kick-ass ` comeback' CD. After years
in the mainly-German wilderness,
Katrina & the Waves have returned
with precisely the kind of ballsy,
rocking collection which was always
the group's forte (eg, the Bangles
with testosterone), but which was
inevitably overshadowed by the
lightweight single in its midst. It's
embarrassing that it took Eurovision
— and the biggest winning margin
ever — to revive the fortunes of a

FINLEY OVATE
MAVERICK A STRIKE
Epic 488758-2

(
51m 52s)

His nephew is Tricky, his father
jazzman Cab, while Quaye's brother
is Caleb, once of Elton John Band
fame. So much for the introduction.
How's the music? Well, never less
than interesting, that's for sure.
There's areggae epicentre from
which things move into rock, funk
and anything else that the
singer/songwriter/drummer/arranger
(yes, he's talented) reckons is
needed to gain him an appreciative
audience. The result is an inventive,
often surprising roots reach-out,
though Quaye's heard at his best on
when he harks back to old ways on
'You've Got To Make It On Your
Own' which easily might have
formed part of some bygone Horace
Andy release.
Fred Dellar

A:I-2

•

JARS OF CLAY
MUCH AFRAID
Silvertone101-41612-2

(45m 57à)

Of all the sensitive young men from
Ohio, this four happen to have made
the best album. Actually, it's better
than that. The Jars debut album was
very good indeed, but Dan Haseltine
and his chums have made asecond
album that is significantly better
than that. The first one erred just a
little on the side of teenage bed-sit
introspective cliché, but this one has
a slightly more mature twentysomething spin on life's eternal
dilemmas. Essentially we're talking
tasteful guitar-pop with
swoonsomely delicious orchestrations
and thoughtful lyrics, but Flaseltine's
gently persuasive voice gives it all an
edge you won't hear anywhere else.
Impeccable.

JUDAS PRIEST
JUGULATOR
Priest Music/Steamhammer T?? (58m 13)
It's been seven years since the last
Judas Priest album and many had
written the band off, following the
departure of long-time frontman
Rob Halford. But, against the odds,
they have returned with anew
singer, Tim ' Ripper' Ownes, whose
incredible vocal range rivals that of
his predecessor, and an album of
unrelenting brutality. With guitarists
Glenn Tipton and KK Downing
sounding fresh and revitalised after
104

Katrina and
the Waves'
Walk On
Water:
a kick- ass
comeback CD
group which always deserved better
than it got. Let's just hope that antiEurosong snobbery doesn't cost the
group its credibility.

IMErr 11111111ESEI
MIRACLE MILE
CANDIDS
Miracle Mile CDMM5

(
50m 49s)

Correct me if I'm wrong, but is there
not asizeable audience for Ocean
Colour Scene, (the late) Crowded
House and other purveyors of
intelligent, melodic pop? Or am I
The Last Squeeze Fan? Miracle
Mile, yet again, has had itself to selfproduce and issue its latest collection
of delicious songs, nearly every track
apotential single — despite their
high quality. Alas, the group still
can't get arrested, so Candids is at
present amail-order-only purchase
via Rykodisc [0181 746 1234].
Please, if you adore textured,
emotional vocals, lush guitar work
and plentiful hooks, buy it.

ROLLING STONES
BRIDGES TO BABYLON
Virgin CDVX2840

(66m 22s)

As per Dylan, another whom
pundits would rather see retire. But
I'm gonna stick my neck out: from
the opening pits, the music and the
energy compensate for any
embarrassing posturing. It's as nasty,
salacious and earthy as peak-period
Stones, eg, Sticky Fingers, yet it
shows awizened maturity which
contradicts the forced adolescence.
Why? Because Richards has
maintained his dignity while acting
the consummate rocker, Wood and
Watts (even sans Wyman) provide a
back-up band without equal and
even grandad Mick sounds like he's
enjoying this one. But lines like
'Baby, I've been out of touch, just
give me the scam' show there's more
than miles between the Caribbean
and the Crawdaddy.

The Stones (
right): showing
a wizened maturity
JANUARY 1998
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TODD RUNIDGREN
iNITH !WU
Guardian/EMI 859 8662

(
4!m 51s)

Savour the irony: it used to be sign
of a career on the skicb when an
artist re-recorded the old hits. But
this is no budget-label, sold-only-atWoolies eulogy. The ever-odd
Rundgren has chosen ta present his
finest moments in lounge-core
mode_ Some would argue that
'Hello It's Me' and Can We Still
Be Friends' always were bachelor
pad ditties anyway, but this is just
another case of Todd seeing how far
he can push the loyalty of his cult
members. Giren the response to his
previous incarnation as a multimediameister, Isuspect that his next
will be a rap album.

Ken Xessier

A:2 -3 •

SYMPOSIUM

ONE EA( AT A-1ME
Infectious INFECT 49CD

(27m 28s)

Following in the footsteps of underage rockers lite Ash and Silverchair,
the quality a the sangs on this
mini-album belies the youthfulness
of aband who have not yet taken
their A-levels. Three of its eight
tracks ' Drink The Sunshine',
'Farewell To Twilight' and
'Fairweather Friend' have already
been released as singles, but all
demonstrate songwriter Wojtek
Godzisz's ease in turning a robustly
memorable chorus, with Clive
Langer and Alan W'instanley's
production adding the final polish.
Valeie Potter

SOUNDTRACKS
At last, the final three CDs in TVT's Television's

Greatest Hits series have arrived. In Living Color
[edel 0022742CIN a], ?
emote Control [
edel
002272CIN a] and Cable Ready [
edel
0022762C]N al bring ins up to Seinfeld and The.
Simpsons, with another 1
85 themes to check off
your vaants list. A/B/C:1/2/3
Also Er the 1V collectors is the revised score for :he
BBCs 8965 prcxluction af The Adventures of
Robineon Crusoe [
Silva Sc-een FILM705 a], with
32 minutes oi previously unreleased material. Bel
Fnonn the big screen, inewies include Trainspottiig 2' [
EMI PRMDCD36 •],. which
features Bowie, Iggy Pop, Primal Scream and others A:1 , and The Leading Man
[EMI PRMDCD23 *],
Dubstar, Talking Heads, Gary Barlow and a cluster of
1960s acts. A/B:1/2
Feou the vaults, comes Zappa's 200 Motels [
Ryko RCD ' 0513/14 *1. Long out
of print, it's one of the wrest of Zappa's commercial efforts and - soundtracx status
asioe - you don't need to see the movie. You just have to appreciate Uncle :rank.
A/B:V1*

EMI has G.r1 Crazy [
CCXDDEON30 * Iboth H:1*, and a pair of crucial titles for
scholars inrerested in pre-Blaxpolitation Hollywood. Cabin In The Sky [
CDODEON31
•]Featured Louis Armstrong, Lena Home and Duke Ellington back in 1943 H:1/1*
,while Lena Home At M GM [
CD ODEON32] contcins ail 23 recordings she made
for the studio during her

-5-year

tenure. A/H:1/1'

Soundtrack or the Month? No doubt about it: he 2CD George and Ira Gershwin
In Hoeywooc [
CD ODEON29] which contains - -lo foolinG - true stereo recordings
of Tommy Dorsey, Judy Garland and others from as tar bock as... 1942.
A/H:1/1'

Ken Kessler

is thrash worthy of any cluster of
SoCal skateboarders. Bemis & ButtHead will give it a ' Cool!', though
the songtitles will need censoring in
aUS edition.

A:2 •

THE WILDHEARTS

ENDLESS NAMELESS
Mushroom DROP 6

(46m 26s)

Begging hybridised identification,
the Wildhearts inspire weird
imagined crass-pairings such as

STEVE WYNN
StNEETPIESS AND LIGHT
Zero Hour ZER CD2560

`Motorhead meets Green Day', or
'the bastard son of Oasis and Led
Zep'. You could go on niche building for days, but the bottom
line is that the Wildhearts have
fashioned something which mixes
equal measures of 1990s Brit-pop
with the heaviest of metal. Half the
tracks deceptively promise melodydriven ditties when the final product
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD RE VIEW
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The
Wildhearts:
mixing equal
measures of
1990s Brit pop with the
heaviest of

(51m 23s)

Some insight into where ExDream
SyndicateGlitterball hero Wynn is
currently heading, can be gleaned
from the inclusion of Ray Davies'
'This Deadly Game' on his seventh
album. For the record is full of real
songs, performed with rock'n'roll
grit, much in the manner of Davies
himself, though one track.
'Sweetness And Light' could have
easily stemmed from aLeonard
Cohen album — which is no bad
thing. Don't search for name
musicians here. There are none.
Instead, scan the lyric sheet for lines
like ' She can't remember the licks,
just a Stevie Wonder song from
1976' and ' She was dancing in the
room, in aviolet sweater. Isaid to
know her is to regret her.' Totally
enjoyable. Don't miss.

metal
10 5

VALVE AMPLIFICATION
HIGH END SOUND
REAL WORLD PRICES
The Indus

VTA

VACUUM TUBE A UDIO

"Vacuum Tube Audio" is the long awaited monthly
publication for valve enthusiast's. It is ahobbyist
magazine dedicated to the wonder of
the vacuum tube and its place in the reproduction of

A reference standard passive pre-amp based

HI- Fidelity sound

around the ultimate volume control - Rothwell's own
unique stepped attenuator. This precision made

Regular articles every month covering

device gives superb channel balance, natural
reproduction and breathtaking transparency. 6 line
inputs, tape loop, dual outputs.

• Valves there operation and characteristics
• Triodes, Pentodes, Beam Tetrodes, Rectifiers

£449

• Components, Output Transformers

The Rubicon All triode, stereo valve power amp. Designed to be
musical and handle awide range of speakers, this

• Circuit Diagrams of Amplifiers, Preamps

amp sounds fast, agile and detailed. A valve amp
for the new millenium.

• Power supply designs, valve stabilization

£849

• Loudspeaker designs, Horns, Electrostatics
• Readers construction projects, Letters, Comments,

For further details and to arrange ademonstration, contact

ROTH WELL ELECTRONICS

Questions, Answers
Absolutely everything you want to know about Valves is in
"Vacuum Tube Audio"

60 PENNINGTON ROAD
GREAT LEVER

SUBSCRIPTIONS PER ISSUE

£3.35 ( UK) Rest of the World $ 5.00 + Postage
Iyear £ 33.00 ( UK) Rest of the World $48.00

BOLTON
BL3 3BR
PHONE/FAX 01204 654614

First issue out IAN 1998.
To reserve your copy CALL or FAX us

PS Also recently introduced - a range of interconnects featuring
Britain's only gold cable (that's gold conductors - not just gold plugs)

for an order form

TEL: ( 0044)1-705-486050
FAX: ( 0044) 1-705-474242

FEBRUARY'S cover features the spectacular Unison
Research Simply 845, abeautifully-crafted integrated

amplifier with apowerful single-ended triode output stage.
The Italian theme persists with areview of the Opera Platea
speaker and our report from the Milan Top Audio show.
Further amplifier reviews including the exciting new
Musical Fidelity A1001, and the unusual MOSFET
Sirius, and the return of Bill Beard! We'll also be
reviewing the incredible hybrid-electrostatic Cadence
speaker from India (which, like the Unison, had to be
held over from this month), while our CD player group
test covers six £ 1200-£1500 models from AVI,
Meracus, Meridian, Myryad, Rogers and
XTC. February's music section include san

interview with pianist Frederic Chiu, plus a
bumper classical review package and a 'year's
best' rock roundup. Along with all the usual
features, and our preview of the
Northern Hi Fi Show, to be held in
Manchester on 7-8 February. Finally,
there'll be achance to win hi-fi worth more
than £2000 in our special New Year competition.
Don't miss the February issue, which goes on sale
Friday, 2 January, 1998.
10e,
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rock'pop REISSUES
BOBBY DARIN
YOU'RE THE REASON I'M
LIVING/I WANNA BE AROUND
Capitol UMW 122

(
61m 30s)

Two LPs on one CD, Darin
dabbling here with country
music to greater effect than
you'd expect. Still, he did a
better job with standard pop
fare, so the second half of the
disc holds more appeal for the
fans. Glorious 1960s Capitol
stereo. A.:1

ISAAC HAYES
WONDERFUL
Stax-Ace CDSXE 112

Not the hits but a collection of
album tracks edited down for
singles, prefaced by a 17m live
version of Bill Withers' 'Ain't
No Sunshine'. The soul master
at his peak, in the first half of
the 1970s. A- B:1 [
T
STEVE HYAA1S
MISTAKEN IDENTITIES
Angel Air 51PC1)015

TERRY DINE
THE REAL TERRY DENE
Roller Coaster RCCD 3015 (
73m 58s)
Read the extensive liner notes
if you want to understand why
Roller Coaster bothered with
27 tracks from one some
would call a deservedly
forgotten footnote to 1950s
British rock'n'roll. Some
skittle, loads of pretty-damnedgood Elvis covers, and all
slightly less pre-Fab than most.
H- B- C: 1 - 2 '
CHAMPION JACK
DUPREE
GET BACK JACK, DO IT AGAIN
Catfish KATCD103

(
73m I7s)

Rousing live session from 1989
recorded just three years
before he died, at 81, showcasing a rowdy barrelhouse/
New Orleans piano style that
influenced numerous British
blues bands. File alongside
Professor Longhair. A:1-2 r
FUNKADELIC
FINEST
Westbound/Ace CD SEWD 115
(64m 43s)
Sixteen protean tracks from
the originators of the
soul/glarn/psychedelia stew
which has since given us
Prince and all the other cosmic
funksters. The best
introduction yet to the sci-fi
soul concept if you find the
group's vast catalogue abit
daunting. A-8:1
JAMES HARMAN
ICEPICK'S STORY
Me á My Blues Records
(63m 53s) dist. Direct
Fourteen tracks culled from
Harman's five Black Top
albums, covering the 1990s
portion of his 35-year career.
This particular harp wizard
uses the blues as ahub from
which he veers into rock,
swing and other related genres,
so consider him a typical bar
band party animal. Good stuff,
especially if you're Fab T-birds
fan. A:1-2
NISR NEWS a RECORD REVIEW

(51m I4s)

(
56m 53s)

Better-than-you'd-expect longlost solo from an ex-Mott the
Hoopler, with assistance from
former members of the British
Lions, Spooky Tooth, et al.
Yes, this is prog-meets-glam,
circa 1972, but it's so damned
melodic and so proto-pub rock
in its tunefulness that you're
gonna love it if you ever
played Brinsley Schwarz more
than once. A:1-1•
THE IMPRESSIONS
FIRST IMPRESSIONS/LOVING
POWER
Sequel NEMCD 867

(
70m 52s)

standard fare of 1960-63 —
this is no sad-ass Tommy
Steele clone — but 80
minutes' worth in one go is
almost inhuman. A- B:2-3
MIKE MORGAN & THE
CRAWL
LOWDOWN AND EVIL
Me & My Records MMBCD703
(64m 154
Fifteen tracks from this
particular Stevie Ray
Vaughnabee's Black Top
catalogue. Growling, gutsy
Texas blues, blatantly inspired
by the Fabulous Thunderbirds
— and that's agood thang.
A:1 f
7

LITTLE MAMMY SCOTT
AND THE PAUL GAYTEN
BAND
LIJE IN NEW ORLEANS
Ace CDCHM 664

('34m 07s)

Described as abridge between
jazz and R&B, Scott's music
encapsulates the club feel of
the immediate post-war years.
Obscure as hell, this singer
deserves awider audience;
these 1951 sessions mark him
as one of the greats.
8:1 - 1 • n
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
REPUTATION AND RARITIES

RICK NELSON
THE BEST OF THE LATER
YEARS 1963-1975
Ace COCO 671

nasty punks. A rocker's
delight, filled with surprises.
A : 1^

EMI CDGOLD 1077

(67m .24s)

Twenty-six tracks picking up
immediately after the end of
the teen-idol period and

FAU/X
(2) gee
'

(
61m 56s)

Budget-priced 14-tracker
representing the best of her
most recent comeback period,
late 1980s-early 1990s material
including her work with the

Funkadelic:
originators of

The group's last two nonMayfield LPs on one CD,
circa 1975-6. Fine soul which
transcends disco-fying, despite
the time frame. A- B:1-2 7

the soul/glanit
psychedelia stew

BLIND LEMON
JEFFERSON
SQUEEZE MY LEMON
Catfish KATCD 101

(
64m 38s)

Truly seminal blues, the kind
which was originally issued on
78s and still sounds it, despite
the magic of digital
housekeeping. Twenty-three
tracks from the 1920s — rural,
sparse, lonesome blues which
influenced everyone who
followed. H:1•
JULIE LONDON
CALENDAR GIRL/VDU
NUMBER PLEASE...
Capitol CTMCD 125

(
67m 16s)

A brace a stunners from 1956
and 1959, part mono, with
London's typically breathy,
sexy delivery. Stand-outs
include 'When IFan In Love',
`September In the Rain' and a
lascivious ' Makin' Whoopee'.
B- A•:1 7

The Pirates: not to
be confused with
garbage like Meek
and his stab e..

continuing through the
country-rock decade ' Garden
Party' era. There's some
overlap with the recent Edsel
and BGO offerings, but this
set's too attractive to suffer
because of it. Rock'n'roll,
hoary standards and primal
country-rock on one CD.
A-A*:1

Diamond GEMCD 010

(
80m Ois)

More barely sufferable preMersey Brylcreem rock, but
especially noteworthy for an
early Lennon/McCartney
cover. Not quite as bad as the
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MUDDY WATERS
PARIS 1972
Pablo/Ace PACD-5302-2

THE PIRATES
OUT OF THEIR SKULLS
WestSide WM 201 (
2CDs,

JACKIE LYNTON
WHY NOT TAKE ALL OF ME?

Pet Shop Boys. Still the
greatest female vocalist this
country ever produced, and
able to transcend even
Tennant and Lowe. Contains
some previously unreleased
items. A:1 Fl

8m 57s)

Veteran pre-Beade British
rockers not to be confused
with garbage like Meek and his
stable. This double CD
contains the bulk of their
1970s reunion catalogue,
sounding like ablend of
consummate glamsters and

(
52m 43s)

The blues legend backed by a
quintet including Pinetop
Perkins, working his way
through 10 classics. A warm
performance, great sound and
enough moments of sheer
brilliance to understand why,
to many, Muddy was the man.
A:1
Ken Kessler
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

Answers to that oft-posed question
what do the HFNIRR reviewers use in their own
systems and what do they recommend as
their best hi-fi buys?
This regular HFNIRR series assembles
and updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFNIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components
for personal listening systems ( on this
page) will be of great interest to all
who follow equipment reviews. Note,
though, that the writer's inclusion of a

Eric Braithwaite

Dave Berriman

DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER
TEAC VRDS 105E,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM
Rega RB300
CARTRIDGE
Dynavector Karat 17D
PRE- AMPLIFIER
Btyston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER
Bryston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS
various, including his own designs

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
CD PLAYER
Sugden SDDI/SDA-1
TURNTABLE
Michell Gyrodec/QC power supply
ARM
SME IV
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon MC7500
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Michell Argo/Michell Iso phono
stage/Hera power supply unit
POWER AMPLIFIER
Michell Alecto
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER
Krell KPS20i/L
TURNTABLE
Linn Lingo LP12
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given product here does not
necessarily constitute ageneral
recommendation.
Turn the page for the reviewers'
recommendations proper. For this feature
we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of
all-round performance and value. ( In the

Martin Colloms

ARM
Naim Aro
CARTRIDGE
van den Huí Grasshopper IV GLA
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER
Audio Research VT150 or
Krell KAS 2 or Conrad-Johnson
Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
CD PLAYER
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM
Linn Ittok
CARTRIDGE
Goldring Excel
PRE-AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT

ALVIN GOLD
CD PLAYER

Theta Data Basic II Transport/
Theta DS Pro Basic Ill DAC
TURNTABLE
Roksan Xerxes
ARM
Roksan Artaxerxes
CARTRIDGE
Roksan Shiraz

case of speakers, where separately
purchased stands may be needed, the
price of these is not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the models
listed under each recommended heading
are not necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does carry a
personal stamp of approval from an
experienced audio critic.

Perer J. Comeau

Ken Kessler

PRE-AMPLIFIER
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER
Marantz CD! 2K!
Marantz DA12K1
TURNTABLE
Thorens TD124
ARM
Ortofon 12
CARTRIDGE
Ortofon SPU-A
PRE-AMPLIFIER
Graaf WFB Two
POWER AMPLIFIER
Quad II Reissues
LOUDSPEAKERS
Quad ESL 57

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE
van den Huí MC Two
PRE-AMPLIFIER
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER
DPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
I0,1

Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with
a maximum of three products in each price bracket of each
category. Note that the order of listing does
not denote an order of merit!

Dave Berriman

Eric Braithwaite

Martin Collems

Perer y. Comeau

Ken Kessler

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Sequence 30
£350-£500 ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000 Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader 11, SDA SD5
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL-63, Posselt Albatross
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 514
£200-£350 Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500 Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Ore/le CD- 100

£500-£1000

TEAC VRDS-7, Ore/le CD- 100/CPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000 XTC CDT-1LE/DAC-1
OVER £ 2000 no recommendations
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al,
Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus Ill, Naim Nail, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Censen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-5/3BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Celestion 3Modaunt Short MS 10i, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350 Rogers L533, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Epos ES! 1, Harbeth 1-1L- P3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000 Mission 753, Tannoy D300,
UKD Opera Callas Gold
£1000-£2000 BBC LS5/12a, Jamo Concert 8,
Harbeth HL Compact 7
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy
Westminster Royal
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon DCD-315
£200-£350 Denon DCD825, Marantz CD- 675E,
Denon DCD-1015
£350-£500 Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD- S901,

Marantz CD- 631I K1 Signature
£500-£1000 Marantz CD17, Quad 77, Rotel RDD980/RDP980
£1000-£2000 Denon DCDSIO, Meridian 500/563,
Sugden SDD-1/SDA-1
OVER £ 2000 Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Ratel RA- 931
£200-£350 NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500 Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion,
Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000 Quad 77, Soneteer Alabaster, Sugden Stemfoort SF60
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA-14, Quad 77Pre/707Power
OVER £ 2000 Cary SLP90/300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Chord CPA2200/SPM600

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350 Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS20/11, Sequence 400
£350-£500 B&W DM603, Epos ES1 I, Tannoy 636,
£500- £ 1000 ATC SCMIO, Castle Hariech, Rogers Studio 7
£1000-£2000 ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
OVER £ 2000 ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Denon DCD-825, Sony C_DP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500 Marantz CD63-SE, Ore/le CD480

II

£500-£1000 AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000 Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Naim CDS
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350 Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity E10
£350-£500 Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000 Shearne Phase 2, AVI S2000M1, Myryad M1-120
£1000-£2000 Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 AVI S2000A/MP, Naim NAC82/NAP180
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS 10i,
KEF Coda 7
£200-£350 Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500 Epos ES! 1, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000 Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000 Naim SBL, Tannoy 0700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £ 2000 Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM Xl, Wilson WITT
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Marantz CD63
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Ore/le CD100SE
£500-£1000 Ore/le DA188

£1000-£2000 Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA180
OVER £ 2000 Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 No recommendations
£200-£350 Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity EIO,
£350-£500 Ore/le SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000 Exposure XX, Naim NAC82/NAP 180,
Aucliolab 8000S
£1000-£2000 Musical Fidelity A1000, Nairn NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV! 0-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Mission 731 LE, GLL ¡magia 100i,
Tannoy Mercury 2
£200-£350 Castle Isis, Castle Durham
£350-£500 Opera Duetto, Mission 752, Castle Severn
£500-£1000 B&W CDM1, Nairn Intro, Mission 753 Freedom
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concertino
OVER £ 2000 Sonus Faber Concerto, Definitive Technology BP2002,
Martin Logan SL3, Martin Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio
Teoc 3450SE
£200-£350 Cambridge Audio
£350-£500 Marantz CD67SE,

CD PLAYERS
CD4SE, Philips CD72I,
CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
Pioneer PD- S505 Precision

£500-£1000 Marantz CD17, Acurus ACD11, Quad 77,
Ore/le CDIOOSE, Roksan Caspain
£1000-£2000 Naim Audio CD2, Meridian 508
OVER £ 2000 Copland CDA288, Meridian 500/563
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200 NAD310, Cambridge Audio A3i,
Denon PMA-2505E
£200-£350 Denon PMA-4505E, Harman Kardon HK620
£350-£500 Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R
Precision, Musical Fidelity A2
£500-£1000 Audio/ab 80005, Naim Nait 3, Quad 77
£1000-£2000 Copland CSA 14
OVER £ 2000 None

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 Tandy Genexxa 1.)(5 Pro
£200-£350 Ruark Icon
£350-£500 TDL 0.5, Opera Duetto
£500-£1000 Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L,
Rogers LS3/5A
£1000-£2000 Sonus Faber Concerto, Rogers LS3/5A plus AB!
subwoofer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £ 2000 Wilson WATT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 no recommendations
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500 Marantz CD63SE, Marantz CD63SE & Musical
Fidelity X- 10-D

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200 JPW ML510, Rogers LS!, Tannoy 631 SE
£200-£350 B&W DM602, Heybrook Heylios, Rogers LS33
£350-£500 Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R,
Tannoy Profile 635
£500-£1000 Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech,
Mission 753F
£1000-£2000 Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus
Faber Concerto
OVER £ 2000 Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz,
Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200 Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300£200-£350Arcam Alpha 7,
Cambridge Audio CD6, Sony CDP-XE900E
£350-£500 Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Ratel
RDCD970BX
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£500-£1000 Marantz CD63SEKi, Roksan Caspian,
Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000 Copland CDA 277, Theta Chroma DAC,
Marantz CD; 6
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAV 300- CD, Theta Data III/Progena,
Mark Levinson No.31/39
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £- 200 NVA Personal, Musical Fidelity X- Pre
£200-£350 Marantz PM54SE, Ratel RA960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500 Mission Cyrus Ill, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000 Roksan Caspian, Densen Beat
£1000-£2000 Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit,
Graaf Venticinque
OVER £ 2000 Graaf GM200/WB13.5, Graaf WB Two/50.50,
Switzerland 2000 pre-/power

£500-£1000 Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
£1000-£2000 Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2,
Teac VRDS 25
OVER £ 2000 PS Audio Lambcia/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200
Harman Kardon HK610, Ratel RA920AX
£200-£350 Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170,
Pioneer A400X
£350-£500 Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer
A30OR Precision
£500-£1000 AVI S2000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
£1000-£2000 Aura CA200/PA100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Rotel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505
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amount, ro be pod or he payment dates change you will be told of this in odvonce by at least 14 cloys os agreed II on error is made by Link House Mogozines Lirnited or by your Bonk or Building Society, you ore guarcriteed alull and immediate
refund horn your branch cf the amount paid You con cancel aDirect Debit at any hme by writing to your Bank or Building Society Pleaso also send ocopy of your letter to us.Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through nLI.K bank or building society
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CHESHIRE

CAN YOU HEAR IT?
SOUND

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

OF

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA I3NU

MUSIC
RETAILERS OF FINE HI-FI
95 NANTWIC1FI ROAD
CREWE, CHESHIRE
CW2 6BA
TEL: 01270 214143

Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

NORTH WOOD
A_

1J

ID

DEVON & CORNWALL
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ALCHEMIST
AUDIONOTE ARION AUDIO MECCA
CHORD DENON DPA EXPOSURE HEART

I 0

MARANTZ MICROMEGA MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAD NEAT PROAC REGA ROSE ROUI

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS
B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS,

HARBETH,

KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, RBI, RUARK,
TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

STAX TALK ELECTRONICS TEAC
THORENS WOODSIDE
Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Salurday
98

Cambridge

Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 IBA

Sounds
Perfection
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

PHONE: 01296 28790
LONDON

anti

Hearing is Believing

SERIOUS KIT

A rcarn

Castle
CLONEY
4t1
_

30

d
fe 11/
I/ III

years of Excellence

Mertchan

SERIOUS HITS

Classe

273 BURT NEW RD, INHITEFIELO, MANCHESTER, M45 8QP

Itega

0161-793-6742

elarantz
Epos

'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN

Technics

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.

Sony

Tel: (0I ) 2889449/2888477

Nalm

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

effitlfflifEW

te
1

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-Fl RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, RE-GA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA

11 L

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc ... etc ... etc
AUDIO COUNSEL

AUDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

AUDIOLAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, JPW, KEF,
MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,

<>11>HEVS ~AO
te,d

SOUNDSTYLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS,
VAN DEN HUI, & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery 8.
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

er;I:

Authorised Dealers for: Soso

hex. • 418 Wera • krio koloor • Ielonero • Auk
• ario Phor • Raker • Barren • Came • Corn drxr • Loll • CPa• EMI •
•Fcrel•Fulerkdo•Corrnadroors•Ganer • Gool•Wc1, hag Vore• Icahn
sou ...Mann • Mau • CO • Ortrr• Oak • Over • Potent • Pro • Pam • Penoirrd • Pir
bargh• CEO • Sowne • Sto- • Ira • Iran* • 1rdra1Aesxrd, Hem • Urea, Ree74 **moor
.
tAalo

OotH•11A cra

Derryee,y ,

/rer ddrorn/oolollolifon • Priel
hang.
Cell for ii61 of part exchange barrio,»

*n6111.127 ofl 486) cc nrod ondure Wad Weaco
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EVENING CALLS WELCOME

NORFOLK
The Old School
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA
BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS

EPOS

KEF

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

0171-924 2040

BADA BONDED DEALER

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY
TEL0171 624 8875
FAX, 0171 624 7.117
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27 BOND STREET, EALING W5
lv 0181-567 8703

Now in our third tangy year

HER NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ff

TEN_ • Mission • Copland • ,u •

GREATER LONDON

.0'

HI- F1

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

LONDON

•NEAT
•HARBETH
•SYSTEM SPEAKERS
ETC

•SUGDEN
•AUDIONOTE
•PRO-AC
•SYSTEM DECK

Audiolab

IL

.

School Road. Bracon Ash

71 le

Near Norwich. Norfolk
Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nain, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax. Teac.
Unison Research and others
113
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HEREFORDSHIRE

KENT

ENGLISH

>.
8.

SPECIALISTS IN PROVIDING MUSIC IN THE HOME
—1 4
ae
, WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET - WE OFFER THE VERY BEST SERVICE & ADVICE
o

audio

e

u >. z
ea

• •.. 41 .KUS CENTRE.***
Arcam, A.T.C., Audiolab, B&W, Castle.
Denon. Exposure, Harman Kardon. Kef.
Marantz, Mieromega, Mission, Naim.
Pink Triangle, Pioneer, Proac, Quad, Rel.
Rotel, Ruark, John Sheame, Stax, Teat:, Yamaha
facilities: Service Dept.

• SYTEMS FROM

£ 300 - 1100K • VALVE AND VINYL SPECIALISTS
OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HI-FI • THE BEST PRICES AND DEALS
•MOST MAKES AVAILABLE
a >. z

e., •

10 -12 CHAPEL PLACE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

This one's worth keeping! c:?ç,

-1

UNILET

Sound & Vision

GRAHAMS HI-FI

AMM

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Hi Fi Home Cinema. Multi- Room Installations

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

Grahams HiFi, Canonbury Yard,

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

190a New North Road, London N1 785
Tel: 0171 226 5500 Fax: 0171 359 7620
E-mail: news@grahams.co.uk

Krell, Theta, Epos, Copeland Hi.0, Pink A, Audio Research, Micrornega,
SME, Meridian, Andina, CR D, ‘.1...,,nts, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Ruark, Marlin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,
Sonia Faber, Denon, Cekstion, dp.a. Jan., Ortolan, Rose much more
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, Tueford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

Nottingham's newest and largest
hifi & home theatre store.
•Three demonstration rooms
•Home trials
•Full installation service
•All the major brands...and more

All

Web site: http://www.grahams.co.uk

studio

8

[

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Her-ts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA. AVI, B&O,
BOSE, B&W, CASTLE, CHORD, DENON,
HARBETH, KEF, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYRYAD, NAD, NAIM,
PANASONIC, PHILIPS, QUAD, ROBERTS, SENNHEISER,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL ETC

* Good parking facilities
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED

Tel: 01622 676703

Nottingham, NGI 6GF
Tel: 0115 958 4404

hose from
the finest
•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV tk Video

effnes

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431
EASTBOURNE Green St. (
01323) 731336
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
Closed Mondays • Free Parking

Analog Audio

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

TURNTABLES - Audio Note Michell, Nottingham Analogue, Roksan,
Wilson Benesch, Audiomeca.
TONEARMS/CARTR1DGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch, Nott
Analogue. Lyra. Sumiko. Gaidring, Audio Note. Grado, Roksan.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rote'. Maranta. Harman Kardon, Orelle,
Trichord, Roksan. Audiomela. Primare, Monrio, BOW Technology,
Audio Alchemy, Menaces, Audio Note.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel. Maranta, Harman Kardon, Aura, Monrio,
Orelle, LFD, Campion, Densen, Roksan, Menaces, Michell, Adyton,
YBA, Primare, BOW Technology, Electrocompaniet, Arion (valve),
Audio Note (valve), Unison Research (valve), Graaf (valve).
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Audio Gem, Apogee, Audio Note,
Band W, OLN, Triangle, Jamo, JBL, Ruark, Impulse, Wilson
Benesch, REL, Totem, Tannny, Yamamura, Klipsch. Horning,
Bravura. Lowther, Living Voice.
HOME CINEMA - Rotel, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Lexicon, JBL,
REL. Triangle. Jamo, Synthesis.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - OED. Flatline, Kimber,
Silver Sounds, Precious Metals, ART.
Yamamura, Sonic Link, Frameworks, Partington.
Stands Unique, Soundstyle

C
NOS
Fl

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

SUFFOLK

(Hi-fi Specialists)
849 High Road, London NI2
Tel: 0181 445 3267
SALE NOW ON

NORTHERN IRELAND

Fax: 01622 676723

SOUTH COAST

Castle Sound & Vision
48 - 50 Maid Marian Way,

leading brands

* Interest Free Credit

0171 226 5500

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

114

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

* Three demonstration rooms
*

KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON BT70 TAR N IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006

<

TEL: 01892 547003
FAX: 01892 547004

NORTH LONDON

Road. Hereford 011-021

CASTLE
SOUND
&VISION

<
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MO( lust iii lull range 01 speakers and
electronic stor all major manufac turers.
11,..isc phone> tor details
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SOUTH EAST LONDON
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hl fi for grown-ups

Front End Problems?

tel / fax Ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319

then contact:
SURREY

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,

Stockists tef: ARC1N1 • DENSE\ • EPOS • LINN • 1.0EU E
•SIICROSIEG % • N•11S1 it DIO • 505T •REG • RO I
•RON 11 • NIhIlISt SS • I
05( • 551A11‘ & \ IORE

Hadcock. E.A.R. and others.
plus cartridge re- tipping service

0181-688 6565

indecently good hi-fi

Y

14,1t.-...:..
,r;cceerpregre.;
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00prn/Sat 10am - 6pm
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YORKSHIRE

SURREY

es`P\

A

LTIVILET

Home Cinema on Demonstration"

RCAM
ATACAMA STANDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUOIOLAB
YAMAHA
¡DL ,KEY REFERENCE M25
DE MON
ROGERS
GOG OS
DORKING

Sound 8i Vision

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

W

Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday

*

URREYREDHILL
HIFI

MIT CABLES
PARTINGTON STANDS
THORENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
ARY EN HEADPHONES
CABLE TALK. BOSE
MILLER & KREISEL SUB WOOFERS
STANDS UNIOUE ALPHASON
CRAWLEY

*25

UNILET SOUND & VISION

TA23
GOOSTOIC

0 113

SURREY, ICT3 4BY

EAST
WINSTEAD

Tel: 0181 942 9567

.0071.4.4zeec.
PROJ ECTS

NIEAPINP,IEV

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,

seamy 11141

05
itlgeee
ould you like to hear more.)
•

Fax: 0181 336 0820

45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

STUDIOS
Pro-Ac, Ruark, Denses, Audiolab, Castle, Impulse (
horns),
Alchemist, TEAC, Michell ( Full Range), Stax, Aulo Physic,
Audio-Note, Nottingham Analogue, SME, T&A, 0.L.N.,
Opera, Aurum, Etalon, Monitor Audio, Electrucompaniet,
Pro-jekt, Sequence, Trichord Research, Unison (valves), Living
Voice, Exposure, Blueprint, Harbeth, Celestion ( A-series only),
Audioquest, Lynwood, Klipsch & Yamaha Hone Cinema.

Specialist hi fi and advice
•.

PRO- AC • ABSOLUTE

SOUNDS •

DPA •

MARANTZ •

NAIM

AVI •

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST
72

Newhaven

Road

Edinburgh

,à1 1,6

.ib

0131 - 555 3963

qt.JO*DA4W0)
OPIE

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: (01302) 781387

( 0,5L.

1.8".

Forfriendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
&EARLEY on LEEDS (OHM 252 8850 (evening calls
welcome). Genemus part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRIS TON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARRETH, MARANTZ, PRIMARE
SYSTEMS, SPENDOR, SUMO TEAC, and many more.

THE HI-FI

Music Mill

L.,6

4 5 6 5

Over the years we have carefully chosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
components of unparalled performance.

YORKSHIRE

4.1

LEE..

i
eeect,c
.
0444

GODSTONE 01883 744755

SCOTLAND

LANE

2 3 0

Phone/Fax LEEDS ( 0113) 2528850

Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

WEST SUSSEX
PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

Zefdeet Hi- Fi
- vega

INGO'

Selected agencie%

r''

L'an -alchemist

Rep, Roksin, Alchni...

epoweideee

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

t ii Ii,,rd - PneAti

THE EAST COAST'

not. Inchon'. Marautz,

QLN. Tannoy, Orelle. Retol. Tex. Triangle. Infinity. Denson. Musical Fidelity. Neat,
Recen. Apogee, Audiarneca, Castle, Opera. Mitten. PTO-ject Turntables. Rue. ProAe.

MIRIGHTON•11 LEACSING HI-F1 SHOP

Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Regs,
Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC,
Marantz and other tine equipment.

Marston. Sennheiser. Stu. Garda. himare. Jeff Ragland. Soundoyle.Nordost,
Stands Unique. Atacama. Van den Hid. Chard Company, MIT. etc

ZEN AUDIO

•Showroom and 2Listening Rooms
•Appointments and home demonstrations available

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

35 GEORGE STREET HULL
TEL: 01482 587397

WEST MIDLANDS

=
rem

Cell'96

"ebe
Hi-fi For Those With An Eye For Quality

coer.•=r)

Do,Wr

DOLBY AGO DIGITAL

•3

Studios

• Free

Demonstrations

For The Midlands

• Hane

Cinema Iteatre

01922

• Mail order available
• Interest Free Credit

152a High Street,

Bloxwich, Walsall

493499/473499

• 2 Year Guarantee
• Inhcuse

Service

Department

ARCAN
AUDIO LAS
CIIORD
MOM.
lIZONICS
NAGA AL.110, - APOLLD
A.S.
AUDIO ALCICISIT
AUDI('
DUNS,
SIM
BOOR «YIN
C./aLl TALS
CSOILD MIRA.
CODOS
SitIESITICti
OTO
SIGS
IISTICIUDICS
MI10000
KAMM MCI:ELL NOgnkal, em.fflT fIDIAS ISICROMEGA NISSICSI ISM MUSICAL Piaille NAXADOTOI
ORTOTON
INICNICT
QUAD ROILS., ROW=
ROM.
MMUS»
SORT
SISSISO
SYSTINDIN Tamer TM. TOSS TRITINOLOGII Vol MI MIL ...MN
WA SCR MIR, MIT
TOSIIISA SAISIDOIRC MAI
UMW PROMICTICSI UNITS rIal, 30370
SZLICO

MILI
-

SIC

Sharing the AMA Carpark
Off High Street, Blcoarich,
Nr. Walsall, West Midlands
SST

6 rar,, Mom _ 67,
Late night Friday

open

MATTERS

gI
PM

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

1
- 1 I - FI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, OPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
A wide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open Tues-Sat.10.00- 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLI3MERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD

Licensed Credit Broker

BIRMINGI-AM 017 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 510

VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMES • DINERS

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

HI-FI

riews aRECORD REVIEW
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
APOGEE STAGE RIBBON SPEAKERS, excellent
sound, anthracite colour, cost £4,100 sell £995ono; Krell
KSL line level preamp £995ono; boxes and manuals; Rdl
Stentor subwoofer £750 tel: Maz, 0161 873 5020 or 0161
330 7912 eves (H0803)
VPI TNT2 TURNTABLE, mint, ring, Musical Fidelity
370/2 amplifier, mint, boxed, £ 1,250; MVX/1 preamp
mint, boxed, £895; McIntosh MR74 tuner £ 595;
McIntosh C28 preamp, £595; Meridian 207 CD Phono,
mint, £4425 tel: 01747 853372 (Dorset) (H0802)
CYRUS IIII PLUS PSX cost over £900 new, yours for
£600; Heybrook HB3 speakers £200ono tel: 0171 923
3285 work: 0171 545 0733 (H0806)
Look! Free International holiday vouchers, value £500+
when you buy quality hi-fi, Linn LPI2/SME/A.T./Arcam
Alpha 3/Kef Corinas + Gold plug cables £750 or Sony
CD101/Tedmics SUV45A amp/Geneioca Linaeum speakers
plus cables £ 295 Also Dçltec LBII DAC (£450) £ 150
Naim NAC 42 pre £ 100 Stax SR34/SRD4 £ 120 Denon
PMA920 amp modern all excellent condition WANTED:
Quality CD/Transport Audiolab, Quad etc. equipment,
exchange? tel: Jim, 01206 510392 (Colchester) H0818)
LYRA Parnassis Cartridge £ 700 (moving up to Moving
Magnet), Tim De Paravicini's 'The Head' Transformer £300;
Five Target stands (3floor, 2wall) £250; Audio Innovations
L2 Valve Preamp £400 tel: 01247 461603 (H0821)
KRELL MDI TRANSPORTER, mint condition,
£1,250; KPA PDM-2 silver wired, as new condition £650;
Martin Logan Aerius speakers, light oak, 12 months old,
as new condition, £ 1,400; tel: 01784 244944 (H0820)
KRELL KPS 301 CD PLAYER, 9months old, cost
£5,500 accept £4,000ono reason sale upgrading, tel: 0161
370 0322 (H0823)
A HI-FI CLASSIC for £ 600; Pink Triangle PT Two
(Serviced by Pink) in black plinth with Helius Orion arm
(silver wired) and PSU, tel: 01252 715031 (Surrey) (H0833)
INFINITY Renaissance speakers, excellent condition, £ 1,000
tel/fax: 0032 27356316 (Brussels, Belgium) (H0836)
CONRAD JOHNSON 2300, two years old, mint,
£1,800; Conrad Johnson PV12 with phono, same
condition £ 1,600, tel/fax: 0032 2 7356316 (Brussels,
Belgium) (H0835)
UNISON RESEARCH Smart 845, 3weeks use, new,
"Sound from heaven" (£ 2,650); Sovetek 300B valves,
matched pair, 20 hours use, (£ 150) better treble and bass,
wonderful mid-range, all genuine reasons for sale, all boxed,

1NIERCONNECTS: Audio Alchemy Datastream Transceiver,

INCA Tech Claymore Integrated amp, black facia gold

active digital with P.S.0 £95; M.I.T. MI-330 plus lm £ 115;

piping/lettering perfect sound, mint condition, £350 tel:

Cabletalk Monitor 21/2m £25; Audioquest video 2, digital,

0181 989 7979 (H0882)

lm £35 tel: 0181 449 8639 (Barnet) (H0850)

KRELL KSA80B dark grey and black, stunning sound,

ENSEMBLE PA1 Audiophile loudspeakers, piano black

mint condition, boxed with manual, balanced or single

in mint condition, £ 1,1130; Quad 66 preamp, remote £495;

ended input, £ 1,795 tel: 01273 775302 (H0883)

Meridian 203 DAC £220 tel: 01784 432629 (H0860)

MARK LEVINSON No. 28 pre-amp £ 1,250; Audiomeca

AUDIO SYNTHESIS Passion all Vishay Passive pre

Mephisto Transport and Audio Synthesis DAX £2,400;

amplifier, June 1996 manufacture, controls finished in

Pair Mirage M3Si £2,000; Stax signature Headphones

gold, as new, superb sound, list price £695, offers £295

and SRMT1S amp £ 1,150, tel: John, 0171 548 3678

onwards, tel: 0181 440 9110 (after 7pm) (H0866)
MYRYAD MC100 CD £525; M1120 amp phono fitted
£475ono, few hours use, only boxed as new also Qudos
cables and plugs details on 01702 558 557 (H0865)
DA CAPO Pink Triangle DAC £ 575ono bargain 1307
(Analoguey) filter, superb sounding, flexible DAC, very
good condition, boxed, tel/message: John, 01865 862745
anytime (Oxon) (H0872)
ATC SCM20 yew finish 1992, very little use, immaculate
condition, boxed, £900 tel: 01457 52656 (H0873)
QUAD 33/303 overhauled by Quad, converted to phono
by Academy Sound, superb sound quality, vgc, manuals,
boxes, £295 tel: 01903 247779 (Sussex) (H0874)
QUAD 22 mono blocks, rebuilt with many new parts, new
valves, EL34 outputs, two tone colour, crimson base, original
grey top, superb sound quality, some spare valves, £495
cash, buyer collects, tel: 01903 247779 (Sussex) (H0875)
JOHN SHEARNE Phase 1preamp and Dual Mono
amp, stunning valve-like sound with chrome and marble
front, now cost over £ 3,000, £995 for immediate sale,

(office) 01279 653800 7-9pm (H0884)
KRELL KSA505 £ 2,000 (£ 3,800); KRC2 £ 2,200
(£4,200); Theta Data Basic Trans' £ 1,000 (£2,000); Theta
Pro Prime 2DAC £ 1,000 (£ 1,800); Monitor Audio Studio
Fifty Special Finish £2,250 (£5,000) all immaculate
condition tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex) (H0885)
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAXII as new, £ 1,550; Meridian
203 DAC good condition £260; XL0 Reference speaker
cable, 8feet pair £450; tel: 0049 250 43445 evening
(Germany, Iwill call back) (H0886)
MUSICAL FIDELITY A1000, Maranta CD10, Pioneer
PD75, Meridian 606 DAC, KEF 103/4, KEF 104,
Cambridge Audio R50's, Reference Speakers; Leak
Sandwich, all boxed, mint, KEF Carlfon's, Ditton 25's,
tel: 01992 718265 (H0887)
MARANTZ CD 63SE three months old, only 4hours
use, as new, £ 160; Rodgers LS 2AA2 speakers, perfect
condition, black ash, wood veneer £85 tel: 01932 820677
(Weybridge, Surrey) (H0888)

tel: 0171 730 1614 daytime (H0876)

SME 20A Turntable immaculate condition, sensible offers

AUDIO ALCHEMY Digital decoding engine V3.0 plus

only, Van Den Hul 1st 0.6m £95 2nd, 0.8m £ 110ono;

power station four, as new, boxed plus guarantee, HDCD

Maranta SX-72 Scratch suppression unit, offers please,

compatible, excellent sound, £495 tel: 01793 771286

tel: 0181 654 6292 (H0889)

evenings (Swindon) (H0877)

AUDIO INNOVATIONS 2nd Audio amps, L2 pre P2

PIONEER 9700 CD player, Cambridge Audio Dacmagic,

phono Alto CD perfect condition, downsizing hence

latest model„ Audioquest digital Pro cable, all boxed as

reluctant sale, £ 1,700, consider exchange for smaller high

new, superb sounding combination £350ono tel: 01788

end system, tel: 01460 72545 (Somerset) (H0891)

544889 after 8pm (Rugby) (H0878)

BEYER DYNAMIC Headphones DT990 superb quality,

CROFT SERIES [VS 60W power amp, super-micro

excellent condition £60 no offers, tel: 01707 657801 (H0892)

preamp and headamp, unused since service, £550 tel:

CONRAD JOHNSON PV1OA pre (phono) MV55 power

01206 578144 (Colchester) (H0879)

as new £ 1,800ono; Shun Mook Platform small £90 tel:

NAICAMICHI DR1 perfect condition, only 25 hours use,

01454 857251 after 6pm (Bristol) (H0893)

Iwould like it to go to someone who will use it and

ARCAM Delta 250 CD Transport and Arcam black box

appreciate it! £500ono tel: 0161 718 8135 (H0880)

50 DAC price, when new £ 1,300, selling price £750 mint

STAX SFtD-X Pro, Active Drive, mint condition £ 120

condition, hardly used, top Zeta Tonearm, VDH wired

no offers tel: 01743 344605 (Shrops) (H0881)

£580 selling £400 tel: 0141 883 8217 (H0894)

great value assured, tel: 0131 668 3389 anytime (H0838)
WADIA 8 CD Transport, remote control, mint, boxed

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM

£1,495 (£ 3,300 new); Wadia 15 DAC, remote, digital

Rates: £8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue
For two months £ 14.00; three months £17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.

volume control, mint, boxed, £ 1,695 (£4,300 new) deal
on both, may p/ex tel: 01449 676335 (H0840)
LINN Isobariks Passive ex Naim test monitor 10 yeas old,

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

the business! BNC Connector, will demo, custom made

Not. telephone or prod., '- r..nre numbers count a, ono word Ihri Pioneer /1400 = two words/

IRMO

Spike stands, teak finish, brown front, £900 tel: 01296
435907 home 01753 891891 work (Aylesbury) (H0844)
RUARK Talisman II upgraded mark ones, £250;
Exposure XV, £250 tel: 0181 332 7355 (H0848)
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAXII £ 1,295; Passion 85 £895;
2x Desire power amplifier £795, all in good condition,
excellent sound, also Isoplion Outario loudspeakers in
oak, £595 tel: 01420 542060 (H0847)
ZETA Tonearm VDH, s/wired £650; Gold Bug Briar
M.0 cartridge £450 both items recently rebuilt by The

do' at' ...rriternent for

Cartridge Man and still need to be run in perfect
condition tel: 0181 688 6565 (H0846)

FOR SALE
1 Box number required

566392 (H0851)
116

CI no.
(pounds sterling) made payabk to Link House Magazines plc.

OR Please charge Iffy ACCM IVi,,, /
Diner, lAne&Cand Number

power and `Dac in the box' upgrade-digital interconnect
£420; AADTI plus (Jitter) £ 100 all as new, tel: 01908

yes

Cheque ,postal order encloted for g"

PIONEER SJD3 Transport - Trichord clock with own

insertion? underd

I.
.
ANTED

•

Deana telephone number

111111111111111

• Expires (date)
I .
Pleasc indicate which

Signature
'Ne reimbursements will be due for chncellanon of subuquent insertions

JANUARY 1997

Cut out your advertisement ( or photocopy) and
send to: Classified Advertising, HiFi Neum
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR92TA.
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TRIANGLE 60 watt Class A integrated amp, smooth yet

GRYPHON S100 Power amp, £2,800 (£5,500);

EXPERIMENTERS Clearout Custom built equipment

powerful, vgc, £250 (£700 new); Harmon Kardon

Audiomeca Mephisto CD Transport £ 1,650 (£2,500);

offers, Naim 52 MC Stage, rebuilt NAp120 300VA x2

MK6550 amp, LS200 speakers, stands and Audioquest

P.M.C. AB1 speakers £999 (£ 1,900); Audio Research

PSU, Lwanan Line Transformers, absolutely best Passive

cable £295 (£810 new) tel: 0117 924 6297 (H0899)

BL1 converts to balanced £ 350; Yamamura Churchill

Preamp on planet, Audio note M7 phono, line stages,

ORIGINAL Direct Cut disc, 'Thelma Houston' "I've got

Interconnect £350 (£700); Mtr. Orelle Da180 DAC £300;

tel/fax: 01642 649702 (H0936)

the music in me" collectors item, serious offers invited

Audio Synthesis Passion preamp £250 tel: 01923 462309

MICHELL ISO HR Phono stage and Hera PS suited to

other direct cut/supercut records available, i.e. Beatles

(H0917)

Abbey Road, tel: 01227 360452

ICRELL KPS 30i CD player, as new, was £5,490 now

30.0 Type 1reference interconnect 3meter pair, £350,

£3,250; Linn 'Caber AKTIV speakers, black, 18 months

1meter pair £ 120, Type 3Tonearm cable £ 175 tel: 01487

includes Xovers were £ 2,770 now £ 1,300 tel: 01279

831 558

465445 (H0918)

FM ACOUSTICS power amp, 300A, one owner from

MARK LEVINSON no. 26.5 pre-amp £3,195 (£8,450

new, £850 tel: 01483 569814 (Guildford) (H0896)

new); Levinson no. 23.5 power amp £3,195 (£7,450 new);

MUSICAL FIDELITY A1000 amp, mint condition

Wadia 15 D/A converter £ 1,595 (£3,995 new) Wadia 6

£850ono; Musical Fidelity X-Pre amp valve £ 150ono tel:

CD player £ 1,595 (£3,995 new) all as new, boxed, tel:

wide/narrow modules, need batteries, £75 both £ 160 tel:

01803 865406 (Devon) (H0895)

0181 311 7182 (H0919)

01243 784418 (H0938)

NAKAMICHI SR3A receiver and Omsia CD player, both

LUMLEY LM2 Loudspeakers, black, excellent sound,

ICRELL KSA100S £ 3,000; PS Audio Lambda trans.

very good condition but 120 VOCT, offers, tel: 01865

quality - see HiFi News review, 12 quality drive units,

£1,250; PS Audio Ultralink II £1,250; Audio Research

308415 eves (Oxford) (H0901)

phone for more details, cost £2,800 accept £ 1,500; Naim

LS3B £ 1,100; Martin Logan Aerius £ 1,100ono, house

KEF Reference 105/3 black, superb, Dynamics, bass, clarity

CDS unmarked will demonstrate £ 2,200 tel: 01625

forces sale, all boxed with manuals, tel: 0589 231058 Not

one of KEF's finest, £ 1,100 tel: 0192 575 4563 (H0902)

432889 (H0920)

trade (H0939)

PASSION Passive PAE amplifier, immaculate and carefully

MISSION 753 rosewood speakers, mint condition, boxed,

MERIDIAN 605

used, upgrading to new Passive, better than any Active

£500 cash, tel: 01903 261427 (Worthing, West Sussex)

condition, boxed, highly recommended (MC) (33 Marks)
£1,095ono tel: 01903 261931 evenings after 6pm

Preamp, £350 (new £695) tel: 01284 703217 ( H0903)

(H0921)

APOGEE Ribbon Monitors (black) £650; Arcam Zeta

KRELL KRS Ifour chasis stereo preamp, aclassic unit

2dolby pro-logic £450; Arcam Alpha 5CD £240; JVC

in mint condition, £ 1,500 tel: Clive, 0181 859 6506

DD7 3head cassette £ 120; Naim NAP160 £285, boxed,

evenings (H0922)

excellent condition tel: 01702 716830 (Essex) (H0904)

YAMAHA C60 preamp, excellent phono stage 2phono

MERIDIAN 518 Processor, as new, boxed, £600;

inputs, recently serviced, MM or MC very good condition,

Silurian, high-end, silver, screened, digital cable, lm, £60

£200 tel: Paul, 01305 853618 (Dorset) (H0923)

tel: Gerry Hassell, 0181 751 3771 or 0181 890 3302

QUAD Gradient Crossovers for ESL 63.s, immaculate,

low output cartridges and Ortofon MC2000 Cartridge,
hardly used, 14months and Zetas Top tonearm with VDH
Wiring, total buying price £2,100 selling £ 1,300 tel: 0141
883 8217 (H0937)
NAICAMICHI 550 Portable cassette rec/deck w/leather
case, universal adaptor, light usage £ 110; Nakamichi
CM300 set of 3condenser mics, 20ft leads, separate

monoblock, power amps, exc.

(Worthing, Sussex) (H0940)
QUAD ELS 57 £350; Celestion 300 £600; Garrard 301
SME 3009 on Plinth £200; Rogers LS3/5A AB1 rosewood
£800, boxed tel: 01895 625636 (Middlesex) (H0941)
TANDBERG TCD330 tape deck, plus Tandert TR2075
MICH am/fin stereo receiver amp, plus pair Tandbert studio
monitors, all good order, must sell at £ 350 tel: 01453

(Business hours) (H0905)

never used, £600ovno each tel: 0956 338103 (day) 0181

COUNTERPOINT DA10a/DAI la combo, latest spec,

958 8168 (eve) (NW London) (H0924)

542870 (H0942)

high-end 20-bit DAC and transport HDCD, JAC Anti-

EPOS ES14 speakers, with dedicated stands, single wired

QUAD Valve Control unit Teak housing; Quad 22 amps

Jitter board, etc., black/silver finish, half price - both items

black ash £ 300; REL Strata active subwoofer £300 tel:

2of; Quad FM Stereo tuners Teak houseing 2of; Quad

as new, boxed, DAC £ 1,000, Transport £800; Siltech digital

0114 266 9726 (Sheffield) (H0925)

AM short wave tuner; Original Warrantee cards, instruction

cables - lm £ 100, 0.5m £65 tel: Gerry Hassell 0181 751

REVOX B77 open reel tapedeck with manual, 10 reels

books, spare KT66 valves; Original Quad packing cases,

3771 or 0181 890 3302 (Business hours) (H0906)

and some accessories, excellent condition £600; Teat

offers; Rvox A77 4track tape recorder, 10.5 NAB Spools

AVI S2000MP preamplifier and remote £650; Technics

MC120 undirectional microphone, unused in box, £55

in original condition, £950ono;Thorens TD150 turntable,

SL-P0867 5disc CD player, £ 180 both as new and boxed;

tel: 01432 275729 (H0926)

offers tel: 01222 756764 (H0943)

Rogers LS4A speakers, black, £ 100 tel: 0181 870 3630

NAIM 135 power amps, matched pair, boxed £ 1,800;

MISSION Cyrus 2amp £ 150; 2x 12 foot runs Audio

(daytime) (H0907)

Naim SBL's black, latest upgrade £ 1,050; Pink Triangle

Note and speaker cables £30 tel: 01283 716530 (
Staffs)

EPOS ES14 with dedicated stands, black ash finish,

DA Capo 1307 £700 all immaculate condition tel: 01565

(H0944)

immaculate condition, £425ovno tel: 01622 690191

733525 (H0927)

(Kent) (H0908)

AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 120 dual mono power

B&W 804 speakers, £935; Amplifier AVI 2000M mono,

amplifiers, £ 3,990; Audio Research SP9 MKII pre-

excellent (new) £895 (£ 1,400); Mission 735 speakers

amplifier, £990 both in silver and mint condition with

WANTED
VPI Record Cleaning Machine, fair price for good
condition unit, tel: Tom, 01920 877093 (H0828)

(£700) £395; Maranta CD10 Flagship CD boxed £595;

minimal use, tel: 01203 419605 (H0928)

Rogers 3.LS35A rosewood, boxed £ 325; Tannoy 636

MACKINTOSH MC60 ( 1962) valve monoblocks, offers;

speakers, £295 (£500) p/x considered W.H.Y tel: 01225

Meridian 208 CD[Preamp £595ono (new £ 1350); Quad

480990 (H0909)

44/405 MKII pre/power amps £355 may split; Quad 306

HI END Cable transparent reference Inter Connect RCA

power amp, £ 155; Croft Valve preamp £ 170 tel: 01746

NON-WORKING or faulty Quad 405/405-2 or 606

pair £400 lus Audioquest Diamon one metre pair £200

764984 (H0929)

amplifier, tel: 01357 520049 (H0857)

tel: 0181 455 9707 (H0910)

SILTECH HF8Si digital interconnect ( 1m) £ 125; Siltech

HELIUS Cyalene Toneann first model Audio Note silver

MC4-24 Stereo interconnects (0.6m) £ 100; Chord Flatline

wired, £650 tel: 0171 806 3103 (H0911)

speaker cables (3m) £35; Moth Passive Preanw £ 100 tel:

MIRAGE Bipolar Speakers at exdemo prices, M5si rrp

SONY XA50 ES top of the range CD player, European

0151 526 5344 (H0930)

£1,995 (£ 1,395); M10901 rrp £ 1,295 (£995); BPS150

97-98 award winner, brand new, £895 tel: 0181 905 6331

QUAD ESL63 with MAF stands, black grilles, rosewood

rrp £799 (£599); MBS2 rrp £599 (£399); MC2 rrp £499

(H0912)

finish, mint condition, boxed as new, reluctant sale due

(£349) tel: 01628 440637 (Marlow) (H0900)

REGA Planar 3 Turntable with RB300 arma nd

to recent move, £ 1,500 tel: 01772 315723 (H0931)

THEATREMASTER, fabulous 24ct gold, AC3/DAC/

AUR P77 cartridge, excellent condition £ 135 tel:

NAIM AUDIO, Nait 3/R, CD3, NAT 03, all as new,

0121 704 4345 (H0913)

boxed, £ 1,500ono tel: Azy, 0191 2723514 eves (H0932)

TEAC A.G-6500 receiver, Teac A140 tape deck, B+)

INTERCONNECT-AUDIOQUEST ruby lmr £ 55;

Beomaster 6000, Beocrod 6000, beogram 8000 + remote,

Chord Solid silver £45; CD Phono to BNC £20; 4Phono

offers tel: David, 0161 773 0697 eves (H0914)

to DIN £25; Linn speaker cable 9mtr pair £50; New

ATC SCM50A Active speakers, paino black, £3,900ono;

Atcha SL300 speaker stands, top and bottom spikis £48

AVI S2000yC CD player, £590ono; AVI S2000MP

tel: 01825 712960 (H0934)

preamp, £390ono all mint, boxes and cables, tel: Graham,

MUST Sell highest offer secures, Neat Petite II new,

STAX Lambda Pro h/phones C/W SRD75B energiser (or
similar) cash waiting, tel: Nick, 01204 309810 after 7pm
Mon-Fri, all day Sat/Sun (H0890)

FOR SALE - TRADE

Preamp, rrp £7,500 (£5,000) Matching LD/CD T8000
Transport rrp £4,995 (£3,500) both are extremely rare
with full warranty, tel: 01628 440637 (H0933)
AUDIO SYNTHESIS award winning DAX II £ 1,650
plus other ex-demo

stock in as new condition:

Electrocompaniet ECI- lintegrated amplifier £ 1,700;
Electrocompaniet ' Cube' speakers £850; Audio Alchemy
Digital Decoding Engine III £600; Quad ELS 63 speakers

01793 785250 daytime (H0915)

unused, unopened, Mark Levinson ML1 preamp, Studer

TOP QUALITY Interconnects speaker cables including

A725

CD Fisher Valves FM200B Tuner, ACZ80

£1,700 (previously owned - mint in rosewood); all ex-

Art, Siltech, Stax, VDH, Silver Sound, Target Tables

Monoblocks, Grado Signature, low hours tel/fax: 01642

demo products, boxed with warranty tel: 0121 445 5057

Porteous tel: 01923 826830 anytime (H0916)

649702 (H0935)

evenings (H0783)
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DREAM SYSTEMS:
CYRUS GETS
SERIOUS WITH
MICRO SYSTEMS

THE ULTIMATE
INNOVATIVE
TRADITIONALISTS

FROM AS 1.11TLE AS

FROM AS LM1E AS

£72

90

PER MONTH

MAK

£13 f.00

PER MONTH

While some customers can be attracted to
the appearance of many mainstream
mini and micro systems, they are quickly
won over by adenonstration of the sheer
musical superiori -yof these diminutive
Cyrus components.
As beautifully constructed as anything on
the market, this superb Cyrus and Mission
line-up provides an exquisite system for
anyone looking for legitimate hi-fi
performance but with the minimum
impact on their domestic decor.
The system offers astylish and genuinely
sophisticated qual ty of reproduction with
all types of music that is likely to satisfy
its owners for many years to come.
Call in for ademonstration and find out
about our unbeatable trade-up offers.

No hi-fi manufacturer can claim to have a
more significant history of innovation
than Quad, and this latest system
continues that tradition, offerirg both
exceptional sound quality and
outstanding value.
Judging by demand for older Quad
equipment through our own 'second user'
store, we would guess that Quad offers
the best 'investment' potential amongst
hi-fi products, and owners of older Quad
equipment will be pleased to know that
because of the demand through our
'Trading Station' we always offer
exceptionally generous part-exchange
allowances against Quad hi-fi of any
vintage when you up- grade to the
wonderful Quad 77 system.

There is still something so beguiling about
the quality of vinyl that even now, some
fifteen years after the introduction of
digital sound, many of us treasure our
[Ps more than ever. You know that old
saying " you don't know what you've got
until you lose it!"
If you're no longer playing your old
albums, or if you've replaced your
collection with CDs, it's worth knowing
that we have ahigh demand for quality
used turntables - so whatever you do,
talk to us - please don't throw it away!
But, if you're a 'vinyl junkie' you'll want
to speak with kindred spirits.
So this is our recommended ' Re-start
System' for anyone with adominant
collection of the beautiful black stuff!

There's little we can say about Audiolab
and Monitor Audio that isn't already well
known. Other than that they are near
neighbours of ours in aconcentration of
top-name manufacturers in the hi-fi hotbed that is Cambridgeshire.
We have brought the two companies even
doser in this highly recommended system
to demonstrate how bi-amping asuperb
two-way speaker creates asoundstage of
amazing scale and precision.
We can commend Audiolab and Monitor
Audio, not only for such obvious sonic
qualities ( achieved within 'sensible'
budgets) but also for their outstanding
engineering as well as the cosmetic finish
which enhances the sheer desirability of
all their award winning components.

CYRUS 1111 Amplifier £ 598
CYRUS PSX-R Power Supply £328
CYRUS cluD3O : DPlayer £898
Mission 752F
£578
TOTAL £2402
PART- EXCHANGE ( example)
or Deposit £602
BALANCE £ 1800'
INTEREST FREE FAYMENTS 12 X£150

QUAD 77 Control Amplifier £8
49
QUAD 77 CD Player £699
QUAD 77 Tuner £699
Quad 101 Speakers £ 599
TOTAL £2846
PART- EXCHANGE (
example)
or Deposit £846
BALANCE
42000
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£167

PINK TRIANGLE TARANTELLA
With Rego RB300 & Grado
£ 795
COPLAND (SA 14 Amplifier £ 1199
SONUS FABER Concertino Spkrs £ 599
SONUS FABER Speaker Stands £290
TOTAL £2883
PART- EX (
Example) or Deposit £663
BALANCE £2220'
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£185

AUDIOLAB 8000CD CD player £
999
AUDIOLAB 8000LX Pre amp £
469
AUDIOLAB 8000SX Pwr amp £
549
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 12
Floorstanding Speakers
£
999
TOTAL £3016
PART- EX (
Example) or Deposit £
756
BALANCE £2260*
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£188

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 20.75 PER WEEK

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 21.12 PER WEEK

WE'LL BUY
YOUR HI-FI

WE'LL SELL
YOUR HI-FI

Instant Cash offered
for Used and Vintage
hi-fi equipment.
Complete systems
always wanted.

Let us help you get
THE BEST PRICE
for your old hi-fi
by selling it for you on
acommission basis.

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 16.82 PER WEEK

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 18.69 PER WEEK

WE MAKE
IT EASY!
With 0% Finance
available on all
NEW and USED HI-FI
and Audio- Visual
Purchases
ARCAM • AMON • AUDIOI,Alt
MICHELL • MISSION • MON

Generous allowances
for your carefully used
hi-fi equipment plus a
'CASH- IN- HAND'
facility.

A(l)10 ‘ R( II • %\ I • MIN v tti & WILKIN • CASTLE • ( TAMA\
EGA • COPT % ND • CYRUS
)R
IMO • \ It SR
I. F11)1..1.111 •r
'AIM • PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEI'R • PRO- AC • QUAD • REGA

HEM

FINAN UAL REALITY
VALVE & SOLID
STATE - BEST OF
BOTH WORLDS?
FROM AS LITTLE AS

£324.

00

PER MONTH

If you're after that ' toe-toppin', ' finger
poppin', ' hand clappin', ' thigh slappin',
sound experience - simply call in and listen!
We'll demonstrate Nairn, ecompany that
places aconvincing emphasis on the
value of true system synergy. For a
growing number of our customers, Nairn
reproduces music the way they like it,
and we'll place abet that when you listen,
you'll probably discover that you do too!
A complete Nairn system starts from
around £ 2,300 which you can build
incrementally to astaggering £ 30,000!
What's more, if you'd like apersonal
endorsement, we can tell you that some
of our people have chosen to spend their
own ' hard-earned' on complete Naim
systems. We can't say fairer than that!

No dogma here! While different
technologies provide different solutions
to achieving state-of-the-art sound
reproduction, The Hi Fi Company will
always provide an appropriately wide
choice of top quality equipment for your
personal assessment.
Audio Research have earned aglobal
reputation with their highly sophisticated
vacuum-tube amplifiers which, with the help
of their new CD player in this system,
produce an utterly convincing portrayal of
all types of music.
Add the ProAc Response 2.5 loudspeakers
and, in our view, these rare devices help this
system create tire transparent sound of
electrostatics with the sheer power that only
superior cabinet speakers can achieve.

NAIM
NAIM
NAIM
NAIM

£
2000
£1050
£1060
£1060
TOTAL £51
70
PART- EXCHANGE (
example)
or Deposit
f1990
BALANCE £ 3180'
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£265

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
CD player £ 3399
AUDIO RESEARCH LS9 Pre £1949
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50 Pwr £
2895
PRO- AC RESPONSE 2.5
£
2700
TOTAL £10,943
PART- EX (
Example) or Deposit £ 2943
BALANCE £ 8000*
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£667

*OR DEFER PAYMENT 90
DAYS THEN THREE YEARS AT
JUST £ 29.72 PER WEEK

*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3 YEARS AT
JUST £ 74.77 PER WEEK

CD2 CD Player
102 Pre- amp
180 Power amp
Credo Speakers

For many years we have delighted in the
transparency of electrostatic speakers,
but never more than when driven by
hugely powerful Class Aamps.
Electrostatics really open up to Krell
amplifiers, enhancing their clarity with o
three dimensionality which can be eeri'y
real in some instances. With well recorded
discs one can feel as if it's possible to walk
right through aliterally transparent
soundstage to mingle with the musicians
in your own living room!
Any system offering this level of
performance usually deserves ahome
demonstration and if that is something
you would like to experience for yourself,
please contact us and we will be delighted
to make the arrangements for you.
The system is of course on dem in store,
KRELL KAV300CD CD player £ 3549
KRELL KAV250P Pre amp £ 999
KRELL KAV250A Pwr amp £ 3195
MARTIN LOGAN CLS11
£
4555
TOTAL £ 13,298
PART- EX (
Example) or Deposit £4298
BALANCE £ 9000'
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X £ 750
*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3 YEARS AT
JUST £ 84.12 PER WEEK

All Systems Guaranteed for Three Years

Digital technology which leads the way in
audio-visual systems and there's no doubt
that Meridian of Cambridgeshire are
world leaders in the design of state-ofthe-art multi- channel sound equipment.
With our own extensive expertise 11
home- cinema installations at all budget
levels, we have to place this system as
perhaps offering the perfect combination
of hi-fi pedigree and sonic performance
with genuine up rothe- minute audiovisual compatibilty.
If you are serious 030Ut creating amultichannel ' home cinema' and hi-fi system,
this is the ultimate installation.
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
S/S Decoder
MERIDIAN
Digital spkrs

500 CD Transport £ 8245
518 Processor £ 925
519 RF Demod ( 450
562V Dig Control £ 995
565-7.1
with AC3/DTS £ 2850
DSP 5000
Rosewood ( 2pairs) £ 6920
TOTAL £ 13,385
PART- EX (
Example) or Deposit £ 338.5
BALANCE £ 10,000'
INTEREST FREE PAYMENTS 12 X£833
*OR DEFER PAYMENT
90 DAYS THEN 3YEARS AT
JUST £ 93.46 PER WEEK

FOR THE LARGEST
RANGE OF QUALITY

USED HI-FI

Nobody Values Your HiFi More
THE HI- Fl COMPANY 35 - 42 COWGATE
pl.:Nos • Epos • LIC 5A.E • KE.E •

PETERBOROUGH

IN THE COUNTRY
PLEASE SEE OUR
'TRADING STATION'
ADVERTISEMENT
OVERLEAF

PEI ILZ Tel: ( 01733) 341755 Fax: (01733) 358141

KRELL • LEXICON • LINN • :1
,
1AGNAPAN • MARANTZ • MARTIN LoGAN • M&K • MERIDIAs
RO( ERS • SME • . ONUS MIII R • SI ENDOR • 1F '51 • TEFIINICS • UNISON • WILSON • _ WILsON BENESCH • YAMAHA

WANTED
TOP QUALITY HI- Fl
We urgently require all
types of hi-fi equipment,
classic and modern.

INSTANT
CASH

PART
EXCHANGE

BUY BACK
PROMISE

OR COMMISSION SALES

Nobody Values
Your HiFi More that's our Promise!

Unbeatable ' Buy- Back'
GUARANTEED on any
future up- grade!

Phone ( 01733) 555514
for full details.

I

I

HE FINEST SELECTION OF USED HI-FI
IN THE COUNTRY GUARANTEED!
TURNTABLES / ARMS
Aka' APB21 ( Rego RB200 £ 169 £ 99

CD PLAYERS / DACS

Jeff Rowland
Consumate Pre

£5500 £2798

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustat Model X ( valve amps)

£1498

Kinshaw Overture Integrated£435 £294

Arcam Alpha 1

£320 £ 195

Krell Ref KRSBP

Arcam Alpha 6

£500 £354

(6 component balanced pre) £3995

Arcam Delta 270CD

Krell KSA100S £5843 £3997
Lecson AC1/AP1 (Circa 1975) £295

Arcam Delta 70 /Black Box 3

£675

Heybrook TT2 / Linn LVX Grado MT. £248

Arcam Black Box 5 DAC

£295

Linn Axis / K9

Lentek ( Design Award) £784 £398

Acoustic Prec Eikos ( New)£1850 £1448

Linn LK1 / 280 Pre/Pwr £ 1300 £698

Audio Alchemy DACMAN £ 149 £ 117

Carver Silver Signature £2200 £1498

LFD LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr) £3800 £1798

Audio Alchemy

Celestion 300 (Rosewood) £ 1095 £695

Meridian 603 Digital Pre £ 1750

DAC-IN-THE-BOX £229 £ 177

Dual CS505

£80

Grado tonearm

£498

Goldring Lenco (
78s!)

£75

£425

£298

Linn LP12 (Afr)
Zeta/Koetsu Silver Onyx £2500
Linn LP12 Akito tLingo

£995

£2200 £995

Linn LP12 Afromosia / Valhalla
Linn LP12/Ekos/ Troika

£500

£3000 £ 1298

Logic Tempo / RB300

£198

Manticore Mantra / Magician
+ MBP6 pwr sup iOn MC3000 £ 1198
Pink Triangle Export
c/w 250 GTI

£900 £597

Rega 9 / Exact / Mint £ 1750 £948
Raga Planet / Acos Lustre

£120

Revolver / Helius Scorpion / P77

£299

The Head MC Transformer £500 £295
Thorens TD160 S + Mission Arm

£120

The Voyd Turntable ( Inc' Reference
external power supply £2800 £ 1298
Voyd 0.5 c/w SMEV
(Silver wired)

£5300 £3250

NO MORE LPs?
We always require
Enthusiast Quality
TURNTABLES

£754

Musical Fidelity A200

£800 £425

Audio Alchemy Digital

Musical Fidelity A120

£549 £345

Encoding Engine V1.1

Audio Alchemy DTI Plus £249 £197

Musical Fidelity F22 Pre £995

£697

Audio Alchemy ACD2 Plyr £490 £397

£195

Audiolab 8000 Trans/DAC£2200 £1500

Naim 42 Pre
Nairn 180 Power

£ 1095 £798

£ 1185

Gale 301 (
Black)
; Harbeth HL4 + Stands £ 1000

£495
£987
£165
£398

Harbeth HL Compact 7 £ 1499 £1197
Harbeth HL K6

£ 1049 £847

Impulse H6 (Horns)

£878

£ 1195 £595

Nytech CP122 / CPA602 £700 £325

Marantz SD 35

OCM 500 Power amp

£2750 £ 1698

QED C300/P300

£675 £378

Quad 405Selection From just
Rappaport Pre 2 ( Pre)
Regs Eles

£195
£295

£398 £248

£235 £ 147
£2998
£75

Marantz CD65 Mk11

£100

Meridian 602/606Trans/DA0£3350 £1498
Meridian 508CD Mk1

£ 1685 £1187

£400

Linn Kan II (Inc stands) £650

£395

Linn Kelidh (Walnut) £750

£598

£950 £747

Tornado 1/ Hurricane 1

Mission daD 7000

£597

Monarchy DIP Jitterbuster £245 £197

Magnaplanar SMG-A

£498

Musical Fidelity Digilog

Martin Logan Aerius (
fiik) £2200 £1650

£195

Musical Fidelity Tubalog £500 £368
Musical Fidelity E600

YBA 2 ( Pre)

NAD 5220

£395

£288

(Revalved & Serviced) £4995 £1798

Arcam Delta 90 ( Int)

£500

£268

Audio Research SP11Mk 2

(7.5wan heated triode) £ 1700 £695

Arcam Delta 290 ( Int)
£375
Audiolab 8000M iX2) ExD£1600 £ 1125

Audio Research BLI Cnvtr £888

Audiolab PPA ; Ph.° siege) £1100

Audio Research

£1998
£587

Audio Research V70 Pwr £4480 £2487
LS15 Line Pre
Audio Research
LS5 Mk1 Line Pre

£600 £428
£90

Parasound DAC-1000

£795 £528

Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC £995

£578

Mission 754F

£ 1498

Mission 754F (Oak) Ex-dem

£997
£1198

Monitor Audio R352 (Teak) £395

£248

Monitor Audio MA800 ( Rose) £795

£395

Pioneer PD9700

£450

£254

Proceed PDT1/ PDP1 £3490 £1690

Decca Ribbon Tweeter £500

£175

Rotel RCD 945

Musical Fidelity MC2

£295

Sony CDP2700 (balanced) £995 £395

Nairn Intro ( Es-deer/Black) £660

£580

Technics SL- PS 770A

£250 £ 155

Note Perfect Virtuoso £2750 £1497

£229 £ 177

Note Perfect Concert £2450 £1297

£125

Theta TLC Jitter Buster

TAPE DECKS / TUNERS
Circa 1960 (no decoder)
Creek T40

Avantic SPA 11 Vintage valves £188

Cyrus Tuner

Croft Series V Power

£555 £357

£578
Meridian M2500 Active Sub £ 1595 £1297
Mission 753F
£798 £597

Mordaunt Short MS737 with

Braun 301 Tuner
£5295 £3997

Meridian M30 (Active)

Pioneer PD7700 £250 £187
Pioneer PDS901 (Silver) £250

Avantic BM611 Valve Tuner
£3199 £2497

£998
£1250

£1950Yamaha A970 ( New) £800 £507
£ 1700 £878

Linn Kaber (
marked) £2200
Linn lsobarik (Active)

£ 195

Threshold S300 (pwr) £5500

VALVE AMPLIFIERS

£195

KEF LS5/1a ( BBC Monitors,1960's)£495
Leak Sandwich (Originals)
£148
Lentek Monitors

Micromega Stage 6 CD

£397

KEF 70s (Surrounds) £299

£600 £397

Sumo Athena (
Pre) & 9 ( Pwr) £995

Thorens TTA2000 Pwr (35w) £599 £477

£694

£ 1495 £795

£2299 £1198
£750

Thorens TTP2000 Mk1 Pre £499

£1295

KEF 104/2 (Teak)

Micromega Duo (2box )
Micromega Stage 5CD

£995 £828

KEF 103/4

Micromega Stage 4 CD

£ 128

Sugden A48 (Circa 1976)

Alchemist Kraken Pre

£1320 £695

Epos ES22

KEF 103/4

Audio Research SP11 Mk1

Classe Audio 3D Pre

DCM Time Windows

Krell SBP64X DAC ( 1991)

£227

£275

£947

£ 1200

Kinshaw Overture DAC

£350

£695

£847

Castle Howard Mk2

NVA AP30 ( Integrated) £350 £228

Albarry AP4 Pre

BGW 202 (
Control/Pre)

£4000 £1508

Apogee Centaur Minor £ 1345

Naim 250 (Old style - late) £ 1655 £895

Audio Innovations 1st Audio

Burmester 846 Line Stage

(Marked)

£799 £497

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE

£3250 £2257

£569 £395

£549

Apogee Caliper Signature

Impulse H7

f495

Vac- In-The- Box Phono/Pre £249 £ 197

Power - 200 wpc

DPA Renaissance DAC

£799

DPA Renaissance CD Plyr £950 £757

Naim 160 (Old style)

Audio Alchemy

£798

£399 £297

Musical Fidelity F18 ( Pwr) £4000 £ 1998

Arion Electra Integrated £ 1400 £875

Audio Research D200

£800 £447

Acoustic Energy AE1

Pink Triangle Ventrical £896

£597

ProAc Response 2

f998

£ 1700

Quad ESL63 ( Brown) £3500 £1695
£148
£125

£ 199 £125

£3450 £2447

Quad fit Gradient SW63
Subwoofer system

£1750 £1247

Rogers Studio 3 (Black) £495

£348

Marantz SD55 3 hd / 2 mtr £400 £ 195

Rogers LS-4 (
Black)

£185

Royd Coniston

C J Sonographe FET ( Pre)£1250 £495

Croft Micro Pre / V Pwr £ 1400 £704

Nakamichi CR2

Counterpoint Solid 1Per £1495

Dynaco ST120

£399 £268

Quad ESL63 Afro/black

£249

£120

Royd Minstrel (Black) £260

£185

(Classic ower amp circa 1976) £328

Nakamichl 680ZX £600 £398
Revox A77 1/4 track 33/
4 & 71/
2
£495

Ruark Templar 2

Creek CAS4040 Integrated £225 £ 144

£395

Golida SG-502

Pioneer CT7OR 3head (Silver) £150

Sonus Faber

Cyrus 1 ( Integrated) £395
Cyrus II / PSX

£195
£395

Graaf 5050 Power £2150 £ 1657
Graaf WFB 2 Pre £ 1195 £897

Revox B215

Cyrus Straight Line

£298

Grant G100

Cyrus PSX R (As new) £328 £248

Counterpoint SA20 Pwr

£795

£3000 £ 1398

£950 £698

£495 £298

£ 1950 £658

Rotel RT850L tuner

£1130

Electa Amator Mk1

£559

£3293 £2497

Spendor SP1

£549

Sugden T48 tuner (Circa 1976) £95

Spendor BCH' (Teak)

£495

(3 box MC / Pre / Pwr) £2200 £998

Teac

£595

Tangent RS2 + Stands £400

£225

DPA 200S Pre/Power £ 1250 £875

Papworth Audio TVA.50 £ 1950 £998

Teac B700

£860 £628

Tannoy 637 Profile £575

DPA Renaissance Intgrtd £595 £477

PM Components MPL1 Pre plus

£450

Uher 4200 / PSU / Service Manual £698

Tannoy Devon ( 12" drivers) £795

£348

DPA DSP200 Line Pre

Thiel CS1.2

£ 1100

£645

Townsend Glastonbury £ 1700

£854

DPA 50S Power

£398

Tascam 3220 1/
2 t- 71/
2/15

£499

£397

2 xMp211 Power amps £5000 £2507

Yamaha KX530

£ 1500

£895

Sonic Frontiers

Yamaha KXW282 Twin/mint £260

Finestra EC (
Inc Mains filter) £795

SFM160 ( Mono's)

£5495 £2498

Yamaha KX480 mint

£125
£168

£200 £ 138

Wilson Witt Mk1

£8888 £6887

TRADING STATION
35 Cowgate Peterborough

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141
ESTABLISHED 1974
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Bravura
"a fine

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH
CLASS AUDIO

testament to...

"...breathtaking speed and
transparency at low
frequencies are quite a
prize, and lend the speaker
asuperb sense of timing
and the ability to play
bass-heavy material with
delightful agility...
"...the Virtuoso Gold plays
middle frequencies quite
spectacularly. But in this
case, high and low
frequencies come across
with equal aplomb.
Instead, my attention was
drawn to the fine tlyriamit
on display...
"With the finesse of wi
electrostatic and the
timing of aRehdeko, the
Bravura Virtuoso Gold
repays searching out." -Jason

for sale trade

Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.
Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity wired
phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of electronics to
come onto the market for adecade. The Manticore Mistral is
designed for the highest resolution systems and will be priced at
about £1,450 when it is officially launched later in the year but
there are asmall number of Beta field-testing units still available
at less than half price. Highly recommened.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Source, Input Design, JBE.
Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.

Kennedy, HiFi Choice, June 1997

...horn technology"
Bravura speakers an,designed and manufactured by
Thomas Transducers
White House Hall, Hadbw Road, Toribridge, Kent TN11 OAJ. UK
T: +44 (0)1732 851408 F: -1-44 (0)1732 850315

b

Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
email: manticore@dial.pipex.com
Web site: http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/manticore/
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Big,gleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

Premium

Discs,

Audio

Equipment

&

Accessories

NEW FROM ABSOLUTE ANALOGUE
AA005 STE VIE RAY VAUGHAN,
COULDN'T STAND THE WEATHER.
AA 006 ARGENTA BOX SET from ALTO
Six records in original sleeves+bonus45, book and
super quality presentation box.
Rodrigo, Falla, Breto, De Falla etc. f160
MCA JIMI HENDRIX (US Imports)
First Rays of the New Rising Sun (2LP) £22.50
(2LP) f22.50
Electric Ladyland
f17.50
Axis- Bold As Love
(2LP)
f22.50
Are You Experienced
f17.50
Band of Gypsies
We stock ahuge range of audiophile vinyl, including the excellent NEW releases from Absolute Analogue!
ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS REVIVAL' AUDIOQUEST • UK BLUE NOTE
HQ • CLASSIC RECORDS
EMI CLASSICAL

RCA LIVING STEREO

180 GM HQ FONE

180 gm HQ

CARDAS RECORDS

2LP BOX SETS' GRAPEVINE• IMPLUSE JAZZ - 180 gm

HQ NEW RELEASEKING SUPER ANALOGUE• LINN RECORDS - JAZZ / ROCK
MOBILE FIDELITY SOUND LABS

1809m

DCC ' DECCA SXL / LONDON CS - 180 gm HQ

MCA

1809m HQ

PROPRIUS • RCA • SHEFFIELD LABS

HELIOS CD PLAYERS
New to the UK, The Revolutionary CD players from Helios.
These machines look and feel totally different to the opposition.
They sound better too.
On the outside aMetacrylite front panel and Stainless Steel
controls combine with aheavily damped chassis to produce
areassuring sense of solidity.
Inside, you'll find amassively rebuilt transport system
(Model 1ér 2) with extensive use of Carbon Fibre, and proprietry
digital electronics, all upgradable between models.
The results speak for themselves. Effortless bass dynamics and
a wide open sound stage give music a tremendous sense
of presence and involvement.
Impressive beyond their price.
Experience the Helios Solution to CD's problems.
From £650 to f1250

VPI HW 19 Jr / RB300 f599

VPI HW 16-5
Record cleaning machine f399

A top quality US record player, the HW 19 Jr offers unbelievable
performance for the money. Fully suspended and featuring a solid acrylic
platter, the Jr represents unprecedented value - even more so because it

The HW16.5 has been the benchmark
record cleaner since its introduction.

can be fully upgraded into the Legendary HW19 MK IV, the top selling

Stereophile's Analogue accessory of the year

analogue front end in the US.

for more years than ican remember,

This turntable combination used to cost £850, but we sell it direct

the 16.5 is much more than a luxury - it is

to you for £599.

essential to protect your valuable investment

HW 19 Jr Available in Black Oak,Light Oak, or Piano Black lacquer at extra cost.

in vinyl. It also opens huge vistas of gloriously
cheap second hand records !
Nobody with a serious interest in vinyl
record replay can afford to be without one.
We stock a full compliment of spares
and accessories, as well as the professional
grade HW 17F, intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.

Vinyl Demand import and distribute a huge range of audiophile vinyl as well as analogue replay syste
and accessories from VPI, Rockport Technologies and Audio's'.
Please phone for further information and catalogue of Records (VOL) and Analogue Equipment and Accessories (VO

***** What Hi Fi July 1997

VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge 5P6 15B Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 6544

i
e

ep lay

do

consult intS

for sale trade
TEL/FAX
CHESTER
(01244) 401290
email replay@dial,pipex.com

Replay is an independent specialist dealer based in Chester
Our high standard of service includes home demonstrations

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
FORSELL Limited edition Air Reference Turntable and Air

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b Hyrid Line Pre (£3398) £1695

Bearing Tonearm

SOLSTICE ADD speakers with stands

£4995

GENESIS Model Ill speakers Mint

£2495

months old £15,650 new..............................Offered for £8995

JAWS Defy 7stereo amp. mint

£3695

KNELL KSA20013 Balanced Power Amp

£2495

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier £1295

THIEL CS2.2 Loudspeakers Mint

£1995

O.E.D. Digit Dac & Position PSU

MARK LEVINSON No 26S Pre-amp

£ 995

PIONEER PD-A4000 Integrated Amplifier £150

throughout the North West with genuine help and advice in

MARK LEVINSON No 29 Power Amplifier £1995

choosing or upgrading your hi fi system.

ELECTROCOMPANIET 2Channel Audio Power Amp 1295

All our customers are seen individually by appointment, and our
demonstrations are relaxed and informal with no sales pitch or pressure.
We have asuperb range of high quality hi fi components including
DIGITAL RELAY:
AVI S2000MC Reference CD player £ 1399: Outstanding sound quality,
well reviewed by HFN/
Performs superbly in many systems.
LFD DAC £2999; Our reference digital to analogue convertor. When used
with any decent transport (Teac,Trichord and Meracus work well), the DAC 3
offers aquality of sound that is comparable to the very best, regardless of
price.The sound is detailed and very open with very clean bass and excellent
stereo imagery.
LFD Mistral CD player £999: Obviously not in the sanie league as the
DAC 3 but this player, we feel, has the finest mid range performance in its
class. It also looks very smart in its stainless steel fascia.
Roksan Caspian £895: An excellent all rounder with smooth but dynamic
sound. At its best with the matching Caspian amplifier.
Trichord Genesis and Revelation CD players £569/£819: Recently
improved excellent value Cl) players that easily beat the competition. New
from Trichord is the Clock 3 modification which will literally transform your
existing CD player for only £ 172.
AMPLIFICATION:
Audio Analogue Puccini £595: This is astunning amplifier from Italy with
what is probably the most lucid and refined sound available under £ 1000.
Beautifully made and includes agood MM/MC phono stage.
AVE We have the full range of these superb amplifiers on permanent
demonstration.
LFD: Excellent range of British amplifiers from £-199 to over £4000. All
models sound transparent and clean and are outstanding with Audio Physic
loudspeakers.
Roksan Caspian £695: Winner of the HiFi News Best Amplifier award.
Attractive styling, remote control, upgradeability and great sound!
Sonneteer Alabaster £ 899: An outstanding, musical amplifier with lots of
detail, great timing and awide stereo image. A superb match for any good
compact speakers ( ProAcJaino. Keswick etc).
Trilogy Valve Amplifiers: Fantastic build quality and stunning sound to
match.The range starts with the unique 900 pre amplifier at £499; nothing
can offer this sort of quality at the price.The top of the range 918/958 pre
power at over £6000 can stand comparison with the very best.
LOUDSPEAKERS
AVI Positrons £899: The best floorstander at the price. Does everything
well and work, with awide range of systems.
BluePrint Point One £ 1000: Very striking and distinctive floorstanding
loudspeakers that are easy to drive and produce an enormous sound stage with
deep bass.
Heybrook Heylios £389: As reviewed by Martin Colloms.Very good value
stand mounters with punchy bass and adetailed mid and treble; voice
reproduction is very good.
NEAT: The Critique, Mystique and Petite are revealing and need agood
system to work with, but sound superb with the right amplifier. All three offer
amusical and involving sound and look good in Cherrywood finish.
Origin Live Victory £690: Very attractive speakers available in awide range
of finishes. Smooth but detailed sound.
SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH
Alchemist Nemesis amplifier, second hand, good condition,
£300 (
normal price £650)
AVI S2000MC REFERENCE CD PLAYER: One only, boxed as new,
only afew hours use : £ 1150 (
normal price £ 1399)
NEAT Petite Mk2 loudspeakers in cherry finish, ex demonstration, good
condition: £ 550 (
normal price £799)
Pink Triangle Export GTi/RB300 ex dens, good condition, excellent sound
quality: £600 (normal price £ 1345)
Trichord Genesis CD Player, ex demonstration, excellent condition
£400 (normal price £ 550)
Trichord Revelation CD Player, ex demonstration, boxed as new,
£600 (
normal price £799)
If you would like a full price list or to receive our monthly newsletter,
please phone on the number above.
We are agents for Alchemist, Audio Analogue, AVI, BluePrint, Heybrook,
Keswick Audio, LFD, Neat, Origin Live, Ortofon, Pink Triangle, Project,
Roksan, Sonneteer, Target, Trichord, Trilogy, UKD etc.

£495

FORSELL Air Reference CO transport and DAC only 3

KNELL KRC 3remote pre-amp ex-demo

£2750

MARK LEVINSON No 39 CD Player Mint
YOU Standard Turntable Mint

£4495
£1495

RAW Matrix 802 Series Ils

£1595

HELIUS Silver wired tonearm

£995

SONOS FABER Fixed Stone/Wood Stands £250
MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 Watt Dual Mono Amp _£3195
KNELL (RS Reference six box pre-amp
AUDIO NOTE 10 Limited cartridge & PSU

£3995
£
2750

£125

LUMLEY Promenade SPI Loudspeakers (NEW) £250
TECHNICS SL030 Turntable
Special Offer

£995

YAMAHA CDX880 CD Player

095

AUDIOLAB 8000c Pre-amplifier . .................... ........ £295
MAGNAPLANAR 2a Panel Speakers . ................ £950
APOGEE Stage speakers with stands ............. £ 1495
&W John Bowers Active 1speakers £895
MARK LEVINSON 38S pre-amp ex demo ..... ..... £4850

LUXMAN D-500X0 CD Player Mint/Boxed (£3495) £1395

ROTEL RCD965BX CD player

NAKAMICHI ZXL1000 Tape Deck - 13&W Serviced £1895

MARK LEVINSON 331 Power Amp.

AUDIO NOTE ANS 7Step-up Transformer £3000

MARK LEVINSON 36/37 CD/DAC

ARCAM Alpha 3Integrated Amp with phono

SME VBrand new

£165

CAMBRIDGE P50 Integrated Amplifier £75
AUDIO NOTE (assai Silver Amplifier
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands

£19,995

KEF 104 Loudspukers

£450
£7000

LUXMAN T-4 Accutouch CLL AM/FM Tuner £450
£175

AUDIO NOTE MW/SE Loudspeakers silverwired £3995
AUDIO NOTE DAC 4Mint/Boxed

£3995

STUDER A807 P-o, tape recorder Mint

£3750

HEYBROOK Quartets & stands Ex Dom (£840)

VISA

£ 195

£
3750
£4995

£ 1095

JUST AVAILABLE FULL CELLO SYSTEM
PLEASE ASK FOR DETAILS

£250

AUDIO NOTE M7 Silver Signature pre-amp
ARCAM Delta Black Box 11 DAC Boxed

£125

KISEKI Blackheart Unusec/Boxed (Cl995)

£595

EX-DEM EXPOSURE EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LIST
MAIN UK DEALERS FOR THIEL SPEAKERS
FOR AN-UP.TO.THE-MINUTE LIST PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
Http://www.hili-stereo.com
ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER
AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED FOR SALE

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN FOR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTHING. SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL -01903 872288, AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660031. FAX: 01903 872234
e-maii:searherdale@hiir-siwroo.com

THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST. DISS, NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744

CD & DAC's
MICROMEGA Microdot
(200
KENWOOD DP-X9010 transport
(200
MISSION DAC 5 (cost (300 new)
E100
AUDIO ACCHEMY ODE 0.1.0. L/MISSION DKS
£
100
MERIDIAN 200 Transport + 203 Bitstream DAC
£
600
WANTED CD TRANSPORTS + GOOD DACs

VALVE -AMPS
WANT TO GO VALVE? RING FOR HELP.
LUMLEY 75 watt monoblocks Huge
( 1000
ART AUDIO tempo monoblocks
£ 1200
GAMMA AEON moroblocks 211 single ended . . . £2500
HEART 3006 single ended monos
£ 1000
Mk 11 BEARD P35 Power amp
£550
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30
£ 1200
COUNTERPOINT SAO pre with high level MC input . (400
MEWS 222 Two box Tankee high end hybrid valve pre-amp
awesomely dynamic MC input
£ I200
AUDIO RESEARCH D70
£900
CONCORDANT EXHILIRANT (line level only)
£400
LUNGE Pre Amp
£350
BEARD BBA 100 Line level integrated
£750
AUDIONOTE CONQUEROR 300B
£ 1000

LOUDSPEAKERS
LINN KANs
( 200/(250 pair
TR RTL 2transnission line small floorstanders . . . £ 150
LINN USERS Active with Tune Box
£ 1200
THIEL CS 1.2
£550
£ 120
BEYER DI 901 headphone new
QUAD ELECTORSTATICS good used pair
(400
LINN KEILEIDH spiked floor standing speakers.
Pair with cherry veneer
£400
HEYBROOK Quartets
CM
SOUNDLAB Dynastat 6600 new
only (1000
GRADO PRESTIGE SR80 headphone
£65
NAIM IDE
£450
(31.11 QUBICS floontanding
(200
PARADIGM Monitor 5floorstanding
(200
REL. STENTOR subwooler
000

ARAM DELTA 2
( 200
MERIDIAN ARGENT cost £ 1000 newonly £ 50 amazing bargain
EatiLd
PROAC, 133.5a, Tannoy 15" + 12". RBI subs, Sonus Faber,
Martin Logan, ILI, Quad, lonolane. Yoigt Energised drivers.
PTE HS25, HiFi Cantata.

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES
SOUTHER Linear Tracking Arto
£ 50
SME 3012 boxed
PUA,
SME3009 II
É60
PINK TRIANGLE TURTABLE with Batik plus arrn ( 1
SO
YOYD with split phase PSU. Audionote Arm
( 1200
HEYBROOK TT2
( ITS
Wanted
GYRODECIL SME20, Orbe, SME ff1,0. 3012, Naim Aro, Decent
MCs, Linn LPI2, 'Rock, Ekos, Aro.

FOR SALE/MISCELLANEOUS
TANDBERG 3002/3003 pre/power
BOO
TANDBERG 3011 tuner
£200
TANDBERG 3012 Cassette
( 150
QUAD 33/FM3/303 with wooden sleeve
(310
NAKAMICI 600 serviced but tatty
(100
MERIDIAN 205 Monoblocks
£500
KELVIN LABS Absolute Zero line pre + IV stage (pair) (250
YAMAHA CR 1000 Tuner Amp - wooden sleeved beaskie ( 150
QUAD 34, 44, 405, 306
£200 each
ROIGO DOMESTIC CORNER HORNS with LOWTHER PM2A £2500
MUSICAL FIDELITY The Preamp ( 1980s one)
( 100
MERIDIAN 201 PRE
850
LINN LK280/SPARK
(650
LINN KAIRN with prefix
(900
MISSION PRE/POWER
£600
NUANCE PLENTITUDE French pre-amp
(450
ALCHEMIST MAXIM API 30A
£200
NAIM 72/140
£900
MICHEL ALECTO monoblocks
£ 1500
MARANT2 SC22/MA24 Class Amonoblocks
( 1400
ARUM DELTA 110/120 pre/power 100 watts
(550
PS AUDIO PRE/POWER
(350

VINTAGE & MODERN HI-FI BOUGHT & SOLD

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSI'AND ®
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral* (* Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished. sublimely
cr. on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Marlin CoItems, Hi-F1 News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, HI-FI Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers: highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY:
II Malcolm Steward Hi- F1 Choice.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation vtll testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper.
Thanks for sending Inc the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess. that Iwas a
hit sceptical about it, when Iordered one - after all, Ibought it. without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep bass and an authority. Inever heard Iletbre from
my records. And bekeve me. Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn LP 12.
Roksan Xerxes). Now rin waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it. Iwill do so without being a hit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TEILINGER - AUSTRIA

11.4ei4te er:«941-eelte a diaoreetei

THE GLASSMAT ci
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.
THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REIERENCEDGARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE OUAR7Z REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE (
HARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE WITH SPEED AD/ISTMENT.
STORMFORCE DEVASTA77NG SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURES® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCEN7RICS. BEWARE
HUMDINGER / /
BACKLASH

STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!

111Th' YOUR EARLY SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC
SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLIDLVG OFC LEilDS: BRILLIANT? YES.

BRAZEN / /*GRADE YO! 'R V15111 k11771 017? ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS: INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @

I
LSO FOR EMT ANDTHORENS TD124.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS -SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND " SLATE AUDIO TD124 CELEBRATION 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUF. SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300 FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 ( 1997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR T15111 BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.
BE

BRAVE

FACE YOUR

FEARS

LIVE YOUR

DREAIVIS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429
E

or sale trad
POWER AMPLIFIERS
AUDIO RESEARCH 0125 BALANCED
AUDIO RESEARCH M300 MONOBLOCKS
JADIS JA 500 MONOBLOCKS
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 3MONOBLOCKS
LUMLEY REF 120 MONOBLOCKS
CONRAD JOHNSON MF 2300
AUDIO RESEARCH VT 60
JADIS DA30 INTEGRATED
ART AUDIO QUINTET
ALBARRY PP1
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMBA
BOULDER 500 AE
MELDS 402 MONOBLOCKS
LFD PAVLS1
AUDIO RESEARCH D79/SPIO MKII
KRELL (SA 50 S
AUDIO RESEARCH 0400
MUSICAL FIDELITY F15
BEARD P35
KRELL ( SA 300S
ALCHEMIST KRAKEN MONOS 8, PRE-AMP
NVA 680 MONOBLOCKS 6P50 PRE-AMP
AUDIOLAB 8000P
BRYSTON 4
4XCHAMELEON RUBY POWER AMPS
MUSICAL FIDELITY P180 & CRPS
KRELL (SA 100 MKII
KRELL (SL PRE-AMP
MERIDIAN 557
AUDION 3008 SILVER NIGHTS
AUDIO INNOVATIONS S50 INTEGRATED
MERIDIAN 505 MONOBLOCKS
MUSE 175 MKII I75W MONOBLOCKS BAL
KRELL KSA 80
MARK LEVINSON ML 2MONOBLOCK
KRELL (SA 100 MKII

MINT S/11 £ 1995
MINT S/11 £4995
MINT S/H
£7995
MINT S/H
£2395
MINT SA1
£ 1695
MINT S/11 £ 1995
MINT S/H
£ 1695
MINT S/H
£2295
MINT S/H
f995
MINT S/F1 £295
MINT S/H
£ 7995
MINT S/H
£3295
AS NEW
£4950
MINT Ski
£895
MINT SO1
EPOA
MINT SM
£2495
MINT S/I-1 £2500
MINT S/H
£ 1095
MINT S/H
£595
MINT SM
£5995
MINT S/H
£895
MINT S/H
£995
MINT S/H
£495
GOOD COND S/H £395
MINT S/H £595 EACH
OR £ 995 PAIR
MINT S/H
£895
£1595
MINT S/H
£ 1095
AS NEW
£ 1050
MINT SM
£ 1595
MINT S/11 £495
AS NEW
£ 1195
MINT S/H
£2250
MINT S/H
£ 1595
MINT S/H
f2795
MINT S/11 £ 1495

PRE AMPLIFIERS
MCCORMACK TLC- 1
TESSERAC TALA
JEFF ROWLAND CONSUMATE 8 PHONO
DNM 3A 8, TWIN PACK
BOULDER L5AE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
NAIM 425 AVONDALE
CONRAD JOHNSON PREM 7B
EXPOSURE IX PROFESSIONAL POWER SUPPLY
EXPOSURE VACTIVE XOVER
NAIM
C 52/SUPERCAP
MCCORMACK MICRO LINE DRIVE
MOD SQUAD LINE DRIVE
LINN >CAIRN ISMPS) PHONO
KRELL PAM 3PRE AMP

AS NEW
MINT SA-I
MINT S/H
MINT SM
X-DEM
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
AS NEW
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H

£695
£795
£4995
£750
£2250
£1395
£250
£5995
£795
£495
£3495
£395
£250
(925
£1295

MINT S/H
MINT S/H
AS NEW
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT SM
MINT S/H
MINT SM
MINT SM
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H

£4995
£895
£1995
£1995
£3995
£795
£2495
£295
£395
f695
£1395
£5995

MINT S/H

£895

SPEAKERS
INFINITY IRS BETA
APOGEE SCINTILA
ENSEMBLE PAI SILVER- 131 WIRE
DUNTECH CROWN PRINCES
BM SILVER SIG 8 STANDS
APOGEE CALIPER
ALON IV MKII
RUARK ICON 8STANDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY MC5
SNELL JII'S
SONSO MINIMA AMATORS 8 IRONWOOD STDS
MARTIN LOGAN CLS IIZ & KINERGETIC
SUB WOOFER
MAGNEPLANAR SMG 3

DALOUIST D012
SONUS FABER EXTREMA + STANDS
SPENDOR SP2/2
EPOS ES II+ STANDS
MONITOR AUDIO 700 PMC
MARTIN LOGAN SEQUEL II
ROYO SAPHIRE
WESTLAKE HR1 ( RETAIL 220.000)
ALON PHALANX
8-8,W P6
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI 8 STANDS
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE 8 PLINTH
SD ACOUSTICS SDI
ROGERS LS35A
PROAC RESPONSE 4
SOUNDLAB DYNASTAT
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS

MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT
miNT

S/H
SM
SM
SM
S/H
S/H
SM
S/H
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
S/H

£595
£4250
£395
f395
£450
£1595
£195
£6995
£12,000
f695
f695
f1495
f12130
£350
£7995
£2500
£1195

CD PLAYERS 1, DACS
WADIA
KRELL STuDi0 2
MISSION CYRUS DISCMASTER
KRELL SBP 640
PS, AUDIO ULTRALINK
MCCORMACK DAC-1
WADIA 22/26
EAD 9000 SERIES III HOOD
BALANCED GOLD
ACUPHASE DP70
ACUPHASE DP90/91
MARK LEVINSON 30.5/31.5
FORSELL AIR REF TRANSPORT MK II
FORSELL AIR REF DAC
WADIA X64.4 DAC
MARK LEVINSON NO 31.5 + 30.5
PINK TRIANGLE DA CAPO 1307
LINN KARIK/NUMERIC 8REMOTE
EAD 1000 TRANSPORT
MARATNZ CD80
ROTEL 965 BX
THETA TLC
DPA PDM 2SILVER WIRED
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT
MERIDIAN 566 20 BIT DAC
AUDIO ALCHEMY TRANSPORT
MICROMEGA STAGE 1
THETA PROGENY

EW
lINT S/H
MINT SO-1
MINT S.41
MINT S/H
MINT SM
AS NEW
MINT SM

£4750
£1595
£595
£3500
£895
f695
£P.O.A
£4500

MINT
MINT
MINT
MINT

SM
S/H
SM
S/H

£2250
£9950
£14995
£8995

MINT SM
MINT S/H
MINT SM
MINT/SH
MINT S/11
MINT SM
MINT S/H
MINT SM
AS NEW
AS NEW
AS NEW

£1995
£14995
£995
£1795
£1500
£395
£250
£95
£995
£995
f895
£495
f295
£750

MINT S/H
MINT S/H

TURNTABLESIANALOGUENARIOUS
BASIS OVATION
PIERE LURNE JI ,SL5
KOETSU URUSHI
KUZMA STABOSTOGI REFERENCE
LINO TUNER
VPI TNT WHEATON III
PIERE LURNE JI/SOVVTHER MK III
MUSICAL FIDELITY TI TUNER
SONY TUNER STS 261
MUSICAL FIDELITY FT TUNER
AUDIO TECHNICA ART 1
TNT MK III 8 LID
CLEAR AUDIO GAMMA 24 CT GOLD COIL
STAN SR GAMMA PRO 8 SRMX PRO
ENERGISER
MERIDIAN 504 TUNER
TECHNICS SP10 MKII FULL OPSIDIUM PLINTH
TNT 48 FLYWHEEL AIR SUSPENSION
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE
ROKSAN XERXES/SME V ( LATEST SPEC)
KISEKI AGAT RUBY

AS NEW
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
MINT S/H
AS NEW
MINT S/H

£3495
£2250
£1295
£1495
£295
£1995
£2250
£195
£150
£495
£595
£3995
£495
£595

MINT S/H
AS NEW
AS NEW
MINT S/H
MINT

£525
£1200
£4500
£11995
£1095
£1495

Audio Note
The Audio Note Salon
opens in Scotland
on
15th December

FOR

FULL

34Cit 4C/
4Z

TEL ( 0)141339

DETAILS

CONTACT:

1:4 GI WS'

2432 - AX: (
0)141 339 9762

•

•

•

•

•

more

CHOICE
AGENTS FOR:
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, FORSELL, SME,
VPI, LUMLEY, ROCKPORT, GAMMA,
TRILOGY, Van den Hul, XLO,
STRAIGHT WIRE, SOUNDSTYLE,
TARGET, TOTEM, GRAHAM, C.A.T.,
TRICHORD and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom/dem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
All credit cards incl Amex.
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

E-Mail: Choice-HiFi@msn.com

for sale trade
SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
RAP

conrad-johnson PV10AL preamplifier
£ 995
conrad-johnson PF R line remote preamplifier
£2500
conrad-johnson ART line remote valve preamplifier
£ 15000
conrad-johnson Premier 8A (2x275W) mono amplifiers
£ 17000
conrad-johnson Premier 10 valve line preamplifier
£3750
conrad-johnson Premier 14 valve line remote preamplifier
£4500
conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve ea converter
£2000
conrad-johnson DR- 1CD transport
£ 1800
Golden Tube SEP 1valve line preamplifier ( new)
£900
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11(2x8W stereo) - new
£ 1400
Malos 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
£4500
Malos 402 Gold 400W valve monoblock ( pair)
£8950
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
£900
Wheaton Tri Planar IVi tonearm ( new)
£3000
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC cable
£4700
Muse Model 2cl/a converter ( silver/black)
£2000
Muse Model 5CD transport (silver/black)
£ 1800
Muse 300 mono amplifier 500W - pair (silver)
£4000
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee/JEM loudspeakers ( new)
£ 5500
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers ( walnut)
£ 5500
Avalon Radian HC loudspeakers ( cherry)
£ 13000
Kuzma turntables and tonearms
please ask for prices
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
please ask for prices
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
please ask for prices
Shun Mook'pGeformS and tuning devices Iseloner')
please ask for prices

Special
£795
£ 1900
£ 10000
£ 10500
£ 1900
£3600
£ 1500
£ 1400
£650
£850
£2500
£4300
£550
£ 1700
£2500
£ 1350
£ 1200
£2500
£2900
£3800
£8000

AUDIO

MATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

0181 255 0572 / 0973 436135
LLSI
Alchemist Forseti pre + power

£2228 ...

Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (class A)

£579 .... PO.A

Audio Innovations 2nd monoblocks

£2500 ...£1350
£450

Audio Innovations L2 pre

£750 ....

Audion Black Shadows 845 (new)

£4000 ...

Audion Silvernight 300E1 monoblocks

£2250 ... PO.A.

Cadence ES spks (e/d) 5year wort

£3500 ... 30% off

Chario Academy 1 solid walnut

£ 1349 ... £999

Chorlo Academy 2 - solid walnut

£ 1699 ... £ 1199

Clements PT 7piano lacquer. black

£4250 ... £2250

Counter Point SA

1000 pre

(e/d)

£2818 ... £ 1795

Counter Point SA 100 power
Impulse H2 spks

£24C0 ... £ 1250

Jadis JA80's Monoblocks

DICOFREAKS

1)istributors (> 1
. Fine Audi() 8‘ Ilmne Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

£9912... £4450

Jadis JA30's (KT88) amp

£5980 £2750

Krell Kay

£2500 ... £ 1800

303 int. amp

Linn isobariks spkrs (inc stands)

£650

Macintosh 712 pre (e/d) (r/c)

PO.A.

Macintosh MC7100 power (e/d) (r/c)

PO.A.

Musical Fidelity 3A pre

8A/V,00X)
8f/Alkfraff wane:maw

DESIGN 8
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES.
PENFOLD LANE, COINER
GREEN. BUCKS. HP15 OUR
(014941 714058 8FAX

Music

Mill

Hi Fi :Woke that's always worth listening 1.

0131 - 555 3963
PRO-AC RESP 25 (CHERRY)
MF MASO X4 TWO PAIRS
MARK LEVINSON N° 27
MUSICAL FIDELITY E200 + E300 x2
NAIM CD2 ( EX DEM)

361114]..

BANDOR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE
• Any one loudspeaker covers lirds of musical spectrum
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE 8ACTIVE CROSSOVERS
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £1.00 STAMP

ALPHASON
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS

£ 1500
£330
£ 1350
£850
£ 1650

AUDIOQUEST LAPIZ 1/2M PAIR
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 PRE
TANNOY M20

£ 140
£600
£ 100

LINN KAIRN PRE-AMP
£550
LINN KEILIDY
£380
APOGEE STAGE
£ 1100
SMGI C
£400
10am ópm • MON•SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH Elit 50G

SALE
PO.A.

£ 180

Quad 34 pre + 606 power

£550

Tandberg 3001 tuner (rave)

£750

Tannoy Cheviots

£350

NEW RANGE OF AUDION AMPS ON OEM - BLACK
SHADOWS TO GOLDEN DREAMS - Listen+ be persuaded
MOST EQUIPMENT OFFERED INCLUDES FULL WARRANTY
Stockist toc. Alchemist. Audiomeca. Audion Valve Amps.
Cadence Speakers, D.P.A., Kronos, Monarchy. °dorms. Pink Inangle.
Pro-lecl T-TSonia Frontlers.Trianale Sneakers. Triloav Valve Amos. Van der Hul

Lockwood Audio
THE

Temcyr

AUTHORISED

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appoimmem
Imperial Studios Maxwell Road

en

required

Borehamwood Herts WD6 IWE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

for the UK's leading specialist hi-fi and
home entertainment furniture manufacturer.

Absolute Tune-ups

B. Reddington
DESIGNS LIMITED

For further details contact John
ALPHASON

Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now repair,

high- end eginpmunt We
undeetikv rebuilds with sele:ted audlophik
Conn
•
nt, and can
fer .
10 11,,.
modify or re- align any

Tel: +44 1189 833523 Fax: +44 1189 833567
E-mail john reddington.@yirgin.net

matching Nervice. bspect only

dM O'Brien Hi-Fie
111111,1,111

AKG, ARCAM, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO
TECHNICA,
BEYER,
CABLETALK,
CHORD,
COPLAND,
DENON,
DENSEN, IXOS, JECKLIN, KRELL,
MARTIN LOGAN, MAXELL, MICHELL,
MOTH, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD,
NAIM, OPERA, ORTOFON, QED,
R A LABS, ROGERS, ROM, RUARK,
SENNHEISER, SME, SONY, TEAC,
THORENS,
UNISON
RESEARCH

CSOKING

PIVS11
Demonstration Room - Installation Service Major Credit Cards -Mail Order - Repair facilities
5 mins walk from Raynes Park BR - Free car parking
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon. London SW20 OTW

Te1.101811946-1528
126

Fax (0181)946-0331

the bvst

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on

purchases over

Russ
Flndrews

Baffled by the number of
cables on the market?

$100.

The Russ Andrews Solution

•60 brands, 238 cable products.

•FREE of

all US

taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
lUITUBES
Call, write, fax or emad for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax (215) 297-8661
f

MARTIN LocAN

can

Visit our wabsite at:
latp://www.tatwyre.com
email: faiwyreinafwyre.com

q

tTHE
CAME

comPsinv

P.O. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Use Kimber Cable - the best!

By using high qually Kimber Kable you can achieve
results that will astound you....it will transform your
HiFi system.
Our Paid Approval Scheme allows you 14 days to
evaluate these quality cables without obligation to
keep them.
Our NEW Audio Lifestyle Brochure contains our
range of accessories and cables to make your
music sound better.

Give your system anew lease of life!
To receive our latest information -

mail, phone or fax the following address:
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd. Edge Bank House,
Kendal, Cumbria LA8 9AS England
Tel: 01539 823247 Fax: 01539 823317
just
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classified
Records at Cost
NOW YOU CAN BUY YOUR CDs

AT DEALER'S COST PRICE
As a member of the WSL Records at
Cost Service you can buy any brand
new CD at trade price + postage and a
small handling charge from only 50p
Write, phone, fax or e-mail us now and
we'll send you full details of the Records
at Cost Service and how to join.
WSL PO. BOX32 ST. LEON/1MS EAST SUSSEXIN3HOUZ
TEL: (01424) 718254 (
24 Hours) FAX: (01424) 718262
E-MAIL: VVILSONSTEREOLIBRARYWOMPUSERVE COM
PLUS! WE INVITE YOU TO CASH IN ON A

MASSIVE CO WAREHOUSE

Clearance Sale!

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
incorporating: tali.»

11.1 ,u-.111, sound

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EOCIPNIENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
xiiriumiii Foriiiiti Amplifier
les don)

£699.00
Arcam Delta 110 Pre Amplifier 1SSP 7491
(
mail
£299.95
Arisant Delta 90 Amplifier
( used) £295.01)
Arisant Delta 60 Amplifier
( used) £ 150.00
Arisant Alpha 5+ Amplifier
( used) £ 160.00
Arcam Xela 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp
( ex dean) £699.00
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
(
ex den') £699.00
Audiolah 8000M Mono Amplifier. ( ex dern ) £ 12(10.(X)
Audiolab 80(M0P Power Amplifier ( used) £495.00
Audiolab 8000A Amplifier
leu dem) £400.00
Audiolab 8000S Amplifier
les dam) £560.00
Audiolab 8000CD Player
( ex dam) £800.00
B & W DM601 Loudspeakers ( used) £ 14000
Cyrus 2/PSX Amplifier
( used) £400.00
Cyrus .31 Amplifier
( used) &mix)
Infinity Emit K Speakers ins , iand elute
( used) £450.00
KEF 107/2 Speakers
used). £ 1903.00
Linn Kaim Pre- Amplifier.
( used) £950.011
Linn Mapk-1 Amplifier
limed) £495.00
Linn Helix Loudspeakers
( used) £220.00
Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier ( ex dem) £200.00
Meridian 501 Pre- Amplifier
ex dam) £549.00
Meridian 563 Delia Sigma DAC
les den) £595.00
Mission 765 Loudspeakers
used) £ 295.10
Micromega Stage One CD player
( ex dam) £ 329.00
Musical Fidelity A IAmplifier
losad)
£120.00
Nakamichi CR2 Cassette Deck
( used) £295.00
Nakamichi CD2 Compact Disc Player
( used) £ 195.00
Naim Naim/2 Amplifier
used) £ 295.00
Naim SAC 62 Pre- Amplifier
used) £295.00
Naim SAC 72 Pre- Amplifier
used) £49541)
Naim SAC 12 Pre- Amplifier
( used) £95.00
Naim SAC 92 Pre- Amplifier
limed)
Mom
Quantum Minstel Amplifier
les dam) £599.00
Quad 606 Power Amplifier
( used) £495.00
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
lox dam) £270.00
Roark Crusader/2 Speakers
( ex dem) £ 1099.95
Rotel RCD965BX Cl) PLayer
( used) £ 180.00
Status 500 Pre- Power Amplifier
used) £600.110
Talc Tascam 32 Open Reel Recorder
used)£800.00
Technics SI.P2000 CD Player
rwsodr£550.00

Visit our web site at htlp://www.lintone.emuk

Nec, Tapped Inductor.
0-10m11 in tmH & 11-ImH in 11.1,1111 steps

Nevi and updated FOCAL ' State of the Are Kits
& JMLah Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 630v Polypropylene
capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and apick of the best
from other manufacturers.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS:- Active & Passive.
Components. Accessories, Large range of Capacitors
+ Falcon Custom- wound Inductors.
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 5. Recipes Cookbook.
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in PlL.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large selection of Programs mailable. from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
AIRR, LoudSpeaker Ver.6, Itassitox, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit. the Mitev Mic Kit and
Nlic/Preamp kit rot the Audiosuiie or AMR
Electronic crossover & Sub- bass booklet 3 Ed.
Send for our FREE price list P1,26: Just send alarge
S.A.E. ( 38p stamp) or US$2 bill overseas.
Europe USSI bill or 3Intl. Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:(Dept HEN) Tabor House. Norwich Road.
MULBARTON. Norwich, Norfolk. NR14 8.1T
Tel: (0)1508 578272

e-mail on. Li ntone.audio@ si rgin.net
7-11 Park Lane, Calehead, Tyne & NVear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167

atv
ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD
01372 456921

Fax 0191 477 2771

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve
radios
• HiFi VCR's
. Valves tested

M ADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.
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AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
KRELL

KRC 3

SONUS

FABER

Extrema+

stands
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SALE

3399

2700

3250

2795

BlEeLim

RYCP(1.

UST

Meromega 21 CD Duo Pro 2DAC latest
Accuphase DP70 CD player baVAT T

mat £2500

se £4000

age £ 1895

sir £6000

Medan 208 CD preamp phono board MRS
Mendan 200203 CD.DAC Tnreord
Audio Research CDT 1transport

vgc £795
age £795
mint £ 1795

silt £ 1665
de £ 1660
se £3290

Cal Terrpes1 2CD player valve
Oracle Delphi MO tumtabk/Surrsko The Arm

mint £ 1295

sib £3900

minl £ 1595
mInt £ 1495

soh £3400
en £2500

mot £995
mint £ 1295

se £2500
st £2700

mat £ 1295
as nevo £995

de £2300
soh £ 1998

mrnt £3500

sfh £8000

Oxford Crystal Relerence turntable wall mount rare
Well ternpered classe turntable silver wired arm
Alphason Symphony lcontable cam, psupply
Krell KSL MO preamp balanced
Krell Pant 1dual nan0 dune sleet
Gryphon Landed Editan prearrop No 1
Gryphon 07 preamp
Auda Research LS7 deem, seer

mat £2395

se £5500

roast £ 1295

soh £ 1698

Auda Research SP14 deamp silver

min £ 1495

se £3298

vgc £995

sir £2400

Threshold PET 10 phondkne ' E sonnies

mat £2395
morn £ 1895

se £4920
de £4250

Burmeister 838/846 phondlone chrome bal

mat £ 1295

se £3250

Cary CAD 5stx) CD preamp analogue pro

mint £595
mini £4795

se £ 1200
se £ 7987

Leeson 12A preamp • prsupply MM MC
Threshold FET 10E phenolate balanced

Krell ( SA 200S power arrg balanced
Krell ( SA 250 Power arre balanced

morn £3295

Wh

£6600

Audelab 8000 mono power amps lalest

mont

£ 1195

dh £ 1600

Rowland Model 5power amp balanced
Golmund Minions 3power arm balanced

sigo

£2295

se £5250

mint £ 1995
sigo £595

eh £5150
sm £ 1200

vgc £3500
ma) £895

Mt £8500
e, £ 1495

Counterpoint SA12 power amp black
Levinson MU Dual nano power amp The Best
Cary 2A3 Mode stereo power arm chrome
Audio Research 070 power arre balanced
Audio Research 9760 power amp
Lumley ST70 valve power arm chrome
Densen Beat in) amp
Beard P100 k4k2 power axe K788 valves
Tandberg A3009/Mk2 power arm monoblocks
Sonar Faber Guamen Ltd Ed speakers • stands
Sofas Faber Extreme speakers • stands
El4W 800 Men. speakers Ellackash rare
Mandan DSP 5000 Corte' actne speakers

mar £ 1995

seo

£4400

vgc £ 1495
new £ 1485

se £2645
nev £2300

Intel £450
vgc £595
niel £995
runt £4495

srn £650
se £ 1430
ser £2195
sir £6200

mint £3895
vgc £5500

as new

£
2550

se £6890
sir £10000
led £3460

Ensemble Prona Donna speakers superb

age £3500

Mt £ 10000

Proac Response 35 Bun Oak latest
Romer Auda 20SE speakers • plaths Rosewood

not
03500
mint £ 1695

eid £5000
se £2400

Marhn Logan CLS 2Z speakers • stands

mot £ 1995

eh

mal

Apogee Stage speakers

. stands

f4550

£ 1495

sir £3450

Alois 4speakers Black

mint £ 1689

sto £3800

Burrnester 850 mono power amps rare
Burmeister 83/3846 'Monona* gold plated

runt £ 1995
moot £ 1495

de £5350
de £3500

Krell (PC FIR relate preamp latest
TDL Studio 1Pol speakers ostands ( Rosewood)

mint £4500
mrnt £695

se £6949
se £ 1000

TNT Mk2 turntable/Al, Tangenl 28 asilo arm astand

mat £3995
age £495

sat £9000
se £ 1000

mrnt £2295

sm

mrnt £2995
mint £2500

sib £8595
de £6600

Muse 18 actIve subwoofer Walnut
Sota Cosmos Vacuum turntable SME annboard
Aulopian Nonce speakers Black

ego £ 1595
man £ 1595

eh £4000
tilt £4400

mint £595

se £ 1750

Cambodge CD1 CO player ( Mg great)

vgc £500
age £500

se £ 1500
se
em

Spencer SP22 speakers • Slate stands

ne
£1500
ago £395

sal
se

Snell A3 loudspeakers Walnut istunnagl

mint £3295

se £6995

mat £995
mot £ 1895

se £2000
sib £3398

Linn Achve cartridge
Snell A2 loudspeakers Walnut
Apogee Me. Grand speakers stand subwoolers

Rock ongnal table ( rare)

Adcom GFA565 rnono power arnps balanced
Arillo Research LS2B MkIldeamp

bal

£4995

loads
£850

PS Audio 4.6 preamp. MIMIC
Krell KSA 50 Power Amp

mint £395
mint £ 1195

sob £900
se £2609

Arcam 170 CO Transport

sigo

de

Arcam 170.3 CD Transport

go £395
age £250

abeam Black Box 5DAC
Arum Della 110 Pneamp DAC Back Box 50 Chipsel

go

Arram Delta 120 Power Ang
Audio Research 15213 lék.2 rernote preamp
Nakameh 703 Zn 3head cassette fled

cspecally tor (trade by SME black 8gold boxes)
SME Varm mat newrsh boxed
SLEDGEHAMMER

EXCHANGED
Mt £7990
Wh £4450
Co £2572

Wilson Will speakers
SME 345 arm

ACOUSTIC PANELS

BOUGHT/SOLD

mat £3995
runt £ 1995
writ £ 1695

Krell Stele DAC balanced AT. Tect
Linn KanioNumenc CODAC latest

Wharfedale °plan 1active speakers very rare)
11...•••••101.11>ll 1.1.11,1--0.1eLMUR

HIGH END AUDIO

SALE
Krell MD10 CD turntable last version

Pales Sanature 2speakers Rosewood superb

r

RIVERSIDE HIFI

41BÍTIIC.S

Audolab 80000 preemie anote
Mandan 502 balanced preamp
Mender 557 power amp balanced
Mandan 565 AC- 3surround sound

£250

de
st

£620
f700
£450

£395

sm

£750

£50

se

£520

mat £2295
min) £895

soh £3973
dh £ 1600

mull £4995

red £8888

mInt £595

sal

mad £995
mrnt £695
miel £ 1(100

sfn £ 1461
is
£1000
aid £ 1295

mint £ 1195
frvnt £2203

eid £ 1400
eid £2700

010004

NEW IN THIS MONTH

7400

5500

Jacks 202 top loadIng CO transport

mint £2750

ANGSTROM 200 DTS
MICHELL GYRODEC ex arm

3950
960

3350
815

Sias DAC MT valve CPA convener rare
Mendan 508 24 Mt CO player latest

mint £2995

se £ 13000

mint £ 1695

0/4 £ 1995

SME V
ISO HER

1390

mint £ 1295

srb

895

1150
749

Lan Karmic numenc 2transpon ODAC

rant £8995

eh £ 14390

COPLAND CDA 288

2200

1995

mot £ 1495

sir £3595

THETA Data basic II silver

2400

1995

14,950

12,000

DWIN HD 500 projector.
M. AUDIO Studio 50 Wood

1750

AUDIO RESEARCH LS9

2250

1850

AUDIO RESEARCH CD2
THETA TLC -

3400
229

2950
199

199
399

185
359

1400

1199

MERIDIAN 557
TEL ( 0181) 892 7613

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST - W1CKENHAm

processor al danang
Melon 333 plus terres 2box valve preamp
power amps balanced facility
Rowland Model 2powerang
Krell ( SA 200E Power amp last venom moot
Krell ( ST 100 Mk2 power amp. bal

SEND $5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8808 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.

Martin Logan SL3 Pend electrostate sneakers. Oak
ProaC Stud.0 200 speakers mahogany

rant £3995

en £8950

mat £2995
mot £2500

sir £5000
sal £5550

mat £ 1495
mint £2495

se £2897
se £3399

mint £995

sud

JANUARY 1997

£ 1850

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

TEL: 608-831-3033 FAX: 608-831-3771
FAX ( 0181) 892 7749

MIDDLESEX. TW1 2E8
HI-FI NEWS I. RECORD REVIEW

1145

U572

Krell (AS's with AC38 1:175 Neils Audio vesual preamp

Malos 402 Gold High current 400W Tnode vane mono

4,400

AUDIO RESEARCH LS7

THETA GOLIATH
MICHELL GYROPOWER OC

LEFIP

slit £4490

e-mail: madisouneitis.com
Web Page: http:AwAvitis.comimadisound
127

for sale trade
Ze«eit Hi- Fi

YEAR END BLOW OUT. EX-DEM, REVIEW, SHOW STOCK
Mass
SRP_S
Sota_S
Acoustat model 11...e/statiC sPlas. x-dem
1600.00 800 00
Acoustat Model 1100 .. e/static spkrs. x-dern
2000.00 1000 00
Alchemist Forseti...100W intg. x-clem
900.00 500.00
Anthem Amp 1.. Valve auk amp. x-dern
1200.03 960.00
Anthem Integrated 1.. .Volve kitg. x-dern
1500.00 1203.00
Anthem Pre 1.. Valve pre Inc rnm/rnc. x-dern
15130.0) 1200.00
Anthem CD 1. . Valve output CD player. x-dem 1600.00 1280.00
Arlon Electra...Info (mm). ex-den
1800.00 moo.on
AudioMeco Kreatura/Elbrk...Trans & DAC. x-dern 2650.00 2000.00
750.00 450.00
Chario Hiper 2 2-way sokr. new
750.00 950.00
Charlo Hipe, 2 2-woY spar. K-clem
950.00 550.00
Chart. Hipar 3 3-way spkr. new
950.00 450.00
Choko Hipe, 3 3-way spkr. x-càern
1349.00
1000.00
Criarlo Academy 1 2-way spar. new
1349.00 800.00
Chore Academy 1 2-wcry spar. ii -Oom
1699.00 1400.00
Chore ACCKMEEly 2 . 2-way spkr. new
1699.00 1100.00
Chorlo Academy 2...2-way spar. x-dern
8500.00 5000.00
Chono Academy 3 . 4-way Fe spar. ir.show
1090.00 1000.00
Counterpoint HC808. Dolby Pre, 0-show
Counterpoint SA1001
Counterpoint SA10001 . Valve ore/parr. s-dern 3000.00 2003 00
Counterpoint DAIO/DA11.. Irons & DAC. x-dern 5200.00 2000.03
Gene% 5200...2-way SPki ,0-01em
1000 00 500.00

Quality UsecifEx-dem Equipment
Krell KSL preamp
Krell KSA I(X) MK2 power amp

£999
£1
A99

Linn Majik- IAmp ( Remote)

£42( )

Linn LK 10(1 power amp

£421)

Micromega Tempo P/The Amp

£ 1.500

(Remote Control Pre- Power)
Opera Duetta

£299

Opera Terza

£699

Kef Concerto ( inc stands)

£ 150

tone°w overrou....inrci. x-oero

55000

350.00
1200.00
1500.00
1200.00
3000.00
5030.03
300.00
300.00
500.00
600.00
2000.00
1500.00
2500.00
2500.00
1200.00
2000.00
2800.00
3000.00
5000.00
400.00
500.00
1203.03
80100

C712...Remote preornP (mm), x-00m 2000.00
McIntosh MC1700...103W Own amp- new
2000.00
McIntosh MC1703...103W Ow ,OmP. ',clam
2000.00
McIntosh C40 .. Full function pre amp . 0-show 5003.00
McIntosh MC500...503W par amp. x-show
9000.03
Musical Fidelity T-1 .. "CoMecton itere• New. boxed'
N.E.A.R 1CM...2-way metal cone SOkr. x-dem
603.00
N.E.A.R 20M...2-way. 3driver sPirr.. -shOw
1200.03
N.E.A.R Sound Mast...3 way Olio,. It- fen
1500.00
N.E.W. P-3/ a-20.1...Pre/Pwr. sm -00s,
2500.00
Neolkh Neat. . Cortan spkr. 0-show
3000.00
Neollth Neo2 with stands. . Conan spkr. 0-show 5000.00
NeOlIth Neo3 . Corlan spar. x-show
5000.00
SONG Frontiers SFS-40. Volve por amp. x-dern
2000.00
Sonic Frontiers Une1 . Valve preamp. oreo
25oacm
SONG Frontiers SECD-1 . Volve CD player. 0-rev 3800.00
Sono Frontiers SFM-160.. Naive m/blocs. x-dern 6000.00
Sonic Frontiers SR-1/SFD-2...Trans & DAC. x
dom 7600.00
Thule PR2CO/R. Preornp. x-dern
700.00
Triste CD100. CO player. >Pram
80300
Trilogy Pre/948 Pre/pwr amp. x-dern
1700.00
Unison Simply 2.. Valve into. x-dem
1000.00
McIntosh

28 Church Crescent, Dumfries, DGI 1DI
Telephone:- 01387 267048

SERVICE!! REPAIR!!
r;I ARANTEED Tr E 91 -Mill' Itrl'SIR , SAli oiRVICIAr. 1-Al MIRIAM

The best audio electrolytic capacitors
invented and made in the UK

All. SALVE AUDIr

11 ,511 Al

ItF:NTORNEIr \ Al

TNetwork

ri

,

i li

,5N1111111

5!! ,, A \

ZIE

s .

833099

s

lung:aide. Cnsfl.

',AFL. mill Audio. ( SAM'. L“Is I
rotselilines. Monies \ K1,110.011 Aitilogue. hsseell.

Advanced 4terrninaldesign in a 10.000e 63 volt
version available kern stock for £22 + VAT retail

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving

1,1•1, 111.115

G T AUDIO

Sr' Mt' . 11.,

r

I1
,
r,liSIilAr \ IA I \

I ICI

Tel/fax: 01895
=1111>l

Ili

Tito\

14:11i Spurs,. Inis.m

11

Chu.

Aiiissoni,

coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!

Slit Foil

I
CAN ALSO SUPPLY: TURNTABLES. TONEARMS. CASSETTE DECKS,
CD PLAYERS, DAT, MINIDISC, CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS. HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS. ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES 8
DISCS, TEST CD'S, TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES. CABLES.
AERIALS. TRACKING FORCE GUAGES. ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.

of hornmee wet token or midnight ond
hos no, come ose too well
loi fo. ocleores view ol oes wide range

h • Sus KNEES

All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex-display equipment. No grey imports. Delivery is free.
Sorry, no general catalogue Please phone or write for specific details.

2.2000 to 15,0000, voltages from 40 to 100
send for price list

IAN HARRISON HI Fl ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)

Loudspeakers for

Etc

- Send fa the Brochure from
Ore 0,
ri Gee,
Ueses
Ion Edwards - siinjoi• nO1 ros
'-Aphone 01423 5004E.

Supplicre of the World's Finest Components

PRICE(1) 1+

25V/100
25V 470

1.05
2.00

0.95
1.85

25V 1000

3.20

3.00

4.72
8.05

5.30
8.91
Sanyo 05-CON SG Electrolytic Capacitors

16V/1000
16V/470
20V 100

1

9.20
7.00
4.50
1.60

251 -10

Other Lines include:ALPS Potentiometers.
Semi-conductors,

design and supply

PRICE(L) 5+

(Specially Designed For Audio Featuring OEC Leadouts)
VALUE (
aair)
rsuct(L) 1+
PRICE(L) 5+

'Mtn"

ufti,
r,e

VALUE ( iE)

0.71
1..0

013., ;atieu6s1•.4

A range of 25 DIY loudspeaker kits from £140 - L3800 on demonstration
• Crossover

Err

Fully Annealed. Long-Grain Pure Silver Wire 99.99% (4N)
PRICK(L) S-FPer MItr
Dia.(et et)
PRICE(L)1.0Mtr
3.22
0.45
3.45

llednsadvraiio

/7\

LP.

Cass•ttes

Video

Nichicon MUSE KZ Premium Grade Electrolyttc's
(Made Fax Audio Featuring Low Distonioa, OFC Wire Lead-Outs)

111. Ceim (seas)
tag Lowther VISATM'

BENNIC

Music
TVs

Catalogue Preview Of Selected Components

and accessories for the trade and DIY speaker builder

3111E Platim

Hi•Fis

L

over 30 years

We are the UK's largest distributor of replacement drive units

[11AUDIO

Videotapes

Books

rbte)etuit (
W)

Wilmslow
Audio Y
name in

•storage units • •
CDs

DNM Design,111 Dartmoor Drive
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 8XT
tel/fax 01480 457989
dnm.co.ukeidiscover. co.uk

From: 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm Including Sundays

The

This photo dorent our beautiful pieces

8.50
6.60
4.20
1.50
AEROVOX Capacitors, Burr Brown

Caddock R.CtitiOft, Dénith Audio CortneeT CT IStepped

Aueswitor.

DNM

Design Capacitors, ans Capacitors, LT-Electronics Air Core & Iron Dust Core
Inductors.I.inear Technology Voltage Regulators, MIT MultiCep Pot
woe & Polypropylene Capacitors, Sfemicc Pottotls.«.-ters, Vishay Resistors,

•Large range of accessories including Capacitors, Inductors,
•Resistors, Binding posts, Grille cloths and foams,

7ei44414# Setoice , Psomfre

•Ports, Spikes, Cable and much, much more.

Wilmslow Audio Ltd
50 Main Street
Boughton Astley
Leicester
LE9 6RD
128

Phone for your free catalogue
Tel: 01455 286603
Fax: 01455 286605

For aFree copy

of our

34

Pagc1997

Dieetted

Illustrated Audiophile Parts Catalogue, contact us at:AudioCom (UK)

Unit 6, Tindle Enterprise Centre, Wm= Street Tenby, Pembrokeshire. SA70 WI
rd. ( 01834) 842803Fax (01834) 842804
E - Mail Address: Audiocomi4connect-wales.co.uk
(Business Hours: 9:30 to 5:30 from Mon- Fri)
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VISA

0/0
Finance

0%

At\
a
at e, Card

Up to 36 Months

MW1

Finance

CONNECT

EUROPE

Up to 36 Months

OMEGA Electronic Equipment ( Europe) Ltd, New Road Business Estate,
Ditton, Maidstone, Kent ME20 6AF

Tel: 01732 848268 (7 Lines)
Fax: 01732 848289
eQuality Audio Visual Products
•4 Evaluation Suites.

•Evening Appointments.

•0% Finance up to 36 Months.
•Suggested Systems.

'Easy Access M20/M25/M2&A2
'World Wide Mail Order.

'Home Evaluation
•FREE Installation Service.

•8.30am to 6.30pm Mon - Fri.
•10.00am to 4.00pm Sat.

'Ample FREE On- Site Parking.

Please note that Saturday demonstrations after 4pm
are available by pre- booking

SOME OF THE PRODUCTS NOW
AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION:

•

Musical Fidelity X-Series: Wnole range, from the X10-

Audio Analogue : Puccini & Puccini SE integrated

D to the absolutely brilliant NEW X-A50 mono power

amps, Bellini pre and Donizetti power amps. You

amps stocked and on demoneation in our dedicated XSuite. These prodJcts have taken the industry by storm

classy Italian products by now. The Puccini SE recent-

should be familiar with these very, and we mean very

and rightly so. Stunning looks and sound to match. You
can now own a full Musical Fidelity system, based

ly had astorming review in HI-Fl World, the Bellini and

around the X- Series with your choice of CD transport &
speakers. Whether you are looking for a cost effective

both silver and high gloss black finishes, these products are destired to

upgrade to your ex sting system, or to purchase a complete new set of
upgradable electronics, you owe it to yourself to seriously consider these superb
products. Enthused about by the press, even outside of the normal HI- Fl
publications, these are real objects of desire. You have probably gathered by now
that we rate the X- Series more than abit !!

Donizetti will be equally as well received. Available in
become future classics. We strongly urge you to book your demonstration now.
Priced from only £450.00 for the Puccini integrated, the range represents
unbelievable value in the sound per pound stakes. Another Italian import
heading for the Premier League!!.
Partington : Speaker stands or works of modern art ?. How about both. After

BOSE : Another of our favourite products. Lifestyle 12 Home Cinema System

25 years in the audio industry Partington have come up with what can only be

and Lifestyle 20 multiplay, dual zone high quality audio systems on permanent

described as atruly brilliant and revolutionary NEW loudspeaker support in the

demonstration in our dedicated BOSE Theatre. Superb sound and vision from
these stylish, virtually invisible, user friendly works of art. Full range of BOSE

the sound enhancement properties of this support

A7-60. Will sell by the bucket load on looks alone, but
make for something bordering on the spectacular. The

products available including the other Lifestyle systems
and the Acoustimass loudspeakers. The performance

A7-60 should be deemed as an essential purchase for

and pure lifestyle orientated ease of use of these

anyone wishing to extract the maximum performance

products make them out and out winners. We currently
have some very special offers on all BOSE products,

from

giving you anything up to a FREE PC system and 0%
finance !!. Call for details and to book the BOSE Theatre.

Townshend SSS. We have been waiting for aspeaker

DEE specialise in the supply et quality

stand

incredible

mountable

sonic

and

loudspeakers.
visual

Forms

an

with

the

statement

stand like this for ages. Nice one Partington !!

audio visual products that offer stunning sonic and visual appeal. Call for our full price list & product guide or to book one of our 4MY evaluation suites. FREE UK Mainland denvery on all mail order sales.

*** STOP PRESS *** Sonic Frontiers Anthem CD Multiplayer - Finally available & well worth the wait.

7e Pliote,

Severee

Anthem, Audio Gem, Audio Analogue, Audiocarpet, Bose, C.A.D., Ergo, Graaf, Jecklin Float, JBL, LFD, LG Electronics, Mistral, Monrio,
Musical Fidelity, Neolith, Partington, Precious Metals, Sequence, Sonic Frontiers, Sonic Link, Sonneteer, Stax, Totem, lrownshend, UKD,
Unison Research... & other quality audio visual products from around the World.

finale

The much
reviled
Yoko Ono
has
at last
found her
rightful
place in
the world
of rock...

R

eviled? She stops just this short
of being treated like Hitler.
Nearly 30 years after the
break-up of the Beatles, Yoko Ono is
still despised for a ' crime' she
probably didn't commit. And her
music, variously described as cats
wailing and, er, more cats wailing, is
now so hip that not liking it is
tantamount to admitting to asense of
loss when Take That split up.
The prejudice? In Airheads, amid1990s film about a desperate- forfame band, the lead singer's
girl-friend proclaims innocence
by saying that she's 'no Yoko.'
And this is a gag aimed at an
audience so young that its
collective parents probably
hadn't even met in 1969. In the
smash hit TV show about
wacky aliens, Third Rock From
The Sun, one of the characters
describes a trouble- making
female as being 'like that Yoko
Ono woman'. There's even an
anti-Yoko website called ' Yoko Ate
My Balls'. And if Liam ever leaves
Oasis, then Patsy surely will be called
alatter-day Yoko' in The Sun.
Does
Yoko
deserve
such
vilification, either for the break up of
the Beatles or for her often paininducing music? Let's dismiss the
first part: the Beatles were too big,
too important (and too profitable) to
have been destroyed just by apetite
Japanese conceptual artist who
happened to hang around the studio

THE RYKO COLLECTION
Ono Box with John Lennon
[
RCD 10224/29, 6CDs]
Unfinished Music No.1: Two Virgins
with John Lennon
[
RCD 10411]
Unfinished Music No.2: Life With The Lions
with John Lennon
[
RCD 10412]
Wedding Album with Plastic Ono Banc' [
RCD 10413]
Plastic Ono Band with Plastic Ono Band
[
RCD 10414]
Fly with Plastic Ono Band
[
RCD 10415/16, 2CDs]
Approximately Infinite Universe
with Plastic Ono Band [ RCD 10417/18, 2CDs]
Feeling The Space
[
RCD 10419]
A Story [ RCD 10420]
Season Of Glass
[
RCD 10421]
It's Alright ( ISee Rainbows)
[
ROE 10422]
Starpeace
[
RCD 10423]
Walking On Thin Ice compilation
[
VRCD 0230]
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Flack, Richard Tee, Eric Gale,
Roseanne Cash, Vince Gill — amix
of rockers, country singers, jazz
musicians, not John Cage acolytes.
But what was it all about?
Now you can find out without
paying over-the-top prices for vinyl
originals. Rykodisc — which
performed the impressive task of
reissuing Frank Zappa's 50- albumplus catalogue — collaborated on the
restoration of Yoko's complete output
up to 1985. It follows her 1992
release for Ryko, the 6CD Onobox,
which presented her albums and a
slew of rarities in a unified form,
remastered and annotated. And
Yoko said that, when the time was
right, each album would be released
in its original, stand-alone form, all
11 individually numbered and
augmented with bonus tracks (not
found in the Onobox) appropriate to
each disc.
The bad news is that the prePlastic Ono band releases are as
irritating as you might fear. I
remember trying to listen to them
with the ears of a Beatles fan who
limited.)
had to own everything even loosely
It's even arguable that if Yoko had
related to the Fab Four, and no
been an Anglo-Saxon, the venom
amount of Durban Poison could
would have been less poisonous. But
render them palatable to my AMYoko's 'Japanese-ness' is the basis of
radio ears. But by the time she and
her art, and it was at the very core of
John had outgrown their devotion to
John's attraction to her.
undiluted avant-gardism, enter the
Every post- 1980 article about
Yoko — transformed instantly into a Plastic Ono Band, the anarchy was
replaced with craft.
grieving widow by that asshole's
With 25-years' worth of hindsight,
bullets — has exhibited remorse and
it's easy to identify what is now
pleas for forgiveness, especially from
those who attacked her while John
commonplace. Sounds which rappers
and technoids accomplish through
was
alive.
Now- sympathetic
sampling, with the touch of abutton,
observations cited how maturely she
Yoko produced ' manually', with only
handled Lennon at his most infantile,
the technology available in pre-MIDI
through his drug and drink periods
studios. Rhythms, bass throbs,
and infidelities. How she proved to
percussive sounds and — above all
be one of the canniest business— vocal gymnastics which permeate
persons in rock. How she brought up
the current, chronically hip indie
Sean to be a well- adjusted young
scene are foreshadowed with such
man — itself aHerculean task, given
alarming precision that you cannot
that aterse description of him would
deny Yoko her due. As the brilliant
be ' the son of the murdered Beatle'.
So Yoko was ' humanised'. But
critic, Robert Palmer, stated: ' having
John Lennon falling in love with her
even the release of Beatles Anthology,
was the worst thing
which could have only been
that could have
produced with her approval, contains
minute traces of anti-Onoism. Yet all
happened to Yoko
Ono's career as an
this pales to insignificance when one
artist'.
examines how Yoko has at last found
Then again,
her place in the world of rock.
it's likely that
There were hints as long ago as
if he hadn't,
1980, when John revealed to the
we probably
world that the B- 52s — amajor act
would
have
in their day who acknowledged his
never heard of
observation — were directly
Yoko at all.
influenced by Yoko. A group called
Ken Kessler
Shaved Fish released asingle which
was a cover version of Yoko's « 2
Minutes Silence'. (Yes: two minutes
of silence.) In 1984, Every Man Has
A Woman... was released, avarious
artists tribute to Yoko featured such
performers as Elvis Costello, Roberta

abit too much. John Lennon was too
egotistical, too confident and too
much in control to have allowed
Yoko's influence to go much beyond
experimentation in his music. But
her timing was awful, and Linda
McCartney must secretly thank Yoko
every night for being so intrusive, so
visible. Otherwise, Linda might have
been
accused
of the
same
interference.
But she wasn't. Macca's input to
the final Beatles recordings shows no
sign of Linda's influence, and she
simply wasn't targeted as much as
Yoko, at least not beyond fans'
jealousy. Linda was an established
photographer, respected within the
music
community,
and
her
personality has been shown over the
last three decades to be one of a
woman secure enough to pursue her
own career while her husband does
the same. ( Apparently, it was at
Paul's insistence and not Linda's that
she suffered the embarrassment of
being a member of his bands, when
clearly her musical talents were

Sonic Waves
UtAK

Tube Technology is making waves with their new FULCRUM CD replay system and the
SYRINX Stereo 45/Mono 90-Watt power amplifier.
The FULCRUM Digital to Analogue Converter combines the latest developments in digital
design with exotic thermioniic tube circuitry, resulting in aperfect balance between digital
and analogue. Utilising advanced dual phase locked loops, data jitter is virtually
eliminated. Converted into analogue by a 128 times oversampling 24- bit interpolation
filter followed by an enhanced technology delta- sigma converter, this architecture ensures
avery high insensitivity to clock jitter. Providing 20 Bit resolution, detail retrieval is
amazing and the analogue signal interface, which is asuper linear dual mono class A
double triode thermionic amplifier, allows the digital recording to breathe with
astonishing reality.
The SYRINX is a compact slirnline all tube power amplifier offering asingle variable input.
The amplifier is switchable from stereo 45 watts to mono 90 watts offering the enthusiast a
versatile upgrade path. The Syrinx can be stacked so additional units can be easily
accommodated. Superb multi- section output transformers dominate the internals
allowing wide bandwidth an.d low distortion. With minimal case work this tube amplifier
is as affordable aproduct could be without compromising sound quality, allowing music
lovers of all tastes to experience awe inspiring performances.
therm ionic
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Tube Technology Technology House 214 Station Road Addlestone Surrey KT15 2PH UK
Tel:01932 821111 Fax:01932 821182 Email:TUBE TECHNOLOGYcompuserve.com

NATURE'S GREATEST SOUND EFFECT
eauty is in the ear of the listener . . .
soft atet, loud and glorious.
Nothing sounds as good — or looks better than

w.
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STUDIO SERIES

NEW sTuffio 60

MONITOR AUDIO
Mon Road, Cambridge CBI 4ZIN England Phone:
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1MITED
4 Fax: ( 01223) 214532

